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 اﻟﺮ ْﻤﺣَ ٰـﻦ
 ِِۢ اﷲ
ﻴﻢ
ِ اﻟﺮ
ِ ﺣ
ِ
Preface
The skeleton of this book was put together at the end of 1992 to the beginning of 1993. I had returned a couple of
months earlier from spending 8 months in the U.K., Pakistan and India with Jamaa’at at-Tableegh, and was living,
unmarried as yet, in a rented room in Whitechapel, London. I had money from private tuition work to pay my rent,
but not enough to buy sufficient food, so most days I had plenty of time freed up from not cooking or eating!
London, at that time, was awash with different groups and opinions and efforts; all claiming to be the authentic
Islaam, with the authentic scholars of the Ummah, and the correct methodology for re-establishing Islaam. There
were the Salafees, along with the spectrum of Soofee tareeqah’s, Hizbut Tahreer in their first iteration, Jihaadees,
Jamaa’at at-Tableegh, Ikhwaan ul Muslimeen, Jamaa’at Islaamee, Takfeeris of various shades, the community of
Muslim converts in Norwich (which I’d first encountered while living in Glasgow), and probably many others that I
never knew about.
Trying to follow and invite others—particularly youngsters and students—to the methodology of Jamaa’at atTableegh was an argumentative nightmare; not helped by the constant advice from the Elders of Tableegh to just
give the message and not get involved in discussion or argumentation. Coming from a background in scientific
research, this to me was equivalent to an instruction for ignorant blind-following; hardly the much-enjoined Sincerity
of the Six Qualities. Sincerity is not just to do a thing for the sake of Allaah (a.w.j.), but to also do the thing which He
would most like us to do. Thus, if any of the Efforts available seem to be more in conformity to that which Allaah
requires of us, then we have to choose that rather than anything else.
After quickly getting a grasp of the basic standpoints, evidences and arguments of the various groups, and the
factors involved in the differences between them, I decided that the answer to the reasons for all of these
differences in understanding must be available within the Qur'aan. It is guidance for the whole of mankind in all eras
and all circumstances, and contains everything required to know what is required of us—and why—in those eras and
circumstances.
…We have not neglected anything in the Book… (6:38)
Shall I seek other than Allaah for judge, when He it is Who has revealed unto you the Book, fully explained?…
(6:114)
And certainly We had brought them a Book which We have explained with knowledge—a guidance and
mercy for a people who believe. (7:52)
I therefore asked Allaah (a.w.j.) to make things clear for me; took an A4 notepad, a pen, and the updated Saudi
translation of Yusuf Ali; and starting at Soorah Faatihah, I went through to the end of Soorah Naas, writing out every
aayah concerned with eemaan, hidaayah, deen, sunnah, a’maal, tawfeeq, purification, trials and testing, knowledge,
da’wah, enjoining good and forbidding evil, jihaad, fighting, Islamic qualities, the sunnah of Allaah (a.w.j.) in dealing
with individuals and groups of both Muslims and non-Muslims, and the relationships between these different
aspects. Each verse was then torn into a single strip, and every strip was put in the category to which it related. Each
category was then positioned in relation to the others to give a coherent narrative encompassing all the areas of all
the groups, and highlighting the omissions, limitations and misunderstandings of each group and methodology.
The methodology and understanding of Jamaa’at at-Tableegh showed itself as clear as daylight from all of this, along
with the clear omissions, limitations and misunderstandings of each of the other groups. The one, single aayah
which didn’t ‘fit’ was one used primarily by Hizbut Tahreer:
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What is wrong with you, that you do not fight in the Path of Allaah and of the feeble among men and of the
women and the children who are crying ‘Our Lord! Bring us forth from out this town of which the people are
oppressors! Oh, give us from your presence some protecting friend! Oh, give us from Your presence some
defender!’ (4:75)
The tafseer of the aayah cleared up the issue though, and it took its proper place within the overall narrative.
Due to this exercise, I have remained in the effort of Tableegh, alongside continual research into all the areas of
Islaam in which there are differences within the Ummah, and adherence to the following practice:
Aboo Salamah bin ’Abdur Rahmaan said ‘I asked ’Aa'ishah (r.a.) “With what did the Prophet (s.a.w.s.) start
his prayer?” She said ‘When he got up to pray at night he would start his prayer with the words:
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َ َ َ َ ْ َّ َ َّ ُ َّ
ُ ْ َ َ ْ َ ِ َ َ َّ َ ْ َ ْ َ َ ِ ْ َ َ
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ِ
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ِ
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َّ َ ُ ْ َ
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ْ َ
ْ
ُ َ َ َ َ
ْ َ َ َّ ّ َ ْ اخ ُتل َِف فِيهِ م َِن
َ ِ Jَ اء إ
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ِيما كنوا فِيهِ ي َتل ِفون الل ُه َّم اهد ِِن ل ِما
عِبادِك ف
ٍ ص
ِ ُ ال ِق إِنك تهدِي من تش
َ ْ ُ
يم
ٍ مست ِق

(Oh Allaah, Lord of Jibreel, Meekaa'eel and Israafeel, Creator of the heavens and the earth, Knower of the
unseen and the seen, You judge between Your slaves concerning that wherein they differ. Oh Allaah, guide me
to the disputed matters of truth, for You are the One Who guides to the Straight Path).’’ (Nasaa'ee Vol. 2,
Book 20, Hadeeth 1626)
Despite all this, the particular nature of the effort of Jamaa’at at-Tableegh in the U.K. meant that what I was
constantly hearing, seeing and being taught about it didn’t sit comfortably in the heart. I stuck with it through a
sense of responsibility, and because of my understanding of it being the optimum use of resources for the Ummah to
re-attain the promises of Allaah (a.w.j.). It wasn’t until about fifteen years later, after studying the letters of
Maulaana Sayyid Ahmed Khan (r.a.a.), the Malfoozaat of Maulaana Ilyaas (r.a.a.), and then studying ’aqeedah in
depth, that I started to realise the reasons for the Effort not sitting comfortably with me.
Firstly, the Effort as it is understood and practised now is not the same as the Effort that was understood and
practised by the founder and earliest participants of this Effort. Despite protestations to the contrary, the means of
the Effort have become the objective, to give a self-fulfilling target of increasing the number of participants and
jamaats so that more participants and jamaats can be created from their efforts.
Secondly, the mistakes in understanding the reality and nature of eemaan that are inherent within the Hanafee,
Maatureedee and Ash’aree Schools of Thought create conflicts with, and eventually barriers to, the understanding,
progression and steadfastness of participants in this Effort, due to the differences between eemaan as it is
understood and experienced by the masses in their initial contact with the Effort, and eemaan and its development
as understood and later imposed on these participants by the scholars of these Schools.
Thirdly, the crystal-clear contradiction between claiming that this Effort is a means to self-rectification through
following the Path of the Prophet (s.a.w.s.), yet at the same time, implying that this Path is deficient; by still
promoting Soofism—with its historical abandonment of the Path of the Prophet (s.a.w.s.) for the masses—as the
indispensable means to true self-rectification.
When the heart and mind are completely satisfied that what one is doing is correct, it is easier to commit to it and to
try to remain steadfast on it. In the hope that others may similarly benefit from the time and effort I’ve been able to
put in to achieve my own peace of mind, I have combined my initial work on the Qur'aan with my later studies and
experiences into the following book. My advice for anyone who decides to proceed and read it would be to spend
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time first studying the Table of Contents, to get the gist of what is going be discussed, and to return and recap the
contents after every chapter or so, so they don’t get lost!
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Eemaan and the Effort of Deen

 اﻟﺮ ْﻤﺣَ ٰـﻦ
 ِِۢ اﷲ
ﻴﻢ
ِ اﻟﺮ
ِ ﺣ
ِ
Bismillaahi-r Rahmaani-r Raheem

Introduction
Allaah ’azza wa jall (a.w.j.) should be our primary relationship in life. This book is written for Muslims who are
seeking ways to develop that relationship—which can best be achieved through true faith (eemaan) and complete
submission to Allaah’s religion (deen).
Oh you who believe, believe in Allaah and His Messenger and the Book that He sent down upon His
Messenger, and the Scripture which He sent down before… (4:136)
Oh you who believe! Enter into Islaam completely, and follow not the footsteps of Shaytaan. Lo! He is an open
enemy for you. (2:208)
When we say we are looking for a strong relationship and a feeling of love and closeness with Allaah, we are actually
trying to express a desire for ihsaan, the spiritual aspect of Islaam, which is described in the hadeeth of Jibreel (a.s.):
…The man again asked “Oh Messenger of Allaah. What is ihsaan?” The Prophet (s.a.w.s.) said ‘Ihsaan is to
worship Allaah as if you see Him, and if you do not achieve this state of devotion, then (take it for granted
that) Allaah sees you…’” (Bukhaaree Volume 6, Book 60, Hadeeth 300)
Without ihsaan, Islaam is merely a tick-box set of beliefs and rituals; satisfaction enough for some, but for hearts
which retain their natural affinity for Allaah (a.w.j.) it is just an empty shell that leaves one with a sense of being
incomplete, estranged and directionless. This sense leads many Muslims who lack a natural affinity for Allaah, or are
unaware of the concept of ihsaan, to search for meaning, direction and connection in the objects, experiences and
emotional attachments of the world. Being away from Allaah in this way can lead to sins and subsequent difficulties
in life.
Ibn al Qayyim (r.a.a.) gave a comprehensive statement as to what this being away from Allaah (a.w.j.) can entail:
Lack of tawfeeq (ability to do good); incorrectness of opinion; concealment of truth (from him); corruption of
the heart; lack of remembrance (of Allaah); squandering of time; dislike of being created; alienation between
the servant and his Lord; prevention of supplications being answered; hardness of heart; the exclusion of
blessings in one’s sustenance and life; deprivation of knowledge; the apparel of degradation; humiliation
inflicted by the enemy; constriction of the chest; being put to trial with evil companionship who corrupt the
heart and waste time; lengthy anxiety and sorrow; hardship of life and gloominess of circumstance… are a
result of disobedience and negligence of the remembrance of Allaah, which is comparable (in outcome) to the
vegetation that is produced by water and the burning that is caused by fire. The opposites of these matters
arise from actions of obedience.
Making an effort to increase one’s eemaan on the other hand will lead to becoming one of:
Those who believe, and whose hearts find contentment in the remembrance of Allaah: for without doubt in
the remembrance of Allaah do hearts find contentment. (13:28)
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Chapter 1 Eemaan (belief)
Our primary objective in life is to recognise the existence of Allaah (a.w.j.) according to His true Nature.
So know that there is no god except Allaah… (47:19)
Say ‘He is Allaah; One. Allaah the Self-Sufficient Sustainer. He doesn’t beget and He isn’t begotten. And there
isn’t anything an equivalent to Him.’ (112:1-4)
Allaah! There is no god except He, the Living, the Everlasting. Neither slumber overtakes Him, nor sleep. To
Him belongs what is in the heavens and what is on earth. Who is he that can intercede with Him except with
His permission? He knows what is before them, and what is behind them; and they cannot grasp any of His
knowledge, except as He wills. His Throne extends over the heavens and the earth, and their preservation
does not burden Him. He is the Most High, the Most Great. (2:255)
Lo! Your Lord is Allaah Who created the heavens and the earth in six Days, then He established Himself upon
the Throne, directing all things. There is no intercessor (with Him) except after His permission. That is Allaah,
your Lord, so worship Him. Oh, will you not remind? (10:3)
Know you not that it is Allaah unto Whom belongs the Sovereignty of the heavens and the earth; and you
have not, beside Allaah, any guardian or helper? (2:107)
Say ‘Oh Allaah! Owner of Sovereignty! You give sovereignty unto whom You Will, and You withdraw
sovereignty from whom You Will. You exalt whom You Will, and You abase whom You Will. In Your hand is the
good. Lo! You are Able to do all things.’ (3:26)
And with Him are the keys of the Invisible. None but He knows them. And He knows what is in the land and
the sea. Not a leaf falls but He knows it, not a grain amid the darkness of the earth, nothing of wet or dry but
(it is noted) in a clear record. (6:59)
We are then expected to live our lives according to His Commandments; all of which amount to worship.
And I have not created the jinn and mankind except that they worship Me. (51:56)

1.1 Fitrah
Aboo Hurayrah (r.a.) reported the Messenger of Allaah (s.a.w.s.) as saying “There is none born but is created
to his true nature (fitrah). It is his parents who make him a Jew or a Christian or a Magian, quite as beasts
produce their young with their limbs perfect. Do you see anything deficient in them?” Then he quoted the
Qur'aan: “The nature made by Allaah in which He has created men. There is no altering of Allaah’s Creation;
that is the right religion.” (30:30) (Muslim Book 33, Hadeeth 6423)
Aboo Hurayrah (r.a.) reported the Messenger of Allaah (s.a.w.s.) as saying “The mother of every person gives
him birth according to his true nature (fitrah). It is subsequently his parents who make him a Jew or a
Christian or a Magian. Had his parents been Muslim, he would have also remained a Muslim…” (Muslim Book
33, Hadeeth 6429)
These ahaadeeth refer to the covenant taken from the offspring of Aadam (a.s.) mentioned in the Qur'aan:
And (remember) when your Lord brought forth from the Children of Aadam, from their loins, their
descendents, and made them testify concerning themselves, (saying) ‘Am I not your Lord?’ They said “Yes
indeed. We have testified.” (That was) lest you should say on the Day of Resurrection “Lo! Of this we were
unaware.” (7: 172)
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Other verses of the Qur'aan try to nurture and develop this (often latent) natural belief through various means, such
as appeals to observe the natural world around us; to self-reflection; stories of previous peoples; prophecies of the
future, and scientific descriptions of various natural phenomena.
In this era, when natural belief is often lacking, this latter class of verses has particularly come to the fore. In the
same period in which Christianity (the dominant culture and world power) was declining due to the onslaught of
science, the same thing which, for the first time, gave an alternative explanation for everything around us–
experimentally- and technologically-derived knowledge—also validated the verses given by Allaah (a.w.j.) for the
express purpose of proving His Existence.
Soon We will show them Our Signs in the horizons and in themselves until it becomes clear to them, that it
(the Qur'aan) is the truth. Is it not sufficient concerning your Lord, that He is a Witness over all things? (41:53)
This provides an alternative route to belief for those whose upbringing and/or environment has all but extinguished
any natural disposition to belief (fitrah). Many books and websites provide details of these verses.

1.2 Definition of Eemaan
A detailed discussion of the nature and definition of eemaan is outside the scope of this work, although several
important points will be mentioned. The first, and possibly most important of these, is the meaning of the Arabic
word eemaan itself. It is usually translated as faith or belief, but this simplistic understanding would mean that Iblees
(Satan) is a person of eemaan according to the hadeeth of Jibreel (a.s.):
Narrated Aboo Hurayrah (r.a.) “One day while the Messenger of Allaah (s.a.w.s.) was sitting with the people,
a man came to him walking and said “Oh Messenger of Allaah. What is Belief (eemaan)?” The Prophet
(s.a.w.s.) said ‘Belief is to believe in Allaah, His Angels, His Books, His Apostles, and the meeting with Him, and
to believe in the Resurrection.’…”
Iblees believes in all of these aspects of eemaan, but is a disbeliever; primarily because he doesn’t believe in Allaah
(a.w.j.) as He actually is. He believes that Allaah (a.w.j.) made a mistake (due to lack of understanding) in ordering
him to prostrate to Aadam (a.s.):
(Allaah) said “What prevented you from prostrating when I commanded you?” (Iblees) said “I am better than
him. You created me from fire and You created him from clay.” (7:12)
There is a tasdeeq (declaring something to be true) aspect of eemaan, which is incomplete in him in relation to how
Allaah (a.w.j.) describes Himself as being free from all faults, mistakes and deficiencies, which thus negates any claim
to eemaan for Iblees.
The hadeeth of Jibreel (a.s.) then follows the natural progression from tasdeeq in the things of the unseen (which
involves an element of trusting in someone else’s word in informing us of them—trust being part of the meaning of
the root from which eemaan is derived) to the inqiyaad (submissiveness and compliance) aspect of eemaan:
…The man asked “Oh Messenger of Allaah. What is Islaam?” The Prophet (s.a.w.s.) replied ‘Islaam is to
worship Allaah and not worship anything besides Him, to offer prayers perfectly, to pay the (compulsory)
charity (zakaah) and to fast the month of Ramadaan…’
Deeds and other qualities are mentioned in this hadeeth and other ahaadeeth and verses of the Qur'aan as evidence
for and as a perfection of eemaan, not as a distinct, separate requirement for salvation, as explained fully in the
following hadeeth:
Aboo Hurayrah (r.a.) reported that the Prophet (s.a.w.s.) said “None of you will be saved by his actions.” ‘Not
even you, Messenger of Allaah?’ they asked. “Not even me,” he replied “unless Allaah covers me with mercy
from Him. But act correctly and wisely and worship in the morning and evening and during part of the night.
Keep to a middle path and you will arrive.” (Adaab al Mufrad Book 25, Hadeeth 20)
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So while the inqiyaad aspect of eemaan manifests itself in the deeds of worshipping Allaah (a.w.j.), the deeds
themselves, along with other actions of the heart, tongue and body, do not lead to salvation. They are an expression
of belief in Allaah; the future meeting and accounting with Him, and the existence of Paradise and Hell, and as such,
form part of the broader definition of eemaan referred to in the following hadeeth:
It is narrated on the authority of Aboo Hurayrah (r.a.) that the Messenger of Allaah (s.a.w.s.) said “Eemaan
has over seventy branches or over sixty branches, the most excellent of which is the declaration that there is
no god except Allaah, and the humblest of which is the removal of what is injurious from the path, and
modesty is a branch of eemaan.” (Muslim Book 1, Hadeeth 56)
Here, an action (removal of what is injurious from the path) is referred to as being part of eemaan. Publications
listing the branches of eemaan referred to in the hadeeth (for example Imaam Bayhaqee’s Branches of Eemaan)
include other actions such as the ritual prayers and the paying of zakaah. In the hadeeth of Jibreel (a.s.), the ritual
prayers and the paying of zakaah are described as parts of Islaam rather than eemaan, showing that this Islaam is
also part of eemaan in its natural progression from tasdeeq.
An external show of Islaam can, however, be divorced from the tasdeeq aspect of eemaan, as shown by the saying of
Allaah (a.w.j.):
The wandering Arabs say ‘We believe (aamannaa).’ Say (unto them, Oh Muhammad) “You do not believe
(lam tu'minoo), but rather say “We submit (aslamnaa),” for belief (eemaan) has not yet entered into your
hearts…” (49:14)
This was revealed about some of Banoo Asad ibn Khuzaymah, who went to Madeenah because of a drought;
declaring themselves to be believers, while inwardly being disbelievers. They used to say to the Messenger of Allaah
(s.a.w.s.) “We have come to you with loads and dependents and refrained from fighting against you, unlike suchand-such a tribe, so give us alms.” They continually mentioned other supposed favours they had done, until Allaah
(a.w.j.) revealed this verse about them.
Explaining the verbal assertion of submission (without the prerequisite action of affirmation by the heart) referred to
in this verse, ath-Thuhree (r.a.a.) said “We think that Islaam is a word, and eemaan is an action.” (Aboo Daawood
Book 41, Hadeeth 4667)

1.3 Definition of Yaqeen
Yaqeen can be thought of as being how certain we are in the truth of what we believe in; that certainty being the
bridge between tasdeeq and inqiyaad. The more certain we are in believing that something is true, the more likely
we are to act according to its dictates.
Yaqeen is of different levels and types; the types described in the Qur'aan being ’ilm (knowledge 102:5), ’ayn (eye
102:7) and haqq (reality 69:51). To give an example of these, in the following hadeeth:
It was narrated from Ya’laa bin Murrah that his father (r.a.) said “I was with the Prophet on a journey, and he
wanted to relieve himself. He said to me ‘Go to those two small date-palm trees and tell them “The
Messenger of Allaah orders you to come together.”’ So they came together and he concealed himself behind
them, and relieved himself. Then he said to me ‘Go to them and tell them “Go back, each one of you, to your
places.”’ So I said that to them and they went back.” (Ibni Maajah Vol. 1, Book 1, Hadeeth 339)
Ya’laa and we in our time believe this with the yaqeen of knowledge; other Companions who may have witnessed
the event would have had the yaqeen of seeing, and Murrah (r.a.) had the yaqeen of reality.
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1.4 Increase and Decrease in Eemaan
All the aspects of eemaan detailed in the books concerning the branches of eemaan constitute the definition of
eemaan, which cannot be added to or deducted from. In this sense, eemaan neither increases nor decreases, and
the basis of eemaan is the same for everyone.
In the sense that certain individuals can love Allaah (a.w.j.) more than others; trust in and rely upon Him more than
others; offer more prayers than others; give more in charity than others etc., and can vary in the extent to which
they love, trust, and offer prayers and charity at different times in their lives, then eemaan can be seen to be of
different levels in its various branches; to differ between individuals, and to increase and decrease. This is the
classical understanding of eemaan of other than the Hanafiyyah, and is evidenced in the Qur'aan, ahaadeeth and
sayings of the Companions and the first generations of scholars after them.
The believers are only those who when Allaah is mentioned feel fear in their hearts, and when His verses are
recited to them, they increase them in eemaan, and in their Lord they put their trust. (8:2)
Those (believers) to whom the people (hypocrites) said ‘A great army is gathering against you, so fear them’
but it increased them in eemaan. They said ‘For us Allaah suffices, and He is the best Disposer of affairs.’
(3:173)
And when whatever Soorah is sent down, then among them is one who says ‘This increased the eemaan of
which of you?’ So, as for those who believed, then it increased them in eemaan, and they rejoice. And as for
those (who have) a disease in their hearts, then it increased them in filth—(to add) to their filth… (9:124-5)
And when the true believers saw the clans, they said ‘This is that which Allaah and His Messenger promised
us. Allaah and His Messenger are true.’ And it increased them in nothing except eemaan and submission.
(33:22)
It is He who sent down tranquillity into the hearts of the believers, that they may add eemaan to their
eemaan… (48:4)
And We have set none but angels as guardians of the Fire; and We have fixed their number only as a trial for
unbelievers, in order that the people of the Book may arrive at certainty, and the believers may increase in
eemaan… (74:31)
It was narrated that Jundub bin ’Abdullaah (r.a.) said “We were with the Prophet (s.a.w.s.), and we were
strong youths, so we learned eemaan before we learned Qur'aan. Then we learned Qur'aan and our eemaan
increased thereby.” (Ibni Maajah Vol. 1, Book 1, Hadeeth 61)
Imaam Ahmad ibn Hanbal (r.a.a.) said that Yazeed related, on the authority of Ja’far ibn ’Uthmaan “Some or
all of our scholars heard Aboo ad-Dardaa' saying ‘Indeed, it is a part of a man’s growth in knowledge to
improve his eemaan; make up for any decrease; know whether his eemaan increases or diminishes, and know
when and where Shaytaan’s temptations may come.’”
’Abdur Rahmaan ibn ’Amr al Awzaa’ee (r.a.a.) was asked about eemaan “Does it increase?” He replied ‘Yes,
until it becomes like mountains.’ He was then asked “Does it decrease?” He answered ‘Yes, until there is
nothing left of it.’
lmaam Ahmad ibn Hanbal (r.a.a.) used to say “Eemaan is speech and action. It increases and decreases. If you
perform good deeds, it increases, and if you do wrong, it decreases.”
Eeman is also described as a physically quantifiable thing:
It is narrated on the authority of Aboo Hurayrah (r.a.) that the Messenger of Allaah (s.a.w.s.) said “Truly
Allaah will make a wind to blow from the side of the Yemen more delicate than silk and will spare none, but
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cause him to die who” in the words of Aboo ’Alqamah “has eemaan equal to the weight of a grain” while
’Abdul ’Azeez said “having eemaan equal to the weight of a dust particle.” (Muslim Book 1, Hadeeth 212)
Anas (r.a.) narrated that the Prophet (s.a.w.s.) said ‘Whoever said “There is no god except Allaah” and has in
his heart goodness equal to the weight of a barley grain will be taken out of Hell. And whoever said “There is
no god except Allaah” and has in his heart goodness equal to the weight of a wheat grain will be taken out of
Hell. And whoever said “There is no god except Allaah” and has in his heart goodness equal to the weight of
an atom will be taken out of Hell.’ This hadeeth is also related with “eemaan” in place of “goodness.”
(Bukhaaree Vol. 1, Book 2, Hadeeth 43)
Narrated Aboo Sa’eed al Khudree (r.a.) ‘The Prophet (s.a.w.s.) said “When the people of Paradise will enter
Paradise and the people of Hell will go to Hell, Allaah will order those who have had eemaan equal to the
weight of a grain of mustard seed to be taken out from Hell. So they will be taken out, but they will be
blackened (charred). Then they will be put in the river of Haya' (rain) or Hayaat (life) (the narrator is in doubt
as to which is the right term), and they will revive like a grain that grows near the bank of a flood channel.
Don’t you see that it comes out yellow and twisted?”’ (Bukhaaree Vol. 1, Book 2, Hadeeth 22)
It is narrated on the authority of ’Abdullaah bin Mas’ood (r.a.) that the Messenger of Allaah (s.a.w.s.)
observed “None shall enter the Fire (of Hell) who has in his heart the weight of a mustard seed of eemaan and
none shall enter Paradise who has in his heart the weight of a mustard seed of pride.” (Muslim Book 1,
Hadeeth 165)
’Umar (r.a) reported that the Prophet (s.a.w.s.) mentioned about Aboo Bakr as-Siddeeq (r.a.) “Were the
eemaan of Aboo Bakr (r.a.) to be weighed on one side of a scale and the eemaan of the people around the
whole world on the other side, the eemaan of Aboo Bakr (r.a.) would outweigh the eemaan of all the people
around the world.” (Bayhaqee with a good chain of narrators. Also reported by Tirmithee and Ahmad ibn
Hanbal.)

1.5 Relationship Between Eemaan, Actions and Personal Qualities
The title of this section is something of a misnomer, but it reflects the way that in everyday usage, we tend to think
of eemaan as being somehow separate from physical acts of worship, personal qualities, and social and business
interactions, whereas we have already seen that all of these actions and personal qualities are eemaan.
What we usually think of as stronger eemaan is actually an increase in eemaan to a level of yaqeen (certainty) that
starts to manifest itself in the other branches of eemaan (Appendix 1 contains a list of the seventy-seven branches).
For example, an increasing feeling of love for Allaah (a.w.j.) can lead to increased remembrance of Him by the
tongue and heart; a desire to perform more acts that please Him, and the ability to leave the acts that displease Him.
Increased love and respect for the Prophet (s.a.w.s.) and his family can lead to sending more salutations on them,
and in turn, an ability to follow more of his way of life (sunnah). An increased certainty in the existence of Paradise,
can lead to a corresponding decrease in the love of the world, and a desire to use our physical and mental resources
to attain the things of Paradise rather than of the world. A stronger certainty in the punishment of the grave can lead
one to start reciting Soorah Mulk every night, to avoid it. An increased certainty in accountability can result in our
behaving more honestly in business transactions, and having better character in our social dealings.
An increase of eemaan can thus be seen to lead to an increase in the quality and/or quantity of the five aspects of
deen: ’aqaa'id (beliefs), a’maal (formal acts of worship), mu’aamalaat (dealings in business, commerce and trade),
mu’aasharaat (social dealings and etiquettes) and akhlaaq (character and morals).
To recap:
(i) The hadeeth of Jibreel (a.s.) serves to demonstrate the natural progression from tasdeeq and trusting in the
unseen, to inqiyaad in the formal rites of worship, and to the spiritual, emotional state of ihsaan.
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(ii) All aspects of belief in the unseen; the qualities of the heart involved in our relationship with Allaah (a.w.j.) (for
example, love, fear, hope, trust, reliance, gratitude); personal qualities; and other actions of the heart, tongue and
body detailed within the sharee’ah constitute eemaan.
(iii) The branches of eemaan are common to all, but some can be acted upon or not (for example, some people are
never liable to pay zakaah), and can be of differing types and levels in terms of yaqeen, or quality (for example,
khushoo’ (humility), khudoo’ (submissiveness) and ikhlaas (sincerity) in acts of worship), or frequency of
performance.
(iv) Any positive action of the heart, tongue or body is, by definition, eemaan, so the action increases one’s eemaan.

1.6 Qualities of a Believer
To be considered a believer by Allaah (a.w.j.) is not just a question of someone claiming to be so, as explained in the
verse:
The wandering Arabs say ‘We believe (aamannaa).’ Say (unto them, Oh Muhammad) “You do not believe
(lam tu'minoo), but rather say “We submit (aslamnaa),” for belief (eemaan) has not yet entered into your
hearts…” (49:14)
Belief is expected to manifest itself in personal qualities, actions and behaviours.
…But of them are some who wrong themselves and of them are some who are lukewarm, and of them are
some who outstrip (others) through good deeds, by Allaah’s leave. That is the great favour! (35:32)
1.6.1 Love
…those who believe are stauncher in their love for Allaah… (2:165)
There are three things that if one has them, he will find the sweetness of faith: that Allaah and His Messenger
are more beloved to him than anything else; that he loves a person for no reason other than for the sake of
Allaah, and to hate to go back to disbelief as much as he hates to be thrown into fire. (Bukhaaree Vol. 1, Book
2, Hadeeth 16)
Anas (r.a.) narrated that the Messenger of Allaah (s.a.w.s.) said ‘None of you (truly) believes until I become
more beloved to him than his father, his children and all mankind.’ (Bukhaaree Vol. 1, Book 2, Hadeeth 15)
You will not enter Paradise until you believe, and you will not believe until you love one another… (Muslim
Book 1, Hadeeth 96)
Narrated Anas (r.a.) ‘The Prophet (s.a.w.s.) said “None of you will have faith till he wishes for his (Muslim)
brother what he likes for himself.”’ (Bukhaaree Vol. 1, Book 2, Hadeeth 13)
Aboo Hurayrah (r.a.) reported the Messenger of Allaah (s.a.w.s.) as saying ‘Truly, Allaah will say on the Day of
Resurrection “Where are those who have mutual love for My Glory’s sake? Today I shall shelter them in My
shadow when there is no shadow except My shadow.” (Muslim Book 32, Hadeeth 6225)
1.6.2 Compassion
Certainly, there has come to you a Messenger from yourselves. Grievous to him is what you suffer. He is
concerned over you; to the believers he is kind and merciful. (9:128)
So because of Mercy from Allaah you dealt gently with them. And if you had been rude and harsh at heart,
surely they would have dispersed from around you… (3:159)
Muhammad is the Messenger of Allaah. And those with him are hard against the disbelievers and merciful
among themselves… The mark of them is on their foreheads from the traces of prostration… (48:29)
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And the believers, men and women, are protecting friends one of another; they enjoin the right and forbid the
wrong, and they establish worship and they pay the poor-due, and they obey Allaah and His Messenger. As
for these, Allaah will have mercy on them. Lo! Allaah is Mighty, Wise. (9:71)
It has been narrated on the authority of ’Aa'ishah, the wife of the Prophet (s.a.w.s.), who said to the
Messenger of Allaah (s.a.w.s.) ‘Messenger of Allaah, has there come upon you a day more terrible than the
day of Uhud?’ He said “I have experienced your people, and the hardest treatment I met from them was what
I received from them on the day of ’Aqabah. I betook myself to ibn ’Abd Yaaleel bin ’Abd Kulaal with the
purpose of inviting him to Islaam, but he did not respond to me as I desired. So I departed with signs of
distress on my face. I did not recover until I reached Qarn ath-Tha’aalib, where I raised my head. Lo! Near me
was a cloud which had cast its shadow on me. I looked and lo! There was in it the angel Jibreel who called out
to me and said ‘Allaah, the Honoured and Glorious, has heard what your people have said to you, and how
they have reacted to your call. And He has sent to you the angel in charge of the mountains so that you may
order him what you wish (him to do) with regard to them.’ The angel in charge of the mountains called out to
me, greeted me and said ‘Muhammad, Allaah has listened to what your people have said to you. I am the
angel in charge of the mountains, and your Lord has sent me to you so that you may order me what you wish.
If you wish that I should bring together the two mountains that stand opposite to each other at the
extremities of Makkah to crush them in between, (I would do that).’ But the Messenger of Allaah (s.a.w.s.)
said to him “I rather hope that Allaah will produce from their descendants such persons as will worship
Allaah, the One, and will not ascribe partners to Him.”“ (Muslim Book 19, Hadeeth 4425)
Aboo ’Uthmaan Nahdi reports that after ’Umar (r.a.) had appointed a man from the Banoo Asad tribe as
governor, the man came to him to collect the certificate of appointment. In the meantime, one of ’Umar’s
(r.a.) children was brought to him and he started kissing the child. The man from the Banoo Asad tribe asked
“Do you kiss children, Oh Ameerul Mu'mineen? By Allaah! I have never kissed a child to this day.” ’Umar (r.a.)
then said “In that case, I swear by Allaah that you will be even less compassionate towards people. Give the
certificate of appointment back. You should never act as governor for me ever again.” ’Umar (r.a.) then
cancelled his appointment. (Bayhaqee)
1.6.3 Purity
He is successful who grows (in purity), and remembers the name of his Lord, so prays. (87:14-15)
And a soul and Him Who perfected it, and inspired it (with conscience of) what is wrong for it and (what is)
right for it. He is indeed successful who causes it to grow (in purity). And he is indeed a failure who buries it (in
darkness). (91:7-10) This occurs at the end of the longest oath in the Qur'aan.
The day when wealth and sons avail not. Except him who brings unto Allaah a whole heart. (26:88-9)
As for him who gives and is dutiful (toward Allaah), and believes in goodness, surely We will ease his way to
the state of ease. (92:5-7)
Our Lord! Cause not our hearts to stray after You have guided us, and bestow upon us mercy from Your
Presence. Lo! You, only You, are the Bestower. (3:8)
1.6.4 Fear and Repentance
Who fears the Beneficent in secret and comes with a contrite heart. (50:33)
He who obeys Allaah and His Messenger, and fears Allaah, and keeps duty (unto Him): such indeed are the
victorious. (24:52)
…The erudite among His bondmen fear Allaah alone… (35:28)
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Lo! Those who go in awe for fear of their Lord, and those who believe in the revelations of their Lord, and
those who ascribe not partners unto their Lord, and those who give that which they give with hearts afraid
because they are about to return unto their Lord. These race for the good things, and they shall win them in
the race. (23:57-61)
…those who believe are fearful of it (the Day of Judgement) and know that it is the Truth… (42:18)
(Triumphant) are those who turn repentant (to Allaah), those who serve (Him), those who praise (Him), those
who fast, those who bow down, those who fall prostrate (in worship), those who enjoin the right and who
forbid the wrong and those who keep the limits (ordained) of Allaah… (9:112)
Oh you who believe! Be mindful of Allaah and be with the truthful. (9:119)
Sa’eed bin Musayyib narrates that ’Umar (r.a.) once sent Mu’aath (r.a.) to collect zakaah from the Banoo
Kilaab tribe. Mu’aath (r.a.) distributed everything amongst the (poor) people of the tribe until nothing was
left over. All he returned with was the sack he had left with, carrying it around his neck. His wife asked ‘Where
is the gift that collectors usually bring back for their families?’ Mu’aath (r.a.) replied “I had an inspector with
me.” She exclaimed ‘You were trusted by the Messenger of Allaah (s.a.w.s.) and Aboo Bakr (r.a.) but ’Umar
(r.a.) sent an inspector with you?’ She then made a furore about it amongst the women of her tribe as she
complained about ’Umar (r.a.). When the news reached ’Umar he sent for Mu’aath (r.a.) and asked “Did I
send an inspector with you?” Mu’aath replied ‘I had no other excuse but this to give my wife.’ ’Umar (r.a.)
laughed and gave Mu’aath (r.a.) something saying “Give her this to make her happy.” Ibn Jareer has
mentioned that Mu’aath (r.a.) was referring to Allaah when he mentioned the inspector. (’Abdur Razzaaq)
1.6.5 Worship
And I have not created the jinn and mankind except to worship Me. (51:56)
They used to sleep but little of the night, and ere the dawning of each day would seek forgiveness, and in their
wealth the beggar and the outcast had due share. (51:17-19)
Those who believe, and whose hearts find contentment in the remembrance of Allaah: for without doubt in
the remembrance of Allaah do hearts find contentment. (13:28)
…men of understanding. Such as remember Allaah, standing, sitting, and reclining, and consider the creation
of the heavens and the earth… (3:190-91)
1.6.6 Following The Messenger of Allaah (p.b.u.h)
Truly in the Messenger of Allaah you have a good example for him who looks unto Allaah and the Last Day,
and remembers Allaah much. (33:21)
And lo! You are of a tremendous nature. (68:4)
Say (Oh Muhammad) ‘If you love Allaah, follow me. Allaah will Love you and forgive you your sins. Allaah is
Forgiving, Merciful.’ (3:31)
Say (Oh Muhammad) ‘This is my Way: I invite to Allaah upon insight. I and whoever followed me…’ (12:108)
…Say (Oh Muhammad) ‘I submitted my whole self to Allaah and (so have) those who followed me…’ (3:20)
Those who follow the Messenger, the unlettered Prophet, whom they find him written with them in the
Tawraah and the Injeel. He commands them to the right and forbids them from the wrong, and he makes
lawful for them the pure things and makes unlawful for them the impure things and he relieves from them
their burden and the fetters which were upon them. Then those who believed in him, and honoured him, and
helped him, and followed the light which was sent down with him: they are the successful. (7:157)
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Say (Oh Muhammad) ‘Lo! I am commanded to worship Allaah, making religion pure for Him (only).’ (39:11)
Say (Oh Muhammad) ‘Lo! My worship and my sacrifice and my living and my dying are for Allaah, Lord of the
Worlds.’ (6:162)
Oh you who believe! Be not forward in the presence of Allaah and His Messenger, and keep your duty to
Allaah… (49:1)
But nay, by your Lord, they will not believe (in truth) until they make you judge of what is in dispute between
them and find within themselves no dislike of that which you decide, and submit with full submission. (4:65)
And it becomes not a believing man or a believing woman, when Allaah and His Messenger have decided an
affair (for them), that they should (after that) claim any say in their affair; and whoever is rebellious to Allaah
and His Messenger, he truly goes astray in manifest error. (33:36)
And whoever opposes the Messenger after the guidance (of Allaah) has been manifested unto him, and
follows other than the believers’ way, We appoint for him that unto which he himself has turned, and expose
him unto hell—a hapless journey’s end! (4:115)
1.6.7 Accept Leadership
Muntashir narrates from his father that when the Sahaabah (r.a.a.) pledged their allegiance at the hands of
the Messenger of Allaah (s.a.w.s.), he stipulated that their pledges be solely for the pleasure of Allaah and
that they pledge to always obey the truth. This was after the revelation of the verse ‘Indeed those who pledge
their allegiance to you (Oh Messenger of Allaah) they really pledge their allegiance to Allaah.’ (48:10)
When Aboo Bakr (r.a.) took the pledge of allegiance from people, he said to them ‘You are obliged to honour
your pledge to me as long as I am obedient to Allaah.’ Thereafter, the pledge of allegiance that ’Umar (r.a.)
and those after him took from people was like the pledge that the Messenger of Allaah (s.a.w.s.) took from
people. Ibn Afeef (r.a.a.) narrates that he saw Aboo Bakr (r.a.) accepting the pledge of allegiance from people
after the demise of the Messenger of Allaah (s.a.w.s.). When a group of Sahaabah (r.a.a.) would gather
before him, he would say to them “Do you pledge at my hands that you would listen and obey Allaah, His
Book and then the Ameer?” Only when they agreed to this did Aboo Bakr (r.a.) accept their pledges of
allegiance. Ibn Afeef (r.a.a.) says further ‘It was when I came of age or some time afterwards that I used to
stand by Aboo Bakr (r.a.) and memorised the conditions he made with people. I then approached and started
saying “I pledge at your hands that I will listen and obey Allaah, His Book and then the Ameer.” He then
looked at me from top to bottom. I guessed that I must have impressed him. (He then accepted my pledge of
allegiance) May Allaah shower His Mercy on him.”
Aboo Bakr (r.a.) said “It is not permissible for the Muslims to have two leaders. As soon as this happens,
dissension springs up in all their affairs and all the commands issued. Their unity is then fragmented and they
start to fight amongst themselves. At this point, the sunnah is forsaken, bid’ah rears its ugly head and
anarchy intensifies. No one can then set matters right.” (Bayhaqee)
’Umar (r.a.) once said “When there are three persons travelling, they should appoint one of them as Ameer.
This appointment has been commanded by the Messenger of Allaah (s.a.w.s.).”
1.6.8 Obedience
Whoever obeys Allaah and the Messenger, they are with those unto whom Allaah has shown favour, of the
Prophets and the saints and the martyrs and the righteous. The best of company are they! (4:69)
Oh you who believe! Obey Allaah and obey the Messenger and those having authority among you. Then if you
disagree in anything, refer it to Allaah and the Messenger, if you believe in Allaah and the Last Day. That is
best and more suitable for final determination. (4:59)
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So keep your duty to Allaah as best you can, and listen, and obey, and spend; that is better for your souls…
(64:16)
…they say ‘We hear, and we obey’… (2:285)
…For those who keep from evil, with their Lord, are Gardens underneath which rivers flow wherein they will
abide, and pure companions, and contentment from Allaah. Allaah is Seer of His bondmen, those who say
‘Our Lord! Lo! We believe. So forgive us our sins and guard us from the punishment of Fire’; the steadfast, and
the truthful, and the obedient, those who spend, those who pray for pardon in the watches of the night. (3:1517)
Narrated Makhool (r.a.) “The Messenger of Allaah (s.a.w.s.) said ‘The believers are gentle and kindly like a
tractable camel which when guided lets itself be guided and when made to sit—even on stones—does so.’
(Tirmithee)
1.6.9 Consultation
…whose affairs are a matter of counsel… (42:38)
Anas (r.a.) narrates that when the Messenger of Allaah (s.a.w.s.) consulted with the Sahaabah (r.a.a.) about
what was to be done with the prisoners captured during the Battle of Badr, he said “Allaah has now granted
you control over them.” ’Umar (r.a.) then said, “Execute them all, Oh Messenger of Allaah!” However, the
Messenger of Allaah (s.a.w.s.) ignored his remark and said “Oh people! Allaah has now granted you control
over them whereas they were your brothers just yesterday.” When ’Umar (r.a.) repeated his remark, the
Messenger of Allaah (s.a.w.s.) again ignored it. When the Messenger of Allaah (s.a.w.s.) once again repeated
what he had said, Aboo Bakr (r.a.) said “Oh Messenger of Allaah! I feel that we should forgive them and take
ransoms from them.” The worry on the face of the Messenger of Allaah (s.a.w.s.) then disappeared and he
subsequently forgave them and took the ransom. Allaah then revealed the following verse of the Qur'aan:
‘Had it not been for a previous ordainment from Allaah, a severe penalty would have reached you for the
(ransom) that you took.’ (8: 68)
Qaasim narrates that whenever a matter arose and Aboo Bakr (r.a.) needed to consult with men of
knowledge and wisdom, he would summon certain men from the Muhaajireen and the Ansaar. They included
’Umar (r.a.), ’Uthmaan (r.a.), ’Alee (r.a.), ’Abdur Rahmaan bin ’Awf (r.a.), Mu’aath bin Jabal (r.a.), ’Ubay bin
Ka’b (r.a. ) and Zayd bin Thaabit (r.a.). These men used to issue fataawaa (rulings) during his period and
people would go to them for rulings. The period of Aboo Bakr (r.a.) passed like this, and when ’Umar (r.a.)
became the Khaleefah afterwards, he also used to summon these men. When ’Umar (r.a.) was the Khaleefah,
the task of issuing fataawaa was entrusted to ’Uthmaan (r.a.), ’Ubay (r.a.) and Zayd (r.a.).
1.6.10 Unity
Lo! This, your religion, is one religion, and I am your Lord, so worship Me. (21:92)
And (Allaah) brought together their hearts. If you had spent all that is in the earth, you could not have
brought their hearts together; but Allaah brought them together. Indeed, He is Exalted in Might and Wise.
(8:63)
And hold fast, all of you together, to the cable of Allaah, and do not separate… (3:103)
And obey Allaah and His Messenger, and dispute not one with another, lest you falter and your strength
depart from you; but be patient! Lo! Allaah is with the patient. (8:46)
Oh you who believe! Obey Allaah, and obey the Messenger and those of you who are in authority; and if you
have a dispute concerning any matter, refer it to Allaah and the Messenger if you are (in truth) believers in
Allaah and the Last Day. That is better and more seemly in the end. (4:59)
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And those who disbelieve are protectors one of another. If you do not likewise, there will be confusion in the
land, and great corruption. (8:73)
They (Banee Israa'eel) said “We will not give up our devotion to it (the Golden Calf), until Moosaa returns to
us.” He said “Oh Haaroon, what prevented you from following me when you saw them going astray? Did you
disobey my command?” He said “Son of my mother, do not seize me by my beard or my head. I feared you
would say ‘You have caused division among the Children of Israel, and did not regard my word.’” (20:91-4)
1.6.11 Avoiding Arguing
And truly We have explained for mankind in this Qur'aan all manner of similitudes, but man is more than
anything quarrelsome. (18:54)
And if your Lord had willed, He truly would have made mankind one nation, yet they cease not differing.
Except him on whom your Lord has mercy; and for that He did create them… (11:118-9)
It has been narrated on the authority of ’Abdullaah (r.a.) who said ‘On the day he returned from the Battle of
Ahzaab, the Messenger of Allaah (s.a.w.s.) made for us an announcement that nobody should say his Thuhr
prayer except in the quarters of Banoo Quraythah. (Some) people, being afraid that the time for prayer would
expire, said their prayers before reaching the street of Banoo Quraythah. The others said “We will not say our
prayer except where the Messenger of Allaah (s.a.w.s.) has ordered us to say it, even if the time expires.”
When he learned of the difference in the view of the two groups of the people, the Messenger of Allaah
(s.a.w.s.) did not blame anyone from the two groups.’ (Muslim Book 19, Hadeeth 4374)
Narrated Aboo Umaamah (r.a.) ‘The Prophet (s.a.w.s.) said “I guarantee a house in the surroundings of
Paradise for a man who avoids quarrelling even if he were in the right, a house in the middle of Paradise for a
man who avoids lying even if he were joking, and a house in the upper part of Paradise for a man who made
his character good.”’ (Aboo Daawood Book 42, Hadeeth 4782)
The Prophet (s.a.w.s.) said ‘No people have gone astray after the guidance they used to follow except because
of their engagement in disputes.’ Then he recited the verse “They did not present the comparison except for
(mere) argument. But, (in fact), they are a people prone to dispute.” (43:57) (Ibni Maajah)
Narrated ’Aa'ishah (r.a.) “The Prophet (s.a.w.s.) said ‘The most hated person in the sight of Allaah is the most
quarrelsome one.’” (Bukhaaree Vol. 3, Book 43, Hadeeth 637)
The Prophet (s.a.w.s.) said ‘If a person engages in a dispute based on falsehood while he knows that it is
falsehood, he incurs the wrath of Allaah on himself until he stops.’ (Aboo Daawood)
Anas (r.a.) narrates that “We were sitting by the door of the Messenger of Allaah (s.a.w.s.) and were
discussing. One man was arguing and quoting one verse of the Qur'aan, and the other quoting another verse.
At this, the Messenger of Allaah (s.a.w.s.) came out to us. His face was red, as if pomegranate was spread on
his face and he said ‘Oh people! Have you been sent for this, or have you been ordered to do so? Do not
return to infidelity after me by cutting one another’s necks!’” (Majma’ uz-Zawaa'id 389/1)
1.6.12 Knowledge
Allaah bears witness that there is no god except He, and the Angels and those having knowledge (also give
this witness); (He is always) maintaining His creation with justice… (3:18)
But those among them who are well-grounded in knowledge and the believers, believe in what has been sent
down to you and in what was sent down before you, and those who establish prayer and give zakaah and
believe in Allaah and the Last Day, it is they to whom we shall give a great reward. (4:162)
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Truly, those who were given knowledge before it, when it is recited to them, fall down on their faces in
humble prostration. And they say ‘How perfect is our Lord! Truly, the promise of our Lord must be fulfilled.’
And they fall down on their faces weeping and it adds to their humility. (17:107-9)
And that those who have been given knowledge may know that it (the Qur'aan) is the truth from your Lord,
and that they may believe therein, and their hearts may submit to it with humility. And truly, Allaah is the
Guide of those who believe, to the straight path. (22:54)
And those who have been given knowledge see that what is revealed to you from your Lord is the truth, and
that it guides to the path of the Exalted in Might, Owner of all praise. (34:6)
It is only those who have knowledge amongst His slaves who fear Allaah. Truly, Allaah is All-Mighty, OftForgiving. (35:28)
Allaah will exalt in degree those of you who believe, and those who have been granted knowledge. And Allaah
is well acquainted with what you do. (58:11)
Is one who is obedient to Allaah, prostrating himself or standing (in prayer) during the hours of the night,
fearing the Hereafter and hoping for the Mercy of his Lord (like one who disbelieves)? Say ‘Are those who
know equal to those who know not?’ It is only people of understanding who will remember. (39:9)
’Abdullaah ibn ’Umar (r.a.) said ‘We lived during a period of time in which one of us would receive faith first
before receiving the Qur'aan, and when the Quranic Chapters were revealed, we would learn what they
permitted, what they ordered and what should be the stance towards them. But I have seen men, some of
whom are given the Qur'aan before faith and they read it from the opening chapter of the Book to its closing,
and they do not know what it orders, what it forbids and what his stance should be towards it. They are like
someone who picks dates only to throw them away.’ (Al Haakim)
Aboo ad-Dardaa' (r.a.) said ‘The Messenger of Allaah (s.a.w.s.) said “He who treads a path in search of
knowledge Allaah will direct him to tread a path from the paths of Paradise. The Angels lower their wings for
the student of knowledge in approval of what he does. All in the heavens and earth and the fish in the depths
of the water seek forgiveness for the scholar, and the superiority of the scholar over the worshipper is like the
superiority of the full moon at night over the rest of the stars. Truly the scholars are the heirs to the Prophets.
Truly, the Prophets did not bequeath dinaars or dirhams. All they left behind was knowledge, so whoever
takes it has indeed acquired a huge fortune.”’ (Musnad Ahmad)
Aboo Umaamah, (r.a.) said ‘The Messenger of Allaah (s.a.w.s.) said “The excellence of the scholar over the
worshipper is like my excellence over the lowermost of you. Indeed, Allaah, His Angels, the inhabitants of the
heavens and earth, even the ant in its hole and the fish, supplicate for one who teaches goodness to the
people.”’ (Tirmithee)
1.6.13 Character
…Lo! The noblest of you, in the sight of Allaah, is the best in conduct… (49:13)
The Prophet (s.a.w.s.) said “The best believers are those with the best character.” (Aboo Daawood)
Successful indeed are the believers. Those who are humble in their prayers, and who shun vain conversation,
and who are payers of the poor-due; and who guard their modesty, and who are shepherds of their pledge
and their covenant, and who pay heed to their prayers. These are the heirs who will inherit paradise. There
they will abide. (23:1-11)
The (faithful) slaves of the Beneficent are they who walk upon the earth modestly, and when the foolish ones
address them answer ‘Peace’; and who spend the night before their Lord, prostrate and standing, and who
say ‘Our Lord! Avert from us the doom of hell’; lo! The doom thereof is anguish; lo! It is wretched as an abode
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and station; and those who, when they spend, are neither prodigal nor grudging; and there is ever a firm
station between the two; and those who cry not unto any other god along with Allaah, nor take the life which
Allaah has forbidden except in (course of) justice, nor commit adultery… (25:63-8)
And those who will not witness vanity, but when they pass near senseless play, pass by with dignity. And
those who, when they are reminded of the revelations of their Lord, fall not deaf and blind thereat, and who
say ‘Our Lord! Vouchsafe us comfort of our wives and of our offspring, and make us patterns for (all) those
who ward off (evil).’ (25:72-4)
And those who avoid the greater sins and immoralities, and when they are angry, they forgive. (42:37)
…Repel the evil deed with one which is better, then lo! He, between whom and you there was enmity (will
become) as though he was a bosom friend. But none is granted it except those who are steadfast, and none is
granted it except the owner of great happiness. (41:34-5)
…and render thanks to Allaah if it is (indeed) He Whom you worship. (2:172)
Narrated Aboo ad-Dardaa' (r.a.) “The Prophet (s.a.w.s.) said ‘There is nothing heavier than good character
put in the scale of a believer on the Day of Resurrection.’” (Aboo Daawood Book 42, Hadeeth 4782)
’Iyaad' ibni Himaar (r.a.) of Banee Mujaashee’ narrates that the Messenger of Allaah (s.a.w.s.) said ‘Indeed,
Allaah has revealed to me that you should be humble to the extent that one should not consider himself
superior to another, nor act unjustly one to another…’ (Muslim Book 40, Hadeeth 6856)
Narrated Aboo Hurayrah (r.a.) “The Prophet (s.a.w.s.) said ‘Whoever believes in Allaah and the Last Day
should serve his guest generously; and whoever believes in Allaah and the Last Day should unite the bond of
kinship; and whoever believes in Allaah and the Last Day should speak what is good or keep quiet.’”
(Bukhaaree Vol. 8, Book 73, Hadeeth 160)
’Abdullaah bin Mas’ood (r.a.) narrated that the Messenger of Allaah (s.a.w.s.) said ‘Abide by truthfulness, for
indeed truthfulness leads to righteousness, and indeed righteousness leads to Paradise. A man continues
telling the truth and trying hard to tell the truth until he is recorded with Allaah as a truthful person. Refrain
from falsehood, for indeed falsehood leads to wickedness, and wickedness leads to the Fire. A slave (of
Allaah) continues lying and trying hard to lie, until he is recorded with Allaah as a liar.’ (Tirmithee Vol. 4, Book
1, Hadeeth 1971)
Aboo Hurayrah (r.a.) narrates that the Messenger of Allaah (s.a.w.s.) said “The most perfect amongst the
believers in eemaan is one who has the best manners; and the best of you are those who are best to their
wives.” (Musnad Ahmad 472/2)
’Aa’ishah (r.a.) narrates that the Messenger of Allaah (s.a.w.s.) said “Indeed, the most perfect believer in
eemaan is one who has the best manners and is the kindest to his family.” (Tirmithee Vol. 5, Book 38,
Hadeeth 2612)
Jaabir (r.a.) narrates that the Messenger of Allaah (s.a.w.s.) said “Undoubtedly, amongst you the most
beloved and nearest to me on the Day of Resurrection, will be those having the most excellent conduct…”
(Tirmithee Vol. 4, Book 1, Hadeeth 2018)
’Abdullaah bin Mas’ood (r.a.) reported the Messenger of Allaah (s.a.w.s.) as saying ‘Whom do you consider a
wrestler among you?’ The people replied “Whom the men cannot defeat in wrestling.” He said ‘No, it is he
who controls himself when he is angry.’ (Aboo Daawood Book 42, Hadeeth 4761)
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Narrated ’Aa’ishah (r.a.) ‘The Messenger of Allaah (s.a.w.s.) said ‘By his good character a believer will attain
the degree of one who prays during the night and fasts during the day.’ (Aboo Daawood Book 42, Hadeeth
4780)
’Abdullaah bin Mughaffal (r.a.) reported the Messenger of Allaah (s.a.w.s.) as saying ‘Allaah is Gentle, likes
gentleness, and gives for gentleness what he does not give for harshness.’ (Aboo Daawood Book 42, Hadeeth
4789)
’Abdullaah (r.a.) narrates that the Prophet (s.a.w.s.) said “He who has the smallest particle of pride in his
heart will not enter Paradise.” (Muslim)
’Abdullaah ibni ’Amr (r.a.) narrates that the Prophet (s.a.w.s.) said “A Muslim is the one from whose tongue
and hands other Muslims are safe, and a Muhaajir (emigrant) is the one who abandons all that Allaah has
forbidden.” (Bukhaaree)
1.6.14 Yaqeen and Desire for Aakhirah
And those who believe in what was revealed to you, and in what was revealed before you, and are certain of
the Hereafter. (2:4)
And among them is he who say “Our Lord, give us goodness in this world, and goodness in the Hereafter, and
protect us from the torment of the Fire.” (2:201)
Let those who sell the life of this world for the Hereafter fight in the Path of Allaah. Whoever fights in the Path
of Allaah, and then is killed, or achieves victory, We will grant him a great compensation. (4:74)
To the righteous (when) it is said ‘What is it that your Lord has revealed?’ they say ‘All that is good.’ To those
who do good there is good in this world, and the Home of the Hereafter will be even better, and excellent
indeed is the Home of the righteous. (16:30)
Those who wish for the (things of) the Hereafter, and strive therefore with all due striving, and have Faith,
they are the ones whose striving is acceptable (to Allaah) (17:19)
What is the life of this world but amusement and play? But truly the Home in the Hereafter, that is life indeed,
if they but knew. (29:64)
But if you seek Allaah and His Messenger, and the Home of the Hereafter, truly Allaah has prepared for the
doers of good amongst you a great reward. (33:29)
Oh my people! This life of the present is nothing but (temporary) convenience: It is the Hereafter that is the
Home that will last. (40:39)
We (the angels) are your protectors in this life and in the Hereafter. Therein shall you have all that your souls
shall desire. Therein shall you have all that you ask for! (41:31)
1.6.15 Zuhd (asceticism)
In a narration about visiting some of the Companions (r.a.a.) in Shaam:
…’Umar (r.a.) said “Oh Yarfa! Come with me to my brother. You will see that he has no story-tellers with him,
no lanterns will be burning and his door will be unlocked. You will greet him and he will reply, after which you
will ask permission to enter and he will grant you permission without enquiring who you are.” The two men
proceeded until they reached the door of Aboo ad-Dardaa' (r.a.). ’Umar (r.a.) greeted by saying “As-salaamu
’alaykum” to which Aboo ad-Dardaa' (r.a.) replied “Wa ’alaykumus salaam.” When ’Umar (r.a.) asked
whether he could enter, Aboo ad-Dardaa' (r.a.) granted permission. As ’Umar (r.a.) pushed open the door, he
found that it had no lock. The two men entered the dark room and ’Umar (r.a.) had to feel his way around
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until he found Aboo ad-Dardaa' (r.a.). When ’Umar (r.a.) felt the pillow of Aboo ad-Dardaa' (r.a.), he found
that it was made from the blanket used on animals. When he felt the ground, there was only sand and when
he felt the clothing of Aboo ad-Dardaa' (r.a.), he discovered that it was a flimsy shawl. Aboo ad-Dardaa' (r.a.)
asked “Who is this? Is it the Ameerul Mu'mineen?” When ’Umar (r.a.) confirmed that he was the Ameerul
Mu'mineen, Aboo ad-Dardaa' (r.a.) said “You are late. We have been waiting for you all year.” ’Umar (r.a.)
said “May Allaah have mercy on you. Have I not granted you sufficient wealth? Have I not given you plenty?”
Aboo ad-Dardaa' (r.a.) said “Oh ’Umar! Do you not remember a hadeeth that the Messenger of Allaah
(s.a.w.s.) mentioned to us?” “Which hadeeth?” asked ’Umar (r.a.). Aboo ad-Dardaa' (r.a.) replied ‘The limit of
a person’s possessions in this world should be like the provisions of a traveller.’ “Oh yes” confirmed ’Umar
(r.a.). Aboo ad-Dardaa' (r.a.) then asked “Now what have we done after the Messenger of Allaah (s.a.w.s.),
Oh ’Umar?” The two Sahaabah (r.a.a.) then continued reminding each other with tears in their eyes until
morning arrived. (Ibn Asaakir)
Narrated ’Abdullaah ‘The Prophet (s.a.w.s.) said “Who among you considers the wealth of his heirs dearer to
him than his own wealth?” They replied ‘"Oh Messenger of Allaah! There is none among us but loves his own
wealth more.’ The Prophet (s.a.w.s.) said “So his wealth is whatever he sent forward, while the wealth of his
heirs is whatever he left behind.”’ (Bukhaaree Vol. 8, Book 76, Hadeeth 449)
Narrated Mujaahid ‘’Abdullaah ibn ’Umar (r.a.) said “The Messenger of Allaah (s.a.w.s.) took hold of my
shoulder and said ‘Be in this world as if you were a stranger or a traveller.’” The sub-narrator added “Ibn
’Umar used to say ‘If you survive till the evening, do not expect to be alive in the morning, and if you survive
till the morning, do not expect to be alive in the evening, and take from your health for your sickness, and
(take) from your life for your death.’” (Bukhaaree Vol. 8, Book 76, Hadeeth 425)
Narrated Aboo Hurayrah (r.a.) ‘The Prophet (s.a.w.s.) said “Riches does not mean having a great amount of
property, but riches is self-contentment.”’ (Bukhaaree Vol. 8, Book 76, Hadeeth 453)
Narrated Qays ‘I came to Khabbaab (r.a.) while he was building a wall, and he (Khabbab) said “Our
companions who have left this world did not enjoy anything of their reward therein, while we have collected
after them much wealth that we cannot spend but on earth.”’ (Bukhaaree Vol. 8, Book 76, Hadeeth 439)
Narrated ’Aa'ishah (r.a.) ‘The family of Muhammad never ate their fill of wheat bread for three successive
days from the time they migrated to Madeenah till the death of the Prophet.’ (Bukhaaree Vol. 8, Book 76,
Hadeeth 461)
Narrated ’Aa'ishah (r.a.) ‘The family of Muhammad did not eat two meals in one day except that one of the
two was of dates.’ (Bukhaaree Vol. 8, Book 76, Hadeeth 462)
Narrated ’Aa'ishah (r.a.) that she said to ’Urwah, ‘Oh, the son of my sister! We used to see three crescents in
two months, and no fire used to be made in the houses of the Messenger of Allaah (s.a.w.s.)’ ’Urwah said
“What used to sustain you?” ’Aa'ishah (r.a.) said ‘The two black things, i.e. dates and water, except that the
Messenger of Allaah (s.a.w.s.) had neighbours from the Ansaar who had some milch she-camels, and they
used to give the Prophet (s.a.w.s.) some milk from their house, and he used to make us drink it.’ (Bukhaaree
Vol. 8, Book 76, Hadeeth 466)
1.6.16 Desire for Martyrdom
And do not say of anyone who is killed in the Path of Allaah “The dead.” Nay, The living! But you do not
perceive. (2:154)
And do not think of those who are killed in the Path of Allaah as being ‘the dead.’ Nay! The living—with their
Lord! They are given provision. (3:169)
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It has been narrated on the authority of Masrooq, who said ‘We asked ’Abdullaah about the Quranic verse
“And do not think of those who are killed in the Path of Allaah as being ‘the dead.’ Nay! The living—with their
Lord! They are given provision.” He said ‘We asked the meaning of the verse. He (s.a.w.s.) said ‘The souls of
the martyrs live in the bodies of green birds who have their nests in chandeliers hung from the Throne of the
Almighty. They eat the fruits of Paradise from wherever they like and then nestle in these chandeliers. Once
their Lord cast a glance at them and said “Do you want anything?” They said ‘What more shall we desire? We
eat the fruit of Paradise from wherever we like.’ Their Lord asked them the same question thrice. When they
saw that they would continue to be asked and not left (without answering the question), they said ‘Oh Lord,
we wish that You may return our souls to our bodies so that we may be slain in Your Way once again. When
He (Allaah) saw that they had no need, they were left alone.’’’ (Muslim Book 20, Hadeeth 4651)
Narrated Anas bin Maalik (r.a.) The Prophet (s.a.w.s.) said ‘Nobody who dies and finds good from Allaah (in
the Hereafter) would wish to come back to this world, even if he were given the whole world and whatever is
in it, except the martyr who, on seeing the superiority of martyrdom, would like to come back to the world
and get killed again (in the Path of Allaah)." (Bukhaaree Vol. 4, Book 52, Hadeeth 53)
Narrated Samurah (r.a.) The Prophet (s.a.w.s.) said ‘Last night two men came to me (in a dream) and made
me ascend a tree, and then admitted me into a better and superior house—better than which I have never
seen. One of them said “This house is the house of martyrs.”’ (Bukhaaree Vol. 4, Book 52, Hadeeth 49)
The Messenger of Allaah (s.a.w.s.) said ‘Whoever sought martyrdom with sincerity will be ranked by Allaah
among the martyrs, even if he died on his bed.’ (Muslim Book 20, Hadeeth 4695)
1.6.17 Yaqeen in Taqdeer
Yahyaa bin Murrah narrates ‘When ’Alee (r.a.) went to the masjid at night to perform nafl salaah, we also
went with him to guard him. After completing his salaah, he asked us “What are you sitting here for?” When
we informed him that we were there to guard him, he asked ‘Is it from the inhabitants of the heavens that
you are guarding me, or from the inhabitants of the earth?’ “Only from the inhabitants of the earth” we
submitted. He then said ‘Nothing happens on earth until it is decided in the heavens. There are two angels
assigned to every person who protect and guard him. However, when a predestined matter arrives, they leave
him to it. I therefore have a fortified shield from Allaah which will leave me only when death arrives. No
person can taste the sweetness of eemaan until he is convinced that whatever (difficulty) afflicts him would
never have passed him by and whatever (good) passes him by would never have come to him in the first
place.’’ (Aboo Daawood)
This leads to the twin freedoms of having no fear of any of the creation—including death, and of having no
expectations of either benefit or harm from it—including from any person. Any individual blessed in this way is a
slave only to Allaah (a.w.j.); fearing only Him, and expecting benefit or harm only from Him, so turning only to Him
for their needs and protection. This is the quality of tawakkul.
1.6.18 Tawakkul
…Say ‘Sufficient for me is Allaah. There is no god except Him. On Him I put my trust. And He is the Lord of the
Throne, the Great.’ (9:129)
…My welfare is only in Allaah. In Him I trust and unto Him I turn (repentant). (11:88)
…In Him do (all) the trusting put their trust. (39:38)
…You (alone) we ask for help. (1:5)
Indeed, he (Shaytaan) has no power over those who have eemaan and put their trust solely in their Lord.
(16:99)
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The assistance of Allaah (a.w.j.) is given with and without the usual material means, and can be accessed through the
usual material means, or by the actions taught to us by the Messenger of Allaah (s.a.w.s.).
Aboo Bakr (r.a.) wrote a letter to Amr bin al ’Aas (r.a.) in which he said ‘Your letter has just reached me
detailing the massive build-up of Roman forces. Truly it was neither with large numbers nor with large armies
that Allaah assisted us during the time of His Prophet (s.a.w.s.). When we were with the Messenger of Allaah
(s.a.w.s.), we sometimes fought battles with only two horses, and at times we even had to take turns riding
our camels. When we fought the Battle of Uhud with the Messenger of Allaah (s.a.w.s.), we had only one
horse, which the Messenger of Allaah (s.a.w.s.) rode. It was always Allaah Who backed us and assisted us
against those who opposed us.’
’Umar (r.a.) said ‘I heard the Messenger of Allaah (s.a.w.s.) say “If you were to rely upon Allaah with the
reliance He is due, you would be given provision like the birds. They go out hungry in the morning and come
back with full bellies in the evening.”’ (Ibni Maajah Vol. 5, Book 37, Hadeeth 4164
Khawlah bint Haakim Sulamiyyah (r.a.) reported ‘I heard the Messenger of Allaah (s.a.w.s.) as saying “When
any one of you stays at a place, he should say ‘I seek refuge in the Perfect Words of Allaah from the evil of
that which He created.” Nothing would then do him any harm until he moves from that place. Aboo Hurayrah
(r.a.) reported that a person came to the Messenger of Allaah (s.a.w.s.) and said ‘Oh Messenger of Allaah, I
was stung by a scorpion during the night.’ Thereupon he said “Had you recited these words in the evening ‘I
seek refuge in the Perfect Words of Allaah from the evil of that which He created’ it would not have done any
harm to you.”’ (Muslim Book 35, Hadeeth 6542)
’Abdullaah bin Abee Awfaa (r.a.) narrated that the Messenger of Allaah (s.a.w.s.) said ‘Whoever has a need
from Allaah, or from one of the sons of Aadam, then let him perform wudoo', performing it well, then pray
two rakaa’ah, then praise Allaah and say salaah upon the Prophet (s.a.w.s.). Then let him say “There is no god
except Allaah the Clement, the Generous. Glorified be Allaah, Lord of the Tremendous Throne. All praise is to
Allaah, Lord of the worlds. I ask You everything that leads to Your mercy, and that deserves Your forgiveness,
and enrichment in all good, and safety from all sin. Do not leave any sin of mine except that You forgive it, nor
any worry except that You remove it, nor any need in which there is Your good pleasure except that You fulfill
it, Oh Most Merciful of those who show mercy.”’ (Tirmithee Vol. 1, Book 3, Hadeeth 479)
Narrated Jaabir bin ’Abdullaah (r.a.) ‘The Prophet (s.a.w.s.) used to teach us the way of doing istikhaarah* in
all matters as he taught us the Soorahs of the Qur'aan. He said “If anyone of you thinks of doing any job, he
should offer two rakaa’ah of prayer other than the compulsory ones and say (after the prayer) ‘Oh Allaah! I
ask You for goodness through Your Knowledge and I ask You for power through Your Power and I ask You
from Your Great Blessings because You have Power and I do not have power and You Know and I do not know
and You are the Knower of the unseen. Oh Allaah! If You Know that this action is good for me in my religion
and my livelihood and the outcome of my affairs, then ordain it for me and make it easy for me, then bless me
in it. And if You Know that this action is bad for me in my religion and my livelihood and the outcome of my
affairs, then turn it away from me and turn me away from it, and ordain the good for me wherever it may be,
then make me pleased with it.’” The Prophet (s.a.w.s.) added that then the person should name (mention) his
need.’ (Bukhaaree Vol. 2, Book 21, Hadeeth 263) *istikhaarah means to ask Allaah (a.w.j.) to guide one to the
right sort of decision and action concerning any matter.
1.6.19 Sacrifice
You will not attain unto piety until you spend of that which you love… (3:92)
Who gives his wealth that he may grow (in goodness), and none has with him any favour for reward, except
as seeking the Face of his Lord Most High. (92:18-20)
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…those who spend their wealth in search of Allaah’s pleasure, and for the strengthening of their souls…
(2:265)
Those who spend in ease and in adversity, those who control their wrath and are forgiving toward mankind…
(3:134)
…And whoever is saved from his own greed, such are the successful. (64:16)
The believers are only those who believe in Allaah and His Messenger and afterward doubt not, but strive
with their wealth and their lives in the Path of Allaah. Those are the truthful. (49:15)
Lo! Those who believed and left their homes and strove with their wealth and their lives in the Path of Allaah,
and those who took them in and helped them: these are protecting friends one of another. And those who
believed but did not leave their homes, you have no duty to protect them till they leave their homes; but if
they seek help from you in the matter of religion then it is your duty to help (them) except against a folk
between whom and you there is a treaty… (8:72)
Narrated Aboo Sa’eed al Khudree (r.a.) Somebody asked ‘Oh Messenger of Allaah! Who is the best among the
people?’ The Messenger of Allaah (s.a.w.s.) replied “A believer who strives his utmost in the Path of Allaah
with his life and property.” They asked ‘Who is next?’ He replied “A believer who stays in one of the mountain
paths worshipping Allaah and leaving the people secure from his mischief.” (Bukhaaree Vol. 4, Book 52,
Hadeeth 45)
…How excellent the wealth of the Muslim is, if it is collected through legal means and is spent in the Path of
Allaah and on orphans, poor people and travellers.… (Bukhaaree Vol. 4, Book 52, Hadeeth 95)
Anas (r.a.) narrates that the Muhaajireen said ‘Oh Messenger of Allaah! We have never seen people better
than those to whom we have come (the Ansaar). They are prepared to assist even though they have little, and
when they have plenty, they spend most generously. They do all the work on the plantations for us and share
the dates with us. They do so much for us that we actually fear that they should not take all the rewards.’ The
Messenger of Allaah (s.a.w.s.) said “This will not happen as long as you keep praising them and supplicating
for them.”
The Messenger of Allaah (s.a.w.s.) gave the Sahaabah (r.a.a) plenty of encouragement to fight in jihaad and
asked them to spend for the pleasure of Allaah. The Sahaabah (r.a.a) therefore donated most generously. The
first to spend so generously was Aboo Bakr (r.a.) who donated everything he owned, equalling four thousand
dirhams. The Messenger of Allaah (s.a.w.s.) asked him ‘Have you left anything for your family?’ He replied “I
have left Allaah and His Messenger for them.” ’Umar (r.a.) then arrived with half of his belongings. When the
Messenger of Allaah (s.a.w.s.) asked him if he had left anything for his family, he replied, ‘Yes, I have left half
of what I have brought.’ When ’Umar (r.a.) heard about what Aboo Bakr (r.a.) had brought he said “He has
beaten me each time we have vied to do good.”
1.6.20 Bravery
’Alee (r.a.) narrates ‘I have seen the Quraysh grab hold of the Messenger of Allaah (s.a.w.s.) with one person
treating him angrily and another shaking him while they said to him “Do you make all the gods into one?!” By
Allaah! None of us dared go close to the Messenger of Allaah (s.a.w.s.) besides Aboo Bakr (r.a.). He would hit
one person, wrestle with another and shake someone else as he said ‘Shame on you people! Will you kill a
man for saying “Allaah is my Lord?”’’ ’Alee (r.a.) then lifted the shawl he was wearing and wept until his
beard became wet. He then said ‘I ask you to swear by Allaah whether the mu'min from the court of Fir’awn
was better or Aboo Bakr (r.a.).’ When everyone remained silent, ’Alee (r.a.) said ‘By Allaah! A moment of the
life of Aboo Bakr (r.a.) is better than the earth full of people like the mu'min from the court of Fir’awn. While
the mu'min from the court of Fir’awn concealed his eemaan, Aboo Bakr (r.a.) made his eemaan public.’
(Bazzaar)
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And those who, when great wrong is done to them, defend themselves. (42:39)
1.6.21 Patience
But those who had been given knowledge said ‘Woe unto you! The reward of Allaah for him who believes and
does right is better, and only the patient will obtain it.’ (28:80)
And be patient, and your patience is none other than by the leave of Allaah. (16:127)
And be patient for the decree of your Lord. Truly you are in our Eyes (52:48)
And so be patient, as the firmly-intentioned Prophets were patient. (46:35)
So be patient for the decree of your Lord, and do not be as the Man in the Whale (Yoonus (a.s.)). (68:48)
And be patient with that which they say, and remove yourself from them in a gracious manner. (73:10)
And advise one another to have patience, and urge one another to acts of compassion. (90:17)
It is not righteousness that you turn your faces to the East and the West; but righteous is he who believes in
Allaah and the Last Day and the angels and the Scripture and the Prophets; and gives wealth, for love of Him,
to kinsfolk and to orphans and the needy and the wayfarer and to those who ask, and to set slaves free; and
observes proper worship and pays the poor-due. And those who keep their treaty when they make one, and
the patient in tribulation and adversity and time of stress. Such are they who are sincere. Such are the Godfearing. (2:177)
’Uthmaan (r.a.) narrates that he was once walking with the Messenger of Allaah (s.a.w.s.) in Bathaa (a rocky
area of Makkah) when they saw ’Ammaar (r.a.) and his parents being tortured in the sun to make them
forsake Islaam. ’Ammaar’s father (Yaasir (r.a.)) cried ‘Oh Messenger of Allaah! This has been happening
forever.’ The Messenger of Allaah (s.a.w.s.) said “Be patient, Oh family of Yaasir. Oh Allaah! Forgive the
family of Yaasir, which You have most certainly already done.”
1.6.22 Steadfastness
The spread of Islaam among the tribes further aggravated the resentment of the Quraysh. They came
together and decided to draw up a decree ostracizing Banee Haashim and Banee ’Abdul Muttalib. It was
decided that nobody should marry the women of these two clans, nor give their women to them in marriage;
neither should they buy from nor sell to them. Having solemnly agreed to these points, the agreement was
put into writing and the parchment was hung in the Ka’bah in order to give it a religious sanction; thereby
making it mandatory for all.
Banee Haashim and Banee ’Abdul Muttalib joined Aboo Taalib after the boycott was enforced and withdrew
to a narrow glen or waadee known as Sheb Abee Taalib. It was the seventh year of the Prophet’s (s.a.w.s.)
mission. Aboo Lahab ibn ’Abdul Muttalib, however, decided to join with the Quraysh, leaving his kith and kin
covered by the ban.
Weeks and months had passed, and the people of Haashim lived in misery and hunger. The ban was so
rigorously enforced that the Prophet’s (s.a.w.s.) clan was reduced to eating acacia leaves, and the cries of
hungry children reverberated all over the valley. The caravans passed peacefully through the streets of
Makkah but the Quraysh told the merchants not to buy from or sell anything to the two forsaken clans. This
resulted in the prices being pegged so high that it was extremely difficult for the beleaguered people to
purchase even their basic necessities.
The decree of proscription lasted for three years, and for the same number of years Banee Haashim and
Banee ’Abdul Muttalib lived in exile and endured the hardships of a blockade. But not all Quraysh people were
utterly humiliated and depraved. Those of them who were good-natured and kindhearted occasionally
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supplied food secretly to those who were in exile. However, the Prophet (s.a.w.s.) never ceased preaching the
message he had brought to his own people, and even towards others whenever he got the opportunity. Banee
Haashim, on their part, endured every trouble with exemplary patience and fortitude.
The pitiable condition of the exiles gave rise to a feeling of resentment against the ban confronting the
gracious and genial sons of the desert. Hishaam ibn Amr ibn Rabiah took the initiative to end the boycott. He
was amiable and kindhearted, as well as highly esteemed by the Quraysh. He approached some other
considerate and well-disposed persons and put them to shame for allowing tyranny to linger on. At last,
Hishaam, supported by four other persons, agreed to stand together till the decree of boycott was cancelled.
Then, when the Quraysh had assembled in the sanctuary, Zuhayr, whose mother Atikah was a daughter of
’Abdul Muttalib, cried out to the people “Oh you people of Makkah, shall we eat and drink while Banee
Haashim should die of hunger, unable even to buy or sell? By Allaah I will not take rest until this cruel and
unjust decree is torn into pieces.”
Aboo Jahl tried to intervene, but found everybody against him. Mutim ibn Adiy then went up to tear the
document into pieces but discovered that with the exception of the words ‘In Your name, Oh Allaah’ the rest
of the document had already been eaten up by white ants. The Prophet (s.a.w.s.) had already told his uncle,
Aboo Taalib, that Allaah had given the white ants power over the document.
The blighted document was, however, taken out and thrown away, and thus ended the boycott and
everything that was written on it. (Ibn Hishaam, Vol. 1, pp. 350-51)
Ma’qil bin Yasaar (r.a.) reported the Messenger of Allaah (s.a.w.s.) as saying ‘Worshipping during the period
of widespread turmoil is like emigration towards me.’ (Muslim Book 41, Hadeeth 7042)
(The People of Jannah) Saying ‘Lo! Of old, when we were with our families, we were ever anxious.’ (52:26)
1.6.23 Concern
Perhaps you will kill yourself with grief because they do not become Believers. (26:3)
1.6.24 Sincerity
…So whoever is hoping for the meeting with his Lord, then let him do righteous deeds and not associate
anyone in the worship of his Lord. (18:110)
’Alqamah bin Waqqaas said that he heard ’Umar ibn al Khattaab (r.a.) when he was addressing the people,
saying “I heard the Messenger of Allaah (s.a.w.s.) say ‘Actions are but by the intention and every man will
have but that which he intended. So he whose emigration was for Allaah and His Messenger, his emigration
was for Allaah and His Messenger. But he whose emigration was for some worldly benefit or to take some
woman in marriage, his emigration was for that which he migrated.’” (Ibni Maajah Vol. 5, Book 37, Hadeeth
4227)
Narrated ’Itbaan bin Maalik al Ansaariyy who was one of the men of the tribe of Banee Saalim ‘The
Messenger of Allaah (s.a.w.s.) came to me and said “If anybody comes on the Day of Resurrection who has
said ‘laa ilaaha illallaah’ sincerely, with the intention to win Allaah’s Pleasure, Allaah will make the Hell-Fire
forbidden for him.”’ (Bukhaaree Vol. 8, Book 76, Hadeeth 431)
1.6.25 Progression
And when the true believers saw the clans, they said ‘This is that which Allaah and His Messenger promised
us. Allaah and His Messenger are true.’ And it increased them in nothing except faith and submission. (33:22)
He it is Who sent down peace of reassurance into the hearts of the believers that they might add faith unto
their faith… (48:4)
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The believers are only those who when Allaah is mentioned feel fear in their hearts, and when His verses are
recited to them, they increase them in eemaan, and in their Lord they put their trust; who establish worship
and spend of that We have bestowed on them. Those are they who are in truth believers. For them are grades
(of honour) with their Lord, and pardon, and a bountiful provision. (8:2-4)

1.7 Promises for Believers
…whoever is guided, is guided only for (the good of) his soul… (10:108)
…And whoever goes aright, goes right only for (the good of) his own soul… (27:92)
To believe sincerely that Allaah (a.w.j.) has a right to be worshipped; is worthy of worship; has ordered us to worship
Him, and will question us in the life after this one as to what extent we actually worshipped Him according to His
right, will naturally manifest itself in our fulfilling the formal observances of worship that He has decreed for us, and
in trying to become the kind of people He wants us to be; having the qualities just mentioned, and more.
This open demonstration of the genuineness of our eemaan leads to fulfilment of the following promises of Allaah
(a.w.j.):
1.7.1 Paradise
And those who put away false gods lest they should worship them, and turn to Allaah in repentance, for them
there are glad tidings. Therefore give good tidings (Oh Muhammad) to My bondmen. (39:17)
Allaah confirms those who believe by a firm saying in the life of the world and in the Hereafter… (14:27)
Nothing is the life of the world except a pastime and a sport. Better by far is the abode of the Hereafter for
those who keep their duty (to Allaah). Have you then no sense? (6:32)
…Whoever is removed from the Fire and is made to enter Paradise, he indeed is successful. The life of this
world is but comfort of illusion. (3:185)
…To those who do good there is good in this world, and the Home of the Hereafter will be even better…
(16:30)
Lo! Those who believe and do good works, for them are the gardens of delight, wherein they will abide. It is a
promise of Allaah in truth. He is the Mighty, the Wise. (31:8-9)
But give glad tidings to those who believe and work righteousness, that their portion is Gardens, at the foot of
which rivers flow. Every time they are fed with fruits therefrom, they say ‘Why, this is what we were fed with
before’ for they are given things in similitude; and they have therein companions pure (and holy); and they
abide therein (forever). (2:25)
…those who keep their duty to their Lord, for them are lofty halls with lofty halls above them, built (for them),
at the foot of which rivers flow. (It is) a promise of Allaah. Allaah fails not His promise. (39:20)
Gardens of Eden at the foot of which rivers flow, wherein they will abide forever. That is the reward of him
who grows (in purity). (20:76)
For Muslim men and women, for believing men and women, for devout men and women, for true men and
women, for men and women who are patient and constant, for men and women who humble themselves, for
men and women who give in charity, for men and women who fast, for men and women who guard their
chastity, and for men and women who remember Allaah abundantly—for them has Allaah prepared
forgiveness and great reward. (33:35)
…Are you rewarded anything except what you did? (27:90)
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1.7.2 Sustenance
And will provide for him from (a quarter) whence he has no expectation. And whoever puts his trust in Allaah,
He will suffice him… (65:3)
And accepts those who do good works, and gives increase unto them of His bounty… (42:26)
And your Lord has said ‘Call on Me and I will respond to you’… (40:60)
1.7.3 Protection
Lo! He (Shaytaan) has no power over those who believe and put trust in their Lord. (16:99)
…and (know) that Allaah is with the believers. (8:19)
Lo! Those who believe and do good works, the Beneficent will appoint love for them. (19:96)
Lo! Allaah is with those who keep their duty unto Him and those who are doers of good. (16:128)
…Indeed, the Mercy of Allaah is near for the doers of good. (7:56)
Whoever submits his whole self to Allaah and is a doer of good, he truly has grasped the firm hand-hold…
(31:22)
Those who bear the Throne, and all who are round about it, hymn the praises of their Lord and believe in Him
and ask forgiveness for those who believe (saying) ‘Our Lord! You comprehend all things in mercy and
knowledge, therefore forgive those who repent and follow Your Way. Ward off from them the punishment of
Hell. Our Lord! And make them enter the Gardens of Eden which you have promised them, with such of their
fathers and their wives and their descendants as do right. Lo! You, only You, are the Mighty, the Wise. And
ward off from them ill-deeds; and he from whom You ward off ill-deeds that day, him truly have You taken
into Mercy. That is the supreme triumph.’ (40:8-9)
…then whoever follows My guidance, he will not go astray nor come to grief. (20:123)
…And whoever keeps his duty to Allaah, He makes his course easy for him. …And whoever keeps his duty to
Allaah, He will remit from him his evil deeds and magnify reward for him. (65:4-5)
…Whoever believes in Allaah and the Last Day is exhorted to act thus. And whoever keeps his duty to Allaah,
Allaah will appoint a way out for him, (65:2)
1.7.4 Khilaafah
…My righteous slaves will inherit the earth. (21:105)
Allaah has promised such of you as believe and do good work that He will surely make them to succeed (the
present rulers) in the earth even as He caused those who were before them to succeed (others); and that He
will surely establish for them their religion which He has approved for them, and will give them in exchange
safety after their fear. They serve Me. They ascribe nothing as partner unto Me… (24:55)
…Allaah fails not His promise, but most of mankind know not. (30:6)
…His Word is the Truth… (6:73)

1.8 The Misguided
Various groups of people and jinnaat choose a different Path in life.
We truly created man and We know what his soul whispers to him, and We are nearer to him than his jugular
vein. (50:16)
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Those who deny Our revelations are deaf and dumb in darkness. Whom Allaah Wills He sends astray, and
whom He Wills He places on a straight path. (6:39)
Lo! Your Lord is Best Aware of him who strays from His Way, and He is Best Aware of those who walk aright.
(68:7)
…Do you believe in part of the Scripture and disbelieve in part thereof? And what is the reward of those who
do so except ignominy in the life of the world, and on the Day of Resurrection they will be consigned to the
most grievous doom. For Allaah is not unaware of what you do. Such are those who buy the life of the world
at the price of the Hereafter. Their punishment will not be lightened, neither will they have support. (2:85-6)
1.8.1 Egotists
Have you seen him who takes for his god his own desires?… (25:43)
…And who goes farther astray than he who follows his own desires without guidance from Allaah. Lo! Allaah
guides not wrongdoing folk. (28:50)
Have you seen him who takes for his god his own desires, and Allaah sends him astray purposely, and seals up
his hearing and his heart, and sets on his sight a covering? Then who will lead him after Allaah (has
condemned him)? Will you not then heed? (45:23)
Indeed, those who dispute concerning the Signs of Allaah without (any) authority having come to them, there
is not within their breasts except pride (kibr), (the extent of) which they cannot reach. So seek refuge in
Allaah. Indeed, it is He who is The All-Hearing, The All-Seeing. (40:56)
And those who don’t expect a meeting with Us say ‘Why are angels not sent down unto us and why do we not
see our Lord?’ Assuredly they think too highly of themselves and are scornful with great pride. (25:21)
1.8.2 Shaytaan
He said ‘Then, by Your Might, I surely will beguile them every one, except Your single-minded slaves among
them.’ (38:82-3)
Lo! As for My slaves, you have no power over any of them except such of the astray as follow you. And lo! For
all such, Hell will be the promised place. (15:42-3)
And whosoever turns away from the remembrance of the Most Beneficent, We appoint for him a shaytaan to
be a qareen (intimate companion) to him. And truly, they (shayaateen) hinder them from the Path whilst they
think that they are rightly guided. (43:36-7)
And Shaytaan says, when the matter has been decided ‘Lo! Allaah promised you a promise of truth; and I
promised you, then failed you. And I had no power over you except that I called unto you and you obeyed me.
So blame not, but blame yourselves. I cannot help you, nor can you help me. Lo! I disbelieved in that which
you before ascribed to me. Lo! For wrong-doers is a painful doom.’ (14:22)
1.8.3 Striving Against Believers
Lo! Those who disbelieve and hinder (others) from the Path of Allaah, they truly have wandered far astray.
(4:167)
Lo! Those who disbelieve spend their wealth in order that they may debar (men) from the Path of Allaah. They
will spend it, then it will become an anguish for them… (8:36)
Say ‘Oh People of the Scripture! Why do you drive back believers from the Path of Allaah, seeking to make it
crooked, when you are witnesses (to Allaah’s guidance)?’… (3:99)
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…And indeed the devils inspire their allies (among men) to dispute with you. And if you were to obey them,
indeed, you would be polytheists. (6:121)
…They disputed by (using) falsehood to (attempt to) invalidate thereby the truth, so I seized them, and how
(terrible) was My Penalty. (40:5)
And among them are those who listen to you, but We have placed over their hearts coverings, lest they
understand it, and in their ears deafness. And if they should see every sign, they will not believe in it. Even
when they come to you arguing with you, those who disbelieve say “This is not but legends of the former
peoples.” (6:25)
And of the people is he who disputes about Allaah without knowledge and follows every rebellious devil. It
has been decreed for every devil that whoever turns to him, he will misguide him and will lead him to the
punishment of the Blaze. (22:3-4)
And of the people is he who disputes about Allaah without knowledge or guidance or an enlightening book,
twisting his neck (in arrogance) to mislead (people) from the Path of Allaah. For him in the world is disgrace,
and We will make him taste on the Day of Resurrection the punishment of the Burning Fire. (22:8-9)
1.8.4 Hell
But those who reject Our Signs, they are the Companions of the Left Hand. On them will be Fire vaulted over
(all round). (90:19-20)
And those who disbelieve are driven unto Hell in troops until, when they reach it and the gates thereof are
opened, and the warders thereof say unto them ‘Came there not unto you Messengers of your own, reciting
unto you the revelations of your Lord and warning you of the meeting of this your Day?’ They say “Yes, truly.
But the word of doom against disbelievers is fulfilled.” (39:71)
And the dwellers of the Fire cry out unto the dwellers of the Garden ‘Pour on us some water or some
wherewith Allaah has provided you.’ They say “Lo! Allaah has forbidden both to disbelievers, who took their
religion for a sport and pastime, and whom the life of the world beguiled.” So this day, We have forgotten
them even as they forgot the meeting of this their Day, and as they used to deny Our signs. (7:50-51)
Indeed, the hypocrites will be in the lowest depths of the Fire, and you will never find any helper for them.
(4:145)

1.9 Tawbah (repentance)
The door of repentance is open until the death rattle reaches the throat.
He (Ibraaheem) said ‘And who despairs of the Mercy of his Lord except those who are astray?’ (15:56)
…and despair not of the soothing Mercy of Allaah. Lo! None despairs of the soothing Mercy of Allaah except
disbelieving folk. (12:87)
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Chapter 2 Punishment
2.1 Destruction of Previous Ummahs
The punishment for disbelief and wrongdoing is not always delayed until the Hereafter.
See they not how many a generation We destroyed before them, whom We had established in the earth more
firmly than We have established you, and We shed on them abundant showers from the sky, and made the
rivers flow beneath them. Yet we destroyed them for their sins, and created after them another generation.
(6:6)
Narrated ’Urwah (r.a.) I asked ’Aa'ishah the wife of the Prophet (s.a.w.s.) about the meaning of the following
Verse: “Until when the Messengers gave up hope, and thought that they certainly were denied, then Our help
came to them, and whom We willed was saved. And Our punishment can not be repelled from a community
of criminals.” (12:110) ’Aa'ishah replied ‘Really, their nations did not believe them.’ I said “By Allaah! They
were definite that their nations treated them as liars, and it was not a matter of suspecting.” ’Aa'ishah said
‘Oh ’Uraiya (i.e. ’Urwah)! No doubt, they were quite sure about it.’ I said “May the Verse be read in such a
way as to mean that the Messengers thought that Allaah did not help them?” ’Aa'ishah said ‘Allaah forbid!
The Messengers did not suspect their Lord of such a thing. But this Verse is concerned with the Messengers’
followers who had faith in their Lord and believed in their Messengers, and their period of trials was long, and
Allaah’s Help was delayed till the Messengers gave up hope for the conversion of the disbelievers amongst
their nation, and suspected that even their followers were shaken in their belief. Allaah’s Help then came to
them.’ (Bukhaaree Vol. 4, Book 55, Hadeeth 603)
And (all) those townships! We destroyed them when they did wrong, and We appointed a fixed time for their
destruction. (18:59)
And We destroyed no township but it had its warners for reminder, for We never were oppressors. (26:208-9)
And We destroyed no township but there was a known decree for it. No nation can outstrip its term, nor can
they lag behind. (15:4-5)
…And your Lord is not at all a tyrant to His slaves. (41:46)

2.2 Previous Warning Periods
And as for Thamood, We gave them guidance, but they preferred blindness to guidance… (41:17)
It was never Allaah’s (part) that He should send a folk astray after He had guided them until He had made
clear unto them what they should avoid. Lo! Allaah is Aware of all things. (9:115)
This is because your Lord destroys not the townships arbitrarily while their people are unconscious (of the
wrong they do). (6:131)
And We sent no Prophet unto any township but We did afflict its folk with tribulation and adversity that
perhaps they might grow humble. (7:94)
We have sent already unto peoples that were before you, and We visited them with tribulation and adversity,
in order that they might grow humble. (6:42)
…and We grasped them with the torment, that perhaps they might turn again. (43:48)
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Chapter 3 Allaah’s Treatment of Banee Israa'eel
And indeed, We chose them knowingly above all other nations. (44:32)

3.1 Exodus
And We desired to show favour unto those who were oppressed in the earth, and to make them examples and
to make them the inheritors, and to establish them in the earth, and to show Pharaoh and Haamaan and their
hosts that which they feared from them. (28:5-6)
And (remember) when Moses said unto his people ‘Oh my people! Remember Allaah’s favour unto you, how
He placed among you Prophets, and He made you kings, and gave you that (which) He gave not to any (other)
of (His) creatures. Oh my people! Go into the holy land which Allaah has ordained for you. Turn not in flight,
for surely you turn back as losers.’ They said “Oh Moses! Lo! A giant people (dwell) therein and lo! We go not
in till they go forth from there. When they go forth from there, then we will enter.” Then out spoke two of
those who feared (their Lord; men) unto whom Allaah had been gracious ‘Enter in upon them by the gate, for
if you enter by it, lo! You will be victorious. So put your trust (in Allaah) if you are indeed believers.’ They said
“Oh Moses! We will never enter (the land) while they are in it. So go you and your Lord and fight! We will sit
here.” He said ‘My Lord! I have control of none but myself and my brother, so distinguish between us and the
wrong-doing folk.’ (Their Lord) said “For this the land will surely be forbidden them for forty years that they
will wander in the earth, bewildered. So grieve not over the wrongdoing folk.” (5:20-26)

3.2 Later Times
Moreover, We gave Moses the Book, completing (Our favour) to those who would do right, and explaining all
things in detail, and a guide and a mercy, that they might believe in the meeting with their Lord. (6:154)
And We appointed from among them leaders who guided by Our command, as long as they were patient
(sabr) and had certainty (yaqeen) in Our revelations. (32:24)
…And the fair word of your Lord was fulfilled for the Children of Israel because of their patience… (7:137)
(Injeel) a guidance and an admonition unto those who have taqwaa. (5:46)
(Such was Our) Way (sunnah) in the case of those whom We sent before you (to mankind), and you will not
find for Our Way (sunnah) anything of power to change. (17:77)

3.3 Punishment of Banee Israa'eel
Now there has succeeded them (The progeny of Ibraaheem) a later generation whom have ruined worship
and have followed lusts. But they will meet deception, except him who shall repent and believe and do right.
Such will enter the Garden, and they will not be wronged in anything. (19:59-60)
And a generation has succeeded them who inherited the scriptures. They grasp the goods of this low life (as
the price of evil-doing) and say ‘It will be forgiven us’… (7:169)
This attitude and saying are particularly prevalent among the Muslim youth of today, along with “I’ll start practising
when I get older” as if they’ve received a guarantee of living so long.
Allaah made a covenant of old with the Children of Israel and We raised among them twelve chieftains, and
Allaah said ‘Lo! I am with you. If you establish worship and pay the poor-due, and believe in My Messengers
and support them, and lend unto Allaah a kindly loan’… And because of their breaking their covenant, We
have cursed them and made their hearts hard… (5:12-13)
Certainly We took a Covenant from the Children of Israel and We sent to them Messengers. Whenever any
Messenger came to them with what their souls did not desire, they denied one group (of them) and they killed
another group. (5:70)
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Those of the Children of Israel who went astray were cursed by the tongue of David, and of Jesus, son of
Mary. That was because they rebelled and used to transgress. They restrained not one another from the
wickedness they did. Truly evil was that they used to do! (5:78-9)
Narrated ’Abdullaah ibn Mas’ood (r.a.) ‘The Messenger of Allaah (s.a.w.s.) said “The first defect that
permeated the Children of Israel was that a man (of them) met another man and said ‘Oh so-and-so, fear
Allaah, and abandon what you are doing, for it is not lawful for you.’ He then met him the next day and that
did not prevent him from eating with him, drinking with him and sitting with him. When they did so, Allaah
mingled their hearts with each other.” He then recited the verse: ‘Curses were pronounced on those among
the Children of Israel who rejected Faith, by the tongue of David and of Jesus the son of Mary’…up to
“wrongdoers.” He then said ‘By no means, I swear by Allaah, you must enjoin what is good and prohibit what
is evil, prevent the tyrant, bend him into conformity with what is right, and restrict him to what is right.’’
(Aboo Daawood Book 38, Hadeeth 4322)
And with those who say ‘Lo! We are Christians’ We made a covenant, but they forgot a part of that whereof
they were admonished. Therefore We have stirred up enmity and hatred among them till the Day of
Resurrection… (5:14)
The blessings and bounties which these previous nations enjoyed were withdrawn due to their becoming corrupt
and disobedient, and the same has happened to this Ummah.
Because of the wrongdoing of the Jews, We forbade them good things which were (before) made lawful unto
them, and because of their much hindering from Allaah’s Way. (4:160)
That is because Allaah never changes the grace He has bestowed on any people until they first change that
which is in their hearts, and (that is) because Allaah is Hearer, Knower. (8:53)

3.4 Invasions and Exile Periods
And We decreed for the Children of Israel in the Book ‘Surely you will cause corruption in the earth twice, and
surely you will ascend to a (sense of) great superiority.’ So when the promise for the first of the two came, We
raised against you servants of Ours—those of powerful strength in warfare—and they ransacked the
innermost part of the homes, and it was a promise fulfilled. Then We gave back to you the return victory over
them, and We made you abundant in wealth and sons and made you more numerous. If you do good, you do
good for yourselves; and if you do evil, then it is for yourselves. So when the last promise came, in order that
they sadden your faces and that they enter the Masjid just as they had entered it first time, and that they
destroy (with complete) destruction what they had conquered. It may be that your Lord will have mercy upon
you. But if you return (to sinning), We will return (to punishing). And We have made Hell a prison-bed for the
disbelievers. (17:4-8)

3.5 Transfer of Line of Prophethood
’Eesaa (a.s.) was the last Messenger sent to Banee Israa'eel, with many evidences of his status given along with him.
He was rejected by the majority.
And for their disbelief and their uttering a great slander against Maryam. (4:156)
The line of Prophethood was then transferred from the line of Ibraaheem’s (a.s.) youngest son Ishaaq (a.s.) to the
line of Ibraaheem’s eldest son Ismaa’eel (a.s.). The history of this transfer and of the previous exile periods are
prophesied in the Old Testament in Daniel 7. See Appendix 3 for a fuller explanation.
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Chapter 4 Treatment of This Ummah
4.1 Advice and Encouragement
Truly We have brought them a Scripture which We expounded with knowledge, a guidance and a mercy for a
people who believe. (7:52)
And this is a blessed Book which We have revealed. So follow it and be mindful (of Allaah), that you may
receive mercy. (6:155)
Oh you who believe! Observe your duty to Allaah. And let every soul look to that which it sends on before for
the morrow… (59:18)
Oh you who believe! Observe your duty to Allaah with right observance, and die not except as those who have
surrendered (unto Him) (3:102)
Oh mankind! Lo! The promise of Allaah is true, so let not the life of the world beguile you, and let not the
Deceiver (Shaytaan) deceive you with regard to Allaah. (35:5)
Oh you who believe! Enter into Islaam completely, and follow not the footsteps of Shaytaan. Lo! He is an open
enemy for you. (2:208)
And let not Shaytaan turn you aside. Lo! He is an open enemy for you. (43:62)

4.2 Threats of Punishment
For those who do not follow advice, Allaah (a.w.j.) says:
Say ‘He is able to send punishment upon you from above you or from beneath your feet, or to bewilder you
with dissension and make you taste the tyranny one of another.’ See how We display the revelations so that
they may understand. (6:65)
Narrated Ibn ’Umar (r.a.) ‘The Messenger of Allaah (s.a.w.s.) said “If Allaah sends punishment upon a nation
then it falls upon the whole population indiscriminately and then they will be resurrected (and judged)
according to their deeds.” (Bukhaaree Vol. 9, Book 88, Hadeeth 224)
At worst, Allaah (a.w.j.) can eject us from Islaam totally.
If He will, He can remove you, Oh people, and produce others (in your stead). Allaah is Able to do that. (4:133)

4.3 Evil Fortune is from Allaah (a.w.j.)
Many Muslims complain about our current condition. The language and tone used by them in their complaints and
accusations puts the blame for our condition on our leaders and the non-Muslims. They then consider that the
solution to our situation is to firstly deal with these oppressors.
The decisions about our condition rest with Allaah (a.w.j.) alone. Our leaders and the non-Muslims are only a means
to implementing Allaah’s decisions.
He directs the affairs from the heavens to the earth… (32:5)
No calamity befalls except by Allaah’s leave… (64:11)
Say ‘Nothing befalls us except that which Allaah has decreed for us. He is our Protecting Friend. In Allaah let
believers put their trust!’ (9:51)
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Nothing of disaster befalls in the earth or in yourselves but it is in a Book before we bring it into being—Lo!
That is easy for Allaah—so that you grieve not for the sake of that which has escaped you, nor yet exult
because of that which has been given. Allaah does not love all prideful boasters. (57:22-3)
…And from these two (angels) people learn that by which they cause division between man and wife; but they
injure thereby no-one except by Allaah’s leave… (2:102)
Say ‘I have no power to hurt or benefit myself, except that which Allaah Wills’… (10:49)
To change our condition, we have to understand why Allaah (a.w.j.) is making His current decisions, and what we
need to do to get Him to change His decisions in our favour.

4.4 Reason for Current Conditions
Firstly, there is no injustice in our current condition.
Lo! Allaah wrongs not even of the weight of an ant… (4:40)
…Allaah is no oppressor of (His) bondmen. (3:182)
Say ‘Can you see yourselves, if the punishment of Allaah come upon you unawares or openly? Would any
perish except wrongdoing folk?’ (6:47)
What would Allaah get by your punishment if you are thankful (for His mercies) and believe (in Him)?…
(4:147)
If Allaah were to take mankind to task for their wrong-doing, he would not leave hereon a living creature, but
He reprieves them to an appointed term… (16:61)
Decisions against us are made due to our evil deeds.
…Say (unto them) ‘All is from Allaah.’ What is amiss with these people that they come not nigh to understand
a happening? Whatever of good befalls you (Oh man) it is from Allaah, and whatever of ill befalls you it is
from yourself… (4:78-9)
Whatever of misfortune strikes you, it is what your right hands have earned. And He forgives much. (42:30)
…Say (unto them, Oh Muhammad) ‘It is from yourselves’… (3:165)
…but if an evil thing befall them as the consequence of their own deeds, lo! They are in despair! (30:36)
…And if some evil strikes them because of that which their own hands have sent before, then lo! Man is an
ingrate. (42:48)

4.5 Punishment is Only Removed by Allaah (a.w.j.)
If Allaah afflicts you with some hurt, there is none who can remove it except Him; and if He desires good for
you, there is none who can repel His bounty. He strikes with it whom He will of his bondmen. He is the
Forgiving, the Merciful. (10:107)
If Allaah touch you with affliction, there is none that can relieve therefrom except Him… (6:17)
The precondition is that we rectify ourselves as an Ummah first.
…Lo! Allaah changes not the condition of a folk until they change that which is in their hearts; and if Allaah
Wills misfortune for a folk there is none that can repel it, nor have they a defender beside Him. (13:11)
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4.6 Cause and Purpose of Punishment
Allaah (.a.w.j.) took back some of the blessings of Islaam—a united Ummah under one leader; leaders guiding the
Ummah according to the commands of Allaah etc.—due to leaving our deen and becoming corrupt.
And We appointed from among them leaders who guided by Our command, as long as they were patient
(sabr) and had certainty (yaqeen) in Our revelations. (32:24)
That is because Allaah never changes the grace He has bestowed on any people until they first change that
which is in their hearts, and (that is) because Allaah is Hearer, Knower. (8:53)
When ’Alee (r.a.) was asked as to why the problems of the Ummah in his time didn’t occur in that of the earlier
Khulafaa', his reply was “Aboo Bakr and ’Umar ruled over people like me. I rule over people like you.”
It is narrated by Aboo ad-Dardaa' (r.a.) that the Messenger of Allaah (s.a.w.s.) said ‘Allaah says “I alone am
Allaah, and there is no god except Me. I am the King of Kings, the Lord of the Lords. The hearts of the
sovereigns of the world are in my Hands, (so) that when My bondsmen obey Me, I incline the hearts of their
rulers with love and compassion towards them, and when they take to the path of transgression and
disobedience, I turn the hearts of their rulers with anger and punishment against them, and then they oppress
them severely. Thus, do not engage yourselves in cursing the ruler, but turn to Me in remembrance and
earnest repentance so that I may suffice for you in deliverance from the tyranny and despotism of the rulers.”
(Hilyah of Aboo Nu’aym)
As with earlier Ummahs, the purpose of withdrawal of our previous blessings, and the punishments, oppression and
disgrace in which we currently live, is so that we turn back to Allaah (a.w.j.).
Corruption appears on land and sea because of (the evil) which men’s hands have done, that He may make
them taste a part of that which they have done, in order that they may return. (30:41)
And truly We make them taste the lower punishment (of this life) before the greater (of the Hereafter), so
that they may return. (32:21)
The root cause of our current state is that we have neglected the purpose for which this Ummah was sent. As a
consequence, we ourselves have declined in the faith, character and deeds that fulfilment of this purpose develops,
and we have left the non-Muslims without the guidance to Islaam that it is our duty to provide and demonstrate.
You are the best community raised up for mankind. You enjoin right conduct and forbid indecency; and you
believe in Allaah… (3:110)
And there may spring from you a nation who invite to goodness, and enjoin right conduct and forbid
indecency. Such are they who are successful. (3:104)
Narrated ’Abdullaah ibn ’Umar (r.a.) “I heard the Messenger of Allaah (s.a.w.s.) say ‘When you enter into the
’eenah transaction, hold the tails of oxen, are pleased with agriculture, and give up conducting jihaad
(struggle in the Path of Allaah), Allaah will make disgrace prevail over you, and will not withdraw it until you
return to your deen.’” (Aboo Daawood, Book 23, Hadeeth 3455)
Narrated Thawbaan (r.a.) ‘The Prophet (s.a.w.s.) said “The people will soon summon one another to attack
you as people when eating invite others to share their dish.” Someone asked ‘Will that be because of our
small numbers at that time?’ He replied ‘No, you will be numerous at that time, but you will be scum and
rubbish like that carried down by a torrent, and Allaah will take fear of you from the breasts of your enemy
and throw wahn into your hearts.’ Someone asked “What is wahn, Oh Messenger of Allaah?” He replied ‘Love
of the world and dislike of death.’’ (Aboo Daawood, Book 38, Hadeeth 4284)
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The Ummah has left its deen of struggling in the Path of Allaah and become content with a life of domesticity and
earning and consuming, so is consequently living in disgrace. The Ummah as a whole has to return to its deen before
this disgrace is removed. Small sections of the Ummah returning to particular aspects of the Path of Allaah will not
lead to a change in Allaah’s decision.

4.7 Objections to Rectification First
4.7.1 Protection from Oppressors First
The evil of oppressive rulers cannot be overstated.
It is narrated on the authority of Aboo Sa’eed (r.a.) that the Messenger of Allaah (s.a.w.s.) said ‘On the Day of
Judgment there will be a flag for every person guilty of the breach of faith. It will be raised in proportion to
the extent of his guilt; and there is no guilt of treachery more serious than the one committed by the ruler of
the masses.’ (Muslim Book 19, Hadeeth 4310)
The following verse, and other texts already quoted, should be sufficient for anyone to understand why, as part of
our punishment, we have been given these oppressive rulers, and to understand that a systematic change in our
condition as an Ummah can only be brought about by firstly rectifying ourselves.
…Lo! Allaah changes not the condition of a folk until they change that which is in their hearts… (13:11)
Unfortunately, many Muslims—through lack of patience, or through being overpowered by their emotions—believe
that the sunnah of Allaah (a.w.j.) should be reversed; insisting that the physical protection of the Muslims against the
punishments of Allaah ta’aalaa (by use of force if necessary) is the first priority, followed by efforts to call the people
back to true faith and correct practice of Islaam. However:
…if Allaah wills misfortune for a folk there is none that can repel it, nor have they a defender beside Him.
(13:11)
To justify their views, they emphasise the sufferings being inflicted on the Muslim communities around the world,
and then refer to ahaadeeth such as the following:
An-Nu’maan bin Basheer (r.a.) reported the Messenger of Allaah (s.a.w.s.) as saying ‘The similitude of
believers in regard to mutual love, affection and fellow-feeling is that of one body; when any limb of it aches,
the whole body aches, because of sleeplessness and fever.’ (Muslim Book 32, Hadeeth 6258)
When it is pointed out that this hadeeth only refers to the emotional response we should have when seeing or
hearing of the conditions under which our brothers and sisters are living, they try to use other evidence for what
they claim to be a legal requirement to fight on behalf of any Muslim community around the world that is being
oppressed.
Aboo Moosaa al Ash’arf (r.a.) narrated that the Messenger of Allaah (s.a.w.s.) said ‘The believer is to the
believer like parts of a building, each one of them supporting the other.’ (Tirmithee Vol. 4, Book 1, Hadeeth
1928)
What is wrong with you, that you do not fight in the Path of Allaah and of the feeble among men and of the
women and the children who are crying ‘Our Lord! Bring us forth from out this town of which the people are
oppressors! Oh, give us from your presence some protecting friend! Oh, give us from Your presence some
defender!’ (4:75)
The explanation given in Tafseer Jalaalayn of this verse, however, shows that it refers to pious believers—not the
communities of today who have abandoned even the basic commands of Allaah, such as salaah.
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Tafseer: ‘What is wrong with you, that you do not fight’: this is an interrogative of rebuke, in other words,
there is nothing to prevent you from fighting, in the Path of Allaah, and for the deliverance of, the oppressed
men, women, and children, whom the disbelievers persecuted and prevented from emigrating. Ibn ’Abbaas,
may Allaah be pleased with him and his father, said ‘My mother and I were among them; who say,
supplicating ‘Oh, our Lord, bring us forth from this town, Makkah, whose people are evildoers, through
unbelief, and appoint for us a protector from You, to take charge of our affair, and appoint for us from You a
helper, to defend us against them.’ Allaah responded to their supplication and facilitated escape for some of
them, while others remained behind until Makkah was conquered. In charge of them the Prophet (s.a.w.s.)
placed ’Attaab bin Aseed, who proceeded to seek justice for the wronged from those that had wronged them.’
The evidence for defining ‘believers’ mentioned in the ahaadeeth such as the one given above:
‘The believer is to the believer like parts of a building, each one of them supporting the other.’
as true, pious believers, not disobedient ones simply identifying themselves as Muslims, is given in many places in
the Qur'aan, for example:
And the believers, men and women, are protecting friends one of another; they enjoin the right and forbid the
wrong, and they establish worship and they pay the poor-due, and they obey Allaah and His Messenger. As
for these, Allaah will have mercy on them. Lo! Allaah is Mighty, Wise. (9:71)
Please refer to section 1.6 for a more complete reminder of Allaah’s definitions of a believer.
4.7.2 Oppression Prevents Rectification
When it is pointed out to them that verse 4:75 refers to pious believers who were prevented from leaving their
homes, the People of Fighting ignore the fact that the believers of Makkah had wanted to leave their homes for the
sake of their eemaan, but were prevented, and instead try to excuse the piteous condition of the eemaan and
a’maal of the people whom they are calling others to fight and die for, by claiming that the environment and the
oppression of the ruling classes prevents them from practising their deen.
Allaah (a.w.j.) has unambiguously negated this line of excuse.
Oh my bondmen who believe! Lo! My earth is spacious. Therefore serve Me only. (29:56)
Whoever migrates in the Path of Allaah will find much refuge and abundance in the earth… (4:100)
Lo! As for those whom the angels take (in death) while they wrong themselves, (the angels) will ask ‘In what
were you engaged?’ They will say “We were oppressed in the land.” (The angels) will say ‘Was not Allaah’s
earth spacious that you could have migrated therein?’ As for such, their habitation will be hell, an evil
journey’s end. (4:97)
There is no obligation on the Muslims in general to fight and die in an attempt to deflect the punishment of Allaah
from such people.
Lo! Those who believed and left their homes and strove with their wealth and their lives in the Path of Allaah,
and those who took them in and helped them: these are protecting friends one of another. And those who
believed but did not leave their homes, you have no duty to protect them till they leave their homes; but if
they seek help from you in the matter of religion then it is your duty to help (them) except against a folk
between whom and you there is a treaty… (8:72)
In addition, this verse again refers to true believers, whereas anyone who has been to the places where jihaad is
being called for will have seen that most of the population do not even observe salaah. ’Umar ibn al Khattaab (r.a.) is
known to have stated categorically that there can be no Islaam in a person when there is no salaah by them.
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Another plea to an emotional response is to quote ahaadeeth concerning the necessity of rectifying tyrants, such as:
Narrated Aboo Sa’eed al Khudree (r.a.) “The Prophet (s.a.w.s.) said ‘The best jihaad in the Path of Allaah is (to
speak) a word of justice to a jaa'ir ruler, or jaa'ir leader.’” (Aboo Daawood Book 38, Hadeeth 4330) jaa'ir
means deviating from the right course, or acting wrongfully, unjustly, injuriously or tyrannically.
…By no means, I swear by Allaah, you must enjoin what is good and prohibit what is evil, prevent the tyrant,
bend him into conformity with what is right, and restrict him to what is right. (Aboo Daawood Book 38,
Hadeeth 4322)
The first hadeeth does not refer to rebelling against such leaders. In the second hadeeth, a tyrant can be anyone who
is oppressing themselves or others, so can also be a leader who is oppressing his subjects. Such a leader cannot be
rebelled against.
We don’t consider rebellion against our leaders and the rulers over our affairs to be correct—even if they
oppressed. We don’t supplicate against them and we don’t take away our hand from obedience to them. We
consider obedience to them to be part of obedience to Allaah the Mighty and Majestic—an obligation—as
long as they didn’t order disobedience. We supplicate for them for righteousness and protection. (’Aqeedah
at-Tahaawiyyah)
Narrated Ibn ’Abbaas (r.a.) ‘The Prophet (s.a.w.s.) said “Whoever disapproves of something done by his ruler
then he should be patient, for whoever disobeys the ruler even a little (“a span”) will die the death of
jaahiliyyah.”’ (Bukhaaree Vol. 9, Book 88, Hadeeth 176)
It has been narrated on the authority of Alqamah bin Waa'il al Hadramiyy who learnt the tradition from his
father. The latter said ‘Salamah bin Yazeed al Ju’fee (r.a.) asked the Messenger of Allaah (s.a.w.s.)
“Messenger of Allaah, what do you think if we have rulers who rule over us and demand that we discharge
our obligations towards them, but they (themselves) do not discharge their own responsibilities towards us?
What do you order us to do?” The Messenger of Allaah (s.a.w.s.) avoided giving any answer. Salamah asked
him again. He (again) avoided giving any answer. Then he asked again—it was the second time or the third
time—when Ash’ath bin Qays (finding that the Prophet was unnecessarily being pressed for an answer) pulled
him aside and said ‘Listen to them and obey them, for on them shall be their burden and on you shall be your
burden.’’ (Muslim Book 20, Hadeeth 4551)
It has been narrated on the authority of Umm Salamah (r.a.) that the Messenger of Allaah (s.a.w.s.) said ‘In
the near future there will be ameers and you will like their good deeds and dislike their bad deeds. One who
sees through their bad deeds (and tries to prevent their repetition by his hand or through his speech), is
absolved from blame, but one who hates their bad deeds (in the heart of his heart, being unable to prevent
their recurrence by his hand or his tongue), is (also) safe (so far as Allaah’s wrath is concerned). But one who
approves of their bad deeds and imitates them is spiritually ruined.’ People asked (the Prophet) “Shouldn't we
fight against them?” He replied ‘No, as long as they say their prayers.’’ (Muslim Book 20, Hadeeth 4560)
Narrated Junaadah bin Abee Umayyah (r.a.) ‘We entered upon ’Ubaadah bin as-Saamit while he was sick. We
said “May Allaah make you healthy. Will you tell us a hadeeth you heard from the Prophet (s.a.w.s.) and by
which Allaah may make you benefit?” He said “The Prophet (s.a.w.s.) called us and we gave him the Pledge of
Allegiance for Islaam, and among the conditions on which he took the Pledge from us, was that we were to
listen and obey (the orders) both at the time when we were active and at the time when we were tired, and at
our difficult time and at our ease and to be obedient to the ruler and give him his right even if he did not give
us our right, and not to fight against him unless we noticed him having open Kufr (disbelief) for which we
would have a proof with us from Allaah.”’ (Bukhaaree Vol. 9, Book 88, Hadeeth 178) Kufr has many grades, so
this hadeeth is not a blanket permission for fighting. For example:
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Narrated ’Abdullaah (r.a.) ‘The Prophet (s.a.w.s.) said “Abusing a Muslim is fusooq (evil doing) and killing him
is kufr.”’ (Bukhaaree Vol. 9, Book 88, Hadeeth 197)
Possibly one of the worst tyrants and killers of pious Muslims was Hajjaaj bin Yoosuf.
Narrated Az Zubair bin ’Adiyy (r.a.) ‘We went to Anas bin Malik and complained about the wrong we were
suffering at the hand of Al Hajjaaj. Anas bin Malik said “Be patient till you meet your Lord, for no time will
come upon you but the time following it will be worse than it. I heard that from the Prophet.” (Bukhaaree Vol.
9, Book 88, Hadeeth 188)
Narrated Aboo Hurayrah (r.a.) ‘The Prophet (s.a.w.s.) said “None of you should point out towards his Muslim
brother with a weapon, for he does not know, Shaytaan may tempt him to hit him and thus he would fall into
a pit of fire (Hell)”’ (Bukhaaree Vol. 9, Book 88, Hadeeth 193)
Narrated Aboo Moosaa (r.a.) ‘The Prophet (s.a.w.s.) said “Whoever takes up arms against us, is not from us.”’
(Bukhaaree Vol. 9, Book 88, Hadeeth 192)
Huthaifah bin al Yamaan (r.a.) narrated that the Messenger of Allaah (s.a.w.s.) said “By the One in Whose
Hand is my soul! The Hour will not be established until you fight your leaders, and you strike each other with
your swords, and your world will be inherited by the evilest among you.” (Tirmithee Vol. 4, Book 7, Hadeeth
2170)
None of what has been stated should be taken to mean that individual communities of Muslims should just passively
submit to oppression. Allaah (a.w.j.) describes one attribute of the believers as:
And those who, when great wrong is done to them, defend themselves. (42:39)
But with the proviso that we are not fighting or killing other Muslims.
4.7.3 Saving Lives
Another means the People of Fighting use to appeal to emotion before intellect is to question as to how someone
can be rectified without protecting their life first. They quote the following verse to highlight the merit of doing so:
…and whoever saves (ahyaa) it (a soul) then it is as if he has saved all of mankind… (5:32)
Firstly, they fail to understand that they are not preventing anyone from dying. Death is the Will of Allaah (a.w.j.), at
its fixed time, regardless of external circumstances. The only real concern for a person dying is the condition of their
eemaan and actions. If, as is happening, disobedient, non-practising Muslims are dying, then this is a very bad
situation, but if they die as obedient servants of Allaah, then death can be a blessing, irrespective of its means:
But those who believe and work righteousness, no burden do We place on any soul except that which it can
bear. They will be Companions of the Garden, therein to dwell (for ever). (7:42)
Secondly, the verb ahyaa in this verse, which is usually translated as ‘saved’, literally means to make someone alive,
so the actual meaning is that anyone who is a means to the continuation of a soul’s life, then it is as if he has been
the means to the continuation of the life of the whole of mankind. No-one can be prevented from dying, to then be
rectified.
He gives life and gives death… (10:56)
Lo! And it is We, even We, Who give life and give death… (15:23)
Lo! We it is Who give life and give death, and unto Us is the journeying. (50:43)
No soul can ever die except by Allaah’s leave and at a term appointed… (3:145)
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…Say ‘Even though you had been in your houses, those appointed to be slain would have gone forth to the
places where they were to lie (in death)’… (3:154)
Bethink you (Oh Muhammad) of those of old, who went forth from their habitations in their thousands,
fearing death, and Allaah said unto them ‘Die’ and then He brought them back to life. Lo! Allaah is a Lord of
Kindness to mankind, but most of mankind give not thanks. (2:243)
…No soul knows what it will earn tomorrow, and no soul knows in what land it will die… (31:43)
Thirdly, they ignore the fact that slaughtering of Muslims by their enemies, and collective punishments, have always
been, and will continue to be, part of Allaah’s sunnah, whether they like it not, or understand it or not.
And (remember) when We delivered you from Pharaoh’s folk who were afflicting you with dreadful torment,
slaughtering your sons and sparing your women. That was a tremendous trial from your Lord. (7:141)
…It was asked “Shall we be destroyed though there are righteous people among us?” The Prophet (s.a.w.s.)
said “Yes, if evil increased.” (Bukhaaree Vol. 9, Book 88, Hadeeth 181)
4.7.4 Rulership Needed for Rectification Effort
This is one of their major claims, but a further consequence of not following the sunnah of rectification first,
followed by rule over the land, is that even when control of an area is achieved (by force or otherwise), the new
rulers are obliged to implement sharee’ah, despite the (as yet un-rectified) people not being ready for it.
Those who, if We give them power in the land, establish worship and pay the poor-due and enjoin the right
and forbid the wrong… (22:41)
The aayah indicates the requirement to immediately rule by sharee’ah, and is further emphasised in the following
aayaat:
…And whoever judges not by what Allaah has revealed, then those are the disbelievers (kaafiroon). (5:44)
…Whoever judges not by that which Allaah has revealed, then those are the oppressors (thaalimoon). (5:45)
…Whoever judges not by that which Allaah has revealed, then those are the evildoers (faasiqoon). (5:47)
It has already been established that the original punishment of Allaah (a.w.j.) was due to non-practise of the
sharee’ah by the general population. An Islamic society cannot be founded on such people, and the attempt to
implement sharee’ah on those who do not wish it has been seen to result in compulsion by force, leading to hatred
of the population for their new rulers. This situation was encapsulated very concisely by ’Umar (r.a.):
There is no Islaam without society (jamaa’ah), and there is no society without leadership (imaarah), and there
is no leadership without obedience (ta’ah) (to Allaah, His Messenger and the leaders of the Muslims) (Sunan
Daarimee, Vol.1, p. 84, no. 225)
Aboo Hurayrah (r.a.) narrated that he heard the Messenger of Allaah (s.a.w.s.) saying “We are the last but
will be the foremost to enter Paradise.” The Prophet added “He who obeys me, obeys Allaah, and he who
disobeys me, disobeys Allaah. He who obeys the ameer, obeys me, and he who disobeys the ameer, disobeys
me. The Imaam is like a shelter for whose safety the Muslims should fight and where they should seek
protection. If the Imaam orders people with righteousness and rules justly, then he will be rewarded for that,
and if he does the opposite, he will be responsible for that.” (Bukhaaree Vol. 4, Book 52, Hadeeth 204)
Due to not inculcating such obedience to Allaah and His Messenger in the population first, from which leadership can
function and society be established, such imposers of Islaam fall prey to the general sharee’ah principle that
anything attempted before its time is destined to failure. Our recent history bears ample testimony to this fact.
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That was the way (sunnah) of Allaah in the case of those who passed away of old; you will not find for the
way of Allaah anything of power to change. (33:62)
…You will not find for Allaah’s way (sunnah) any substitute, nor will you find for Allaah’s way anything of
power to change. (35:43)
4.7.5 Obligatory Nature of Rulership
Despite all that has been said on this subject, there are still groups insisting that establishment of Islamic rule in an
Islamic State, establishment of Bayt ul Maal for zakaah purposes, an Islamic army etc. are a first priority, as they
have the status of obligations (faraa'id) in sharee’ah, so cannot be delayed.
To first of all distinguish between the two types of fard acts: fard al ’ayn is an act which every Muslim has to
perform—such as salaah—and fard al kifaayah is an act for the whole community, but which can be accomplished
by just a sufficient number of Muslims for the action—for example funeral prayers.
Fard is further defined as a compulsory act or situation, without which an act is rejected, or one is outside the fold of
Islaam, or one is in disobedience of Allaah (a.w.j.). To give some examples: eemaan is compulsory—lack of it leads to
being outside the fold of Islaam; believing that salaah is not fard al ’ayn puts one outside Islaam; neglecting salaah
puts one in disobedience of Allaah (a.w.j.), with some jurists believing it puts one outside Islaam; salaah in which
there is no recitation of Qur'aan is rejected; a Muslim leader who abolishes payment of zakaah to Bayt ul Maal is in
disobedience of Allaah; someone who has the means for Hajj, but refuses to perform it (for no valid reason) is in
disobedience of Allaah; a Hajj undertaken without tawaaf is rejected.
When failure to comply with a fard act is due to an external situation of Allaah’s Will and creation, then it is no
longer fard for the time under which the conditions are maintained. For example: when someone is seriously ill or
injured, many of the faraa'id of salaah such as standing, bowing or prostration are no longer applicable; someone in
a coma is not in disobedience of Allaah (a.w.j.) for not performing salaah at its fixed hours; if a woman menstruates
during Ramadaan, she is not in disobedience of Allaah for not fasting—quite the opposite in fact; if a man has
wealth, but at the time of setting out for Hajj falls seriously ill, he is not in disobedience of Allaah for staying at
home.
However, when a fard having a set period, such as salaah, fasting in Ramadaan, paying zakaah, Hajj etc. has been
missed due to such a situation, or even just through wilful disobedience (for example a Muslim in perfect health at
home who refuses to perform salaah or fast in Ramadaan), then it has to be made up for later (although there are
jurists who limit some of these requirements for those who were simply disobedient). Missed standing, bowing and
prostration in otherwise-completed prayers do not have to be made up.
The issue of wilful disobedience is of prime importance in this subject. As has been mentioned, if all the conditions
and the situation are such that compliance with a fard act poses no difficulty, then failure to carry out that fard is
sinful. In our current situation, our not having Islamic rule, a Khaleefah, and not paying zakaah to Bayt ul Maal are
not sinful in the eyes of Allaah (a.w.j.) because we do not have the Islamic State in which these institutions are
housed. Furthermore, we have already seen that the reason for not having this State and its institutions is that they
were taken back from previous members of the Ummah by Allaah (a.w.j.). This decision was based on the eemaan
and a’maal of the Muslims of those times, so is outside our direct influence. It is not wilful disobedience on our part;
it is simply a situation we have inherited.
What is required of us, however, and what will make us sinful as an Ummah if we refuse to carry it out, is that we
make the effort (as a fard al kifaayah) to bring about the conditions under which an Islamic State and its institutions
can be formed. The misunderstanding which people calling and working directly for the re-establishment of an
Islamic State through political or violent means have, is that such a State forms part of the Grace referred to in the
verse:
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That is because Allaah never changes the grace He has bestowed on any people until they first change that
which is in their hearts, and (that is) because Allaah is Hearer, Knower. (8:53)
and as such, will not be bestowed back on the Ummah until the reason for its withdrawal is corrected. Allaah (a.w.j.)
will not return it then wait for our correction.
…Lo! Allaah changes not the condition of a folk until they change that which is in their hearts… (13:11)
An additional point worth mentioning is that it is evident from past history that the existence of an Islamic State in
and of itself does not generate true Muslims, otherwise the Ummah would never have degenerated to the level to
which it did. It is the efforts of the people themselves that determine the level of their eemaan—either within or
outside an Islamic State; after all, what kind of environment did the Sahaabah (r.a.a) have in the early days of
Makkah, other than that of their own company and short periods in the company of the Prophet (s.a.w.s.)?
Hopefully it can now be seen that it is the effort on we Muslims that is needed, to inculcate obedience to Allaah
(a.w.j.) and His Messenger (s.a.w.s.), and love for His deen. Then and only then will Allaah (a.w.j.) give us back His
Grace in the form of the blessings of Islaam.
4.7.6 Summary
During the lifetime of the Prophet (s.a.w.s.) and in the years following his death, the Promises of Allaah (a.w.j.) were
fulfilled on the basis of the patience and strong faith of the Muslims. Despite many ups and downs in the next 1300
years, the promised inheritance of the land had been fulfilled for the Muslims, but our recent history shows that our
political, legal, economic and military systems, along with the respect, dignity and authority of the Muslims in the
world—in other words, all the collective blessings of Allaah (a.w.j.) on the Ummah—were taken back by Allaah. This
treatment follows the same pattern as that which Allaah (a.w.j.) meted out to Banee Israa'eel.
In addition to the removal of blessings, the Ummah is being punished from both within and externally as a form of
punishment and disgrace, to make us repent and return to Allaah and His deen.
These conditions have arisen due to past negligence.
Narrated An-Nu’maan bin Basheer (r.a.) ‘The Prophet (s.a.w.s.) said “The example of the person abiding by
Allaah’s order and restrictions in comparison to those who violate them is like the example of those persons
who drew lots for their seats in a boat. Some of them got seats in the upper part, and the others in the lower.
When the latter needed water, they had to go up to bring water (and that troubled the others), so they said
‘Let us make a hole in our share of the ship (and get water), saving those who are above us from being
troubled.’ So, if the people in the upper part left the others to do what they had suggested, all the people of
the ship would be destroyed, but if they prevented them, both parties would be safe.”’ (Bukhaaree Vol. 3,
Book 44, Hadeeth 673)
On the broader issue of the mission of this Ummah, there are many who believe that the thousand years or so
before the destruction of the Khilaafah in 1924 were ones in which Islaam was generally in the lives of most Muslims,
but any meaningful understanding of the following aayaat will show this view to be false.
Fight against such of those who have been given the Scripture as believe not in Allaah nor the Last Day, and
forbid not that which Allaah has forbidden by His Messenger, and follow not the Religion of Truth, until they
pay the tribute readily, being brought low. (9:29)
So do not falter and cry out for peace when you (will be) the uppermost, and Allaah is with you, and He will
not grudge (the reward of) your actions. (47:35)
How could Western Europe, as one example, have remained outside the fold, or at least the rule, of Islaam if the
Muslims of this era had been following the deen which the Prophet (s.a.w.s.) brought?
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There are Muslim individuals and groups now calling for and working towards a direct return to the complete deen
of Islaam, by reviving the actions necessary for its re-establishment and maintenance. However, when necessary
actions such as striving in the Path of Allaah; enjoining good and forbidding evil; rectification of society; correction of
tyrants, and speaking the truth to unjust rulers have been delayed, it can’t just be assumed that late application of
those actions will fulfil their original function.
To give a worldly example, if fallen roof tiles are not replaced within a short time of being dislodged, the roof timbers
supporting them rot, and are unable to support the weight of any future replacement tiles. The timbers have to be
removed and replaced before the replacement of any tiles. Delay in replacement also leads to the decay and
destabilisation of the rest of the building. Similarly, the abandonment of striving on the Path of Allaah (a.w.j.), and
enjoining good and forbidding evil has led to the degeneration in the eemaan, a’maal and sifaat of the Muslims, and
abandonment of a conscious effort to achieve the goal of becoming true worshippers of Allaah (a.w.j.).
We are currently in a period in our history which is described in the following hadeeth:
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An-Nu’maan bin Basheer (r.a.) narrated that the Prophet (s.a.w.s.) said “There will be Prophethood among
you for as long as Allaah Wills it to be, then He will remove it when He Wills, then there will be Khilaafah on
the Prophetic method and it will be for as long as Allaah Wills, then He will remove it when He Wills, then
there will be biting Kingship for as long as Allaah Wills, then He will remove it when He Wills, then there will
be oppressive kingship for as long as Allaah Wills, then he will remove it when He Wills, and then there will be
Khilaafah upon the Prophetic method” and then he remained silent. (Ahmad 30/355, Hadeeth 18406 and
Tabraanee in al Awsat, Hadeeth 6577)
The first period of Khilaafah was built on the best of mankind after the Prophets (a.s.).
Ibni Mas’ood (r.a.) said ‘Allaah looked into the hearts of His slaves, and He saw that the heart of Muhammad
(s.a.w.s.) was the best of people’s hearts, so He chose him for Himself and sent him with His message. Then
He looked into the hearts of His slaves after the heart of Muhammad, and He found that the hearts of his
companions were the best of people’s hearts, so He made them the supporters of His Prophet, who fought for
His religion. So whatever the Muslims think is good is good before Allaah, and whatever they think is bad is
bad before Allaah.’ (Musnad Ahmad, 1/379)
’Umar ibn al Khattaab (r.a.) narrated that the Prophet (s.a.w.s.) said ‘The best of people are my generation,
then those who follow them, then those who follow them. Then lying will spread, until a man testifies while
his testimony was not requested, and a man will take an oath while an oath was not sought.’ (Tirmithee Vol.
4, Book 9, Hadeeth 2303)
There is no period described between oppression and true Khilaafah, so the Ummah will transition from one directly
into the next. To get from oppressive Kingship back to Khilaafah upon the Prophetic method there is only one
sunnah of Allaah (a.w.j.), as has already been discussed in detail:
And We appointed from among them leaders who guided by Our command, as long as they were patient
(sabr) and had certainty (yaqeen) in Our revelations. (32:24)
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We as an Ummah have to, and will, bring about these qualities within ourselves and others, without the presence of
a Prophet.
In the past, Islaam in its totality has only ever been established through the efforts of a Prophet and his followers.
After the death of any Prophet, the effort to maintain that standard had always faded from the lives of the Muslims,
necessitating the sending of another Prophet to re-establish what had been lost. For this Ummah, even the sending
of a reviver (mujaddid) every hundred years or so has never raised the Ummah back to the level of true Khilaafah.
Aboo Hurayrah (r.a.) narrated that the Messenger of Allaah (s.a.w.s.) said ‘At the beginning of every century,
Allaah will send to this Ummah someone who will renew its religion for it.’ (Aboo Daawood Book 38, Hadeeth
4278)
This constant cycle of historic failure on the part of the Muslims would seem to indicate that what was being asked
of us by Allaah (a.w.j.) was impractical and doomed to failure. This coming period—of the Ummah making the
collective efforts needed to re-attain Khilaafah upon the Prophetic method—will show that the command of Allaah is
not, and never could be, impractical or unrealistic. It will show that the system of Islaam is reproducible by people
who were not involved in its original establishment, and so is not just a one-off success applicable to a particular era
and group of individuals.
In the short-term, and to prevent their own destruction, members of our communities themselves have to become
muSlihoon (i.e. working on their own and the general public’s rectification):
In truth your Lord destroyed not the townships tyrannously while their folk were reformers (muSlihoon).
(11:117)
Establish prayer (salaah) and pay the poor-due and obey the Messenger, so that you may receive mercy.
(24:56)
…and establish prayer. Lo! Salaah preserves from lewdness and iniquity, but truly remembrance of Allaah is
greatest… (29:45)
Seek help in patience and prayer; and truly it is hard except for the humble-minded. Those who think they will
meet their Lord, and that unto Him they are returning. (2:45-6)
The path of repentance, rectification and propagation then has to be taken, which will require the wholehearted
commitment of our lives and resources.
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Chapter 5 Instruction for Jihaad
And whoever strives, strives only for himself, for lo! Allaah is altogether Independent of (His) creatures. (29:6)

5.1 General Instructions for Jihaad
Oh you who believe! Be mindful of your duty to Allaah, and seek the way of approach unto Him, and strive in
His Path in order that you may succeed. (5:35)
And strive for Allaah with the endeavour which is His right. He has chosen you and has not laid upon you any
hardship in religion… (22:78)
Go forth, lightly-armed and heavily-armed, and strive with your wealth and your lives in the Path of Allaah!
That is best for you if you but knew. (9:41)
Oh you who believe! Endure. Outdo all others in endurance. Be ready, and observe your duty to Allaah, in
order that you may succeed. (3:200)
So when you are relieved, still toil. And strive to please your Lord. (94:7-8)
Spend your wealth in the Path of Allaah… (2:195)
It has been narrated on the authority of Aboo Hurayrah (r.a.) that the Messenger of Allaah (s.a.w.s.) said
“One who died but did not fight in the Path of Allaah, nor did he express any desire for jihaad, died the death
of a hypocrite.” ’Abdullaah ibn Mubaarak said ‘We think the hadeeth pertained to the time of the Messenger
of Allaah (s.a.w.s.).’ (Muslim Book 20, Hadeeth 4696)
Narrated ’Abdullaah bin Abee ’Awfaa (r.a.) ‘The Messenger of Allaah (s.a.w.s.) said “Know that Paradise is
under the shades of swords.”’ (Bukhaaree Vol. 4, Book 52, Hadeeth 73)
Narrated Ibn ’Abbaas (r.a.) ‘The Messenger of Allaah (s.a.w.s.) said “There is no hijrah (i.e. migration from
Makkah to Madeenah) after the Conquest (of Makkah), but jihaad and good intention remain; and if you are
summoned for fighting, go forth immediately. (Bukhaaree Vol. 4, Book 52, Hadeeth 42)

5.2 Examples of Jihaad
In the Ummah of ’Eesaa (a.s.), fighting was not prescribed.
Oh you who believe! Be Allaah’s helpers, even as Jesus son of Mary said unto the disciples ‘Who are my
helpers for Allaah?’ They said “We are Allaah’s helpers”… (61:14)
But when Jesus became conscious of their disbelief, he cried ‘Who will be my helpers in the Path of Allaah?’
The disciples said “We will be Allaah’s helpers. We believe in Allaah, and bear you witness that we have
surrendered (unto Him).” (3:52)
In this Ummah, the first instruction for jihaad was given in Makkah before the hijrah, when fighting had not yet been
allowed.
So do not obey the disbelievers and strive (against) them (jaahid-hum) with it (the Qur'aan), a great striving
(jihaadan). (25:52)
Other verses also describe those not engaged in fighting as being, nevertheless, strivers in the Path of Allaah
…That is because neither thirst nor toil nor hunger afflicts them in the Path of Allaah, nor step they any step
that angers the disbelievers, nor gain they from the enemy any gain, but a good deed is recorded for them
therefore. Lo! Allaah loses not the wages of the good. (9:120)
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(Alms are) for the poor who are straitened in the Path of Allaah, who cannot travel in the land (for trade). The
unthinking man accounts them wealthy because of their restraint. You shall know them by their mark: They
do not beg of men with importunity. And whatsoever good thing you spend, lo! Allaah knows it. (2:273)
Jihaad is also described as a physical struggle involving fighting, killing and being killed. Such verses can be general,
or specific to an incident or period during the life of the Prophet (s.a.w.s.).
Oh Prophet! Strive against the disbelievers and the hypocrites, and be stern with them. Hell will be their
home, a hapless journey’s end. (66:9)
Fighting is ordained for you, though it is hateful unto you; but it may happen that you hate a thing which is
good for you, and it may happen that you love a thing which is bad for you. Allaah knows; you know not.
(2:216)
Fight in the Path of Allaah against those who fight against you, but begin not hostilities. Lo! Allaah loves not
aggressors. And slay them wherever you find them, and drive them out of the places whence they drove you
out, for persecution is worse than slaughter… (2:190-91)
Those who believe do battle in the Path of Allaah; and those who disbelieve do battle for the cause of idols. So
fight the minions of the devil. Lo! The devil’s strategy is ever weak. (4:76)
Oh you who believe! Fight those of the disbelievers who are near to you, and let them find harshness in you,
and know that Allaah is with those who keep their duty (unto Him). (9:123)
Fight in the Path of Allaah, and know that Allaah is Hearer, Knower. (2:244)
So fight (Oh Muhammad) in the Path of Allaah. You are not taxed (with the responsibility for anyone) except
yourself—and urge on the believers… (4:84)
…they shall fight in the Path of Allaah and shall slay and be slain… (9:111)

5.3 Purpose of Jihaad
And fight them until persecution is no more, and religion is for Allaah. But if they desist, then let there be no
hostility except against wrong-doers. (2:193)
And fight them until persecution is no more, and religion is all for Allaah. But if they cease, then lo! Allaah is
Seer of what they do. (8:39)
Fight against such of those who have been given the Scripture as believe not in Allaah nor the Last Day, and
forbid not that which Allaah has forbidden by His Messenger, and follow not the Religion of Truth, until they
pay the tribute readily, being brought low. (9:29)
What is wrong with you, that you do not fight in the Path of Allaah and of the feeble among men and of the
women and the children who are crying ‘Our Lord! Bring us forth from out this town of which the people are
oppressors! Oh, give us from your presence some protecting friend! Oh, give us from Your presence some
defender!’ (4:75)
Those who have been driven from their homes unjustly only because they said ‘Our Lord is Allaah.’ For had it
not been for Allaah’s repelling some men by means of others, cloisters and churches and oratories and
masaajid, wherein the name of Allaah is oft mentioned, would assuredly have been pulled down. Truly Allaah
helps one who helps Him. Lo! Allaah is Strong, Almighty. (22:40)
And if two parties of believers fall to fighting, then make peace between them. And if one party of them does
wrong to the other, fight you that which does wrong till it returns unto the ordinance of Allaah; then, if it
returns, make peace between them justly, and act equitably. Lo! Allaah loves the equitable. (49:9)
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Narrated Aboo Moosaa (r.a.) ‘A man came to the Prophet (s.a.w.s.) and asked “A man fights for war booty;
another fights for fame, and a third fights for showing off. Which of them fights in the Path of Allaah?” The
Prophet (s.a.w.s.) said “He who fights that Allaah’s Word (i.e. Islaam) should be superior, fights in the Path of
Allaah.”’ (Bukhaaree Vol. 4, Book 52, Hadeeth 65)
Some of the Taabi’een were admonished on one occasion:
…Muhammad used to fight against the pagans, for a Muslim was put to trial in his religion. His fighting was
not like your fighting, which is carried on for the sake of ruling.” (Bukhaaree Vol. 9, Book 88, Hadeeth 215)

5.4 Mujaahideen
Lo! Allaah has bought from the believers their lives and their wealth because the Garden will be theirs: they
shall fight in the Path of Allaah and shall slay and be slain… (9:111)
And of mankind is he who would sell himself, seeking the pleasure of Allaah; and Allaah has compassion on
(His) bondmen. (2:207)
Let those fight in the Path of Allaah who sell the life of this world for the other… (4:74)
Many confuse giving their life for Islaam with giving their death. Selling the life of this world means living twenty-four
hours according to the commands of Allaah and the Prophet’s sunnah. Such people are given the help of Allaah and
victory.
Oh you who believe! Why do you say that which you do not? It is most hateful in the sight of Allaah that you
say that which you do not. Lo! Allaah loves those who battle for His cause in ranks, as if they were a solid
structure. (61:2-4)
By those who set the ranks in battle order, and those who drive away (the wicked) with reproof, and those
who read (the Word) for a reminder, Lo! Your Lord is surely One; Lord of the heavens and of the earth and all
that is between them, and Lord of the sun’s risings. (37:1-5)
You will not find folk who believe in Allaah and the Last Day loving those who oppose Allaah and His
Messenger, even though they be their fathers or their sons or their brethren or their clan. As for such, He has
written faith upon their hearts and has strengthened them with a Spirit from Him…They are Allaah’s party.
Lo! Is it not Allaah’s party who are the successful? (58:22)

5.5 True Jihaad
And with how many a Prophet have there been a number of devoted men (ribbiyyoon) who fought (beside
him). They quailed not for anything that befell them in the Path of Allaah, nor did they weaken, nor were they
brought low. Allaah loves the steadfast. Their cry was only that they said ‘Our Lord! Forgive us for our sins
and wasted efforts, make our foothold sure, and give us victory over the disbelieving folk.’ (3:146-7)
Oh you who believe! When you meet an army, hold firm and think of Allaah much, that you may be
successful. (8:45)

5.6 Preparations Enjoined
Make ready for them all you can of (armed) force and of horses tethered, that thereby you may dismay the
enemy of Allaah and your enemy, and others beside them whom you know not. Allaah knows them.
Whatsoever you spend in the Path of Allaah it will be repaid to you in full, and you will not be wronged. (8:60)

5.7 Allaah’s Help
Lo! Allaah defends those who are true… (22:38)
…To help believers is ever incumbent upon Us. (30:47)
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…and know that Allaah is with those who keep their duty (unto Him). (9:123)
…And whoever has retaliated with the like of that which he was made to suffer and then has (again) been
wronged, Allaah will succour him… (22:60)
Whoever migrates in the Path of Allaah will find much refuge and abundance in the earth… (4:100)
(It is) a bounty and a grace from Allaah… (49:8)
There was a token for you in two hosts which met: one army fighting in the Path of Allaah, and another
disbelieving, whom they saw as twice their number, clearly, with their very eyes. Thus Allaah strengthens with
His succour whom He will. Lo! Herein truly is a lesson for those who have eyes. (3:13)
And helped them so that they became the victors. (37:116)
Then Allaah sent His peace of reassurance down upon His Messenger and upon the believers, and sent down
hosts you could not see, and punished those who disbelieved. Such is the reward of disbelievers. (9:26)
When you said unto the believers ‘Is it not sufficient for you that your Lord should support you with three
thousand angels sent down (to your help)? Nay, but if you persevere, and keep from evil, and (the enemy)
attack you suddenly, your Lord will help you with five thousand angels sweeping on.’ (3:124-5)
Oh Prophet! Exhort the believers to fight. If there be of you twenty steadfast they shall overcome two
hundred, and if there be of you a hundred (steadfast) they shall overcome a thousand of those who disbelieve,
because they (the disbelievers) are a folk without intelligence. Now has Allaah lightened your burden, for He
knows that there is weakness in you. So if there be of you a steadfast hundred they shall overcome two
hundred, and if there be of you a thousand (steadfast) they shall overcome two thousand by permission of
Allaah. Allaah is with the steadfast. (8:65-6)
When those who disbelieve had set up in their hearts zealotry—the zealotry of the Age of Ignorance—then
Allaah sent down His peace of reassurance upon His Messenger and upon the believers and imposed on them
the word of self-restraint, for they were worthy of it and meet for it… (48:26) (at Hudaybiyyah)
In this case is protection only from Allaah, the True, He is Best for reward, and best for consequence. (18:44)
That is because Allaah is patron of those who believe… (47:11)
Say ‘Shall I choose for a protecting friend other than Allaah?’… (6:14)
But Allaah is your Protector, and He is the Best of Helpers. (3:150)
To sum it all up:
…Allaah is with the good. (29:69)

5.8 Promises of Victory
And truly Our word went forth of old unto Our bondmen sent (to warn); that they truly would be helped, and
that Our host, they truly would be the victors. (37:171-3)
Lo! We truly do help Our Messengers, and those who believe, in the life of the world and on the day when the
witnesses arise. (40:51)
Faint not nor grieve, for you will overcome them if you are (indeed) believers. (3:139)
…and Allaah will not give the disbelievers any way (of success) against the believers. (4:141)
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…and if they fight against you they will turn and flee. And afterward they will not be helped. (3:111)
And if those who disbelieve join battle with you they will take to flight, and afterward they will find no
protecting friend nor helper. (48:22)
…Lo! The wrongdoers will not be successful. (6:21)
However, Allaah (a.w.j.) says:
The way (sunnah) of Allaah which has passed before. You will not find any change for the way (sunnah) of
Allaah. (48:23)
…Allaah fails not His promise, but most of mankind know not. (30:6)
So the fact that these promises have not, in the main, been kept in recent history, and are not, in the main, being
kept now, means that something must be different between the believers referred to in these verses (and described
in section 1.6) and the believers that constitute the Ummah today.
Those who believed and left their homes and strove in the Path of Allaah, and those who took them in and
helped them—these are the believers in truth. For them is pardon, and bountiful provision. And those who
afterwards believed and left their homes and strove along with you, they are of you… (8:74-5)

5.9 Victory is Only from Allaah (a.w.j.)
…And if Allaah willed He could have punished them (without you) but (thus it is ordained) that He may try
some of you by means of others… (47:4)
Oh you who believe! Remember Allaah’s favour unto you, how a people were minded to stretch out their
hands against you but He withheld their hands from you; and keep your duty to Allaah. In Allaah let believers
put their trust. (5:11)
…and He has withheld men’s hands from you, that it may be a token for the believers, and that He may guide
you on a right path. (48:20)
And He it is Who has withheld men’s hands from you, and has withheld your hands from them, in the valley of
Makkah, after He had made you victors over them… (48:24)
…Allaah averted their attack from the believers… (33:25)
…Had Allaah willed He could have given them (hypocrites) power over you so that assuredly they would have
fought you… (4:90)
He it is Who has caused those of the People of the Scripture who disbelieved to go forth from their homes
unto the first exile… ( 59:2) (Referring to the Jews of Banoo Natheer, near Madeenah)
Fight them! Allaah will chastise them at your hands, and He will lay them low and give you victory over
them… (9:14)
…Then We strengthened those who believed against their foe, and they became the uppermost. (61:14)
…and He has rewarded them with a near victory (at Hudaybiyyah). (48:18)
Allaah ordained this only as a message of good cheer for you, and that thereby your hearts might be at rest;
victory comes only from Allaah, the Mighty, the Wise. (3:126)
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Lo! We have given you (Oh Muhammad) a signal victory, that Allaah may forgive you of your sin that which is
past and that which is to come, and may perfect His favour unto you, and may guide you on a right path, and
that Allaah may help you with strong help. (48:1-3)
If Allaah is your helper none can overcome you, and if He withdraws His help from you, who is there who can
help you after Him? In Allaah let believers put their trust. (3:160)
Or who is he that will be an army unto you to help you instead of the Beneficent?… (67:20)
…if a victory comes unto you from Allaah… (4:141)
…Victory comes only by the help of Allaah… (8:10)
Victory is defined as the accomplishment of one or more of the purposes of jihaad, as described earlier in section
5.3. It doesn’t mean successfully killing and driving out the enemy to take over a piece of land containing corrupt,
disobedient Muslims.

5.10. Establishment of Khilaafah
Sahl bin Sa'd (r.a.) narrated that the Messenger of Allaah (s.a.w.s.) said ‘If the world to Allaah was equal to a
mosquito’s wing, then He would not allow the disbeliever to have a sip of water from it.’ (Tirmithee, Vol. 4,
Book 10, Hadeeth 2320)
Allaah (a.w.j.) will change our condition in the world on certain provisos.
…Lo! Allaah changes not the condition of a folk until they change that which is in their hearts… (13:11)
Allaah has promised such of you as believe and do good work that He will surely make them to succeed (the
present rulers) in the earth even as He caused those who were before them to succeed (others); and that He
will surely establish for them their religion which He has approved for them, and will give them in exchange
safety after their fear. They serve Me. They ascribe no thing as partner unto Me. Those who disbelieve
henceforth, they are the miscreants. (24:55)
It has been narrated on the authority of ’Abdullaah (r.a.) that the Messenger of Allaah (s.a.w.s.) said ‘The
Caliphate will remain among the Quraysh even if only two persons are left (on the earth).’ (Muslim Book 20,
Hadeeth 4476)
It has been narrated on the authority of Jaabir bin Samurah (r.a.) who said ‘I joined the company of the
Prophet (s.a.w.s.) with my father and I heard him say “This Caliphate will not end until there have been twelve
Caliphs among them.” The narrator said ‘Then he (the Prophet) said something that I could not follow. I said
to my father “What did he say?” He said ‘He has said “All of them will be from the Quraysh.”’’ (Muslim Book
20, Hadeeth 4477)
It has been reported on the authority of ’Abdur Rahmaan bin Samurah (r.a.) who said ‘The Messenger of
Allaah (s.a.w.s.) said to me “’Abdur Rahmaan, do not ask for a position of authority, for if you are granted this
position as a result of your asking for it, you will be left alone (without Allaah’s help to discharge the
responsibilities attendant thereon), and it you are granted it without making any request for it, you will be
helped (by Allaah in the discharge of your duties).”’ (Muslim Book 20, Hadeeth 4487)
It has been narrated on the authority of Aboo Tharr (r.a.) who said ‘I said to the Prophet (s.a.w.s.) “Messenger
of Allaah, will you not appoint me to a public office?” He stroked my shoulder with his hand and said ‘Aboo
Tharr, you are weak and authority is a trust, and on the Day of Judgment it is a cause of humiliation and
repentance except for one who fulfils its obligations and (properly) discharges the duties attendant thereon.’’
(Muslim Book 20, Hadeeth 4491)
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…“Oh Allaah, whoever acquires some kind of control over the affairs of my people and is hard upon them, be
hard upon him; and whoever acquires some kind of control over the affairs of my people and is kind to them,
be kind to him.” (Muslim Book 20, Hadeeth 4494)
…If Allaah appointed anyone ruler over a people and he died while he was still treacherous to his people,
Allaah would forbid his entry into Paradise. (Muslim Book 20, Hadeeth 4500)

5.11 Withdrawal of Allaah’s Help
This help can be withdrawn even for true believers when they have faith in material means:
Allaah has given you victory on many fields and on the day of Hunayn, when you exulted in your multitude but
it availed you nothing, and the earth, vast as it is, was straitened for you; then you turned back in flight.
(9:25)
Allaah truly made good His promise unto you when you routed them (at Uhud) by His leave, until (the
moment) when your courage failed you, and you disagreed about the order and you disobeyed, after He had
shown you that for which you long. Some of you desired the world, and some of you desired the Hereafter.
Therefore He made you flee from them, that He might try you. Yet now He has forgiven you. Allaah is a Lord
of Kindness to believers. When you climbed (the hill) and paid no heed to anyone, while the Messenger, in
your rear, was calling you (to fight). Therefore He rewarded you grief for (his) grief, that (He might teach) you
not to sorrow either for that which you missed or for that which befell you. Allaah is Informed of what you do.
Then, after grief, He sent down security for you. As slumber did it overcome a party of you, while (the other)
party, who were anxious on their own account, thought wrongly of Allaah, the thought of ignorance. They
said ‘Have we any part in the cause?’ Say (Oh Muhammad) “The cause belongs wholly to Allaah.” They hide
within themselves (a thought) which they reveal not unto you, saying ‘Had we had any part in the cause we
should not have been slain here.’ Say “Even though you had been in your houses, those appointed to be slain
would have gone forth to the places where they were to lie (in death). (All this has been) in order that Allaah
might try what is in your breasts and prove what is in your hearts. Allaah is Aware of what is hidden in the
breasts (of men).” Lo! Those of you who turned back on the day when the two hosts met, Shaytaan alone it
was who caused them to backslide, because of some of that which they have earned. Now Allaah has forgiven
them. Lo! Allaah is Forgiving, Clement. (3:152-5)

5.12 Cowardice
Have you not seen those unto whom it was said ‘Withhold your hands, establish worship and pay the poor
due’, but when fighting was prescribed for them behold! A party of them fear mankind even as their fear of
Allaah or with greater fear, and say ‘Our Lord! Why have You ordained fighting for us? If only You would give
us respite yet a while!’ Say (unto them, Oh Muhammad) “The comfort of this world is scant; the Hereafter will
be better for him who wards off (evil); and you will not be wronged the down upon a date-stone.” (4:77)
…But when a decisive soorah is revealed and war is mentioned therein, you see those in whose hearts is a
disease looking at you with the look of men fainting unto death… (47:20)
And they (the hypocrites) swear by Allaah indeed, they surely are of you, while they are not of you, but they
are a people who are afraid. If they could find a refuge or cave or a place to enter into, they would certainly
have turned thereto, running away in headlong haste. (9:56-57)
Bethink you of the leaders of the Children of Israel after Moses, how they said unto a Prophet whom they had
‘Set up for us a king and we will fight in Allaah’s Way.’ He said “Would you then refrain from fighting if
fighting were prescribed for you?” They said ‘Why should we not fight in Allaah’s Way when we have been
driven from our dwellings with our children?’ Yet, when fighting was prescribed for them, they turned away,
all except a few of them. Allaah is aware of evil-doers.
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Their Prophet said unto them ‘Lo! Allaah has raised up Saul to be a king for you.’ They said “How can he have
kingdom over us when we are more deserving of the kingdom than he is, since he has not been given wealth
enough?” He said ‘Lo! Allaah has chosen him above you, and has increased him abundantly in wisdom and
stature. Allaah bestows His Sovereignty on whom He will. Allaah is All-Embracing, All-Knowing.’ And their
Prophet said unto them ‘Lo! The token of his kingdom is that there shall come unto you the ark wherein is
peace of reassurance from your Lord, and a remnant of that which the house of Moses and the house of
Aaron left behind, the angels bearing it. Lo! Herein shall be a token for you if (in truth) you are believers.’
And when Saul set out with the army, he said ‘Lo! Allaah will try you by (the ordeal of) a river. Whoever
therefore drinks thereof he is not of me, and whoever tastes it not he is of me, except him who takes (thereof)
in the hollow of his hand.’ But they drank thereof, all except a few of them. And after he had crossed (the
river), he and those who believed with him, they said ‘We have no power this day against Goliath and his
hosts.’ But those who knew that they would meet Allaah exclaimed ‘How many a little company has
overcome a mighty host by Allaah’s leave! Allaah is with the steadfast.’ And when they went into the field
against Goliath and his hosts they said ‘Our Lord! Bestow on us endurance, make our foothold sure, and give
us help against the disbelieving folk.’ So they routed them by Allaah’s leave and David slew Goliath; and
Allaah gave him the kingdom and wisdom, and taught him of that which He wills. And if Allaah had not
repelled some men by others the earth would have been corrupted. But Allaah is a Lord of Kindness to (His)
creatures. (2:246-51)
And truly you used to wish for death before you met it (in the field). Now you have seen it with your eyes!
(3:143)
Oh you who believe! When you meet those who disbelieve in battle, turn not your backs to them. Whoever on
that day turns his back to them, unless manoeuvring for battle or intent to join a company, he truly has
incurred wrath from Allaah, and his habitation will be hell, a hapless journey’s end. (8:15-16)
So do not falter and cry out for peace when you (will be) the uppermost, and Allaah is with you, and He will
not grudge (the reward of) your actions. (47:35)

5.13 Reluctance
Not unto the weak nor unto the sick nor unto those who can find nothing to spend is any fault (to be imputed
though they stay at home) if they are true to Allaah and His Messenger. Not unto the good is there any road
(of blame). Allaah is Forgiving, Merciful. (9:91)
The following verses still apply to those who cling to a life of domesticity—the “sitters.”
And if We had decreed for them (hypocrites) ‘Lay down your lives or go forth from your dwellings’, but few of
them would have done it; though if they did what they are exhorted to do it would be better for them, and
more strengthening. (4:66)
…But of them are some who wrong themselves and of them are some who are lukewarm, and of them are
some who outstrip (others) through good deeds, by Allaah’s leave. That is the great favour! (35:32)
Oh you who believe! What ails you that when it is said unto you ‘Go forth in the Path of Allaah’, you are
bowed down to the ground with heaviness. Take you pleasure in the life of the world rather than in the
Hereafter? The comfort of the life of the world is but little compared to the Hereafter. If you go not forth He
will afflict you with a painful doom, and will choose instead of you a folk other than you. You cannot harm
Him at all. Allaah is Able to do all things. (9:38-9)
Those who believe in Allaah and the Last Day ask no leave of you lest they should strive with their wealth and
their lives. Allaah is Aware of those who keep their duty (unto Him). (9:44)
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Lo! You are those who are called to spend in the Path of Allaah, yet among you there are some who hoard.
And as for him who hoards, he hoards only from his soul. And Allaah is the Rich, and you are the poor. And if
you turn away, He will exchange you for some other folk, and they will not be the likes of you. (47:38)
Say ‘If your fathers, and your sons, and your brethren, and your wives, and your tribe, and the wealth you
have acquired, and merchandise for which you fear that there will be no sale, and dwellings you desire are
more beloved to you than Allaah and His Messenger and striving in His Way, then wait until Allaah brings His
command to pass. Allaah guides not wrongdoing folk.’ (9:24)
We are not expected to love leaving our families etc. while striving—these are sacrifices and hardships—but we are
expected to love striving because it is a means to achieving nearness to Allaah and to His Messenger (s.a.w.s.), and is
a means of guidance for others; giving them an opportunity to achieve success in this life and the life hereafter. Also,
the reality of our relatives is that:
That Day (of Judgment) shall man flee from his brother, from his mother and his father, and from his wife and
his children. Every man that day will have enough to make him careless of others. (80:34-37)
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Chapter 6 Promises for Striving
6.1 Reward
Whoever intervenes in a good cause will have the reward thereof… (4:85)
And the first to lead the way, of the Muhaajireen and the Ansaar, and those who followed them in
goodness—Allaah is well pleased with them and they are well pleased with Him, and He has made ready for
them Gardens underneath which rivers flow, wherein they will abide forever. That is the supreme triumph.
(9:100)
This verse refers to the Muhaajireen and the Ansaar to highlight the acts of hijrah and nusrah (migration from home,
and helping fellow Muslims for the sake of deen), which are branches of our eemaan. Believers are exhorted to
follow their example of migration and helping, to be included in this promise. Without practising hijrah and nusrah
our eemaan is deficient.
Lo! Allaah has bought from the believers their lives and their wealth because the Garden will be theirs: they
shall fight in the Path of Allaah and shall slay and be slain… (9:111)
But the Messenger and those who believe with him strive with their wealth and their lives. Such are they for
whom are the good things. Such are they who are the successful. (9:88)
…Whoever fights in the Path of Allaah, be he slain or be he victorious, on him We shall bestow a vast reward.
(4:74)
And then We would have bestowed upon them from Our presence an immense reward, and would have
guided them unto a straight path. (4:67-8)

6.2 Forgiveness
…So those who fled and were driven forth from their homes and suffered damage for My cause, and fought
and were slain, truly I shall remit their evil deeds from them and truly I shall bring them into Gardens
underneath which rivers flow—a reward from Allaah. And with Allaah is the fairest of rewards. (3:195)
Lo! Those who believe, and those who emigrate and strive in the Path of Allaah, these have hope of Allaah’s
Mercy. Allaah is Forgiving, Merciful. (2:218)

6.3 Appreciation
And whoever desires the Hereafter and strives for it with the effort necessary, being a believer; for such, their
effort finds favour (with their Lord). (17:19)
Those who believe, and have left their homes and striven with their wealth and their lives in Allaah’s Way are
of much greater worth in Allaah’s sight. These are they who are triumphant. (9:20)

6.4 Help of Allaah
Allaah is the Protecting Guardian of those who believe. He brings them out of darkness into light… (2:257)
…Truly Allaah helps one who helps Him… (22:40) meaning those who help His deen, in fulfilling the mission of
the Prophet (s.a.w.s.).
Oh you who believe! If you help Allaah, He will help you and will make your foothold firm. (47:7)
Oh you who believe! Shall I show you a commerce that will save you from a painful doom? You should believe
in Allaah and His Messenger, and should strive in the Path of Allaah with your wealth and your lives. That is
better for you, if you did but know. He will forgive you your sins and bring you into Gardens underneath which
rivers flow, and pleasant dwellings in Gardens of Eden. That is the supreme triumph. And (He will give you)
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another (blessing) which you love: help from Allaah and present victory. Give good tidings (Oh Muhammad)
to believers. (61:10-13)

6.5 Guidance and Rectification
And then We would have bestowed upon them from Our presence an immense reward, and would have
guided them unto a straight path. (4:67-8)
And those who strove in regard to Us, We will most certainly guide them (la-nahdiy-anna-hum) to Our Paths,
for truly Allaah is with those who do right. (29:69) This is the only verse relating to guidance where the
double emphasis of laam-meem shaddah is used. The plural subul (paths) is used rather than sabeel (path)
here, to indicate the paths moving individuals from where they currently are, to the work which will be taken
from them, and to what they will become. The sabeel of Allaah (a.w.j.) and that of His Messenger (s.a.w.s.) is
one, however.
Imaam Maalik (r.a.a.) stated:
…The last part of this Ummah will not be rectified except by that which rectified its first part.
The issues of guidance and rectification will be discussed in more detail in the following chapter.
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Chapter 7 Guidance
Guidance (hidaayah) is the greatest need anyone can have. As such, Allaah (a.w.j.) has made clear the means of
achieving it. At its minimum level, every mature, sane human or jinn has been given sufficient lifespan to receive and
acknowledge evidence of Allaah’s existence.
And they cry for help there, saying ‘Our Lord! Release us; we will do right, not (the wrong) that we used to do.’
“Did We not grant you a life long enough for him who reflected to reflect therein? And the warner came unto
you. Now taste (the result of your deeds), for evil-doers have no helper.” (35:37)
They then have to choose whether to accept or reject it:
Lo! We have shown him the Way, whether he be grateful or disbelieving. (76:3)
Beyond that, guidance involves bestowal of knowledge, understanding and wisdom; the conversion of knowledge on
the tongue to that in the heart, which leads to qualities such as eemaan, yaqeen, taqwaa, sabr, tawakkul, shukr,
tawaadu’ etc., and the ability to leave evil and do actions of benefit, such as salaah, fasting, giving in charity, reciting
Qur'aan, reciting the supplications particular to certain events and times, doing thikr, sacrificing for the sake of deen
etc.

7.1 Allaah’s Duty to Guide
Hidaayah is only in the Hands of Allaah (a.w.j.).
Truly, it is Our responsibility to guide. (92:12)
And Allaah’s is the direction of the way, and some (roads) go not straight. And had He willed He would have
led you all aright. (16:9)
…but Allaah suffices for a Guide and Helper. (25:31)
And he whom Allaah guides, for him there can be no misleader… (39:37)
…now has come unto you light from Allaah and plain Scripture. (5:15)
And We have revealed the Scripture unto you only that you may explain unto them that wherein they differ,
and (as) a guidance and a mercy for a people who believe. (16:64)
Oh mankind! There has come unto you an exhortation from your Lord; a balm for that which is in the breasts;
a guidance and a mercy for believers. (10:57)
…And Allaah guides not oppressive (thaalimeen) folk. (2:258)
…Lo! Allaah guides not oppressive (thaalimeen) folk. (5:51)
…Allaah guides not the wrongdoing (faasiqeen) folk. (5:108)
…Lo! Allaah guides not oppressive (thaalimeen) folk. (6:144)
…Allaah guides not oppressive (thaalimeen) folk. (9:109)
…Lo! Allaah guides not him who is a liar, an ingrate. (39:3)

7.2 Qualities are Given by Allaah (a.w.j.)
Say ‘Each one acts according to his own disposition, and your Lord is Most Aware of him who is best guided
on the Way.’ (17:84)
One aspect of guidance is bestowal of the qualities required of a believer.
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And We truly gave Ibraaheem of old his proper course… (21:51)
We made his (Daawood’s) kingdom strong and gave him wisdom and decisive speech. (38:20)
…We gave him (Moosaa) wisdom and knowledge. Thus do We reward the good. (28:14)
Then they found one of Our slaves, unto whom We had given Mercy from Us, and had taught him knowledge
from Our presence. (18:65)
…but Allaah has endeared the faith to you and has beautified it in your hearts, and has made disbelief and
lewdness and rebellion hateful unto you. Such are they who are the rightly guided. (49:7)
And had We not made you stand firm, you would nearly have inclined to them a little. (17:74)
Oh you who believe! If you keep your duty to Allaah, He will give you discrimination (between right and
wrong) and will rid you of your evil thoughts and deeds, and will forgive you… (8:29)
Oh you who believe! Guard your duty to Allaah, and speak words straight to the point. He will adjust your
works for you and will forgive you your sins… (33:70-71)
…Had it not been for the grace of Allaah and His mercy unto you, not one of you would ever have grown pure.
But Allaah causes whom He will to grow (in purity)… (24:21)
He gives wisdom unto whom He will, and he unto whom wisdom is given, he truly has received abundant
good. But none remember except men of understanding. (2:269)
And those who accept guidance, He increases them in guidance and gives them their righteousness. (47:17)
Those who listen to what is said, and follow the best of it: those are the ones whom Allaah has guided, and
those are the ones endued with understanding. (39:18)
He selects for His Mercy whom He will… (3:74)

7.3 Conditions for Guidance
7.3.1 Believe
Beyond the initial stage of acceptance, eemaan itself is a means of guidance for those accepting Islaam in their later
life. They have nothing else to offer initially. For others, the greater their eemaan, the greater the guidance achieved
through it.
…And whoever believes in Allaah, He guides his heart… (64:11)
…for truly, Allaah is certainly the Guide of those who believe, to the Straight Path. (22:54)
The Straight Path is Islaam and the life of a Muslim. For those who choose to follow that Path, Allaah (a.w.j.)
promises more guidance.
7.3.2 Follow Guidance
Moving on from this initial guidance, we have to accept whatever stage of guidance is offered to us as we move
forward towards Allaah (a.w.j.). This aspect of guidance is something which continues throughout life, and is often
the one where people falter and grind to a halt. A door is presented to them, but they lack the courage or the trust
in Allaah (a.w.j.) to step through it, so they often end up going backwards and away from Allaah. Many reverts to
Islaam leave Islaam because of their failure to accept and act upon further guidance.
Allaah increases in right guidance those who accept guidance (that they have already received)… (19:76)
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And those who accept guidance, He increases them in guidance and gives them their righteousness. (47:17)
Those who listen to what is said, and follow the best of it; those are the ones whom Allaah has guided, and
those are the ones endued with understanding. (39:18)
7.3.3 Submit to Allaah and His Deen
…And We reveal the Scripture unto you as an exposition of all things, and a guidance and a mercy and good
tidings for those who have surrendered (to Allaah). (16:89)
Whereby Allaah guides him who seeks His good pleasure unto paths of peace. He brings them out of darkness
unto light by His decree, and guides them unto a straight path. (5:16)
Indeed those who believe, and do good works, their Lord will guide them because of their eemaan… (10:9)
(The Qur'aan) A guidance and a mercy for the good. Those who establish worship and pay the poor-due and
have yaqeen in the Hereafter. Such have guidance from their Lord. Such are the successful. (31:3-5)
These are Verses of the Wise Book. A Guide and a Mercy to the Doers of Good. Those who establish the prayer
and give zakaah and they believe firmly in the Hereafter. Such have guidance from their Lord. Such are the
successful. (31:2-5)
7.3.4 Hold Fast to Allaah
The next stage is then to remain firm in belief, submission and following while experiencing the inevitable testing
process to which we are all subjected—throughout our lives.
As for those who believe in Allaah, and hold fast (ya’taSim) to Him, then He will admit them into His Mercy
and Grace, and will guide them to Himself by a straight path. (4:175)
…And whoever holds firmly to Allaah, then surely he is guided to a straight path. (3:101)
7.3.5 Fear Allaah (Have taqwaa)
As we increase in eemaan and yaqeen along this path, we start to develop a cautiousness about how we think and
behave; knowing that Allaah (a.w.j.) is aware of what we are doing, and that we will have to render an account for it.
This cautiousness is known as taqwaa.
Oh you who believe! Have taqwaa regarding Allaah and believe in His Messenger; He will give you a double
portion of His Mercy and He will make for you a light. You will walk with it, and He will forgive you. And
Allaah is Oft-Forgiving, Most Merciful. (57:28)
…and for those who have taqwaa regarding Allaah, He will make their path easy. (65:4)
This is a declaration for mankind, a guidance and an admonition unto those who have taqwaa regarding
Allaah. (3:138)
This is the Book whereof there is no doubt, a guidance unto those who have taqwaa regarding Allaah. Who
believe in the Unseen, and establish worship, and spend of that We have bestowed upon them. And who
believe in that which is revealed unto you (Muhammad) and that which was revealed before you, and have
yaqeen in the Hereafter. These depend on guidance from their Lord. These are the successful. (2:2-5)
…who believes in Allaah and the Last Day and observes proper worship and pays the poor-due and fears none
save Allaah. For such is it possible that they can be of the rightly guided. (9:18)
(Qur'aan) whereat creeps the flesh of those who fear (yakhshawna) their Lord, so that their flesh and their
hearts soften to Allaah’s reminder. Such is Allaah’s guidance, wherewith He guides whom He will… (39:23)
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We then start to be regarded as true believers, rather than just people who believe.
The believers are only those who when Allaah is mentioned feel fear in their hearts, and when His verses are
recited to them, they increase them in eemaan, and in their Lord they put their trust. (8:2)
7.3.6 Turn to Allaah (tawbah)
All of the preceding means of achieving guidance follow the natural progression from disbelief to belief, submission,
compliance and on towards ihsaan. For most of us, we are people of eemaan, but lack that initial freshness and
boost in eemaan from Allaah (a.w.j.) that comes with entering Islaam for the first time, or from having practised
Islaam continuously and sincerely from our youth. Often our eemaan is so weak that we can’t even bring ourselves,
try as we might, to fulfil even the compulsory aspects of worship, or leave the forbidden things that we’ve involved
ourselves in. This then closes off the avenues of guidance from submission, worship, following sunnah, being firm on
Islaam, and having taqwaa.
For such people, Allaah (a.w.j.) has placed a source of guidance in simply deciding to start the process of turning
away from the wrong direction we are in, and turning to the Path towards Him instead. He (a.w.j.) commands us
repeatedly in the Qur'aan to turn to Him, and as the only Being possessing the treasures of guidance, who else can
guide someone trying to fulfil that command?
…Say ‘Lo! Allaah sends whom He will astray, and guides unto Himself all who turn (unto Him).’ (13:27)
And lo! Truly I am Forgiving towards him who repents and believes and does good, and then continues to
follow right guidance. (20:82)
7.3.7 Strive
A further source of guidance for such people, and indeed Muslims of any level of eemaan, is struggling to make any
kind of effort for the sake of Allaah, in whatever field is available to them. This can take the form of trying to do
more good deeds and to do them on a regular basis, for example deeds of the heart such as sincerity, love, tawakkul,
patience, and taqwaa; deeds of the tongue such as recitation of the Qur'aan, supplications, thikr, salawaat on the
Prophet (s.a.w.s.) and istighfaar; and deeds of the body such as salaah, giving charity, and performing Hajj and
’umrah.
This struggling is so loved and valued by Allaah (a.w.j.) that, as mentioned earlier, this is the only place where He has
used a double emphasis of a letter laam followed by a double noon around the verb guide in a verse promising
guidance.
And those who strove in regard to Us, We will most certainly guide them (la-nahdiy-anna-hum) to Our Paths,
for truly Allaah is with those who do right. (29:69)
This particular verse provides a door of guidance for anyone and everyone of eemaan to enter, as struggle is a thing
that is relative to the individual. Stepping into a masjid for the first time in years, offering salaah for the first time in
years, picking up and reading a translation of the Qur'aan, sitting in a talk for an hour, or helping in some charitable
work for a couple of hours may be a huge effort and sacrifice for some.
7.3.8 Follow the Prophet (s.a.w.s.)
Indeed, the best people to claim relationship with Ibraaheem are those who followed him and this Prophet
and those who believed. And Allaah is a Guardian of the believers. (3:68)
…and follow him (ittabi’oo-hu) (Muhammad (s.a.w.s.)) so that (la’alla) you may be guided. (7:158). la’alla
normally indicates hope or fear of “maybe/perhaps,” but Quranically it often indicates certainty, so is often
translated as “(in order) that”.
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…Say (Oh Muhammad) ‘I submitted my whole self to Allaah, and (so have) those who followed me.’ And say
to those who were given the Book, and the unlettered people ‘Have you submitted yourselves?’ Then if they
submit then surely they are guided… (3:20)
Whoever submits his whole self to Allaah and is a doer of good, he truly has grasped the firm hand-hold…
(31:22)
The extent of submitting oneself is given in the following verse:
Lo! Allaah has bought from the believers their lives and their wealth because the Garden will be theirs…
(9:111)
The way of submitting of one’s whole self, life and wealth to follow the Prophet (s.a.w.s.) is given in the following
verses:
Say ‘This is my Way: I invite to Allaah upon insight. I and whoever followed me’… (12:108)
Those who follow the Messenger, the unlettered Prophet, whom they find him written with them in the
Tawraah and the Injeel. He commands them to the right and forbids them from the wrong, and he makes
lawful for them the pure things and makes unlawful for them the impure things and he relieves from them
their burden and the fetters which were upon them. Then those who believed in him, and honoured him, and
helped him, and followed the light which was sent down with him: they are the successful. (7:157)
Following the Prophet (s.a.w.s.) in his lifelong mission to call the whole of mankind and jinnaat to Allaah (a.w.j.) is
also a demonstration of our loving Allaah in the way in which He wishes to be loved:
Say (Oh Muhammad) ‘If you love Allaah, follow me. Allaah will Love you and forgive you your sins. Allaah is
Forgiving, Merciful.’ (3:31)
Muslims who knowingly, without a valid excuse, do not follow the Prophet (s.a.w.s.) in his mission and primary selfidentification as a daa’ee cannot claim to truly love Allaah (a.w.j.), nor His Messenger (s.a.w.s.), so cannot consider
themselves to be true believers. They will die on their own, chosen path, whereas we have been ordered by Allaah
(a.w.j.) to die on the Path of our Prophet (s.a.w.s.).
Those who do not follow the Path of their Prophet, or who don’t consider that this is the Path of every Muslim to the
extent of their capabilities and opportunities, are also closed off from that aspect of guidance that comes from
following the Prophet (s.a.w.s.):
…and follow him so that you may be guided. (7:158)
As a consequence, they can never truly understand Islaam, or their Prophet (s.a.w.s.), or the current requirements of
the Ummah, or the means to achieve them. For those who are on the Path of their Prophet, the extent of their
guidance and understanding will be relative to the extent to which they follow the methodology of the Prophet
(s.a.w.s.); the extent to which they sacrifice their life and wealth for this purpose, and the extent to which Allaah
(a.w.j.) subjects them to hardship on this Path.

7.4 Following Other Guidance After Receiving Allaah’s Guidance
He whom Allaah guides, then he is rightly guided… (7:178)
And he whom Allaah guides, then he is rightly guided… (17:97)
…He whom Allaah guides, then he is rightly guided… (18:17)
…Say (Oh Muhammad) ‘Lo! The guidance is Allaah’s Guidance’… (3:73)
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…Say ‘Lo! The guidance of Allaah is Guidance’… (6:71)
Many Muslims spend time and effort achieving guidance from Allaah (a.w.j.) through following the Path of the
Messenger (s.a.w.s.), then start taking guidance from others who are either not on that Path, or are following it at a
lower level of methodology, commitment and sacrifice. They become diverted as a consequence.
…Say ‘Allaah leads to the Truth. Is He Who leads to the Truth more deserving that He should be followed, or
he who finds not the way unless he (himself) be guided. What ails you? How do you judge?’ (10:35)
…and follow not desire that it beguile you from the Path of Allaah… (38:26)

7.5 Factors Affecting the Extent of Guidance
These are each of varying levels, and are particular to the individual.
7.5.1 Personal, voluntary sacrifice
And strive for Allaah with the endeavour which is His right. He has chosen you and has not laid upon you in
religion any hardship. The religion of your father Ibraaheem. He named you Muslims before and in this; that
the Messenger may be a witness over you and you may be witnesses on mankind. So establish the prayer and
give zakaah and hold fast to Allaah. He is your Protector, so is an Excellent Protector and an Excellent Helper.
(22:78)
And those who strove in regard to Us, We will most certainly guide them to Our Paths, for truly Allaah is with
those who do right. (29:69)
Hasan (r.a.) and Husayn (r.a.) once fell very sick. Their parents, ’Alee (r.a.) and Faatimah (r.a.) made a vow that they
would fast three days upon the recovery of the children. Both the children recovered from their illness, so ’Alee (r.a.)
and Faatimah (r.a.) decided to fast in fulfilment of their vow. The two children came to know of this, and they too
decided to fast, as did their maid-servant. On the first day of fasting, ’Alee (r.a.) went out in the morning and brought
three saa’a of wool for spinning and three saa’a of barley as payment. Faatimah (r.a.) span one saa’a of wool, then
ground one saa’a of barley, and prepared five loaves of bread. In the evening, when they heard the aathaan (call to
prayers), they prayed and sat to break the fast. Suddenly, a poor man knocked on their door and asked for
something to eat. All of them gave their loaves to the beggar. There was no other food in the house, so they broke
thir fasts with just water. The next day they fasted again in fulfilment of the vow, and again Faatimah (r.a.) span one
saa’a of wool, ground one saa’a of barley, and prepared five loaves of bread. Again they sat together to break the
fast, but as they were about to break the fast, an orphan came to their door and asked for food, saying he was very
hungry. All of them gave their loaves to the orphan. They again slept without any food. On the third day as they sat
down to break the fast, a prisoner knocked at their door asking for something to eat. They again gave all their bread
to the prisoner, and contented themselves only with water for the third day in succession. It was in appreciation of
these sacrifices, that Allaah (a.w.j.) revealed the following verses:
They fulfil vows and fear a day the evil of which shall spread far and wide. And they feed, for the love of Him,
the poor, and the orphan, and the captive. “We only feed you for the sake of Allaah. We want from you
neither compensation, nor gratitude. We dread from our Lord a frowning, grim Day.” So Allaah will protect
them from the ills of that Day, and will grant them radiance and joy. (76:7-11)
One can only imagine how their eemaan increased whenever they heard these verses recited, throughout their lives.
’Abdullaah bin ’Umar (r.a.) says that the Messenger of Allaah (s.a.w.s.) was once sitting with Aboo Bakr (r.a.),
who was wearing a robe on which he used thorns as buttons at the chest. At that moment, Jibreel (a.s.)
descended from the heavens and after conveying Allaah’s greetings to the Messenger of Allaah (s.a.w.s.), he
asked ‘Why do I see Aboo Bakr wearing a robe that he buttons at the chest with thorns?’ The Messenger of
Allaah (s.a.w.s.) replied “O Jibreel! He spent all his wealth on me before the conquest of Makkah.” Jibreel
(a.s.) said to the Messenger of Allaah (s.a.w.s.) ‘Convey Allaah’s greetings to him and tell him that his Lord
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asks “Are you pleased with Me in this state of poverty, or displeased?”’ The Messenger of Allaah (s.a.w.s.)
turned to Aboo Bakr (r.a.) and said ‘Oh Aboo Bakr! Jibreel (a.s.) is here. He conveys to you the greetings from
Allaah, Who is asking “Are you pleased with Me in this state of poverty, or displeased?”’ Aboo Bakr (r.a.)
started to cry and said ‘Can I ever be displeased with my Lord? I am pleased with my Lord!” I am pleased with
my Lord!’
7.5.2 Incidental Sacrifices
Asmaa' (r.a.), the daughter of Aboo Bakr (r.a.) was called thaat an-nitaaqayn (the possessor of the two scarves)
because she split her scarf into two parts in order to deliver food and water for three days, to the Prophet (s.a.w.s.)
and her father, Aboo Bakr (r.a.) in the Thawr cave when emigrating to Madeenah. When the Prophet (s.a.w.s.) set
out for Madeenah accompanied by Asmaa'’s (r.a.) father, the latter took all the property he had and left nothing for
his family. Aboo Quhafaa (r.a.), Asmaa'’s (r.a.) grandfather (who was not yet a Muslim) came to her and said “This
man (Aboo Bakr) has put you in difficulty. He deprived you of himself and property.” Asmaa' (r.a.) replied ‘No, he left
so much for us.’ She covered some stones and brought them to her blind grandfather and said ‘This is what he left.’
Thereupon, the old man said “There is no blame if left that.”
Asmaa' (r.a.) also had to deal with Aboo Jahl, who tried to force her to tell him her father’s hiding place. She kept
silent and faced him, despite his becoming furious and enraged with anger. Failing to make her disclose their
whereabouts, he left enraged, after slapping her so violently that her necklace fell down. Asmaa' (r.a.) soon joined
the Muslim community at Madeenah. No sooner did she arrive there than she gave birth to her son, ’Abdullaah, the
first newborn Muslim in Madeenah.
7.5.3 Hardship
Aboo Hurayrah (r.a.) narrates that the Messenger of Allaah (s.a.w.s.) said “In the eyes of Allaah there exists a
status for a man, but he doesn’t reach it by means of his deeds, so Allaah continues to test him with that
which he dislikes until he reaches it.” (Aboo Ya’Iaa, Majma’ uz-Zawaa'id 13/3)
Mahmood ibni Labeed (r.a.) narrates that the Messenger of Allaah (s.a.w.s.) said “When Allaah loves a
community, He afflicts them with trials, so whoever forbears patiently, for him (is the quality of) patience.
And whoever becomes impatient, for him (is the quality of) impatience.” (Musnad Ahmad, Majma’ uzZawaa'id 11/3)
Huthayfah (r.a.) narrates ‘I heard the Messenger of Allaah (s.a.w.s.) saying… “Hearts will be exposed to
temptations as a mat is woven stick by stick. Any heart that accepts these temptations gets a black spot; and
any heart that rejects these gets a white spot. As a result, hearts will become of two kinds; one white like
marble, so no temptation could harm it as long as the heavens and the earth stand. And the other heart is
black and dusty like an overturned bowl. It will neither recognize good as good nor evil as evil, but will pursue
its desires…” (Muslim Book 1, Hadeeth 267)
Aboo Sa’eed al Khudree and Aboo Hurayrah (r.a.) narrate that the Prophet (s.a.w.s.) said “Whenever a
Muslim faces fatigue, illness, worry, grief, hurt and sorrow, or even gets pricked by a thorn, Allaah, in lieu of
his sufferings, removes his sins.” (Bukhaaree Vol. 7, Book 70, Hadeeth 545)
Aboo Hurayrah (r.a.) narrates that the Messenger of Allaah (s.a.w.s.) said “Trials don’t cease for a believing
man or a believing woman in relation to his own self, his children, and his wealth, until he meets Allaah with
not a sin remaining on him.” (Tirmithee Vol. 4, Book 10, Hadeeth 2399)
Hardships are decrees of Allaah (a.w.j.) over which we have no control, such as illness; travel difficulties; weather;
physical, verbal, and mental abuse by others; theft; murder etc. Many people giving lectures, dars (classes), da’wah,
advice etc. are fittingly granted status as a special, honoured guest by Allaah (a.w.j.), which ensures that they are
accorded respect, courtesy and hospitality. Someone giving the same lectures, dars, da’wah and advice, but who
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faces indifference, hostility, abuse, violence, degradation, is looked down upon etc. will receive more personal
guidance, eemaan etc. than the former.
7.5.4 Time
The time dedicated to any particular means of achieving guidance will influence the maximum extent of that
increase. This is subject to certain limits.
’Abdullah bin ’Amr (r.a.) narrated ‘The news of my daily fasting and praying every night throughout the night
reached the Prophet. So he sent for me or I met him, and he said “I have been informed that you fast everyday
and pray every night (all the night). Fast (for some days) and give up fasting (for some days); pray and sleep,
for your eyes have a right on you, and your body and your family (i.e. wife) have a right on you.” I replied ‘I
have more power than that (for fasting).’ The Prophet (s.a.w.s.) said “Then fast like the fasts of (the Prophet)
David”. I said ‘How?’ He replied “He used to fast on alternate days, and he used not to flee on meeting the
enemy.” I said ‘From where can I get that chance?’ (’Ata' said ‘I do not know how the expression of fasting
daily throughout the life occurred.’) So, the Prophet (s.a.w.s.) said, twice “Whoever fasts daily throughout his
life is just as the one who does not fast at all.” (Bukhaaree Vol. 3, Book 31, Hadeeth 198)
Ibn Jurayj narrates that someone whom he regards to be a truthful person informed him that as ’Umar (r.a.)
was patrolling (the streets of Madeenah), he overheard a woman saying “The night is long and its ends have
become dark. I am unable to sleep because I have no beloved to fondle. Were it not for fear of.Allaah, which is
something without a match, every end of this bed would be shaken furiously.” When ’Umar (r.a.) asked her
what the matter was, she replied “My husband has been away for several months and I have great desire for
him.” ’Umar (r.a.) asked “Have you no evil intentions?” “Allaah forbid!” she exclaimed. ’Umar (r.a.) then said
to her “Control yourself, for I shall send a message to him.” When ’Umar (r.a.) had done this, he went to (his
daughter) Hafsah (r.a.) and asked “I wish to ask you something that worries me, so do remove my worries
from me. Tell me, after how long a period does a woman start desiring for her husband?” Hafsah (r.a.) cast
down her gaze out of modesty. ’Umar (r.a.) said “Truly, Allaah does not shy away from the truth.” She then
motioned with her hands to indicate three months, otherwise four. ’Umar (r.a.) then wrote (to the governors
of all the regions) that no army was to be kept away for more than four months. (’Abdur Razzaaq)
Another narration says: She said: Five months or six months. So he set a time limit for the people on their campaigns
of six months: they would march for a month, then stay there for four months, then take another month for the
journey back.
Continuous, unbroken efforts are needed to attain higher levels of eemaan. There are several analogies for this, for
example someone working a twelve-hour shift will earn more than someone working an eight-hour shift in the same
job. Extra overtime on top of that is usually paid at a higher basic rate, due to the extra commitment and
inconvenience. More money enables the purchase of more or better quality goods, and for a business, the purchase
of better production machinery to increase turnover and profit margins. These equate to being given the ability for
better quality and better (more rewarding) types of actions for a believer.
Other possible analogies involve ascending and descending, for example specific levels of continuous ascent are
needed to reach particular viewing points or peaks, with higher altitudes giving a broader field of vision—equating to
qualities, knowledge, understanding or insight. Specific depths of well or mine are needed to reach water or oil, or
mineral seams for precious metals. Without continuous excavation at one place, there is no result. Some qualities or
abilities are achieved in a similar way, from non-existence to sudden existence.
For most of the Ummah, our normal life does not lead to the sustained surges in eemaan needed for these higher
levels or deeper depths, so leaving the environment, actions, sacrifices and hardships that develop eemaan is like
beginning the descent from a mountain before reaching its higher viewing points and peak, or allowing a hole to
collapse and fill with earth again before reaching the water or mineral deposit.
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It should be pointed out that the issue of time is not just one of quantity. The time of a busy man can be more
valuable than the time of someone who is free, in the same way that a dirham of charity from a rich man does not
compare with the reward for the same dirham from a poor man. Also, to give, for example, an extra hour on top of a
commitment of five hours can involve more hardship and sacrifice than giving the original five hours, so the extra
hour may lead to more hidaayah than the first five.
7.5.5 Environment
This is either a help or a hindrance in receiving and preserving guidance, eemaan and the qualities and actions that
come from it.
Aboo Hurayrah (r.a.) narrates that the Messenger of Allaah (s.a.w.s.) said “The parts of the land liked most by
Allaah are its masaajid, and the parts of land disliked most by Allaah are its markets.” (Muslim Book 4,
Hadeeth 1416)
Aboo Hurayrah (r.a.) narrates that the Prophet (s.a.w.s.) said “The people who frequent the masaajid are
(like) their pegs. The angels are their companions. If they are absent, the angels search for them, and if they
become sick, the angels visit them, and if they are in need, the angels help them.” He (also) said “The one who
sits in the masjid, derives at least one benefit from these three: either he meets a Muslim brother from whom
he may benefit in terms of deen, or he hears a word of wisdom, or receives a Mercy from Allaah for which
every Muslim waits.” (Musnad Ahmad 418/2)
Aboo Hurayrah (r.a.) narrates that the Messenger of Allaah (s.a.w.s.) said “The angels send blessings upon
one of you so long as he is in his prayer-place where he offered his prayer, so long as he does not break his
wudoo'; they say ‘Oh Allaah forgive him, Oh Allaah have mercy on him.’” (Bukhaaree Vol. 1, Book 8, Hadeeth
436)
Masjid al Haraam, Masjid an-Nabawee and Masjid al Aqsaa will also exert a greater effect than one’s local masjid.
Islamic teaching institutions and khanaqahs also provide a better environment than nomal work and home
environments. It is also easier to maintain and build eemaan (albeit at a slower rate) when maintaining a good living
and working environment outside the masjid, madrasah and khanaqah environments. Over longer time periods
(years and decades) a protected, slower advancement can lead to more overall advancement than unprotected leaps
forward followed by regression.
The era and its environment in which one lives also have their effects. To remain steadfast in an environment of
disbelief and fitnah can yield more hidaayah than living in a religious area in a Muslim country, although to avoid a
bad environment, if possible, is better. The earliest Muslims were steadfast in the worst environments, so take
precedence in status over anyone coming after them.
…Not equal among you are those who spent before the conquest (of Makkah) and fought. Those are greater
in degree than they who spent afterwards and fought. But to all Allaah has promised the best (reward)…
(57:10)
Aboo Sa’eed al Khudree (r.a.) narrated that the Messenger of Allaah (s.a.w.s.) said ‘Do not abuse my
Companions, for by the One in Whose Hand is my soul! If one of you were to spend gold the like of Uhud, it
would not equal a Mudd, nor half of it, of one of them.’ (Tirmithee Vol. 1, Book 46, Hadeeth 3861)
Once the Messenger of Allaah (s.a.w.s.) mentioned Khadeejah (r.a.) before ’Aa'ishah (r.a.), and the latter
responded “She was not but a such-and-such of an old lady, and Allaah replaced her with a better one for
you.” He replied “Indeed Allaah did not grant me better than her; she accepted me when people rejected me,
she believed in me when people doubted me, she shared her wealth with me when people deprived me, and
Allaah granted me children only through her.” ’Aa'ishah (r.a.) says, after this incident “I learnt to keep quiet,
whenever Khadeejah’s name was mentioned by Muhammad.” (Muslim)
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No-one should purposely ask to be put in such situations though. Some of the taabi’een were rebuked for this
reason—for saying they wished they had been in the era of the Messenger of Allaah (s.a.w.s.).
Nufayr narrates that they were once sitting with Miqdaad bin Aswad (r.a.) when someone passed by. The
person said ‘Blessed are the eyes that saw the Messenger of Allaah (s.a.w.s.)! By Allaah! We dearly wish that
we had seen what you saw and were present in the gatherings you were present in!’ Nufayr says that he had
heard the man carefully and (when Miqdaad became angry) he was surprised because the man had good
words to say. Turning to the man, Miqdaad (r.a.) said “What makes you people wish to be present at a time
that Allaah made you absent from, without you knowing what would have become of you had you been
present then? By Allaah! There were many people who were present during the time of the Messenger of
Allaah (s.a.w.s.) but Allaah threw them headlong into Hell because they did not accept him and refused to
believe him. Will you people rather not thank Allaah for being born as people who know only Allaah as your
Rabb and believing in everything that the Messenger of Allaah (s.a.w.s.) brought? The hardships were borne
by people other than yourselves. I swear by Allaah, that Allaah sent the Messenger of Allaah (s.a.w.s.) as a
Messenger during a time when more difficulty was prevalent than at any other time in which Allaah had sent
Anbiyaa'. It was a time when the succession of Anbiyaa' had long been paused and when people were steeped
in ignorance. People saw no religion better than idol-worship. The Messenger of Allaah (s.a.w.s.) arrived with
a criterion (the Qur'aan) that differentiated between truth and falsehood and even divided father and son.
The situation was that a person whose heart was unlocked to be filled with eemaan had to see his father or
his son or his brother live as a disbeliever, knowing well that whoever enters Hell shall be destroyed. He was
therefore unable to experience any coolness (comfort) knowing that his close relative was destined for Hell. It
is about this that Allaah says in the Qur'aan ‘Oh our Lord! Grant us the coolness (comfort) of our eyes from
our spouses and children.’ (25:74)” (Aboo Nu’aym, Hilya Vol.1 Pg.175).
Even today, there are those who tell reverts to Islaam that they have been lucky. Would the ones making such
statements prefer to have been raised as non-Muslims in these times, and then seen whether they accepted Islaam
or not during their remaining lifetime? The lucky, fortunate ones are those who have never had to be in such a
position, and have never had to make such defining choices.
7.5.6 Company
Oh you who believe! Be mindful of Allaah and be with the truthful. (9:119)
The believers are only those who believe in Allaah and His Messenger and afterward doubt not, but strive
with their wealth and their lives in the Path of Allaah. Those are the truthful. (49:15)
For the poor emigrants; those who were expelled from their homes and their properties, seeking bounty from
Allaah and pleasure and helping Allaah and His Messenger. Those are the truthful (saadiqoon). (59:8)
And keep yourself patient (by being) with those who call upon their Lord in the morning and the evening,
seeking His countenance. And let not your eyes pass beyond them, desiring adornments of the worldly life,
and do not obey one whose heart We have made heedless of Our remembrance and who follows his desire
and whose affair is ever (in) neglect. (18:28)
And the believers, men and women, are protecting friends one of another; they enjoin the right and forbid the
wrong, and they establish worship and they pay the poor-due, and they obey Allaah and His Messenger. As
for these, Allaah will have mercy on them. Lo! Allaah is Mighty, Wise. (9:71)
…And remember the favour of Allaah upon you—when you were enemies and He brought your hearts
together and you became, by His favour, brothers… (3:103)
Friends on that Day (of Judgement) will be foes one to another except the pious. (43:67)
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Hanthalah al Usaydiyy (r.a.) narrates ‘I met Aboo Bakr. He said “How are you oh Hanthalah?” He (Hanthalah)
said ‘Hanthalah has become a hypocrite.’ He (Aboo Bakr) said ‘Hallowed be Allaah, what are you saying?’
Thereupon he said ‘I say that when we are in the company of the Messenger of Allaah (s.a.w.s.) we ponder
over Hell-Fire and Paradise as if we are seeing them with our very eyes, and when we are away from the
Messenger of Allaah (s.a.w.s.) we attend to our wives, our children, our business, and most of these things slip
out of our minds.’ Aboo Bakr said “By Allaah, I also experience the same.” So I and Aboo Bakr went to the
Messenger of Allaah (s.a.w.s.) and said to him ‘Messenger of Allaah, Hanthalah has become a hypocrite.’
Thereupon the Messenger of Allaah (s.a.w.s.) said “What has happened to you?” I said ‘Messenger of Allaah
(s.a.w.s.), when we are in your company, we are reminded of Hell-Fire and Paradise as if we are seeing them
with our own eyes, but whenever we go away from you and attend to our wives, children and business, much
of these things go out of our minds.’ The Messenger of Allaah (s.a.w.s.) said “I swear by the One in Whose
Hand is my life that if you were to maintain the state in which you are with me, and continue the
remembrance of Allaah, the angels would shake hands with you on your beds and in your walkways; but Oh
Hanthalah! Time (should be devoted to the worldly affairs) and time (should be devoted to prayer and
meditation).” He said this three times.’ (Muslim Book 37, Hadeeth 6623)
Aboo Hurayrah (r.a.) narrated that the Prophet (s.a.w.s.) said ‘A man is upon the deen of his friend, so let one
of you look at whom he befriends.’ (Tirmithee, Vol. 4, Book 10, Hadeeth 2378)
Anyone who criticizes you cares about your friendship. Anyone who makes light of your faults cares nothing
about you. (Aboo Daawood)
Narrated Aboo Moosaa (r.a.) ‘The Prophet (s.a.w.s.) said “The example of a good pious companion and an evil
one is that of a person carrying musk and another blowing a pair of bellows. The one who is carrying musk
will either give you some perfume as a present, or you will buy some from him, or you will get a good smell
from him, but the one who is blowing a pair of bellows will either burn your clothes or you will get a bad smell
from him.” (Bukhaaree Book 7, Volume 67, Hadeeth 442)
Ibni ’Abbaas (r.a.) narrates that it was asked “Oh Messenger of Allaah! With whom is it best for us to sit?” He
replied ‘The one whose sight makes you remember Almighty Allaah, and whose speech improves your deeds,
and whose deeds remind you of the Hereafter.’ (Aboo Ya’Iaa, Majma’uz-Zawaa'id 389/10)
Do not keep company with anyone but a believer, and do not let anyone eat your food but one who is pious.
(Aboo Dawood and Tirmithee)
Aboo Hurayrah (r.a.) narrates that the Messenger of Allaah (s.a.w.s.) said “Love the poor and sit with them.
Love the Arabs from your heart. And let what you know concerning your own heart restrain you from
(judging) people.” (Mustadrak Haakim 332/4)
A man bore witness in the presence of ’Umar ibn al Khattaab (r.a.), so ’Umar said to him “I do not know you,
and it does not harm you that I do not know you, but bring someone who does know you.” So a man said ‘I
know him, Oh Chief of the Believers.’ ’Umar said “What do you know of him?” The man said ‘Uprightness.’
’Umar said “Is he your closest neighbour; so that you know about his night and his day, and his comings and
goings?” The man said ‘No.’ ’Umar said “So have you had (monetary) dealings with him involving dirhams
and deenars, which will indicate his piety?” The man said ‘No.’ ’Umar said “Then has he been your companion
upon a journey which could indicate to you his good character?” The man said ‘No.’ ’Umar said “Then you do
not know him.” Then he said to the man (who bore witness) “Bring me someone who knows you.” (Bayhaqee)
Mix with the noble people, you become one of them; and keep away from evil people, to protect you from
their evils. (Bukhaaree and Muslim)
Mu’aath ibni Jabal (r.a.) narrates that the Prophet (s.a.w.s.) said “Truly, Shaytaan is the wolf to man, like the
wolf that catches sheep; the one which is solitary and the one which stays away from the flock. So avoid
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staying alone in valleys. Hold firmly to jamaa’ah (collectiveness), to living with the common people, and to the
masjid.” (Musnad Ahmad 232/5)
Let not the believers take disbelievers for their friends in preference to believers. Whoever does that has no
connection with Allaah, unless it be that you only guard yourselves against them, taking (as it were) security.
Allaah bids you to beware (only) of Himself. Unto Allaah is the journeying. (3:28)
…So choose not friends from them (hypocrites) till they forsake their homes in the Path of Allaah… (4:89)
And incline not to those who do wrong, or the fire will seize you. (11:113)
Therefore, shun those who turn away from Our remembrance and desire nothing but the life of this world.
(53:30)
And forsake those who take their religion for a pastime and a jest, and whom the life of the world beguiles.
Remind (mankind) hereby lest a soul be destroyed by what it earns… (6:70)
And whosoever turns away from the remembrance of the Most Beneficent (Allaah), We appoint for him
Shaytaan to be a Qareen (intimate companion) to him. (43:36)
And (remember) the Day when the wrongdoer will bite at his hand, he will say ‘Oh! If only I had taken a path
with the Messenger. Ah! Woe to me! If only I had never taken so-and-so as a friend! He indeed led me astray
from the Reminder (the Qur'aan) after it had come to me…’ (25:27)
That Day man shall flee from his brother, from his mother and his father, and from his wife and his children.
Every man that day will have enough to make him careless of others. (80:34:37)
7.5.7 Existing Level
A person with higher initial levels of eemaan, ikhlaas, taqwaa, love, purity etc. is likely to perform deeds of a high
quality, which will bring greater rewards and will have the effect of purifying them and increasing their eemaan and
other qualities further. This is why the Prophet (s.a.w.s.) said concerning his Sahaabah (r.a.a.) …If one of you were to
spend gold the like of Uhud, it would not equal a Mudd, nor half of it, of one of them.
A person on a lower initial level of eemaan can find it difficult to perform good deeds, and is likely to perform deeds
of lower quality, having less of an effect—although that effect may feel significant to the one experiencing it. The
effect may also be very temporary, as the person’s usual deeds, sins and environment aren’t sufficiently conducive
to maintaining it.
Allaah (a.w.j.) describes the effect of deeds on those of high eemaan:
The believers are only those who when Allaah is mentioned feel fear in their hearts, and when His verses are
recited to them, they increase them in eemaan, and in their Lord they put their trust; who establish worship
and spend of that We have bestowed on them. Those are they who are in truth believers. For them are grades
(of honour) with their Lord, and pardon, and a bountiful provision. (8:2-4)
Lo! Those who go in awe for fear of their Lord, and those who believe in the revelations of their Lord, and
those who ascribe not partners unto their Lord, and those who give that which they give with hearts afraid
because they are about to return unto their Lord; these race for the good things, and they shall win them in
the race. (23:57-61)
’Abdullaah (r.a.) narrates that the Messenger of Allaah (s.a.w.s.) said “Undoubtedly, truth leads to good
deeds, and good deeds lead to Paradise; a man keeps speaking the truth till he is labelled Siddeeq (standard
bearer of truth) by Allaah. Undoubtedly falsehood leads to evil and evil leads to Hell; a man keeps lying till he
is labelled as a great liar by Allaah.” (Muslim)
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7.5.8 Nature of action
Time spent on actions should be used to maximise on returns. Reward for any action or intention can be both
spiritual and material in nature.
There are gradations of actions in a general sense of some being more valued in the eyes of Allaah than others, and
gradations relating to current, primary needs, such as alleviating famines. Other gradations relate to the benefit of
an action to the deen, for example inviting a Muslim who doesn’t pray to observe the compulsory salaah is better
than praying voluntary salaah at that specific time, and to teach someone requesting to know the compulsory
aspects of tahaarah (cleanliness) is better than reading the Qur’aan at that time. See section 8.3 for a further
discussion.
Many actions carry great material rewards as an encouragement to engage in them, but do not carry the spiritual
rewards of the other actions to which they are compared, for example:
The Night of Power is better than a thousand months. (97:3)
’Abdullaah bin ’Abbaas (r.a.) was once observing i’tikaaf in the Masjid of the Messenger of Allaah (s.a.w.s.)
when a man came to him. After the man had greeted him with salaam and sat down, ’Abdullaah bin ’Abbaas
(r.a.) said “It seems that you are extremely concerned about something?” ‘That is true, Oh cousin of the
Messenger of Allaah (s.a.w.s.)!’ the man replied ‘I am indebted to someone and I swear by the honour of the
occupant of this grave (the Messenger of Allaah (s.a.w.s.)) that I am unable to settle it.’ “Should I speak to
him on your behalf?” ’Abdullaah bin ’Abbaas (r.a.) offered. ‘If you please’ the man replied. ’Abdullaah bin
’Abbaas (r.a.) then put on his shoes and left the masjid. The man called out ‘Have you forgotten what you
were engaged in (your i’tikaaf)?’ “No” ’Abdullaah bin ’Abbaas (r.a.) replied “It is something that I heard from
the occupant of this grave and it was not a long time ago.” His eyes then welled with tears as he continued “I
heard him say ‘Whoever walks to fulfill the need of a Muslim and applies himself in this regard, it will be
better for him than ten years of i’tikaaf. As for the one who spends a single day in i’tikaaf for the pleasure of
Allaah, Allaah will place between him and the fire of Jahannam three trenches larger than the distance
between the heavens and the earth.’” (Tabraanee, Bayhaqee and Haakim)
Anas bin Maalik (r.a.) narrated that the Messenger of Allaah (s.a.w.s.) said ‘Whoever prays Fajr in
congregation, then sits remembering Allaah until the sun has risen, then he prays two rakaa’ah, then for him
is the reward like that of a Hajj and ’Umrah.’ He (r.a.) said “The Messenger of Allaah said ‘Complete,
complete, complete.’” (Tirmithee Vol. 2, Book 1, Hadeeth 586)
Juwayriyah (r.a.) reported that the Messenger of Allaah (s.a.w.s.) came out from (her apartment) in the
morning as she was busy in observing her dawn prayer in her place of worship. He came back in the forenoon
and she was still sitting there. He said to her “You have been in the same seat since I left you.” She said ‘Yes.’
Thereupon the Messenger of Allaah (s.a.w.s.) said ‘I recited four phrases three times after I left you, and if
these are to be weighed against what you have recited since morning, these would outweigh them and
(these) are “Hallowed be Allaah and praise is due to Him according to the number of His creation and
according to the pleasure of His Self and according to the weight of His Throne and according to the ink (used
in recording) His Words.”’ (Muslim Book 35, Hadeeth 6575)
Other actions are stated to be better to encourage their prioritisation. These are also better for spiritual
advancement.
And who is better in speech than him who invited to Allaah and did righteous deeds, and said ‘Lo! I am from
those who submit (muslimeen).’ (41:33)
Those who believed and emigrated and strove in the Path of Allaah with their wealth and their lives have the
highest rank in the sight of Allaah. And those—they will be the triumphant. Their Lord gives them glad tidings
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of Mercy from Him and Pleasure, and Gardens. In them is enduring bliss for them. There they will abide
forever. Indeed with Allaah there is immense reward. (9:20-22)
Oh Believers! Shall I guide you to a trade that will save you from a painful punishment? Believe in Allaah and
His Messenger and strive in the Path of Allaah with your wealth and your lives. That is better for you if you
only knew. He will forgive for you your sins and admit you into Gardens from underneath which rivers flow,
and pleasant dwellings in Gardens of Eternity. That is the great triumph. (61:10-12)
Fudaalah ibni ’Ubayd (r.a.) narrates that the Messenger of Allaah (s.a.w.s.) said “The deed which brings one
closest to Allaah (a.w.j.) is to strive in the Path of Allaah. Nothing is equal to it.” (Jaami’ as-Sagheer 201/1)
In general, the gradation of actions is to firstly observe that which has been made compulsory, then to fulfil the
rights of family and relatives, then to carry out different aspects of the Effort of Deen, then to engage in society to
serve the Muslims and the population in general, and finally to engage in personal, supererogatory acts. Within the
Effort of Deen, da’wah, then teaching, and enjoining good and forbidding evil take priority.
For any action, steadfastness is one of the most importance aspects.

َNarrated ’Aa'ishah (r.a.) ‘The Prophet (s.a.w.s.) was asked “What deeds are loved most by Allaah?” He said
‘The most regular, constant deeds, even though they may be few.’ He added ‘Don’t take upon yourselves the
deeds which are not within your ability.’’ (Bukhaaree Vol. 8, Book 76, Hadeeth 472)

7.6 Counteracting Factors
To not maintain the causes of the increase of eemaan, to neglect to strengthen it, and to pay no regard to this effort,
are themselves causes for decrease in eemaan. For an ordinary believer, this makes developing eemaan like walking
up a down escalator; they have to make an effort to ascend, but descend even without effort. This is just the natural
state of affairs however, and is described in the hadeeth of the Messenger of Allaah (s.a.w.s.):
For every action there is a period of activity, and for every period of activity there is a period of rest. So he
whose period of rest is in accordance with my Sunnah then he is rightly-guided, but he whose period of rest
accords with other than this, then he is destroyed. (Musnad Ahmad 2/188 and 210)
7.6.1 Sins
We should always protect our eemaan by asking for and anticipating the forgiveness of Allaah (a.w.j.), and avoiding
the things which prevent or delay forgiveness.
The Prophet (s.a.w.s.) said ‘No people have gone astray after the guidance they used to follow except because
of their engagement in disputes.’ Then he recited the verse “They did not present the comparison except for
(mere) argument. But, (in fact), they are a people prone to dispute.” (43:57) (Ibni Maajah)
And if you avoid the major sins that you are forbidden from, We will conceal from you your evil deeds and
enter you to a noble entrance. (4:31)
Those who avoid major sins and the shameful deeds (excepting the small faults) indeed, your Lord is vast in
forgiveness… (53:32)
Narrated Aboo Hurayrah (r.a.) ‘The Messenger of Allaah (s.a.w.s.) said ‘Five prayers and from one Friday
prayer to (the next) Friday prayer is an expiation (of the sins committed in between their intervals) if major
sins are not committed.’’ (Muslim Book 2, Hadeeth 448)
Aboo Hurayrah (r.a.) reported the Prophet (s.a.w.s.) as saying ‘The deeds are presented every Thursday and
Monday, and Allaah (a.w.j.) grants pardon to every person who does not associate anything with Allaah—
except the person in whose (heart) there is rancour against his brother. It would be said ‘Put both of them off
until they are reconciled.’’ (Muslim Book 32, Hadeeth 6223)
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Eemaan increases with obedience and decreases with disobedience; the amount of decrease varying in accordance
with many factors, such as the class of the sin; the degree of its harmful effects; the amount; the place and time; the
indifference of the sinner towards it; the motive for the sin, and who is the committer of the sin.
This can be thought of as a system of fines of differing levels and frequency of levy; eating away at what has been
earned through good deeds. For example, fewer sins eat away at eemaan less than more sins of the same kind;
major sins can crash eemaan down to much lower levels instantly, and major shirk can deprive one of eemaan
completely.
There may even be a time when a sin is the final one that extinguishes what remains of a person’s eemaan.
Before the Hour comes, there will be a tribulation like patches of dark night. A man will get up a believer and
go to sleep a kaafir, or will go to sleep a believer and get up a kaafir. (Aboo Daawood.)
This is a frequent occurrence with reverts to Islaam who remain isolated from the community, environment and
companionship of practising Muslims.
7.6.1.1 Class of Sin
Sins can be of various types, for example: major and minor; of commission and omission; open and concealed;
speech, looking, hearing, thinking, intention, and physical. They can also be classified into four categories:
Malikiyyah, Shaytaaniyyah, Sab’iyyah and Bahimiyyah.
Malikiyyah sins are committed when taking unbefitting qualities of Lordship upon oneself, such as majesty, pride,
domination, subjugation, highness, enslavement of people and other qualities of this type. Sins belonging to this
category are the most serious.
Shaytaaniyyah sins resemble Shaytaan in envy, oppression, cheating, hatred, deception, plotting evil, ordering
disobedience of Allaah and making it appealing, prohibiting obedience of Allaah and criticising it, committing
innovations in the religion of Allaah and calling to innovations and deviation.
Sab’iyyah sins are sins such as transgression, anger, spilling blood, and abusing the weak and incapable. These cause
many types of harm to fellow humans, and boldness in committing oppression and transgression.
Bahimiyyah sins are related to gluttony and the desire to satisfy lusts of the stomach and genital organs. This gives
rise to such as fornication, adultery, theft, misappropriation of orphans’ wealth, miserliness, avarice, cowardice,
restlessness, and impatience. This particular category is where most of the sins are perpetrated, and it is to satisfy
the lust for this category that people enter into the remaining categories; entering into the Sab’iyyah sins first, then
the Shaytaaniyyah, then finally, towards contesting Lordship and committing shirk in the oneness of Allaah.
The decrease of eemaan by major sins is greater than that caused by minor sins. The decrease in eemaan by killing
someone unlawfully is greater than that caused by misappropriating wealth. The combination of lesser sins with
other matters can cause them to become even greater sins than those that were initially more sinful. For example,
passionate love is permissible within marriage, but when combined with a faahishah (lewd, shameful and illicit
deed), it can cause the heart to give the love, glory, humility, subservience and obedience that belong to Allaah and
His Messenger to the one with whom the faahishah relationship has been formed instead. Allegiance, enmity, loving
and hating of others is then based on the allegiance, enmity, loving and hating of the partner, rather than for the
sake of Allaah (a.w.j.). All of this is more harmful to eemaan than simply committing the lewd sin.
7.6.1.2 Degree of Harm
Ibn al Qayyim (r.a.a.) says:
On the whole, the levels of al faahishah are determined by their corresponding evils. Thus, the issue of a man
who befriends a woman, or a woman who befriends a man, is deemed less evil than the issue of a man or
woman who has an (illegal) sexual relationship. The one who does the crime in secret is less sinful than the
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one who does it publicly. The one who conceals his sin is less sinful than the one who relates it publicly to the
people; this one is far removed from receiving well being and pardon from Allaah… Likewise, having a sexual
encounter with a woman who has no husband is less sinful than having a sexual encounter with one who has
a husband, because of the oppression and transgression it entails against the husband, as well as ruining his
bed. The sin of this person can be greater or lesser than the mere sin of fornication. To have a sexual
encounter with the wife of a neighbour is more severe than having a sexual encounter with one who is far
from home, because of its connection to harming the neighbour and not maintaining the instruction of Allaah
and His Messenger with regard to the neighbour. Similarly, having a sexual relationship with the wife of a
soldier in the Path of Allaah is worse than having a sexual relationship with the wife of another…
7.6.1.3 Amount
The decrease in eemaan by two acts of disobedience is greater than one act of disobedience of the same kind, and
so on.
7.6.1.4 Place and Time
To fornicate or commit adultery for example, in the days and nights of Ramadaan is more sinful than at any other
time. Its occurrence in the blessed and virtuous places, such as Masjid al Haraam, is more sinful than in any other
places.
7.6.1.5 Indifference of the Sinner
If an act of disobedience emanates from a heart that thinks little of Who it is disobeying, and has little fear of Him,
then the resultant decrease in eemaan will be greater than that of an inadvertant act of disobedience emanating
from a heart that otherwise glorifies Allaah and is very fearful of Him.
7.6.1.6 Strength of Motive
Concerning the strength or weakness of the incentive to perpetrate the sin; if an act of disobedience emerges from a
person whose incentives for doing the sin are weak, then the resultant decrease of his eemaan will be much greater
than if it were to emerge from one whose incentives for doing the sin are strong. This is why the display of arrogance
by a poor person, and an illegal sexual encounter by an old person, are more sinful than the display of arrogance by a
rich person and an illegal sexual encounter by a young person—as in the hadeeth
Three (types of people) whom Allaah will not speak to. He will not look at them on the Day of Resurrection or
sanctify them and they will have a painful punishment… (Tabaraanee in al Kabeer, 2/301; Bayhaqee in AshShu’aab. 3/220)
Mentioned amongst these three are the grey-haired fornicator and the poor person who is arrogant, because of the
lack of strong motives they have for embarking on these disobedient acts.
7.6.1.7 Committer of the Sin
As for its difference in relation to its doer, it being committed by a free person is worse than it being committed by a
slave. This is why the punishment of the slave is half of that of the free person. It is more hateful from the married
person than the virgin; likewise the same applies for the old person in relation to the young person. It is more
objectionable from the scholar than from the ignorant, because of the former’s awareness of its abhorrence and
consequences and of having embarked upon it with insight, and it is worse from one who is able to do without it
than from one who is poor and weak.
7.6.2 Ignorance
…They said ‘Oh Moosaa, make for us a god just as they have gods.’ He said “Truly, you are an ignorant
people.” (7:138)
And remember Loot when he said to his people ‘Do you commit shameful deeds (faahishah) yet you see (their
evil). Do you approach men in your lusts rather than women? Nay, you are an ignorant people.’ (27:54-55)
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Say ‘Do you order me to worship other than Allaah, Oh you ignorant ones?’ (39:64)
And remain in your houses and do not flaunt like the flaunting of the earlier Times of Ignorance… (33:33)
Allaah only accepts the repentance of those who do evil out of ignorance and repent soon afterwards. It is
they to whom Allaah will forgive and Allaah is ever All-Knowing, All-Wise. (4:17)
…Your Lord has written Mercy for Himself, so that, if any of you does evil out of ignorance, and thereafter
repents and does righteous good deeds, then surely, He is Oft-Forgiving, Most Merciful. (6:54)
Then indeed, your Lord—to those who did evil through ignorance, then repented after that, and corrected
themselves (aslahoo)—indeed, your Lord, after that is surely Oft-Forgiving, Most Merciful (16:119)
Ignorance is often thought of as being the absence of knowledge, but Qataadah (r.a.a.) relates:
The Companions assembled and concluded that concerning everything that Allaah is disobeyed with, it is out
of ignorance, whether intentionally or not.
7.6.3 Heedlessness
Heedlessness is a lack of awareness due to ignorance or distraction by other matters, and leads to negligence in
remembrance of Allaah; His worship, and obedience. Any actions that are performed are done in an inadequate
state of mind and in an inappropriate manner, so are devoid of the required qualities, such as sincerity, humility,
tranquility, fear and repentance. This decreases eemaan rather than increasing it.
That you may warn a people whose forefathers were not warned, so they are heedless. (36:6)
And certainly We have created for Hell many of the jinn and men. For them are hearts but they do not
understand with them, and for them are eyes but they do not see with them, and for them are ears but they
do not hear with them. Those are like cattle, nay they are more astray. Those, they are the heedless. (7:179)
And warn them of the Day of Regret, when the matter has been decided. And they are in heedlessness, and
they do not believe. (19:39)
And the true promise approaches, so when the eyes of those who disbelieved are staring at it, (they will say)
‘Oh woe to us! Verily, we were in heedlessness of this; nay, we were wrongdoers.’ (21:97)
That is because they preferred the life of the world over the Hereafter, and that Allaah does not guide the
disbelieving people. Those are the ones that Allaah has set a seal over their hearts and their hearing and their
sight. And those, they are the heedless. (16:107-8)
And be patient, yourself, with those who call their Lord in the morning and the evening desiring His Face. And
let not your eyes pass beyond over them, desiring the adornment of the life of the world. And do not obey him
whom We have made his heart heedless of Our remembrance, and who follows his desires and is excessive in
his affairs. (18:28)
Remember your Lord within yourself humbly and fearfully, without loudness of voice, morning and evening.
Do not be one of the heedless. (7:205)
7.6.4 Aversion
Aversion is a barrier to guidance and acquiring eemaan for both the disbeliever and the believer, and weakens the
eemaan of the believer.
The worst aversion is to faith itself—along with its signs and evidences—causing the individual to turn away.
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And who is more oppressive than one who is reminded of the signs of His Lord, then he turns away from
them? Truly, We shall extract retribution from the criminals. (32:22)
And who is more oppressive than one who is reminded of the signs of His Lord, but turns away from them
forgetting what (deeds) his hands have sent forth. Truly, We have set veils over their hearts lest they should
understand it (the Qur'aan), and in their ears, deafness. And if you call them to guidance, even then they will
never be guided. (18:57)
But whoever turns away from My reminder, Truly, for him is a life of hardship, and We shall raise him up blind
on the Day of Resurrection. (20:124)
And whosoever turns away from the remembrance of the Most Beneficent, We shall appoint for him a
Shaytaan to be an (intimate) companion. (43:36)
Whoever turns away from it (the Qur'aan), truly he will bear a heavy burden (of sins) on the Day of
Resurrection. (20:100)
…and whosoever turns away from the reminder of his Lord, He will cause him to enter into a severe torment.
(72:17)
For believers, the extent of their aversion will determine the consequences. Having an aversion to the sharee’ah for
example can extend as far as to disbelief.
And those who accept guidance, He increases them in guidance and gives them their righteousness. (47:17)
The opposite is also true. Having an aversion to the sacrifices necessary to maintain or progress in eemaan can lead
to a decrease in eemaan, and setting up a barrier to further guidance, as it equates to rejecting the guidance that has
already been received.
7.6.5 Forgetfulness
Forgetfulness is to leave the practice of an action or quality that has already been achieved, and can lead to
complete removal of it from the heart. This occurs because of weakness of the heart, or as a result of negligence or
deliberate intention. It causes weakness in eemaan, manifesting itself in a decrease in acts of obedience and an
increase in acts of disobedience.
The Qur'aan mentions two types of forgetfulness. The first is one that occurs deliberately, for which a person is not
excused.
And do not be like those who forgot Allaah, thereupon Allaah caused them to forget their ownselves. Those
are the evil-doers. (59:19)
And the dwellers of the Fire cry out unto the dwellers of the Garden ‘Pour on us some water or some
wherewith Allaah has provided you.’ They say “Lo! Allaah has forbidden both to disbelievers, who took their
religion for a sport and pastime, and whom the life of the world beguiled.” So this day, We have forgotten
them even as they forgot the meeting of this their Day and as they used to deny Our signs. (7:50-51)
The second type is the forgetfulness which is not intended, and for which the person is excused.
…Our Lord, do not hold us to account if we forget or commit mistakes… (2:286)
7.6.6 Shaytaan
…Truly, Shaytaan is an open enemy to man. (12:5)
Surely, Shaytaan is an enemy to you, so treat him as an enemy. He only invites his hizb (party) that they may
become the companions of the blazing Fire. (35:6)
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Oh Children of Aadam! Let not Shaytaan tempt you as he got your parents out of Paradise, stripping their
clothing from both of them to show them both their shame. Indeed, he sees you—he and his tribe—from
where you see them not. Indeed, We have made the devils friends of those who do not believe. (7:27)
…and let not the Deceiver deceive you about Allaah. (31:33)
‘…Surely I will sit in wait against them on Your Straight Path. Then I will come to them from before them and
behind them, from their right and from their left, and You will not find most of them grateful.’ (7:16-17)
He said ‘Then, by Your Might, I surely will beguile them every one, except Your single-minded slaves among
them.’ (38:82-3)
Oh you who believe! Enter into Islaam completely, and follow not the footsteps of Shaytaan. Lo! He is an open
enemy for you. (2:208)
Oh you who believe! Do not follow the footsteps of Shaytaan, and whosoever follows the footsteps of
Shaytaan, then truly he commands fahshaa' (indecency and lewdness) and munkar (evil and wicked deeds)…
(24:21)
Shaytaan has taken hold of them. So he has made them forget the remembrance of Allaah. They are the party
of Shaytaan. Truly, it is the party of Shaytaan that will be the losers. (58:19)
And whosoever turns away from the remembrance of the Most Beneficent, We appoint for him a Shaytaan to
be a Qareen (an intimate companion) to him. And truly, they (shayaateen) hinder them from the Path whilst
they think that they are rightly guided. Until, when (such a) one comes to Us, he says (to his qareen) ‘Would
that between me and you were the distance of the two Easts; a worst companion!’ (43:36-8)
But he had no authority over them, except that We might test the man who believes in the Hereafter from
him who is in doubt concerning it; and your Lord watches over all things. (34:21)
Lo! He (Shaytaan) has no power over those who believe and put trust in their Lord. (16:99)
7.6.7 Love of the World
The Prophet (s.a.w.s.) said ‘…By Allaah, it is not poverty that I fear for you, but l fear that the world will be
spread out for you just as it was spread out for those before you and then you will compete for it just as they
competed for it and then you will be destroyed just as they were destroyed.’ (Tirmithee Vol. 4, Book 11,
Hadeeth 2462)
…and they rejoice in the life of the world, whereas the life of this world as compared with the Hereafter is but
a brief passing enjoyment. (13:26)
Nay! You prefer the life of the world, although the Hereafter is better and more lasting. (87:16-17)
Truly, those who hope not for their meeting with Us, but are pleased and satisfied with the life of the present
world, and those who are heedless of Our signs; those, their abode will be the Fire, because of what they used
to earn. (10:7-8)
Know that the life of this world is only play and amusement, pomp and mutual boasting among you, and
rivalry in respect of wealth and children, just like the vegetation after rain, which pleases the tillers;
afterwards it dries up and you see it turning yellow; then it becomes straw. But in the Hereafter there is a
severe torment and there is forgiveness from Allaah and His Good Pleasure, whereas the life of this world is
only enjoyment of delusion. (57:20)
Wealth and children are the adornment of the life of this world. But everlasting righteous deeds are better for
reward in the sight of your Lord, and better in respect of hope. (18:46)
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Chapter 8 Methodology of the Effort of Deen
The Effort of Deen is the mission of the Messenger of Allaah (s.a.w.s.), which he engaged in throughout his
Prophethood, and which was devolved as a collective responsibility upon his Companions (r.a.a.) and the Muslims to
come after them.
It is not something which is hidden. Any literate individual can read the seerah of the Prophet (s.a.w.s.) and the life
histories of the Sahaabah (r.a.a.) and see for themselves how they lived their lives, what their goals and objectives
were, how they fulfilled them, and what they themselves achieved and became individually and collectively as a
result of their efforts.
Such an academic study of the narrations from this period cannot, however, yield the same realities of eemaan,
knowledge, understanding, concern and other Islamic qualities as those of the individuals who actually participate in
the effort. The deen, the effort to implement and maintain it, and the effect of this on its participants, can only be
truly understood in the same environment in which deen and its effort were first established and practised—in their
locations (e.g. home, market, travel, battle), strivings, sacrifices and hardships. This is so, because as discussed in
section 7, total commitment in striving to follow the Messenger of Allaah (s.a.w.s.) in his mission is one of the main
doors of guidance and the subsequent qualities that are given through it. It also defines one as a believer in the eyes
of Allaah (a.w.j.).
The believers are only those who believe in Allaah and His Messenger and afterward doubt not, but strive
with their wealth and their lives in the Path of Allaah. Those are the truthful. (49:15)
The Effort of Deen comprises five main areas, each of which has its own legal rulings and methodologies which
should be studied in detail from reputable scholars and their publications and lectures, to at least gain an awareness
of the depth of knowledge, understanding and the personal qualities required for each field. These fields are:
propagation to all non-believers, both mankind and jinnaat; teaching of Islaam; purification and development of the
Muslims; enjoining good and forbidding evil in society, and protection of the Muslims, their lands and subject
peoples.
To engage in all these areas and target groups as an independent worker, or in one or more of them as a deputed
member of a group involved in all these areas and target groups, is to be involved in the Effort of Deen (the Effort of
the Messenger of Allaah (s.a.w.s.)). Should the independent worker or group be involved in only individual aspects of
these areas and target groups, then they are involved in an Effort for Deen, not The Effort of Deen.
Good character and charitable works are also means of invitation to Allaah (a.w.j.) in and of themselves, and are
included in areas such as invitation to belief, teaching (by example), purification, and enjoining good. They should
exist alongside the proactive methodologies to be described, rather than existing in isolation, otherwise they can be
simply passive in their nature. As such, they won’t be discussed here specifically.
For propagation, teaching, purification and development, and enjoining good and forbidding evil there are two levels
of responsibility: ’aam (general) and khaas (specific).
The ’aam is the responsibility of the ’ulamaa', and includes giving of the formal khutbah of Jumu’ah and the two ’Eed
prayers, and issuing of fataawaa (legal rulings). To paraphrase a modern scholar concerning the requirements for
this: “They should have knowledge of the evidences that they need for the purpose of ijtihaad, such as the verses of
the Qur'aan and ahaadeeth that speak of rulings. They should have knowledge of the matters pertaining to the
soundness or weakness of hadeeth, such as the isnaad, and the narrators in the isnaad. Next, they should be aware
of what abrogates and what is abrogated and issues on which there is consensus. They should have knowledge of
various matters affecting the ruling, such as reports of specific meanings, reports that set limits, and so on. They
should also have knowledge of the Arabic language and Usool al Fiqh (Principles of Islamic Jurisprudence) that has to
do with verbal evidence, such as what is general and what is specific, what is absolute and what is restricted, what is
mentioned in brief and what is mentioned in detail, and so on, so that their rulings will be in accordance with what is
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indicated by that evidence. Lastly, they should have the ability to use this knowledge to examine the evidence and
derive rulings.”
The khaas is the responsibility of everyone, within their capabilities and as the situation necessitates. A sinful, nonpractising Muslim still has a duty to give da’wah to a non-Muslim, especially if that person is asking for information
on Islaam. It is said that even two Muslims consuming alcohol have a duty to advise and encourage each other to
leave what they are doing.
’Abdullaah ibni ’Amr (r.a.) narrates that the Prophet (s.a.w.s.) said “Convey from me even if it be a single
verse…” (Bukhaaree Vol. 4, Book 55, Hadeeth 667)

8.1 Propogation
Allaah bears witness that there is no god other than Him, and the angels (also bear witness) and those having
knowledge. He is complete in His justice. There is no god except Him, the Mighty, the Wise. Indeed the deen
(religion) in the sight of Allaah is Islaam… (3:18-19)
Whoever desires other than Islaam as his deen, that will never be accepted from him, and in the Hereafter he
is among those in abject loss. (3:85)
…And had He willed He would have led you all aright. (16:9)
8.1.1 General
And it was not (vouchsafed) to any mortal that Allaah should speak to him unless (it be) by revelation or from
behind a veil, or (that) He sends a Messenger to reveal what He will by His leave… (42:51)
…Are the Messengers charged with anything except plain conveyance (of the message)? And truly We have
raised in every nation a Messenger, (proclaiming) ‘Serve Allaah and shun false gods’… (16:35-6)
He sends down the angels with the Spirit of His command unto whom He will of His bondmen, (saying) ‘Warn
mankind that there is no god except Me, so keep your duty unto Me.’ (16:2)
We send not the Messengers except as bearers of good news and warners… (6:48)
We send not the Messengers except as bearers of good news and warners… (18:56)
Muhammad is not the father of any man among you, but he is the Messenger of Allaah and the Seal of the
Prophets; and Allaah is ever Aware of all things. (33:40)
Lo! We have sent you (Oh Muhammad) with the truth, a bringer of glad tidings and a warner… (2:19)
Lo! We have sent you (Oh Muhammad) as a witness and a bearer of good tidings and a warner, that you
(mankind) may believe in Allaah and His Messenger, and may honour Him, and may revere Him, and may
glorify Him at early dawn and at the close of day. (48:8-9)
Oh Prophet! Lo! We have sent you as a witness and a bringer of good tidings and a warner, and as a
summoner unto Allaah by His permission, and as a lamp that gives light. (33:45-6)
And We make (this Scripture) easy in your tongue, (Oh Muhammad) only that you may bear good tidings
therewith unto those who ward off (evil), and warn therewith the contentious folk. (19:97)
…We have revealed unto you the Remembrance that you may explain to mankind that which has been
revealed for them, and that perhaps they may reflect. (16:44)
(This is) a Scripture that We have revealed unto you, full of blessing, that they may ponder its revelations, and
that men of understanding may reflect. (38:29)
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8.1.2 Objectives
A revelation of the All-Mighty, the Most Merciful. That you may warn a people whose forefathers were not
warned, so they are heedless (ghaafiloon). (36:5-6) The same is still true even for Muslims and their
communities around the world. They are not visited and reminded of their purpose of existence and how to
fulfil it, so are living a heedless life.
…that He may bring forth those who believe and do good works from darkness unto light… (65:11)
…a Scripture which We have revealed unto you (Muhammad) that thereby you may bring forth mankind from
darkness unto light, by the permission of their Lord, unto the path of the Mighty, the Owner of Praise. (14:1)
He it is Who has sent His Messenger with the guidance and the Religion of Truth, that He may cause it to
prevail (yuTHhira) over all religion, however much the idolaters (mushrikoon) may dislike it. (9:33)
He it is Who has sent His Messenger with the guidance and the Religion of Truth, that He may cause it to
prevail over all religion. And Allaah suffices as a Witness. (48:28)
He it is Who has sent His Messenger with the guidance and the Religion of Truth, that He may make it prevail
over all religion, however much the idolaters may dislike it. (61:9)
Narrated Aboo Hurayrah (r.a.) ‘The Messenger of Allaah (s.a.w.s.) said “I have been ordered to fight with the
people till they say ‘There is no god except Allaah’ and whoever says ‘There is no god except Allaah’ his life
and property will be saved by me except for Islamic law, and his accounts will be with Allaah.” (Bukhaaree
Vol. 4, Book 52, Hadeeth 196)
8.1.3 Methodology
The methodology of all the Prophets (a.s.) of Allaah (a.w.j.) was to convey the message of Islaam in such a way that
people would be capable of accepting it. It can be seen from the seerah of the final Messenger of Allaah (s.a.w.s.)
that this methodology, and the legal rulings of propagation, changed with the changing circumstances of the Ummah
and of the Effort itself.
The first sunnah of the invitation (da’wah) of the Messenger of Allaah (s.a.w.s.) was to speak about the Greatness of
Allaah (a.w.j.) and to warn those closest to him of his family and tribe.
Oh you enveloped in your cloak, arise and warn! And magnify your Lord. (74:1-3)
And warn (Oh Muhammad) your closest kindred. (26:214)
Similar commands are repeated elsewhere:
Praise the name of your Lord the Most High. (87:1)
Therefore of the bounty of your Lord be your discourse. (93:11)
The first objectives of revelation and invitation were to establish the existence and unity of Allaah; His Lordship and
absolute control over all His Creation; that He alone should be singled out for worship, and to inculcate and
strengthen belief in the ultimate consequences arising from how one lives one’s life—through descriptions of the
Day of Judgement, accounting for one’s deeds, and Paradise and Hellfire.
Prophet Nooh (a.s.) invited in this manner:
“What is (the matter) with you that you do not attribute to Allaah (due) grandeur, while He has created you in
stages? Do you not consider how Allaah has created seven heavens in layers. And made the moon therein a
(reflected) light and made the sun a burning lamp? And Allaah has caused you to grow from the earth a
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(progressive) growth. Then He will return you into it and bring you out (as a new) thing brought out.” (71:1318)
Many of the early Makkan sowar focused on the topic of accountability, for example:
Are you more difficult to create or the heavens? Allaah has constructed them. He raised high the canopy, and
gave it order and perfection…And so, when the great overwhelming event arrives (the Day of Judgement), on
that day, man will remember all that he used to strive for, and hell-fire will be made plainly visible for all who
see. Then, as for the one who transgressed and preferred the life of this world, truly (for such) the Fire is the
final abode. And as for those who had fear of their standing before their Lord, and forbade themselves the
dictates of their desires, truly the Garden (of Paradise) is their final abode. (79:27-28, 34-41)
When the sun is rolled up. When the stars are dimmed. When the mountains are set in motion. When the
relationships are suspended. When the beasts are gathered. When the oceans are set aflame. When the souls
are paired. When the girl, buried alive, is asked for what crime she was killed. When the records are made
public. When the sky is peeled away. When the Fire is set ablaze. When Paradise is brought near. Each soul
will know what it has prepared (for itself). (81:1-14)
When the sky is ruptured. And hearkens to its Lord, as it must. And when the earth is levelled out. And casts
out what is in it, and becomes empty. And hearkens to its Lord, as it must. Oh man! You are labouring
towards your Lord, and you will meet Him. As for him who is given his book in his right hand, he will have an
easy settlement and will return to his family delighted. But as for him who is given his book behind his back,
he will call for death and will enter the Blaze. He used to be happy among his family. He thought he would
never return. In fact, his Lord was watching him. I swear by the twilight. And by the night, and what it covers.
And by the moon, as it grows full. You will mount stage by stage. What is the matter with them that they do
not believe? And when the Qur'aan is read to them, they do not prostrate? In fact, those who disbelieve are in
denial. But Allaah knows what they hide inside. So inform them of a painful punishment. Except those who
believe and do good deeds; they will have an undiminished reward. (84:1-25)
By the night as it covers. And the day as it reveals. And He who created the male and the female. Your
endeavours are indeed diverse. As for him who gives and is righteous and confirms goodness; We will ease his
way towards ease. But as for him who is stingy and complacent and denies goodness; We will ease his way
towards difficulty. And his money will not avail him when he plummets. It is upon Us to guide. And to Us
belong the Last and the First. I have warned you of a Fierce Blaze. None will burn in it except the very wicked.
He who denies and turns away. But the devout will avoid it. He who gives his money to become pure. Seeking
no favour in return. Only seeking the Countenance of his Lord, the Most High. And he will be satisfied. (92:121)
Without certainty of faith in Allaah (a.w.j.) and in accountability and recompense for good and evil, any change of
behaviours, actions and life-objectives among the masses is difficult. For these reasons, the first thirteen years of
revelation, effort, hardships, suffering, sacrifice and patience in Makkah focused exclusively on inculcating and
strengthening this faith. The issues relating to laws and organisation of Muslim society were introduced later.
Narrated Yoosuf bin Maahak ‘While I was with ’Aa'ishah, the Mother of the Believers, a person from Iraq
came and asked “What type of shroud is the best?” ’Aa'ishah said ‘“May Allaah be merciful to you! What
does it matter?’ He said “Oh Mother of the Believers! Show me (the copy of) your Qur'aan.” She said ‘Why?’
He said “In order to compile and arrange the Qur'aan according to it, for people recite it with its Soorahs not
in proper order.” ’Aa'ishah said ‘What does it matter which part of it you read first? (Be informed) that the
first thing that was revealed thereof was a Soorah from Al-Mufassal, and in it was mentioned Paradise and
the Fire. When the people embraced Islaam, the Verses regarding legal and illegal things were revealed. If the
first thing to be revealed was ‘Do not drink alcoholic drinks’ people would have said ‘We will never leave
alcoholic drinks’ and if there had been revealed ‘Do not commit illegal sexual intercourse’ they would have
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said ‘We will never give up illegal sexual intercourse.’ While I was a young girl of playing age, the following
Verse was revealed in Makkah to Muhammad “Nay! But the Hour is their appointed time (for their full
recompense), and the Hour will be more grievous and more bitter.” (54.46) Soorah al Baqarah (The Cow) and
Soorah an-Nisaa' (The Women) were revealed while I was with him.’ Then ’Aa'ishah took out the copy of the
Qur'aan for the man and dictated to him the Verses of the Soorahs (in their proper order).’ (Bukhaaree Vol. 6,
Book 61, Hadeeth 515)
The Messenger of Allaah (s.a.w.s.) started by following the sunnah of Moosaa (a.s.) in inviting idolaters, and in
establishing a da’wah centre and place of worship at the House of Arqam (r.a.).
Go, both of you, unto Pharaoh. Lo! He has transgressed (the bounds). And speak unto him a gentle word, that
perhaps he may heed or fear. (20:43-4)
And We inspired Moses and his brother (saying) ‘Appoint houses for your people in Egypt and make your
houses oratories, and establish worship. And give good news to the believers.’ (10:87)
Invite to the way of your Lord with wisdom and good instruction, and argue with them in a way that is best.
Indeed, your Lord is Most Knowing of who has strayed from His way, and He is most knowing of who is
(rightly) guided. (16:125)
And do not argue with the People of the Scripture except in a way that is best, except for those who commit
injustice among them, and say “We believe in that which has been revealed to us and revealed to you. And
our god and your god is One; and we are Muslims (in submission) to Him.” (29:46)
…Say ‘Allaah is Witness between me and you. And this Qur'aan has been inspired in me, that I may warn
therewith you and whomsoever it may reach’… (6:19)
Say ‘Oh mankind! I am only a plain warner unto you.’ (22:49)
…And give good tidings (Oh Muhammad) to the humble. Those whose hearts fear when Allaah is mentioned,
and the patient with whatever may befall them, and those who establish worship and who spend of that We
have bestowed on them. (22:34-5)
So proclaim that which you are commanded… (15:94)
Whereon every wise command is made clear. (44:4)
Which one of mighty powers has taught him. (53:5)
Remind them, for you are but a reminder. (88:21)
As were the previous Prophets (a.s.), the Messenger of Allaah (s.a.w.s.) was proactive in inviting people individually
and collectively; in their homes, market places, while travelling, at social occasions such as dinner invitations and
fairs, and tent-to-tent during the Hajj season. When going door-to door to the non-Muslims of Makkah, he often
went with Aboo Bakr (r.a.) who had an in-depth knowledge of the individuals, their families and lineages. The mode
of invitation and its content were specific to the individual, group and prevailing circumstances.
He (Nooh (a.s.)) said “My Lord, indeed I invited my people night and day, but my invitation increased them
not except in flight. And indeed, every time I invited them that You may forgive them, they put their fingers in
their ears, covered themselves with their garments, persisted, and were arrogant with (great) arrogance.
Then I invited them openly. Then I made a public proclamation to them and appealed to them in private. And
said ‘Ask forgiveness of your Lord. Indeed, He is ever a Perpetual Forgiver.’” (71:5-10)
In cases such as ’Umar ibn al Khattaab, his mission was conducted through supplication to Allaah (a.w.j.), which had
its desired effect the next day at the House of Arqam.
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Narrated Ibn ’Umar (r.a.) that the Messenger of Allaah (s.a.w.s.) said ‘Oh Allaah! Honour Islaam through the
most dear of these two men to you: through Aboo Jahl or through ’Umar ibn al Khattaab.’ He said “And the
most dear of them to Him was ’Umar.” (Tirmithee Vol. 1, Book 46, Hadeeth 3681)
He also (s.a.w.s.) invited via messengers, verbally and by letter.
’Abdullaah bin ’Abbaas (r.a.) narrates that the Messenger of Allaah (s.a.w.s.) sent a messenger with the
invitation of lslaam to Wahshee bin Harb who was responsible for killing Hamzah (r.a.) (the uncle of the
Messenger of Allaah). The messenger returned with a message from Wahshee stating ‘Oh Muhammad! How
can you call me to Islaam when you say that a murderer, an idolater and an adulterer shall meet with a grave
punishment, and this punishment will be multiplied for them on the Day of Qiyaamah where they shall remain
disgraced in it forever?. I have committed all of these crimes, so is there any scope for me?’ Allaah then
revealed the verse: ‘Except for those who (sincerely) repent, accept eemaan and perform good actions. For
such people Allaah will convert their sins into good deeds. Allaah is Ever Most Forgiving, Most Merciful.’ (25:
70)
In reply to this verse, Wahshee said ‘Oh Muhammad! The condition in this verse is uncompromising which
states ‘Except for those who repent, accept eemaan and perform good actions.’ What if I do not have the
opportunity to fulfil it?’ Allaah then revealed the verse: ‘Truly Allaah does not forgive that shirk be committed,
but may forgive all besides this for whom He Wills’… (4: 48)
To this, Wahshee replied ‘This forgiveness depends on the Will of Allaah. I do not know whether I shall be
forgiven or not. Is there any other scope for me?’ Allaah then revealed the verse: “Say ‘Oh my Servants who
have transgressed against their souls! Despair not of the Mercy of Allaah. Indeed Allaah forgives all sins.
Indeed He is Oft-Forgiving, Most Merciful.’” (39:53)
Upon hearing this, Wahshee said ‘Yes, this is in order.’ He then accepted Islaam. Other Muslims asked ‘Oh
Messenger of Allaah, we had also committed the sins that Wahshee committed.’ The Messenger of Allaah
(s.a.w.s.) replied ‘It applies to all Muslims in general.’(Tabraanee)
It has been narrated on the authority of Anas (r.a.) that the Prophet of Allaah (s.a.w.s.) wrote to Chosroes
(King of Persia), Caesar (Emperor of Rome), Negus (King of Abyssinia) and every (other) despot inviting them
to Allaah, the Exalted. And this Negus was not the one for whom the Messenger of Allaah (s.a.w.s.) had said
the funeral prayers. (Muslim Book 19, Hadeeth 4382)
Narrated ’Abdullaah bin ’Abbaas (r.a.) ‘The Messenger of Allaah (s.a.w.s.) wrote a letter to Caesar saying “If
you reject Islaam, you will be responsible for the sins of the peasants.”’ (Bukhaaree Vol. 4, Book 52, Hadeeth
187)
Narrated ’Abdullaah bin ’Abbaas (r.a.) ‘The Messenger of Allaah (s.a.w.s.) sent his letter to Khusrau and
ordered his messenger to hand it over to the Governor of Bahrain who was to hand it over to Khusrau. So,
when Khusrau read the letter he tore it. Sa’eed bin al Musayyab said “The Prophet (s.a.w.s.) then invoked
Allaah to disperse them with full dispersion (destroy them (i.e. Khusrau and his followers) severely.)”’
(Bukhaaree Vol. 4, Book 52, Hadeeth 187)
Teachers were deputed to their own or other communities. They could be human or jinn, individuals or groups of
knowledgeable Muslims of long-standing, or converts of just a few days.
Mus’aab bin ’Umayr (r.a.) was the first Companion to be sent by the Prophet (s.a.w.s.) (before the Hijrah) as an
Ambassador—to Yathrib (Madeenah). He lived there for almost a year, inviting to Islaam and teaching converts;
returning to Makkah with seventy-five Muslims for the Hajj season.
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’Abdullaah bin as-Saamit reported that Aboo Tharr (r.a.) said “I then came to the Messenger of Allaah
(s.a.w.s.) (as a recent convert) and he said ‘I have been shown the land abounding in trees and I think it
cannot be but that of Yathrib (that is the old name of Madeenah). ‘You are a preacher to your people on my
behalf. I hope Allaah would benefit them through you and He would reward you.’ I came to Unays and he said
‘What have you done?’ I said “I have indeed embraced Islaam and I have testified (to the prophethood of the
Messenger of Allaah ).” He said ‘I have no aversion for your religion and I also embrace Islaam and testify (to
the prophethood of Muhammad).’ Then both of us came to our mother and she said ‘I have no aversion for
your religion and I also embrace Islaam and testify.’ We then loaded our camels and came to our tribe Ghifaar
and half of the tribe embraced Islaam, and their chief was A'imaa' bin Rahada Ghifaariyy and he was their
leader. Half of the tribe said “We will embrace Islaam when the Messenger of Allaah (s.a.w.s.) comes to
Madeenah” and when the Messenger of Allaah (s.a.w.s.) came to Madeenah the remaining half also
embraced Islaam. Then a tribe Aslam came to the Prophet (s.a.w.s.) and said “Messenger of Allaah , we also
embrace Islaam like our brothers who have embraced Islaam.” And they also embraced Islaam. Thereupon
the Messenger of Allaah (s.a.w.s.) said ‘Allaah granted pardon to the tribe of Ghifaar and Allaah saved (from
destruction) the tribe of Aslam.’’ (Muslim Book 31, Hadeeth 6046)
Narrated Anas (r.a.) The Prophet (s.a.w.s.) sent seventy men from the tribe of Banee Sulaym to the tribe of
Banee ’Aamir. When they reached there, my maternal uncle said to them “I will go ahead of you, and if they
allow me to convey the message of the Messenger of Allaah (s.a.w.s.) (it will be all right); otherwise you will
remain close to me.” So he went ahead of them and the pagans granted him security But while he was
reporting the message of the Prophet (s.a.w.s.), they beckoned to one of their men who stabbed him to death.
My maternal uncle said “Allaah is Greater! By the Lord of the Ka’bah, I am successful.” After that they
attached the rest of the party and killed them all except a lame man who went up to the top of the
mountain… (Bukhaaree Vol. 4, Book 52, Hadeeth 57)
Narrated Anas bin Maalik (r.a.) The Messenger of Allaah (s.a.w.s.) used to visit Umm Haraam bint Milhaan,
who would offer him meals. Umm Haraam was the wife of ’Ubaadah bin as-Saamit. The Messenger of Allaah
(s.a.w.s.), once visited her and she provided him with food and started looking for lice in his head. Then the
Messenger of Allaah (s.a.w.s.) slept, and afterwards woke up smiling. Umm Haraam asked ‘What causes you
to smile, Oh Messenger of Allaah? He said “Some of my followers who (in a dream) were presented before me
as fighters in the Path of Allaah (on board a ship) amidst this sea caused me to smile; they were as kings on
the thrones (or like kings on the thrones).” (Ishaaq, a sub-narrator is not sure as to which expression the
Prophet (s.a.w.s.) used.) Umm Haraam said ‘Oh Messenger of Allaah! Invoke Allaah that he makes me one of
them.’ The Messenger of Allaah (s.a.w.s.) invoked Allaah for her and slept again and woke up smiling. Once
again Umm Haraam asked ‘What makes you smile, Oh Messenger of Allaah?’ He replied “Some of my
followers were presented to me as fighters in the Path of Allaah,” repeating the same dream. Umm Haraam
said ‘Oh Messenger of Allaah! Invoke Allaah that He makes me one of them.’ He said “You are amongst the
first ones.” It happened that she sailed on the sea during the Caliphate of Mu’awiyah bin Abee Sufyaan, and
after she disembarked, she fell down from her riding animal and died. (Bukhaaree Vol. 4, Book 52, Hadeeth
47)
Aboo Hurayrah (r.a.) reports that Khuraym bin Faatik (r.a.) once said to ’Umar ibn al Khattaab (r.a.) ‘Oh
Ameerul Mu'mineen! Should I relate to you how I entered the fold of Islaam?’ When ’Umar (r.a.) asked to be
informed, Khuraym (r.a.) explained ‘I was on the track of a camel of mine that I had been searching for, when
night enshrouded me at a place called Abraqul Gharraaf. I therefore shouted at the top of my voice ‘I seek
refuge with the king of this valley from the foolish ones of his people (the Jinn).’ Suddenly, a voice called out
the following couplets: “Shame on you! Seek refuge from Allaah the Possessor of Honour. The Possessor of
Esteem, Benevolence and Munificence. Recite the verses of Soorah Anfaal, attest to the Oneness of Allaah and
then have no more worries.” This made me extremely frightened and when I regained control over myself, I
said the following couplets: ‘What are you saying oh caller? Have you guidance with you or misguidance? If
you have been guided, do explain to us what the situation is.’ The caller then recited the following couplets:
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“Truly the Messenger of Allaah (s.a.w.s.) bearing all that is good is in Yathrib, calling people to salvation. He
instructs them to fast and to observe salaah and cautions them against all that is evil.” I then prodded my
animal forward as I recited the following couplets: ‘Guide me along, may Allaah guide you. May you never
suffer any hunger or nakedness and may you always remain a powerful leader. You may now not burden me
further with the good you have been granted.’ The Jinn then followed me, saying the following couplets: “May
Allaah accompany you and keep you safe. May He also convey you to your family with your conveyance.
Believe in the Messenger of Allaah (s.a.w.s.) and Allaah will make you successful. Assist him and my Lord will
assist you.” I then asked him ‘Who are you, May Allaah have mercy on you?’ He replied “I am Amr bin Uthaal
and I have been appointed by the Messenger of Allaah (s.a.w.s.) as governor of all the Jinn of Najd. Your
camel will be taken care of until you return to your family.” It was on a Friday that I entered Madeenah. Aboo
Bakr as-Siddeeq (r.a.) came to me saying ‘May Allaah have mercy on you. Do enter, because the news of you
accepting Islaam has already reached us.’ When I informed him that I did not now how to purify myself
properly, he taught me how. I then entered the Masjid, where I saw the Messenger of Allaah (s.a.w.s.)
delivering a sermon on the pulpit, appearing to be the fourteenth full moon (in beauty and radiance). He
happened to be saying “When a Muslim performs wudoo' properly and then performs salaah carefully and
with concentration, Allaah will surely admit him into Paradise.” ’Umar (r.a.) then said to me ‘You will have to
present a witness to that hadeeth, otherwise I shall have to punish you.’ It was the prominent man from the
Quraysh, ’Uthmaan bin ’Affaan (r.a.), who testified on my behalf and ’Umar (r.a.) accepted his testimony.
(Rooyaani and Ibn Asaakir, Kanzul Ummaal Vol.7, Pg.34)
The Prophet (s.a.w.s.) also went in person, alone and in groups.
Abdullaah bin Ja’far (r.a.) narrates that after his uncle Aboo Taalib had passed away, Rasoolullaah (s.a.w.s.)
travelled on foot to Taa'if to invite the people to Islaam. However, they did not accept his da’wah and he had
to return. On the way back, he took shade beneath a tree, performed two rakaahs of salaah and made the
following supplication: ‘Oh Allaah! Only to you do I communicate my weakness and lack of importance among
people. Oh the most Merciful of those who show mercy, You are certainly the most Merciful of those who
show mercy. To whom shall you hand me over? To an enemy who will treat me harshly or to a near one to
whom You shall give control over me? If You are not angry with me, I care for nothing except that Your
protection should be vast enough for me. In Your Countenance, by which multitudes of darkness are turned to
light and by which the affairs of this world and the hereafter are remedied, I seek protection from being
afflicted by Your wrath and displeasure. The causes of Your displeasure should be removed until You are
pleased. There is no might but with Allaah.’ (Tabraanee)
Narrated Aboo Hurayrah (r.a.) ‘While we were in the masjid, the Messenger of Allaah (s.a.w.s.) came out and
said “Let us proceed to the Jews.” So we went out with him till we came to Bayt al Midras. The Prophet
(s.a.w.s.) stood up there and called them, saying “Oh assembly of Jews! Surrender to Allaah (embrace Islaam)
and you will be safe!” They said, “You have conveyed Allaah’s message, Oh Abul Qaasim” The Messenger of
Allaah (s.a.w.s.) then said to them, “That is what I want; embrace Islaam and you will be safe.” They said,
“You have conveyed the message, Oh Abul Qaasim.” The Messenger of Allaah (s.a.w.s.) then said to them,
“That is what I want,” and repeated his words for the third time and added, “Know that the earth is for Allaah
and I want to exile you from this land, so whoever among you has property he should sell it, otherwise, know
that the land is for Allaah and His Apostle.” (Bukhaaree Vol. 9, Book 92, Hadeeth 447)
These examples show that da’wah should be extended to non-family members even when one’s own family haven’t
yet accepted one’s da’wah; other towns and cities when one’s own city hasn’t accepted; and other countries when
one’s own country hasn’t yet accepted.
When the invitations to Islaam or Islamic rule were being extended, the Messenger of Allaah (s.a.w.s.) gave
instructions on how to invite and how to deal with rejection of the invitations. Fighting for this end was made
permissible from the time of Badr, and later made compulsory (2:216).
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Narrated Sahl bin Sa’d (r.a.) that he heard the Prophet (s.a.w.s.) on the day (of the battle) of Khaybar saying
“I will give the flag to a person at whose hands Allaah will grant victory.” So, the companions of the Prophet
(s.a.w.s.) got up, wishing eagerly to see to whom the flag will be given, and every one of them wished to be
given the flag. But the Prophet asked for ’Alee. Someone informed him that he was suffering from eye
trouble, so he ordered them to bring ’Alee in front of him. Then the Prophet (s.a.w.s.) spat in his eyes and his
eyes were cured immediately as if he had never any eye-trouble. ’Alee said ‘We will fight with them (the
infidels) till they become like us (i.e. Muslims).’ The Prophet (s.a.w.s.) said “Be patient till you face them and
invite them to Islaam and inform them of what Allaah has enjoined upon them. By Allaah! If a single person
embraces Islaam at your hands, that will be better for you than red camels.” (Bukhaaree Vol. 4, Book 52,
Hadeeth 192)
…When you meet your enemies who are polytheists, invite them to three courses of action. If they respond to
any one of these, you also accept it and withhold yourself from doing them any harm. Invite them to (accept)
Islaam. If they respond to you, accept it from them and desist from fighting against them. Then invite them to
migrate from their lands to the land of the Muhaajireen and inform them that if they do so, they shall have all
the privileges and obligations of the Muhaajireen. If they refuse to migrate, tell them that they will have the
status of Bedouin Muslims and will be subjected to the Commands of Allaah like other Muslims, but they will
not get any share from the spoils of war or Fay' except when they actually fight with the Muslims (against the
disbelievers). If they refuse to accept Islaam, demand from them the jizyah. If they agree to pay, accept it
from them and hold off your hands. If they refuse to pay the tax, seek Allaah’s help and fight them… (Muslim
Book 19, Hadeeth 4294)
Narrated Ibn ’Abbaas (r.a.a) ‘When the Prophet (s.a.w.s.) sent Mu’aath to Yemen, he said to him “You are
going to a nation from the people of the Scripture, so let the first thing to which you will invite them, be the
Unity of Allaah. If they learn that, tell them that Allaah has enjoined on them five prayers to be offered in one
day and one night. And if they pray, tell them that Allaah has enjoined on them zakaah of their properties,
and it is to be taken from the rich among them and given to the poor. And if they agree to that, then take
from them zakaah but avoid the best property of the people.”’ (Bukhaaree Vol. 9, Book 93, Hadeeth 469)
The sending of groups was an organised affair, with lists of participants drawn up prior to departure.
Narrated Aboo Burdah (r.a.) ‘An army unit was being recruited from the people of Madeenah and my name
was written among them…’ (Bukhaaree Vol. 9, Book 88, Hadeeth 207)
Narrated ibni ’Abbaas (r.a.) that he heard the Prophet (s.a.w.s.) saying “It is not permissible for a man to be
alone with a woman, and no lady should travel except with a Muhram.”* Then a man got up and said “Oh
Messenger of Allaah I have enlisted (kututbitu) in the army for such-and-such Expedition and my wife is
proceeding for Hajj.” The Messenger of Allaah (s.a.w.s.) said “Go and perform the Hajj with your wife.”
(Bukhaaree Vol. 4, Book 52, Hadeeth 250) (*her husband or a person whom she can never marry e.g. her
father, brother, etc.)
…Allaah’s Messenger (s.a.w.s.) set out on an expedition with a large number of persons—more than ten
thousand—and this could not be recorded in the census register. (Muslim Book 37, Hadeeth 6672)
Companions were also taught how to instruct and govern new communities of Muslims.
Anas (r.a.) reported that the people of Yemen came to the Messenger of Allaah (s.a.w.s.) and said ‘Send with
us a person to teach us the sunnah and al Islaam’ whereupon he (the Prophet) caught hold of the hand of
’Ubaydah and said “He is a man of trust of this Ummah.”’ (Muslim Book 31, Hadeeth 5948)
Some companions of Mu’aath ibn Jabal (r.a.) said ‘When the Messenger of Allaah (s.a.w.s.) intended to send
Mu’aath ibn Jabal to the Yemen, he asked “How will you judge when the occasion of deciding a case arises?”
He replied ‘I shall judge in accordance with Allaah’s Book.’ He asked “(What will you do) if you do not find any
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guidance in Allaah’s Book?” He replied ‘(I shall act) in accordance with the sunnah of the Messenger of Allaah
(s.a.w.s.).’ He asked “(What will you do) if you do not find any guidance in the sunnah of the Messenger of
Allaah (s.a.w.s.) and in Allaah’s Book?” He replied ‘I shall do my best to form an opinion and I shall spare no
effort.’ The Messenger of Allaah (s.a.w.s.) then patted him on the breast and said “Praise be to Allaah Who
has helped the messenger of the Messenger of Allaah to find something which pleases the Messenger of
Allaah.”’ (Aboo Daawood Book 24, Hadeeth 3585)
Narrated Aboo al Aswad that his father said ‘The Prophet (s.a.w.s.) sent Mu’aath and Aboo Moosaa to Yemen
telling them “Treat the people with ease and don’t be hard on them; give them glad tidings and don’t fill them
with aversion; and love each other, and don’t differ.”’ (Bukhaaree Vol. 4, Book 52, Hadeeth 275)
From accepting Islaam, the early companions were involved in propagating Islaam to others. Khadeejah, Aboo Bakr
and ’Uthmaan (r.a.a.) were the means of guidance for many of the earliest Muslims of Makkah. Towards the end of
the Prophet’s mission, this responsibility was made an obligation.
’Aa'ishah (r.a.) said ‘Once the Messenger of Allaah (s.a.w.s.) entered the house, and I guessed from his face
that something had happened to him. He did not talk to anyone, and after making ablution he entered the
masjid. I tried to hear behind the wall what he said. So, he sat at the pulpit, and after praising Allaah (a.w.j.)
he said “Oh Muslims! Allaah has commanded you to exhort people to good deeds and prevent them from
sins, otherwise a time will come when you will pray to Him, but He will not listen to you; you will ask your
needs of Him, but He will not grant them; you will demand His help against your enemies, but He will not help
you.” After saying this, he came down from the pulpit.’ (Ibni Maajah)
Miswar bin Makhramah (r.a.) narrates that the Messenger of Allaah (s.a.w.s.) once came to the Sahaabah
(r.a.a.) and said ‘Allaah has sent me as a mercy to all of mankind. Execute this responsibility on my behalf and
Allaah will shower you with mercy. ’Eesaa (a.s.) also placed a similar request to his disciples (to propagate the
message far and wide) so do not fall into disputes as they fell into disputes before him. Those of them who
were sent to far places disliked it, so ’Eesaa (a.s.) prayed to Allaah about this. The next day, Allaah made each
one of them speak the language of the people to whom he had been sent. ’Eesaa (a.s.) then addressed them
saying “Allaah has made this task incumbent on you, so ensure that you carry it out.” The Sahaabah (r.a.a.)
said ‘Oh Messenger of Allaah! We shall certainly execute the responsibility on your behalf, so send us
wherever you like.’ The Messenger of Allaah (s.a.w.s.) then sent ’Abdullaah bin Huthafa (r.a.) to Kisrah (the
Emperor of Persia) while Saleet bin Amr was sent to Howtha bin ’Alee the chief of Yarnamah, Alaa bin
Hathramee was sent to Munthir bin Saawa the chief of Hajar and ’Amr bin al ’Aas (r.a.) was sent to Jayfar and
Abbaad the two sons of Julunda who both ruled over Ammaan. In addition to these messengers, Dihya Kalbee
(r.a.) was sent to the Caesar (Emperor of Rome), Shujaa bin Wahab Asadee (r.a.) was sent to Munthir bin
Haarith bin Abee Shimar Ghassaanee and Amr bin Umayyah Thamree (r.a.) was sent to Najaashee (the King
of Abyssinia). All of these messengers returned before the death of the Messenger of Allaah (s.a.w.s.) except
Alaa bin Hathramee (r.a.) who was still in Bahrain when the Messenger of Allaah (s.a.w.s.) passed away.’
(Tabraanee)
Narrated Aboo Bakr (r.a.) ‘The Messenger of Allaah (s.a.w.s.) addressed the people saying “Don’t you know
what the day is today?” They replied, “Allaah and His Messenger know better.” We thought that he might
give that day another name. The Prophet said “Isn’t it the day of An-Nahr?” We replied “Yes, Oh Messenger of
Allaah.” He then said “What town is this? Isn’t it the forbidden (Sacred) Town (Makkah)?” We replied “Yes, Oh
Messenger of Allaah.” He then said “Your blood, your properties, your honours and your skins (i.e., bodies) are
as sacred to one another like the sanctity of this day of yours in this month of yours in this town of yours.
(Listen) Haven’t I conveyed Allaah’s message to you?” We replied “Yes” He said “Oh Allaah! Be witness (for it).
So it is incumbent upon those who are present to convey it (this message of mine) to those who are absent,
because the informed one might comprehend what I have said better than the present audience who will
convey it to him.” The narrator added: In fact, it was like that. The Prophet (s.a.w.s.) added “Beware! Do not
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renegade as disbelievers after me by striking (cutting) the necks of one another.”’ (Bukhaaree Vol. 9, Book 88,
Hadeeth 199)
Narrated ’Abdullaah ibn ’Abbaas (r.a.) ‘The Prophet (s.a.w.s.) said “You hear (from me), and others will hear
from you; and people will hear from them who heard from you.”’ (Aboo Daawood Book 25, Hadeeth 3651)
Narrated ’Abdullaah bin ’Amr (r.a.) ‘The Prophet (s.a.w.s.) said “Convey (my teachings) to the people even if it
were a single sentence, and tell others the stories of Banee Israa'eel (which have been taught to you), for it is
not sinful to do so. And whoever tells a lie about me intentionally, will surely take his place in the (Hell) Fire.”
(Bukhaaree Vol. 4, Book 55, Hadeeth 667)
After the death of the Messenger of Allaah (s.a.w.s.), the call to Islaam was carried out under the leadership of the
Khulafaa', using the same methodology as that taught to them by the Messenger of Allaah (s.a.w.s.), with any
additional principles being added as the situation required.
Ibn Jurayj narrates that someone whom he regards to be a truthful person informed him that as ’Umar (r.a.)
was patrolling (the streets of Madeenah), he overheard a woman saying “The night is long and its ends have
become dark. I am unable to sleep because I have no beloved to fondle. Were it not for fear of.Allaah, which is
something without a match, every end of this bed would be shaken furiously.” When ’Umar (r.a.) asked her
what the matter was, she replied “My husband has been away for several months and I have great desire for
him.” ’Umar (r.a.) asked “Have you no evil intentions?” “Allaah forbid!” she exclaimed. ’Umar (r.a.) then said
to her “Control yourself, for I shall send a message to him.” When ’Umar (r.a.) had done this, he went to (his
daughter) Hafsah (r.a.) and asked “I wish to ask you something that worries me, so do remove my worries
from me. Tell me, after how long a period does a woman start desiring for her husband?” Hafsah (r.a.) cast
down her gaze out of modesty. ’Umar (r.a.) said “Truly, Allaah does not shy away from the truth.” She then
motioned with her hands to indicate three months, otherwise four. ’Umar (r.a.) then wrote (to the governors
of all the regions) that no army was to be kept away for more than four months. (’Abdur Razzaaq)

8.2 Teaching Islaam to Believers
So know that there is no god except Allaah… (47:19)
Follow (ittabi’oo) those who ask of you no fee, and who are rightly guided. (36:21)
8.2.1 Need for Knowledge
(Oh man), follow not that whereof you have no knowledge. Lo! The hearing and the sight and the heart—of
each of these it will be asked. (17:36)
How can you have patience with what you don’t encompass with knowledge? (18:68)
It is He Who has revealed unto you (Muhammad) the Scripture wherein are clear revelations—they are the
substance of the Book—and others (which are) unclear (mutashaabihaat). But those in whose hearts is doubt
pursue that which is unclear (tashaabaha) seeking (to cause) dissension by seeking to explain it. None knows
its explanation/reality (ta'weel) except Allaah. And those who are of sound instruction say “We believe
therein; the whole is from our Lord.” But only men of understanding really heed. (3:7)
Narrated Humayd “I heard Mu’aawiyah bin Abee Sufyaan delivering a sermon. He said ‘I heard the Prophet
(s.a.w.s.) saying “If Allaah wants to do a favour to somebody, He bestows on him the understanding (fiqh) of
deen. I am but a distributor, and Allaah is the Giver. The state of this nation will remain good till the Hour is
established, or till Allaah’s Order comes.”’” (Bukhaaree Vol. 9, Book 92, Hadeeth 415)
Ahwas bin Hakeem bin ’Umayr (r.a.) narrates that ’Umar (r.a.) wrote the following in a letter addressed to the
commanders of the various Muslims armies: “Endeavour to attain a deep understanding of deen because no
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person can be excused for pursuing falsehood thinking that it is the truth. Similarly, no one can be excused for
forsaking the truth in the belief that it is falsehood.”
8.2.2 Establishment of the ’ulamaa'
The institution of the ’ulamaa' was established via revelation, drawing its numbers from those who had previously
been of the mujaahideen and da’awaat (inviters).
And the believers should not all go out to fight. Of every troop of them, a party only should go forth, that they
(who are left behind) may gain sound knowledge in religion, and that they may warn their folk when they
return to them, so that they may beware. (9:122)
The duty of the ’ulamaa' is to demonstrate and teach us how to worship Allaah (a.w.j.) in our beliefs, formal acts of
worship, personal and social dealings and character.
8.2.3 Methodology of Teaching
Formal, structured teaching was mostly done in the masaajid during the time of the best three generations. If
student numbers increased, the masjid was extended to accommodate them. The masjid is the most loved place of
Allaah (a.w.j.) on Earth, and an environment of angels and purity, so carries its own effect on its occupants.
Aboo Hurayrah (r.a.) narrates that the Messenger of Allaah (s.a.w.s.) said “The parts of the land liked most by
Allaah are its masaajid, and the parts of land disliked most by Allaah are its markets.” (Muslim Book 4,
Hadeeth 1416)
Teaching was also conducted in the houses of scholars. Learning was open to all, although adults were mostly
taught, as they had responsibility for most aspects of the application of knowledge, and had the responsibility to
teach their households. Adults and children who learnt in their own locality would return home to family life after
lessons. Mature students committed to further learning would travel to other areas or individuals for further studies.
People became scholars by being recognised as such by other scholars and then by the community at large. Any
teaching was also open to scrutiny.
’Alqamah ibni Sa’eed (r.a.) narrates that one day the Messenger of Allaah (s.a.w.s.) delivered a sermon
praising certain Muslim tribes and then said “What has happened to certain tribes who neither inculcate an
understanding of deen in their neighbours; nor do they teach them, nor advise them, nor enjoin them to do
good, nor forbid them from evil? And what has happened to certain tribes who neither acquire knowledge
from their neighbours, nor attain an understanding of deen, nor accept any advice? I swear by Allaah! These
people must teach knowledge to their neighbours, and must inculcate an understanding of deen in them,
advise them, enjoin upon them what is right, and forbid them from what is wrong. And the other people must
acquire knowledge of deen from their neighbours, and attain an understanding of deen and accept advice. If
this does not happen, I will soon give them a strong punishment in this world.” Then he came down. People
began talking as to who were being referred to. Some said ‘These are the people of Al Ash’aree tribe. They
have understanding of deen while the villagers living in their vicinity are ignorant of deen.’ This news reached
the Al Ash’aree people. They came to the Messenger of Allaah (s.a.w.s.) and said ‘Oh Messenger of Allaah!
You have praised certain tribes and have shown displeasure about us. What is our fault?’ He said “That
people should teach their neighbours knowledge of deen, advise them, enjoin them to do good, and forbid
them from evil. And, others must acquire knowledge from their neighbours, receive advice from them, and
inculcate an understanding of deen. If this does not happen, I will soon punish all of them strongly in this
world.” The Al Ash’aree people said ‘Oh Messenger of Allaah! Do we have to inculcate understanding in
others (In another narration: Will we be punished for their ignorance?).’ The Messenger of Allaah (s.a.w.s.)
repeated his statement. They repeated ‘Oh Messenger of Allaah! Do we have to inculcate understanding in
others (In another narration: Will we be punished for their ignorance?).’ The Messenger of Allaah (s.a.w.s.)
again reiterated his words. At this, the Al Ash’aree people said ‘Give us one year for this work.’ He granted
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them a year to inculcate an understanding of deen in them, teach them and advise them. Then the Messenger
of Allaah (s.a.w.s.) recited this verse of the Qur'aan: ‘Curses were pronounced on those among Banee
Israa'eel who rejected eemaan by Daawood, and ’Eesaa ibni Maryam. They disobeyed and persisted in
transgression, and did not forbid one another. Truly, this was an evil on their part.’ (At-Targheeb 122/1)
Aboo Rifaa’ah (r.a.) reported ‘I came to the Prophet (s.a.w.s.) when he was delivering the (jumu’ah) sermon,
and I said “Messenger of Allaah, here is a stranger and he wants to learn about this religion and he does not
know what this religion is.” The Messenger of Allaah (s.a.w.s.) looked at me and left his sermon till he came to
me, and he was given a chair and I thought that its legs were made of iron. The Messenger of Allaah (s.a.w.s.)
sat on it and he began to teach me what Allaah had taught him. He then came (to the pulpit) for his sermon
and completed it to the end.’ (Muslim Book 4, Hadeeth 1904)
Sha’bee narrates that ’Aa'ishah (r.a.) once said to the lecturer of Madeenah, ibn Abee Saa’ib ‘You must obey
me in three factors, otherwise I shall oppose you most vehemently.’ Ibn Abee Saa’ib said “I shall most
definitely obey you, Oh Ummul Mu'mineen! What are they?” ’Aa'ishah (r.a.) said ‘Refrain from going out of
your way to rhyme your du’aas because the Messenger of Allaah (s.a.w.s.) and the Sahaabah (r.a.a.) never
did this. You should deliver a lecture once every week. If you do not want to do so only once, you may do so
twice or otherwise thrice at the most, because you should never allow people to become tired of the Qur'aan.
I never want to find you going to people who are engaged in some discussion and then you cut short their
talk. Rather leave them to talk and you start your lecture only when they approach you and ask you to talk.’
(Ahmad)

8.3 Purification and Development of Believers
…Had it not been for the grace of Allaah and His mercy unto you, not one of you would ever have grown pure.
But Allaah causes whom He will to grow… (24:21)
People are of three levels concerning the actions of deen: those who oppress themselves through neglecting them;
those who are content with only fulfilling that which is obligatory, and those who strive to be the best. One who
strives to be the best will have a closer relationship with Allaah (a.w.j.) than others, so will be loved, guided, purified,
helped and protected by Allaah (a.w.j.) more than others. They will experience more and greater manifestations of
Allaah’s power and control over His Creation, and more distinctly recognisable instances of His direct intervention in
their lives—sometimes involving bypassing of the usual rules by which Creation operates—as a result of their
taqwaa and supplications.
Allaah (a.w.j.) said ‘Whosoever shows enmity to someone devoted to Me, I shall be at war with him. My
servant draws not near to Me with anything more loved by Me than the religious duties I have enjoined upon
him, and My servant continues to draw near to Me with supererogatory works so that I shall love him. When I
love him, I am his hearing with which he hears, his seeing with which he sees, his hand with which he strikes
and his foot with which he walks. Were he to ask (something) of Me, I would surely give it to him, and were
he to ask Me for refuge, I would surely grant him it. I do not hesitate about anything as much as I hesitate
about (seizing) the soul of My faithful servant; he hates death and I hate hurting him.’ (Bukhaaree)
For those of the highest level, Allaah (a.w.j.) gives them vicegerency on Earth. They are given power and authority
over the citizens of the Islamic State, and control of the finances entering the public exchequer (Bayt ul Maal).
Without first being purified, they can be unjust and oppressive to their subjects, and can misappropriate the wealth
that actually belongs to the poor. As the saying goes ‘Power tends to corrupt, and absolute power corrupts
absolutely.’ Those in power also need to be able to fulfil the requirements of their positions and the needs of their
subjects directy from Allaah (s.a.w.s.) when the usual means to fulfilment are not available; thus bypassing the
normal rules of creation.
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8.3.1 The Heart and Soul
And a soul and Him Who perfected it, and inspired it (with conscience of) what is wrong for it and (what is)
right for it. He is indeed successful who causes it to grow (in purity). And he is indeed a failure who buries it (in
darkness). (91:7-10)
The day when wealth and sons avail not. Except him who brings unto Allaah a whole heart. (26:88-9)
Aboo Hurayrah (r.a.) reported the Messenger of Allaah (s.a.w.s.) as saying ‘Truly Allaah does not look to your
faces and your wealth but He looks to your heart and to your deeds.’ (Muslim Book 32, Hadeeth 6221)
…There is a piece of flesh in the body. When it is sound, the whole body is sound, and when it is corrupt, the
whole body is corrupt—and that is the heart. (Bukhaaree Vol. 1, Book 2, Hadeeth 50)
It was narrated from Aboo Hurayrah (r.a.) that the Messenger of Allaah (s.a.w.s.) said ‘When the believer
commits a sin, a black spot appears on his heart. If he repents and gives up that sin and seeks forgiveness, his
heart will be polished. But if (the sin) increases, (the black spot) increases. That is the raan that Allaah
mentions in His Book “Nay! But on their hearts is raan (stain of sins and evil deeds) which they used to earn.
(83:14)”’ (Ibni Maajah Vol. 5, Book 37, Hadeeth 4244)
Ibn Abee al ’Izz al Hanafee (r.a.a.) said:
Many people have recorded that the son of Aadam has three souls: a content soul (mutma'innah), a soul that
reproaches much (lawwaamah) and a soul that greatly orders evil (ammaarah), and that some people are
characterized by a particular one and others by another one. As Allaah has said:
Oh (you) soul that is content (mutma'innah)… (89:27)
And I swear by the self-reproaching (lawwamah) soul. (75:2)
…Truly, the soul does indeed incite greatly to evil (ammaarah)… (12:53)
The precise determination however is that it is one soul, which has (different) characteristics. Thus, it greatly
encourages evil. If it becomes opposed by eemaan it becomes one that reproaches often; it commits a sin
then censures its doer and reproaches with regard to doing or not doing an action. If the eemaan strengthens,
it then becomes one that is content
Ibn al Qayyim (r.a.a.) said:
The soul invites to destructive matters, assists enemies, yearns for every vulgarity and follows every evil. It, by
its nature, adopts a course of violation. The blessing that is unequalled is to come away from the soul and to
be free of its yoke, for it is the greatest partition between the servant and Allaah. The most knowledgeable
people of the soul have the greatest contempt and abhorrence to it.
He (r.a.a.) also said:
Allaah has assembled two souls: a soul that greatly orders (evil) and a soul that is content, and they are
hostile towards one another. Whenever one diminishes, the other strengthens. Whenever one takes pleasure
in something, the other suffers pain as a result of it. Nothing is more difficult for the soul that constantly
encourages evil than performing deeds for Allaah and preferring His pleasure to its own desire, and there is
nothing more beneficial to it than Allaah. Likewise, there is nothing more difficult upon the content soul than
performing deeds for other than Allaah and that which the incentives of desire bring about, and there is
nothing more harmful to it than desire… and the war is continuous. It cannot come to an end until it
completes its appointed time from this world.
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As such, it becomes imperative for the one who seeks to safeguard his eemaan from diminution and weakness
to tend to the matter of calling his soul to account, admonishing it and to increase in censuring it, so that he
can deliver himself from its adverse and devastating consequences and ends. Calling one’s self to account is of
two types: a type before the action and a type after the action.
As for the first type, it is to take a stance when one first has an intention and desire, and not to embark upon
the action until it becomes clear to him that performing that action outweighs leaving it.
As for the second type, which is to take account of one’s soul after the action, this is of three sorts:
The first is to call it to account over any obedience in which it has fallen short with regard to the right of
Allaah, whereby it has not performed it in the manner required.
The second is to call his soul to account over every action, which had he not undertaken would actually have
better than having embarked upon it.
The third is that he calls his soul to account for every permissible and habitual action; why did he embark
upon it? Was his intention behind the action for Allaah and the home of the Hereafter; so that it be
profitable? Or did he desire the world and its immediate and instant (pleasures)? If so he would lose out on
that profit, and that achievement will pass him by.
The greatest harm upon the servant is negligence, to forgo calling oneself to take account, to let oneself go,
to take things lightly and accommodate them. This will eventually lead him to destruction, and this is the
state of the people of delusion: one of them shuts their eyes to consequences, lets matters take their course
and depends upon attaining pardon (from Allaah). Thus, he neglects calling himself to account and pondering
over the outcomes. When he behaves in this manner, committing sins become an effortless matter for him, he
feels at ease with it, and it becomes difficult for him to break away from his habitual sinning.
The sum and substance of this is for the person to first call himself to account over the obligatory duties. If he
finds deficiency in this regard, he amends this either by repayment or rectification. He then calls himself to
account over prohibited matters. If he knows that he has perpetrated something prohibited, he amends this
through repentance, seeking forgiveness and enacting good deeds that wipe such bad deeds away. He then
calls himself to account over heedlessness. If it is the case that he has been careless of that which he was
created for, he amends this through remembrance and turning to Allaah. He then calls himself to account
over what he has spoken, or where his feet have taken him, or what his hands have struck out at, or what his
ears have listened out to: What did you intend from this? Who did you do it for?
He must know that for every movement and utterance he makes, two registers have to be set up: a register
titled ‘Who did you do it for?’ and (the second register titled) ‘In what manner did you do it?’
The first is a question on sincerity and the second is a question on conformity (to the Sharee’ah). If the servant
is responsible and accountable for everything—his hearing, his sight and his heart—it is therefore very
becoming of him to call himself to account before the account is examined (ultimately, by Allaah). The
obligation of calling oneself to account is established by His saying:
Oh you who believe! Fear Allaah and keep your duty to Him. And let every person look to what he has sent
forward for tomorrow… (59:18)
The purport is that the rectification of the heart is achieved through calling one’s self to account and its
corruption is through negligence of one’s soul and not restraining it.
A further description of the soul lies in the terms rooh and nafs. Rooh tends to be used when referring to the soul’s
attachment to Allaah (a.w.j.) and to good deeds, with nafs tending to be used when referring to the soul’s inclination
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to material things, baser desires and sins. The rooh can be strengthened to the extent that it can deny the nafs even
the basics of food and drink for continuation of life. The self-mortifications of Soofism discipline the nafs in this way.
8.3.2 Means of Purification
Moosaa (a.s.) prayed to Allaah (a.w.j.):
Our Lord! And raise up in them a Messenger from them, who will recite to them Your Verses and will teach
the Book and wisdom and make them grow (in purity). Indeed You! You are the All-Mighty the All-Wise.
(2:129)
Allaah (a.w.j.), however, corrected the order in which the Messenger (s.a.w.s.) would carry out his mission of
purification:
He it is Who has sent among the unlettered ones a Messenger of their own, to recite unto them His
revelations and to make them grow (in purity), and to teach them the Book and wisdom, although before (he
came to them) they were indeed in manifest error. (62:2)
Allaah truly has shown grace to the believers by sending unto them a Messenger of their own who recites
unto them His revelations, and makes them grow (in purity), and teaches them the Scripture and wisdom;
although before (he came to them) they were in manifest error. (3:164)
Purification is one aspect of the guidance of Allaah (a.w.j.), and is achieved through rememberance (thikr) of Allaah:
’Abdullaah ibn ’Umar (r.a.) reports that the Messenger of Allaah (s.a.w.s.) said ‘Everything has a cleaner, and
the cleaner of the hearts is the thikr of Allaah…’ (Bayhaqee, Shu’aabu-l Eemaan, Hadeeth 519; Targheeb, Vol.
2 pg. 396)
8.3.3 Thikr (Remembrance)
Thikr of Allaah (a.w.j.) includes, but is certainly not limited to, invocations such as tahleel (saying laa ilaaha illallaah),
tasbeeh (saying subhaan allaah), tahmeed (saying alhamdu lillaah) and takbeer (saying allaahu akbar).
Aboo Hurayrah (r.a.) said that the Prophet (s.a.w.s.) said ‘The earth and everything in it is cursed, except for
thikr and what supports (waalaa) it, and a person of knowledge or a learner.’ (Tirmithee Vol. 4, Book 10,
Hadeeth 2322) The things that “support” thikr are such as food and drink, clothing, shelter, books, ink,
masaajid and other Islamic institutions.
This hadeeth and the following aayah demonstrate that thikr refers to every act of worship of Allaah (a.w.j.), and
that all aspects of deen are worship and thikr.
And I have not created the jinn and mankind except to worship Me. (51:56)
Examples of thikr are: recitation of, and listening to, the Qur'aan; salaah; supplications to Allaah (a.w.j.), including
those taught by the Prophet (s.a.w.s.) and those coming spontaneously from the heart; invocations of the heart and
the tongue; contemplation; teaching and learning all aspects of deen; reminding, advising, encouraging and
admonishing; any act of obedience to Allaah; any permissible way of trying to please Him—and any gatherings for
the purpose of these. The central plank, or core, of thikr and purification though, is following the Prophet (s.a.w.s.).
The coming sections contain specific examples of these means of purification, with rewards being mentioned as a
measure of the relative value of each action in the eyes of Allaah (a.w.j.), and with the extent to which they are
effective being influenced by the factors mentioned in section 7.5.
To truly be thikr of Allaah (a.w.j.), a deed has to be carried out with the intention in the heart of the deed being for
Allaah (a.w.j.) and to please Him. It should then be formally dedicated to Him by reciting bismillaah, and to the
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extent possible commensurate with the nature of the action, our mind should be focused on Allaah (a.w.j.)
throughout the action; with ihsaan being the ultimate objective.
Say “Indeed, my prayer, and my rites of sacrifice, and my living, and my dying are for Allaah, Lord (of) the
worlds.” (6:162)
’Alqamah bin Waqqaas (said) that he heard ’Umar ibn al Khattaab (r.a.) when he was addressing the people,
saying “I heard the Messenger of Allaah (s.a.w.s.) say ‘Actions are but by the intention and every man will
have but that which he intended. So he whose emigration was for Allaah and His Messenger, his emigration
was for Allaah and His Messenger. But he whose emigration was for some worldly benefit or to take some
woman in marriage, his emigration was for that which he migrated.’” (Ibni Maajah Vol. 5, Book 37, Hadeeth
4227)
…The man again asked “Oh Messenger of Allaah. What is ihsaan?” The Prophet (s.a.w.s.) said ‘Ihsaan is to
worship Allaah as if you see Him, and if you do not achieve this state of devotion, then (take it for granted
that) Allaah sees you…’” (Bukhaaree Volume 6, Book 60, Hadeeth 300)
It is such true thikr that is thought to be referred to in ahaadeeth such as:
Aboo ad-Dardaa' (r.a.) relates the Prophet (s.a.w.s.) saying ‘Should I not inform you of the best of your deeds,
the most sanctifying of them before your Lord and which does more to raise your status with Him. (A deed,)
that is better for you than the disbursement of gold and money, or battle with the enemy whereby you strike
at their necks and they strike at yours?’ They said “What is it, Oh Messenger of Allaah?” He replied
‘Remembrance of Allaah.’ (Ahmad, 5/195)
Such a complete life of eemaan, worship and thikr leads to a pure, sound heart, and true happiness and
contentment.
Those who believe, and whose hearts find contentment in the remembrance of Allaah: for without doubt in
the remembrance of Allaah do hearts find contentment. (13:28)
(i) Qur'aan
Allaah truly has shown grace to the believers by sending unto them a Messenger of their own who recites
unto them His revelations, and makes them grow (in purity), and teaches them the Scripture and wisdom;
although before (he came to them) they were in manifest error. (3:164)
The Qur'aan is the remembrance.
Saad. By the Qur'aan, possessing the Remembrance (thikr). (38:1)
That is what We recite to you of the Signs and the wise Reminder (thikr). (3:58)
Indeed, We Ourselves have sent down the Reminder (thikr), and indeed, We are surely its Guardian. (15:9)
Oh mankind! There has come to you a direction from your Lord and a healing for the (diseases) in your hearts,
and for those who believe, a guidance and a Mercy. Say “In the bounty of Allaah. And in His Mercy, in that let
them rejoice.” That is better than the (wealth) they hoard. (10:57-58)
Say ‘The Spirit has brought the revelation from your Lord in Truth, in order to strengthen those who believe,
and as a Guide and Glad Tidings to Muslims.’ (16:102)
Certainly, we have brought to them a Book, which we have explained in detail, upon knowledge, as a
guidance and a mercy to a people who believe. (7:52)
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…And We have sent down to you the Book, as a clarification of everything, a guidance, a mercy and as glad
tidings for the Muslims. (16:89)
(This is a) Book that We have sent down to you, full of blessings, so that they may ponder over its aayaat, and
that those of understanding may remember. (38:29)
Had We sent down this Qur'aan on a mountain, you would surely have seen it humbling itself and rending
asunder out of fear of Allaah. Such are the parables that We put forward to mankind that they may reflect.
(59:21)
Do they not then contemplate on the Qur'aan? Had it been from other than Allaah, they would surely have
found therein much contradiction. (4:82)
Soon We will show them Our Signs in the horizons and in themselves until it becomes clear to them, that it
(the Qur'aan) is the truth. Is it not sufficient concerning your Lord, that He is a Witness over all things? (41:53)
Has not the time come for the hearts of those who believe to be affected by Allaah’s reminder (the Qur'aan)
and of the truth that has been revealed, and not to be like those who had been given the Book before,
whereby the term was lengthened for them and their hearts became hard and many of them are rebellious.
(57:16)
Allaah has sent down the best speech, a Book, its parts resembling each other in goodness and truth, oft
repeated, whereat creeps the flesh of those who fear their Lord, so that their flesh and their hearts soften to
Allaah’s reminder. Such is Allaah’s guidance, wherewith He guides whom He will and whomever Allaah sends
astray, has no guide whatsoever. (39:23)
The believers are only those who when Allaah is mentioned feel fear in their hearts, and when His verses are
recited to them, they increase them in eemaan, and in their Lord they put their trust. (8:2)
And this is a blessed Book which We have revealed. So follow it and be mindful (of Allaah), that you may
receive mercy. (6:155)
Due to the Qur'aan being the remembrance, and due to the effect it has on its readers who act upon it, it has been
given the following status:
Aboo Thar Giffaariyy (r.a.) narrates that the Messenger of Allaah (s.a.w.s.) said ‘There is nothing that
facilitates nearness to Allaah better than that which has come directly from Allaah; that is the Qur'aan.’
(Mustadrak Haakim)
Narrated ’Uthmaan (r.a.) ‘The Prophet (s.a.w.s.) said “The best of you is whoever learnt the Qur'aan and
taught it.” (Bukhaaree Vol. 6, Book 61, Hadeeth 545)
’Aa'ishah (r.a.) narrates that the Messenger of Allaah (s.a.w.s.) said “The one who is proficient in the Qur'aan
will be in the company of the angels who are scribes, honoured and righteous. And the one who falters in
reciting and endures difficulty thereby, will have a double reward.” (Muslim)
However, limiting oneself to reciting, or committing the Qur'aan to memory, and encouraging and helping others to
memorise it, are not covered by these ahaadeeth. The Qur'aan is a source of knowledge, and is therefore subject to
the demands of the hadeeth:
Jaabir (r.a.) narrates that the Messenger of Allaah (s.a.w.s.) said “Knowledge is of two types: Knowledge that
penetrates into the heart; this knowledge is beneficial. Knowledge, that is merely on the tongue; this will be
Allaah’s evidence against the son of Aadam.” (At-Targheeb 103/1)
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To recite or memorise the Qur'aan, and then to oneself not follow the central commands—to follow the Prophet
(s.a.w.s.) in striving with life and wealth in the Path of Allaah away from home, family and income source; in
enjoining good and forbidding evil in the society in which one is living, and in inculcating the same lifestyle and
objectives in the lives of those around, or in one’s students—is not fulfilling the purpose of recitation, and is not true
learning and teaching of the Qur'aan. Al Hasan al Basree (r.a.a.) said (more comprehensively) in this regard:
…However, by Allaah, it is not by memorising its letters and neglecting its boundaries. To the extent that one
of them says ‘I recited the whole Qur'aan and did not miss out a single letter!’ and by Allaah, he missed out
the whole of the Qur'aan; no Qur'aan is seen in his character or deeds! To the point that one of them says
‘Truly I can recite a soorah with a single breath!’ By Allaah, these are not reciters or scholars. They are not
wise or pious. Whenever the reciters are of this type, may Allaah not increase their like amongst the people!
(’Abdur Razzaaq, Musannaf 3/363)
For non-Arabs, recitation with or without understanding is rewarding. However, for personal study, contemplation,
learning lessons, taking guidance and instruction, and to advance our spiritual purification, we need to read a
translation of the Qur'aan in the language that we best understand. To learn Arabic as a language—to be able to
access more of the meaning of the Qur'aan directly—is not obligatory, but is strongly encouraged and preferable.
Ibn al Qayyim (r.a.a.) said:
In short, there is nothing more beneficial for the heart than reading the Qur'aan with contemplation and
reflection. The Qur'aan encompasses all the levels of the travellers, the conditions of the workers, and stations
of those possessing knowledge. It is the Qur'aan that generates love, desire, fear, hope, repentance, reliance,
pleasure, entrustment, gratitude, patience and the rest of the different states that are life to the heart, and
perfection of it. Likewise, it repels all the rebuked characteristics and actions that cause the corruption and
ruin of the heart.
If people were to possess a realisation of what recitation of the Qur'aan with contemplation contains, they
would devote themselves to it at the expense of anything else. When the person reads it with reflection and
he comes across an aayah that he is in need of, for the cure of his heart, he repeats it, even if he does so a
hundred times or the whole night. Hence, to recite a single aayah of the Qur'aan with contemplation and
reflection is better than reciting the Qur'aan to completion without any contemplation or reflection. It is also
more beneficial for the heart and more conducive to attaining eemaan and tasting the sweetness of the
Qur'aan…
(ii) Learning and Teaching
Allaah truly has shown grace to the believers by sending unto them a Messenger of their own who recites
unto them His revelations, and makes them grow (in purity), and teaches them the Scripture and wisdom;
although before (he came to them) they were in manifest error. (3:164)
…Only those of His slaves with knowledge (’ulamaa') have fear of Allaah. Allaah is Almighty, Ever-Forgiving.
(35:28)
Is one who worships devoutly during the hour of the night prostrating himself or standing (in adoration), who
takes heed of the Hereafter, and who places his hope in the Mercy of his Lord (like one who does not)? Say
‘Are those equal, those who know and those who do not know?’ It is those who are endued with
understanding that receive admonition. (39:9)
And such are the Parables We set forth for mankind, but only those understand them who have knowledge.
(29:43)
…And say ‘My Lord! Increase me in knowledge.’ (20:114)
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On the authority of Anas ibn Maalik (r.a.) who said ‘The Messenger of Allaah (s.a.w.s.) used to say “Oh
Allaah! Benefit me with what you have taught me, teach me what will benefit me and provide me with
knowledge that will benefit me.”’ (Nasaa'ee, al Kubraa 7868 and Haakim, 1:510)
Aboo Hurayrah (r.a.) said that the Prophet (s.a.w.s.) said ‘The earth and everything in it is cursed, except for
thikr and what supports it, and a person of knowledge (’aalim) or a learner (muta’allim).’ (Tirmithee Vol. 4,
Book 10, Hadeeth 2322) The word muta’allim is used here for someone studying Islamic knowledge, rather
than taalib. A muta’allim is someone who has a deep faculty of, and enthusiasm for, knowledge, and
understanding of meanings and ideas. A taalib is someone who is earnestly seeking such qualities of
knowledge and understanding, whether they have the capacity for them or not, or whether they currently or
will ever have them or not.
Aboo Bakrah (r.a.) narrates ‘I heard the Prophet (s.a.w.s.) saying “You should become either an ’aalim, or a
seeker of knowledge of deen, or an attentive listener to the knowledge of deen, or a lover of knowledge of
deen and the ’ulamaa'. Do not be of the fifth kind, otherwise you will be ruined. The fifth kind is that you bear
malice towards knowledge of deen and those who possess it.”’ (Majma’ uz-Zawaa'id 328/1)
’Abdullaah (r.a.) narrates that the Messenger of Allaah (s.a.w.s.) said “Learn the Qur'aan and teach it to
people. Acquire knowledge of deen and teach it to people. Learn the obligatory commandments (of Allaah)
and teach these to people. Indeed I will die and truly, knowledge will also be lifted soon; so much so that two
people will disagree on an obligatory command, and there will be no one who could guide them correctly
about it.” (Bayhaqee 255/2)
Narrated Humayd “I heard Mu’aawiyah bin Abee Sufyaan (r.a.) delivering a sermon. He said ‘I heard the
Prophet (s.a.w.s.) saying “If Allaah wants to do good to somebody, He bestows on him the understanding
(fiqh) of deen. I am but a distributor, and Allaah is the Giver. The state of this nation will remain good till the
Hour is established, or till Allaah’s Order comes.”’” (Bukhaaree Vol. 9, Book 92, Hadeeth 415)
Ibni ’Abbaas (r.a.) narrates that the Messenger of Allaah (s.a.w.s.) said “The faqeeh is harder on Shaytaan
than a thousand worshipers.” (Tirmithee Vol. 5, Book 39, Hadeeth 2681)
Ahwas bin Hakeem bin ’Umayr (r.a.) narrates that ’Umar (r.a.) wrote the following in a letter addressed to the
commanders of the various Muslims armies: “Endeavour to attain a deep understanding of deen because no
person can be excused for pursuing falsehood thinking that it is the truth. Similarly, no one can be excused for
forsaking the truth in the belief that it is falsehood.”
Aboo Hurayrah (r.a.) narrates ‘I heard Abul Qaasim (s.a.w.s.) saying “The best amongst you are those who
are best in conduct provided they have an understanding of deen.”’ (Ibni Hibbaan 294/1)
Aboo ad-Dardaa' (r.a.) narrates ‘I heard the Messenger of Allaah (s.a.w.s.) saying “Whoever travels on a path
in search of knowledge, Allaah will enable him to travel on one of the paths to Paradise. And truly, the angels
spread their wings with pleasure for one who seeks knowledge. Indeed the inhabitants of the skies and the
earth and the fish in the depths of the water, all supplicate forgiveness for the ’aalim (Islamic Scholar). Truly,
the eminence of an ’aalim over a devout worshipper is that of the full moon over the stars. And indeed, the
’ulamaa' are heirs of the Prophets. And truly, the Prophets did not leave behind as inheritance any dinaar or
dirham, rather they leave ’ilm (knowledge) as inheritance. So, whoever acquired this, received an abundant
portion.” (Aboo Daawood Book 25, Hadeeth 3634)
Aboo Thar (r.a.) narrates that ‘The Messenger of Allaah (s.a.w.s.) told me “Oh Aboo Thar! If you go in the
morning and learn a verse from the Book of Allaah, it is better for you than performing one hundred rakaa’ah
of salaah. And if you go in the morning and learn a chapter of knowledge, which may or may not be
applicable at that time, it is better for you than performing a thousand rakaa’ah of salaah.”’ (Ibni Maajah)
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Jaabir (r.a.) narrates that the Messenger of Allaah (s.a.w.s.) said “Knowledge is of two types: Knowledge that
penetrates into the heart; this knowledge is beneficial. Knowledge, that is merely on the tongue; this will be
Allaah’s evidence against the son of Aadam.” (At-Targheeb 103/1)
Jundub ibni ’Abdullaah al Azdiyy (r.a.) narrates that the Messenger of Allaah (s.a.w.s.) said “The example of
the person who teaches people good and neglects (to practice it) himself, is like a lamp which is a source of
illumination for people and burns itself.” (At-Targheeb 126/1)
(iii) Salaah
Narrated Ibni Mas’ood (r.a.) ‘A man asked the Prophet (s.a.w.s.) “What deeds are the best?” The Prophet
(s.a.w.s.) said ‘To perform the prayers at their stated fixed times, to be good and dutiful to one’s own parents,
and to participate in jihaad in the Path of Allaah." (Bukhaaree Vol. 9, Book 93, Hadeeth 625)
Prayer also includes the remembrance of Allaah (a.w.j.)—which is the higher objective—rather than just the postures
of prayer, so Allaah says:
…and establish prayer. Lo! Salaah preserves from lewdness and iniquity, but truly remembrance (thikr) of
Allaah is greatest… (29:45)
This differentiation between the formal act of salaah and thikr is given in various aayaat:
And establish the prayer at the two ends of the day and at the approach of the night. Indeed, good deeds
remove evil deeds. That is a reminder for those who remember. (11:114)
Establish prayer (salaah) and pay the poor-due and obey the Messenger, so that you may receive mercy.
(24:56)
…and establish prayer. Lo! Salaah preserves from lewdness and iniquity, but truly remembrance of Allaah is
greatest… (29:45)
Truly, I am Allaah. There is no god except I, so worship Me, and establish prayer for My remembrance. (20:14)
So glory (subhaan) be to Allaah when you reach the evening and when you reach the morning. And for Him
are all praises in the heavens and the earth and at night and when you are at noon. (30:17-18)
So be patient over what they say and glorify (sabbih) your Lord with praise before the rising of the sun and
before its setting; and from the hours of the night, and glorify (sabbih) at the ends of the day so that you may
be satisfied. (20:130)
So be patient over what they say and glorify (sabbih) the praise of your Lord, before the rising of the sun and
before the setting. (50:39)
Oh you who believe! When the call is made for the prayer on the day of Friday, then hasten to the
remembrance of Allaah and leave business. That is better for you, if you but knew. (62:9)
Then when you have finished the prayer, then remember Allaah standing and sitting and (lying) on your sides.
But when you are secure then establish the (regular) prayer. Indeed, the prayer is prescribed at fixed times on
the believers. (4:103)
Indeed, successful are the believers. Those who humble themselves in their prayers… And who (strictly) guard
their prayers. (23:1-2, 9)
Guard strictly your prayers, especially the Middle Prayer; and stand before Allaah in a devout (frame of mind).
(2:238)
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He is successful who grows (in purity), and remembers the name of his Lord, so prays. (87:14-15)
Seek help in patience and prayer; and truly it is hard except for the humble-minded. Those who think they will
meet their Lord, and that unto Him they are returning. (2:45-6)
Narrated Umm Farwah (r.a.) ‘The Messenger of Allaah (s.a.w.s.) was asked “Which of the actions is best?” He
replied ‘Prayer in the beginning of its time.’’ (Aboo Daawood Book 2, Hadeeth 426)
Aboo Maalik al Ashja’ee (r.a.) narrates from his father as saying ‘Whenever someone accepted Islaam in the
time of the Prophet (s.a.w.s.), he taught him salaah.’ (Tabraanee 380/8)
Jaabir bin ’Abdullaah (r.a.) narrated that the Messenger of Allaah (s.a.w.s.) said ‘The key to Paradise is
salaah, and the key to salaah is cleanliness.’ (Ahmad 340/3)
It was narrated that Rifaa’ah bin Raafi’ (r.a.) said “While the Messenger of Allaah (s.a.w.s.) was sitting with
us around him, a man came in, turned towards the Qiblah and prayed. When he had finished his prayer, he
came and greeted the Messenger of Allaah (s.a.w.s.) and the people with salaam. The Messenger of Allaah
(s.a.w.s.) said to him ‘And also to you. Go and pray, for you have not prayed.’ So he went and prayed, and the
Messenger of Allaah (s.a.w.s.) started watching him, and he (the man) did not know what was wrong with it.
When he had finished the prayer, he came and greeted the Messenger of Allaah (s.a.w.s.) and the people with
salaam. The Messenger of Allaah (s.a.w.s.) said to him ‘And also to you. Go and pray, for you have not
prayed.’ He repeated it two or three times, then the man said “Oh Messenger of Allaah, what is wrong with
my prayer?” The Messenger of Allaah (s.a.w.s.) said ‘The prayer of any of you is not complete unless he
performs wudoo' properly as enjoined by Allaah, the Mighty and Sublime. So he should wash his face, his
arms up to the elbows, and wipe his head, and (wash) his feet up to the ankles. Then he should magnify
Allaah and praise Him and glorify Him.’” (One of the narrators) Hammam said ‘I heard him say “He should
praise Allaah and glorify Him and magnify Him.”’ He said ‘I heard both of them.’ “He (the Prophet (s.a.w.s.))
said ‘He should recite whatever is easy for him of the Qur'aan that Allaah has taught him and permitted him
in it (the prayer). Then he should say the takbeer and bow until his joints settle and he is relaxed. Then he
should say “sami’ Allaahu liman hamidah (Allaah listens to the one who praises Him)” and stand up straight
until his backbone is straight (and at ease). Then he should say takbeer and prostrate until he has placed his
face firmly on the ground.’ I heard him say ‘his forehead’ ‘until his joints settle and he is relaxed. Then he
should say the takbeer and sit up until his backbone is straight (and at ease). Then he should prostrate until
he has placed his face firmly on the ground and he is relaxed. If he does not do that then he has not
completed his prayer.’” (Nasaa'ee)
Narrated Aboo Hurayrah (r.a.) ‘I heard the Messenger of Allaah (s.a.w.s.) saying “If there was a river at the
door of anyone of you and he took a bath in it five times a day, would you notice any dirt on him?” They said
‘Not a trace of dirt would be left.’ The Prophet (s.a.w.s.) added “That is the example of the five prayers with
which Allaah blots out evil deeds.”’ (Bukhaaree Volume 1, Book 10, Hadeeth 506)
Narrated Aboo Hurayrah (r.a.) The Messenger of Allaah (s.a.w.s.) said ‘Five prayers and from one Friday
prayer to (the next) Friday prayer is an expiation (of the sins committed in between their intervals) if major
sins are not committed.’ (Muslim Book 2, Hadeeth 448)
Aboo Hurayrah (r.a.) reported ‘A man came to the Prophet (s.a.w.s.) and said “Indeed, so-and-so prays in the
night but he steals in the morning.” The Prophet (s.a.w.s.) said ‘Truly, it will prevent him from what he is
doing.’ (Musnad Ahmad, Hadeeth 9486)
Narrated Aboo Hurayrah (r.a.) ‘The Prophet (s.a.w.s.) said “The prayer offered in congregation is twenty-five
times more superior (in reward) to the prayer offered alone in one’s house or in a business center, because if
one performs ablution and does it perfectly, and then proceeds to the masjid with the sole intention of
praying, then for each step which he takes towards the masjid, Allaah upgrades him a degree in reward and
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crosses out one sin till he enters the masjid. When he enters the masjid, he is considered in prayer as long as
he is waiting for the prayer, and the angels keep on asking for Allaah’s forgiveness for him and they keep on
saying ‘Oh Allaah! Be Merciful to him, Oh Allaah! Forgive him’ as long as he keeps on sitting at his praying
place and does not pass wind.”’ (Bukhaaree Vol. 1, Book 8, Hadeeth 466)
Narrated Aboo Hurayrah (r.a.) ‘The Messenger of Allaah (s.a.w.s.) said “Martyrs are those who die because of
drowning, plague, an abdominal disease, or of being buried alive by a falling building.” And then he added “If
the people knew the reward for the Thuhr prayer at its early time, they would race for it. If they knew the
reward for the ’Ishaa' and the Fajr prayers in congregation, they would join them even if they had to crawl. If
they knew the reward for the first row, they would draw lots for it.”’ (Bukhaaree Volume 1, Book 11, Hadeeth
688)
Narrated Aboo Hurayrah (r.a.) ‘The Messenger of Allaah (s.a.w.s.) said “Allaah will prepare for him who goes
to the masjid in the morning and in the afternoon (for the congregational prayer) an honourable place in
Paradise with good hospitality for every morning and afternoon goings.”’ (Bukhaaree Volume 1, Book 11,
Hadeeth 631)
Narrated Aboo Hurayrah (r.a.) ‘The Messenger of Allaah (s.a.w.s.) said “One prayer in my Masjid is better
than one thousand prayers in any other masjid excepting al Masjid aI Haraam.”’ (Bukhaaree Vol. 2, Book 21,
Hadeeth 282)
Aboo Umaamah (r.a.) narrates that the Messenger of Allaah (s.a.w.s.) said ‘Whoever recites Aayatu-l Kursee
after each of the prescribed salaah, nothing prevents him from entering Paradise except his death.’
(Nasaa'ee)
The Messenger of Allaah (s.a.w.s.) said ‘The first matter that the slave will be brought to account for on the
Day of Judgment is the prayer. If it is sound, then the rest of his deeds will be sound. And if it is bad, then the
rest of his deeds will be bad.’ (Tabraanee)
The Messenger of Allaah (s.a.w.s.) said ‘Allaah has obligated five prayers. Whoever excellently performs their
ablutions, prays them in their proper times, and completes their bows, prostrations and khushoo’
(humbleness) has a promise from Allaah that He will forgive him. And whoever does not do that has no
promise from Allaah. He may either forgive him or punish him.’ (Maalik, Ahmad, Aboo Dawood and others)
Narrated Aboo Hurayrah (r.a.) ‘The Prophet (s.a.w.s.) said “When the Imaam says ‘Aameen’ then you should
all say ‘Aameen’ for the angels say ‘Aameen’ at that time, and he whose ‘Aameen’ coincides with the
‘Aameen’ of the angels, all his past sins will be forgiven.”’ (Bukhaaree Vol. 8, Book 75, Hadeeth 411)
Combining the best deeds of prayer and remembrance is recitation of the Qur'aan within the prayer, as the Qur'aan
is the remembrance. For this reason, we find that the Prophet (s.a.w.s.) preferred to spend his time of
supererogatory worship in reciting long passages of the Qur'aan in prayer, rather than reciting tahleel (laa ilaaha
illallaah), tasbeeh (subhaan allaah), tahmeed (alhamdu lillaah) and takbeer (allaahu akbar)—all of which are in the
Qur'aan.
(iv) Invocation
Invocation of Allaah (a.w.j.) is such a thing that:
It is narrated on the authority of Anas (r.a.) that the Messenger of Allaah (s.a.w.s.) said “The Hour
(Resurrection) will not come upon anyone saying ‘Allaah, Allaah.’” (Muslim Book 1, Hadeeth 274)
It is enjoined repeatedly by Allaah (a.w.j.) and His Messenger (s.a.w.s.), and can be performed individually, in pairs,
collectively, in the heart, on the tongue, quietly, audibly, standing, sitting, reclining, moving, at rest, in private and in
public:
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So remember Me; I will remember you. And be thankful to Me and do not reject faith. (2:152)
…and remember Allaah abundantly so that you may succeed. (62:10)
Oh you who believe! Remember Allaah with abundant remembrance. And glorify Him morning and evening.
(33:41-42)
Remember your Lord within yourself humbly and fearfully, without loudness of voice, morning and evening.
Do not be one of the heedless. (7:205)
…for men and women who remember Allaah abundantly—for them has Allaah prepared forgiveness and
great reward. (33:35)
…men of understanding. Such as remember Allaah, standing, sitting, and reclining, and consider the creation
of the heavens and the earth… (3:190-91)
In houses which Allaah has allowed to be raised to honour and for His Name to be remembered in them; He is
glorified there day and night by men whom neither trade nor sale can divert from the rememberance of
Allaah. (24:36-37)
Those who believe, and whose hearts find contentment in the remembrance of Allaah: for without doubt in
the remembrance of Allaah do hearts find contentment. (13:28)
Aboo Hurayrah (r.a.) reported the Messenger of Allaah (s.a.w.s.) as saying “Allaah, the Exalted and Glorious,
said ‘I live in the thought of My servant and I am with him as he remembers Me. By Allaah, Allaah is more
pleased with the repentance of His servant than what one of you would do on finding a lost camel in the
waterless desert. When he draws near Me by the span of his hand, I draw near him by the length of a cubit.
And when he draws near Me by the length of a cubit, I draw near him by the length of a fathom. And when he
draws near Me walking, I draw close to him hurriedly.’” (Muslim Book 37, Hadeeth 6610)
Aboo Hurayrah (r.a.) reports “The Messenger of Allaah (s.a.w.s.) was on his way to Makkah when he passed
by a mountain known as Jumdaan. He said ‘Travel through, this is Jumdaan: the mufarridoon have excelled.’
Someone asked “Who are the mufarridoon Oh Messenger of Allaah?” He replied ‘Men and women who
remember Allaah much.’” (Muslim Book 35, Hadeeth 6474)
Ibni ’Abbaas (r.a.) narrates that the Messenger of Allaah (s.a.w.s.) said “The first to be invited to Paradise on
the Day of Resurrection will be those who praise Allaah in prosperity and in adversity.” (Mustadrak Haakim
502/1)
Aboo Hurayrah and Aboo Sa’eed al Khudree (r.a.) both bore witness that the Prophet (s.a.w.s.) said “People
will not sit remembering Allaah (a.w.j.), without the angels surrounding them, Mercy covering them,
sakeenah (peace of heart) descending on them and Allaah mentioning them with those who are with Him.”
(Muslim Book 35, Hadeeth 6520)
Aboo Razeen (r.a.) narrates that the Messenger of Allaah (s.a.w.s.) said “Should I not guide you to the
fundamentals of deen by which you will obtain the best of this world and the Hereafter? Make it incumbent
upon yourself to frequent the gatherings of those who engage in thikr. And when you are alone, engage your
tongue in the remembrance of Allaah as much as you can.” (Mishkaat al Masaabeeh 5025)
Mu’aath ibn Jabal (r.a.) said that the Prophet (s.a.w.s.) said ‘The People of Paradise will not regret except one
thing alone: the hour that passed them by and in which they made no remembrance of Allaah.’ (Bayhaqee in
Shu’aabu-l Eemaan, 1:392)
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Anas ibni Maalik (r.a.) narrates that the Messenger of Allaah (s.a.w.s.) said “To sit with people who are doing
the thikr of Allaah after Salaatu-l Fajr till the sun rises is more pleasing to me than setting free four slaves
from the progeny of Ismaa’eel (a.s.). And to sit with people who are doing the thikr of Allaah after Salaatu-l
’Asr till the sun sets is more pleasing to me than setting free four slaves from the progeny of Ismaa’eel
(s.a.w.s.)” (Aboo Daawood Book 25, Hadeeth 3659)
Note: The slaves from the progeny of Ismaa’eel (s.a.w.s.) are mentioned in this hadeeth as they were considered the
most noble amongst the Arabs, and so more valuable.
Kalimah tayyibah is the best of the remembrance within the Qur'aan:
Jaabir bin ’Abdullaah (r.a.) narrated that the Messenger of Allaah (s.a.w.s.) said ‘The best remembrance
(thikr) is “There is no god except Allaah (laa ilaaha illallaah)” and the best supplication is “All praise is due to
Allaah (alhamdu lillaah).”’ (Tirmithee Vol. 6, Book 45, Hadeeth 3383)
Samurah ibni Jundub (r.a.) narrates that the Messenger of Allaah (s.a.w.s.) said “The dearest sayings to
Allaah are four: subhaan Allaah (Glory be to Allaah Who is above all faults), alhamdu lillaah (All Praise be to
Allaah), laa ilaaha illallaah (there is no god except Allaah), and allaahu akbar (Allaah is the Greatest). It does
not matter which you say first…” (Muslim Book 25, Hadeeth 5329) In another narration it is stated that the
best saying besides the Qur'aan are four, and these are from the Qur'aan. (Musnad Ahmad 20/5)
It is reported on the authority of ’Alee (r.a.) that Faatimah (r.a.) had corns on her hand because of working at
the hand-mill. There had fallen to the lot of the Messenger of Allaah (s.a.w.s.) some prisoners of war. She
(Faatimah) came to the Prophet (s.a.w.s.) but she did not find him (in the house). She met ’Aa'ishah and
informed her (about her hardship). When the Messenger of Allaah (s.a.w.s.) came, she (’Aa'ishah) informed
him about the visit of Faatimah. The Messenger of Allaah (s.a.w.s.) came to them (Faatimah and her family).
They had gone to their beds. ’Alee further (reported) ‘We tried to stand up (as a mark of respect) but The
Messenger of Allaah (s.a.w.s.) said ‘Keep to your beds’ and he sat amongst us and I felt the coldness of his
feet upon my chest. He then said ‘May I not direct you to something better than what you have asked for?
When you go to your bed, you should recite takbeer thirty-four times and tasbeeh thirty-three times and
tahmeed thirty-three times, and that is better than the servant for you.’ (Muslim Book 35, Hadeeth 6577)
Aboo Hurayrah (r.a.) reported the Messenger of Allaah (s.a.w.s.) as saying ‘He who uttered these words
“There is no god except Allaah, the One, having no partner with Him. Sovereignty belongs to Him and all the
praise is due to Him, and He has Power over everything (laa ilaaha illallaahu wahda-hoo laa shareeka-la-h lahu-l mulku wa la-hu-l hamdu wa huwa ’alaa kulli shay'in qadeer)” one hundred times every day there is a
reward of emancipating ten slaves for him, and there are recorded a hundred virtues to his credit, and a
hundred vices are blotted out from his scroll, and that is a safeguard for him against Shaytaan on that day till
evening, and no-one brings anything more excellent than this, except one who has done more than this, and
he who utters “Hallowed be Allaah, and all praise is due to Him (subhaan allaahi wa bi-hamdi-hee)” one
hundred times a day, his sins are obliterated even if they are equal to the extent of the foam of the ocean.’
(Muslim Book 35, Hadeeth 6508)
Mus’ab bin Sa’d reported that his father told him that he had been in the company of the Messenger of Allaah
(s.a.w.s.) and that he said ‘Is one amongst you powerless to get one thousand virtues every day?’ Amongst
those who had been sitting there, one asked “How can one amongst us get one thousand virtues every day?”
He said ‘Recite “Hallowed be Allaah (subhaan allaah)” one hundred times, for one thousand virtues are
recorded and one thousand vices are blotted out.’ (Muslim Book 35, Hadeeth 6517)
Narrated Aboo Moosaa al Ash’aree ‘The Prophet (s.a.w.s.) started ascending a high place or hill. A man
(amongst his companions) ascended it and shouted in a loud voice “Laa ilaaha illallaahu wallaahu akbar.” (At
that time) The Messenger of Allaah (s.a.w.s.) was riding his mule. The Messenger of Allaah (s.a.w.s.) said ‘You
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are not calling upon a deaf or an absent one.’ and added ‘Oh Aboo Moosaa (or, Oh ’Abdullaah)! Shall I tell
you a sentence from the treasure of Paradise?’ I said “Yes.” He said ‘La hawla wa laa quwwata illaa billaah.’’
(Bukhaaree Vol. 8, Book 75, Hadeeth 418)
Juwayriyah (r.a.) reported that the Messenger of Allaah (s.a.w.s.) came out from (her apartment) in the
morning as she was busy in observing her dawn prayer in her place of worship. He came back in the forenoon
and she was still sitting there. He said to her “You have been in the same seat since I left you.” She said ‘Yes.’
Thereupon the Messenger of Allaah (s.a.w.s.) said ‘I recited four phrases three times after I left you, and if
these are to be weighed against what you have recited since morning, these would outweigh them and
(these) are “Hallowed be Allaah and praise is due to Him according to the number of His creation and
according to the pleasure of His Self and according to the weight of His Throne and according to the ink (used
in recording) His Words.”’ (Muslim Book 35, Hadeeth 6575)
(v) Contemplation
a) Allaah’s Names and Attributes
Knowledge of Allaah (a.w.j.) is the origin of everything, so the ones who truly know Allaah through their knowledge
of Allaah’s Attributes and Actions can understand what and why Allaah does what He does, and the laws that He has
legislated. This is because Allaah only does that which conforms to the dictates of His Names and Attributes.
Narrated Aboo Hurayrah (r.a.) ‘The Prophet (s.a.w.s.) said “Allaah will give shade to seven (types of people)
under His Shade (on the Day of Resurrection). (One of them will be) a person who remembers Allaah, so his
eyes flood with tears.”’ (Bukhaaree Vol. 8, Book 76, Hadeeth 486)
This can only happen as an emotional response to what is being remembered and thought of about Allaah (a.w.j.).
The knowledge for this comes from what we have been informed of in the Qur'aan and ahaadeeth about Allaah’s
nature—His Names and Attributes; His abilities, and His dealings and interactions with His friends and enemies and
His Creation in general.
Narrated Aboo Hurayrah (r.a.) Allaah has ninety-nine Names—one hundred minus one. No-one memorised
them except he entered Paradise; and Allaah is witr (i.e. one) and He loves ‘the witr’ (odd numbers).
(Bukhaaree Vol. 8, Book 75, Hadeeth 419) See Appendix 2 for a list of Ninety-Nine Names of Allaah.
Ibn al Qayyim (r.a.a.) mentioned three stages concerning the Names of Allaah: The first stage is to memorise their
words; then to understand their meanings and implications, and thirdly to supplicate to Allaah (a.w.j.) with them,
which encompasses both supplication of worship and supplication of requesting.
Studying the Ninety-Nine Names of Allaah given in Appendix 2, one can see the time-, event- and interaction-based
nature of many of them; the natural appreciation of which can be found in the uncorrupted fitrah of the ordinary
Muslim. Such a natural appreciation of Allaah (a.w.j.) expresses itself in such emotions as awe, appreciation,
admiration, reverence, respect, love and fear of Allaah (a.w.j.), and in the knowledge that Allaah is watching,
listening to and responding to us at all times. It also manifests itself in the spontaneous invocations and supplications
and acts intended to please Allaah (a.w.j.) that form such an integral part of our lives and interrelationship.
Many Muslims however, despite the clarity with which Allaah (a.w.j.) and His Messenger (s.a.w.s.) have described
the nature of our relationship with Him, have been raised or educated to believe that there is no concept in Islaam of
an interactive relationship with Allaah (a.w.j.), so are shut off from this fundamental aspect of eemaan and from
fulfilling this elemental need of the soul. To try and create some sort of intellectual basis for this belief, they have
had to resort to changing or re-interpreting His Names and Attributes, to create subtle distortions or indirect denials
of them. By doing so, they fall within the group warned of against in the aayah:
Allaah’s are the fairest Names. Invoke Him by them. And leave the company of those who distort (yulhidoona)
His Names. They will be requited what they do. (7:180)
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The origin of this deviation can be found in their misunderstanding of a statement in the Qur'aan:

َّ ش ٌء َو ُه َو
ُ ال ِص
ُ الس ِم
ْ َ ِ…لَيْ َس َك ِمثْلِه
َ ْ يع
ي
…laysa (there is not) ka (like) mithli (likeness) hee (His) SHay'un (thing) wa (and) huwa (He) as-samee’u (The AllHearing) al baSeer (The All-Seeing)
…There is nothing like His likeness, and He is The All-Hearing, The All-Seeing. (42:11)
To look first at the translation and correct understanding of this statement: the word mithl is usually translated as

َََ

‘likeness’ or ‘semblance’, and is derived from the verb ( مثلmathala) meaning to resemble/ be like/ copy/ imitate/
compare/ liken/ mean/ signify. Other derivatives of this root are mathal (example, illustration, description), and
mathalan which is often translated as ‘for example.’ These other derivatives give us a more rounded explanation of
mithl in this statement:
It is a noun; is capable of being attributed to someone, and can be described (mawsoof). Working backwards: by
giving a description of a mithl, one can then name it. For example, to give a complete description of an elephant to
someone who knew what an elephant was would enable them to name what was being described.
laysa ka-mithli-hee SHay' indicates that Allaah (a.w.j.) is a real ‘Being’ Who is capable of being described, but is
unique; there being no other example of, or even anything similar to, the ‘Being’ that He is.
The mithl in the statement refers to His reality i.e. what He actually is according to His own Knowledge of Himself. To
describe Him using this reality of His Names and Attributes, however, is beyond our languages, so is not possible for
us. Allaah (a.w.j.) therefore uses descriptions for Himself which we actually have experience of from the Creation
around us, and even with this limited palette, we can still work backwards in describing The First, The Creator, The
One, The Ever-Living, The Giver of Life, The All-Seeing, The All-Hearing etc. to know that it is the ‘Being’ Who has the
personal Name Allaah that is being described, as no-one and nothing else has these descriptors.
The deviation from this classical understanding came from ignoring the verses of the Qur'aan and the ahaadeeth of
the Prophet (s.a.w.s.) which describe the extent to which the reality of Allaah’s descriptors of Himself overlap the
reality of those descriptors when applied to Creation. For example, in the statement He is The All-Hearing, The AllSeeing; the overlap in reality between Allaah’s Hearing and Seeing and the Creation’s hearing and seeing doesn’t
extend to the existence of sensory organs, or reliance on the reception of light and sound waves for Allaah’s Hearing
and Seeing, but He Hears and Sees.
Those who deviated did so by denying the overlap. This isn’t the place to go into this issue in any great detail, but for
anyone interested in understanding this more, they can refer to my publication Identifying Islaam’s Saved Sect. I will,
however, give one illustrative example of where such deviations in understanding have led to, regarding Allaah’s
(a.w.j.) ability to Speak.
Allaah (a.w.j.) Himself indicated His ability to Speak by indirectly contrasting Himself with the Golden Calf that was
worshipped by Banee Israa'eel:
Don’t they see then, that it returns no speech (qawlan) to them and that it has no power to harm or benefit
them? (20:89) …Did not they see that it could not speak to them (yukallimu-hum) and not guide them to a
way?… (7:148)
Other examples of verses and ahaadeeth concerning Allaah (a.w.j.) Speaking are:
Of those Messengers, some of whom We have caused to excel others, and of whom there are some unto
whom Allaah Spoke… (2:253)
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Narrated Aboo Hurayrah (r.a.) “The Prophet (s.a.w.s.) said ‘Once, while Ayyoob (Job) was taking a bath in a
naked state, suddenly a great number of gold locusts started falling upon him and he started collecting them
in his clothes. His Lord called him ‘Oh Ayyoob! Didn’t I make you rich enough to dispense with what you see
now?’ Ayyoob (a.s.) said ‘Yes, Oh Lord! But I cannot dispense with Your Blessings.’’” (Bukhaaree Book 9:
Volume 93: Hadeeth 585)
Has there come unto you the history of Moosaa (Moses)? How his Lord called him in the holy valley of Tuwaa.
(79:15-16) And when he reached it, he was called by name “Oh Moosaa! Lo! I, even I, am your Lord, so take
off your shoes, for lo! You are in the holy valley of Tuwaa. And I have chosen you, so hearken unto that which
is inspired.” (20:11-13)
And Allaah spoke (kallama) with Moosaa by the act of speaking (takleeman). (4:164)
In this verse, the Form II verb kallama is used, to emphasise the two-way nature of the conversation. The final word
usually translated as directly—takleeman—actually has a meaning closer to “the act of speaking to someone”, using
the common, Arabic method of repeating similar terms to emphasise meaning. Its use by Allaah (a.w.j.) negates the
attempts to redefine Allaah’s Speaking and Moosaa’s (a.s.) hearing to mean something other than real Speech and
real hearing.
Narrated Aboo Hurayrah (r.a.) “The Prophet (s.a.w.s.) said ‘When Allaah ordains something on the Heaven
the angels beat with their wings in obedience to His Speech (qawl) which (is) like that of a chain dragged over
a rock. His Statement: ‘Yet, when fear is banished from their hearts, they say ‘What was it that your Lord
said?’ They say ‘The Truth. And He is the Sublime, the Great.’ (34:23)’” (Bukhaaree Book 9: Volume 93:
Hadeeth 573). The structure used to indicate the sound is masculine, whereas wings are feminine, so the
sound relates to Allaah’s Speech, not to the beating of the angels’ wings.
Narrated ’Adee bin Haatim (r.a.) “The Messenger of Allaah (s.a.w.s.) said ‘There will be none among you but
his Lord will speak to him (sa-yukallimu-hoo), and there will be no interpreter between them, nor a screen to
screen Him.’” (Bukhaaree Book 9: Volume 93: Hadeeth 535)
Say ‘Though the sea became ink for the Words of my Lord, verily the sea would be used up before the Words
of my Lord were exhausted, even though We brought the like thereof to help.’ (18:109)
Imaam Ghazzaalee (r.a.a.—an Ash’aree Soofee) clearly articulates the beliefs of those who deviated in this
understanding of Allaah’s Speech, in various places of Chapter 2 of his Ihyaa ’Uloom ud Deen, where he claims that
Allaah (a.w.j.) cannot speak Arabic, as He cannot say the phrase bismillaah; Moosaa (a.s.) therefore couldn’t have
heard Allaah (a.w.j.) saying the words ana rabbu-ka (I am your Lord), and therefore the Qur'aan, which contains
these Arabic words, cannot be Allaah’s real Speech, so is created.
God speaks without sound. It is eternal, ancient and self-existing, unlike the speech of the created. It has got
no connection with the circulation of air. It does not take the help of words and languages through the
movement of lips. The Qur'aan, the Torah, the Gospel and the Psalms are created books to His Prophets. The
Qur'aan is recited by tongue, written in papers and preserved in hearts; nevertheless it is eternal existing with
the eternity of God. Moses heard His Words without sound and language, and the righteous will see Him in
the Hereafter without body and Space… God speaks without words and sounds and letters. It does not
resemble the speech of other beings. In reality His speech is speech of the mind. Just as speech of the mind
has no sound or words, so His speech has got no sound or words. A poet says “Speech is of the mind. Tongue
is the vehicle of the mind. He who cannot conceive it is a fool.” Pay no attention to one who does not
understand that the eternal is that before which nothing existed. Thus in the word “Bismillaah” ‘b’ precedes
‘s’ and consequently ‘s’ cannot be eternal…it is also possible to conceive of the speech of God as being read
with tongue, preserved in mind, written on paper, but the essence of speech doesn’t come down on these
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things, because if it comes down on paper on account of writing, then the essence of fire would come down
on paper on account of its writing and would burn it.
The statement The Qur'aan, the Torah, the Gospel and the Psalms are created books to His Prophets is a statement
of disbelief according to the scholars of Ahlus Sunnah, and is dealt with comprehensively and unambiguously in
Aqeedah at-Tahaawiyyah—a classical, Hanafee statement of the beliefs of Ahlus Sunnah. The translation below is
taken from my word-for-word study of it Aqeedah at-Tahaawiyyah in English: A Study Aid which contains references
to the roots from which each word is derived, and to dictionaries where the ranges of classical and contemporary
meanings of the roots and their derivatives can be checked by the reader.
Truly the Qur'aan is the Saying (kalaam) of Allaah. It originated from Him—without how—as Speech
(qawlan), and He sent it down upon His Messenger as revelation. The believers confirmed that was true, and
they were certain that it is the Saying (kalaam) of Allaah Exalted, in reality. It is not a created thing, like the
saying (kalaam) of the animate beings, so whoever heard it [the Qur'aan] and then alleged that it is a human
saying (kalaam) then he has certainly disbelieved. Allaah has certainly found him blameworthy and
denounced him, and threatened him with Hell—since He said “I will throw him in Hell to burn.” So since Allaah
threatened with Hell for whoever said “This [the Qur'aan] is nothing but the speech (qawl) of man”, we knew
and we were certain that it [the Qur'aan] is the Speech (qawl) of the Creator of man, and it doesn’t resemble
human speech (qawl)… And we bear witness that it is the Saying (kalaam) of the Lord of the Worlds. The
Trustworthy Spirit descended with it, then taught it to the Master of the Messengers—Muhammad (s.a.w.s.).
It is the Saying (kalaam) of Allaah Exalted. Nothing of the saying (kalaam) of the animate beings is equal to it,
and we don’t assert a belief in its creation.
My publication Identifying Islaam’s Saved Sect describes how the Ash’aree scholars and others try to rationalise a
belief in a created Qur'aan as stated by Imaam Ghazzaalee (r.a.a.) and an uncreated Qur'aan as stated by Imaam atTahaawee (r.a.a). It also describes how they try to conceal their belief in two Qur'aans; their created Qur'aan
described by Imaam Ghazzaalee (r.a.a.) that was revealed to the Prophet (s.a.w.s.) through Jibreel (a.s.) and which
we write, read, recite and hear—which is described as uncreated by Imaam at-Tahaawee and every scholar of the
first generations, and for which belief Imaam Ahmad bin Hanbal (r.a.a.) was tortured—and their uncreated Qur'aan
that has no words, letters or sounds.
This issue of Allaah’s Speaking, and other issues related to His Names and Attributes, are not just academic ones.
They relate to possibly the most important aspect of eemaan for a believer—their relationship with their Lord. For
example, when a common Muslim (who has not been influenced by these mistaken beliefs) speaks to Allaah (a.w.j.)
in salaah or during thikr or du’aa, their hearts find comfort in knowing that Allaah (a.w.j.) is listening to their praises
and supplications, is aware of their circumstances and difficulties, is responding emotionally to them, replying to
them as they speak to Him, and making decisions in their favour to fulfil their needs and requests. They know
instinctively that Allaah (a.w.j.) is Al Mujeeb (The Responsive).
And your Lord has said ‘Call on Me and I will respond to you’… (40:60)
This is the natural disposition of such people, and even of many non-Muslims. Strengthening this interrelationship,
by becoming a better Muslim, is a central goal of a true believer’s life.
Students of Schools following the beliefs of such as Imaam Ghazzaalee (r.a.a.) are taught that Allaah (a.w.j.) is
incapable of responding to them in this way. This is firstly and most importantly an outright lie concerning Allaah
(a.w.j.), and secondly, it places the idea in the minds of these students of there being an unbridgeable void
seperating them and their Lord from direct awareness or communication. Their belief in Allaah (a.w.j.) having no
real-time consciousness of them or their worship or supplications leads to the natural conclusion that there is no
concept for them of a goal of increasing the strength of their direct interrelationship with Allaah (a.w.j.).
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Their fundamental needs for emotional interaction and a means of approach to Allaah (a.w.j.) still have to be met,
however, which has led to a spectrum of approaches and beliefs; two examples being firstly the outright disbelief of
uniting with Allaah (a.w.j.), and secondly, a redirection away from Allaah (a.w.j.) Himself, and towards His awliyaa'—
using the barzakh as a bridging connector between our realm and the sphere of existence in which Allaah (a.w.j.)
exists. The actual ranges of beliefs and methodologies that exist within these Schools are beyond the scope of this
discussion.
In general, the scholars of these Schools conceal their beliefs—at least partially—from the masses of the ‘uninitiated’
to avoid confusion and possible rebellion against themselves or even Islaam itself when they are told that their
natural, instinctive belief and behaviour in relation to Allaah (a.wj.) is wrong, and is actually disbelief. They focus
instead on encouraging substitute (or parallel, in the mind of the ordinary believer) emotional attachments and
interactions, and means of approach to Allaah (a.w.j.), through the living awliyaa' and those of the barzakh. The
hearts of the common Muslims still retain knowledge of the truth, however, so when they are in desperate
situations, they leave what they have been misdirected to and turn directly to Allaah (a.w.j.) for their needs.
All of these misconceptions are removed by studying Allaah’s Names and Attributes in the language in which they
were revealed; by learning the roots and meanings from which they are derived, and the grammar of the Names
which Allaah (a.w.j.) has chosen for Himself. Appendix 2 shows that almost half of those Names are active
participles, i.e. Allaah (a.w.j.) is telling us that He is the actual ‘doer’ of those things—for example, creating, shaping,
giving life and death, watching, listening, responding, protecting, expediting our affairs, guiding us, counting our
good and bad deeds, accepting our repentance, and resurrecting and gathering us together on the Day of
Judgement.
b) Creation
Say ‘Travel through the earth and see how Allaah originated creation; so will Allaah produce a later creation:
for Allaah has power over all things.’ (29:20)
And in the earth are signs for those who are certain, and also in your own selves, will you not then see?
(51:20-1)
And among His signs is the creation of the heavens and earth, and of all the creatures He has dispersed within
them. And He is ever-potent over assembling them all if He so desires. (42:29)
Truly, in the creation of the heavens and the earth, and in the alternation of night and day, and the ships that
sail through the sea with that which is of use to mankind, and the water which Allaah sends down from the
sky and makes the earth alive therewith after its death, and the moving (living) creatures of all kinds that he
has scattered therein, and in the veering of winds and clouds which are held between the sky and the earth,
are indeed signs for people of understanding. (2:164)
And among His signs is that He created you from dust and behold, you are human beings, becoming
widespread. (30:20)
Do not those who disbelieved see that the heavens and the earth were a joined entity (lit. joined by stitching),
then We rent them asunder* and We made from water every living thing?** Then will not they believe? And
in the earth firmly set mountains, lest it shake** with them, and We made therein broad passes; ways, so
that they may be guided. (21:30-1) *Big Bang Theory. **Origin and basis of life. ***Mountains reduce the
likelihood of earthquakes in the area.
And the heaven We constructed it with strength, and indeed, We are surely its Expanders. (51:47) Expanding
Universe.
Say “Do you indeed really disbelieve in the One Who created the earth in two periods* and you set up with
Him rivals? That is the Lord of the worlds. And He placed therein firmly-set mountains above it and He blessed
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therein, and determined therein its sustenance in four periods; equal, for those who ask. And He directed
Himself towards the heaven while it was smoke**, and He said to it and to the earth ‘Come both of you
willingly or unwillingly.’ They both said “We come willingly.***” Then He completed them as seven heavens in
two periods and He revealed in each heaven its affair. And We adorned the worldly heaven with lamps and a
guard. That is the Decree of the All-Mighty, the All-Knower. (41:9-12) *Early Earth formed, then collided with
Theia to form the Earth and the moon. **Physical state of the matter of the early universe. ***Both formed
by gravitational attraction of early particulate and gaseous matter.
And you see the mountains, thinking them firmly fixed, while they pass along (as the) passing along of the
clouds. The Work of Allaah Who perfected all things. Indeed, He is All-Aware of what you do. (27:88) Plate
Tectonics. Mountains and clouds formed by rising matter (from earth’s core/earth’s surface); cooling on
rising, and change of state (liquid to solid/vapour to liquid). Movement is caused by push of material flowing
beneath them (magma convection currents/air currents).
Do they not look at the camels: how they have been created? And at the heaven: how it is raised? And at the
mountains: how they have been rooted and firmly fixed?* And at the earth: how it has been spread out**?
(88:17-20) *Root-like shape in the crust. **Indicating a layer of solid material, rather than a solid earth.
c) Wisdom of Deen
Allaah’s (a.w.j.) actions are based on justice, wisdom and favour, so the laws, commands and prohibitions that Allaah
legislates are in accordance to the dictates of His praise, justice, wisdom and favour—so are all just and wise.
Consequently, contemplation over the merits and beauties of Islaam; looking into the commands, prohibitions,
legislation, rulings, moral code, etiquette and society that it has brought, and comparing these with non-Muslim
values, laws, sytems and the societies they generate, is and has been one of the greatest motives and incentives for
those who are not yet Muslims to embrace Islaam, and for those who already have eemaan, to experience an
increase in it.
One who attains a well-grounded knowledge of the beauty and perfection of our deen will be amongst those who
have the strongest eemaan; the best of them in steadfastness and stability upon the religion; the most adherent to
it, and one who has the strongest attachment to his Lord and Creator.
…but Allaah has endeared the Faith to you and has made it pleasing in your hearts and has made hateful to
you disbelief and defiance and disobedience. Those, they are the guided ones. (49:7)
Ibn al Qayyim (r.a.a.) wrote in this regard:
If you reflect on the overwhelming and dazzling wisdom within this upright religion; this pure path and
sharee’ah brought by the Prophet Muhammad (s.a.w.s.), of which no expression can contain its perfection, no
depiction can grasp its beauty and nothing more superior can be thought up by the minds of the learned even
if they were all to be collectively assembled into the mind of the most perfect of them. It is enough in itself,
that these integral and respectable minds have sensed the beauty of it and bear witness to its excellence and
the fact that no other sharee’ah that has ever graced the world, is more complete, more sublime and greater.
The sharee’ah is itself the witness and the one borne witness to; it is the proof and the one used as proof and
it is the claim and the evidence. Furthermore, if the Messenger (s.a.w.s.) had not brought any proof for it, it
itself would be sufficient as proof, as a sign and witness that it is indeed from Allaah.
He also said:
The gist here, is that the distinct of this Ummah and its learned; when their intellects witnessed the beauty of
this religion, its magnificence and perfection and when their intellects witnessed the ugliness of that which
opposes it, its imperfection and illness, eemaan in this religion and love of it became fused with the delight of
the hearts. If one of them were given the choice of either being thrown into the Fire or choosing another
religion, he would choose to be thrown into the Fire, and for his limbs to be dismembered rather than choose
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another religion. These kind amongst the people are those who are firmly established in eemaan, who are the
furthest removed from apostasy, and those most deserving to remain firm upon the religion until the Day of
meeting Allaah.
Knowledge of Allaah (a.w.j.) and His deen and sharee’ah will also lead to understanding of the purpose of life and
death; the nature of suffering and evil; the reason for their existence; and the concepts of accountability, reward,
punishment, and the afterlife. Without this knowledge, the confusion or revulsion created in the heart and mind by
the existence of suffering, evil, death and an eternal Hellfire can be a barrier to eemaan.
d) Remembering Death
Every soul will taste death, and you will only be paid your wages in full on the Day of Ressurection. Anyone
who is distanced from the Fire and admitted to the Garden has triumphed. And the life of this world is only
the enjoyment of delusion. (3:185)
…No soul knows what it will earn tomorrow and no soul knows in what land it will die… (31:34)
…When their specified time comes, they cannot delay it for an hour nor can they bring it forward. (16:61)
Oh you who believe! Do not let your wealth or children divert you from the remembrance of Allaah. Whoever
does that is lost. Give from what We have provided for you before death comes to one of you and he says ‘Oh
Lord, if only you would give me a little more time so that I can give charity and be one of the righteous.’
Allaah will not give anyone more time once their time has come. Allaah is aware of everything you do. (63:911)
Until, when death comes to one of them, he says ‘My Lord, send me back again so that perhaps I may act
rightly regarding the things I failed to do!’ No indeed! It is just words he utters. Before them there is a barrier
(barzakh) until the Day they are raised up. Then when the Trumpet is blown, that Day there will be no family
ties between them; they will not be able to ask about one another. Those whose scales are heavy, they are
the successful. Those whose scales are light, they are the losers of their selves, remaining in Hell forever. The
Fire will sear their faces making them grimace horribly in it; their lips drawn back from their teeth. ‘Were My
Signs not recited to you and did you not give them the lie?’ They (will) say “Our Lord! Our wretchedness
overcame us, and we were a people astray. Our Lord! Bring us out from it, then if we return then indeed, we
(would be) wrongdoers.” He will say ‘Remain despised in it and do not speak to Me’… He will say ‘How many
years did you tarry on the earth?’ They will say, ‘We tarried for a day or part of a day. Ask those able to
count!’ He will say “You only tarried for a little while if you did but knew! Did you suppose that We created
you for amusement and that you would not return to Us?” (23:99-108; 112-115)
’Abdullaah ibn ’Umar (r.a.) narrated ‘The Messenger of Allaah (s.a.w.s.) said “The hearts get rusted as does
iron with water.” When someone asked ‘What could cleanse hearts again?’ the Messenger of Allaah (s.a.w.s.)
said “Frequent remembrance of death and recitation of Qur'aan.” (Shu’aabu-l Eemaan, Hadeeth 1859)
It is narrated that a woman complained to ‘Aa’ishah (r.a.) of the hardness in her heart. She said to her
“Remember death often, for that will soften your heart.” She did that, and her heart was softened (Qurtubee)
The Messenger of Allaah (s.a.w.s.) said ‘I leave two wu’aaz (preachers)—one speaking and the other silent.
That which speaks is the Qur'aan and that which is silent is the remembrance of death.’
Aboo Hurayrah (r.a.) reported ‘The Messenger of Allaah (s.a.w.s.) said “Remember often the destroyer of
pleasures” by which he meant death.’ (Ibni Maajah Vol. 5, Book 37, Hadeeth 4258)
The Prophet (s.a.w.s.) said “Remember often the destroyer of pleasures. Never does a servant remember it
during hardship except that it will become easier for him, and never does he not remember it during ease
except that it will become harder for him.” (Ibni Hibbaan Hadeeth 3069)
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Ibn ’Umar (r.a.) used to say “In the evening, do not anticipate the morning, and in the morning do not
anticipate the evening. Take from your health for your illness and from your life for your death.” (Bukhaaree
Vol. 8, Book 76, Hadeeth 425)
Narrated Um Khaalid bint Khaalid (r.a.) ‘I heard the Prophet (s.a.w.s.) seeking refuge with Allaah from the
punishment of the grave.’ (Bukhaaree Vol. 8, Book 75, Hadeeth 375)
We should remember and think about the uncertainty of the time and place of death; the process of death—
whether made easy or difficult; the stages between death and entering the grave; questioning and life in the grave;
resurrection and the Day of Judgement—where we will stand and for how long; the trials of the Day—crossing the
bridge over Hell, receiving our Book, accounting, and the Scales; meeting the Prophet (s.a.w.s.) at his fountain;
entering and living in Paradise; entering and living in Hell.
(vi) Tawbah and Istighfaar
…and turn to Allaah in repentance all of you, Oh believers, so that you may be successful. (24:31)
…Why do you not ask forgiveness from Allaah so that you may receive mercy? (27:46)
Say ‘Oh my Servants who have transgressed against their souls! Despair not of the Mercy of Allaah. Indeed
Allaah forgives all sins. Indeed He is Oft-Forgiving, Most Merciful. (39:53)
Aboo Hurayrah (r.a.) narrates that the Messenger of Allaah (s.a.w.s.) said ‘Indeed, when a slave (of Allaah)
commits a sin, a black dot is put on his heart. If he gives up that sin and seeks forgiveness and turns in
repentance, then the heart is cleaned. And if he commits more sins, then the blackness of the heart increases
till it covers the whole heart. This is that rust, which Allaah mentions in the verse “No indeed, but that which
they have earned is rust upon their hearts.”’ (83:14) (Tirmithee Vol. 5, Book 44, Hadeeth 3334)
Narrated Anas bin Maalik (r.a.) ‘The Messenger of Allaah (s.a.w.s.) said “Allaah is more pleased with the
repentance of His slave than anyone of you is pleased with finding his camel which he had lost in the desert.”’
(Bukhaaree Vol. 8, Book 75, Hadeeth 321)
Ibn ’Umar (r.a.) narrated that the Prophet (s.a.w.s.) said “Indeed Allaah accepts the repentance of a slave as
long as (his soul does not reach his throat).” (Tirmithee Vol. 6, Book 45, Hadeeth 3537)
The Messenger of Allaah (s.a.w.s.) said ‘Oh people, turn to Allaah. Truly, I turn to Him a hundred times a day.’
(Muslim Book 35, Hadeeth 6523)
Ibni ’Abbaas (r.a.) narrates that the Messenger of Allaah (s.a.w.s.) said ‘He who constantly seeks forgiveness;
Allaah will show him a way out of every distress, and a relief from every grief, and will provide for him with
the means of substenance from where he could never imagine.’ (Aboo Daawood Book 8, Hadeeth 1513)
Narrated Shaddaad bin Aws (r.a.) ‘The Prophet (s.a.w.s.) said “The most superior way of asking for
forgiveness from Allaah is: ‘Allaahumma anta Rabbee laa ilaaha illaa anta, khalaqtanee wa ana ’abduka, wa
ana ’alaa ’ahdika wa wa’dika mastata’tu, a’oothu bika min sharri maa sana’tu, aboo'u laka bi ni’matika
’alayya, wa aboo'u laka bi thanbee faghfir lee fa innahoo laa yaghfiruth-thunooba illaa anta.’” (Oh Allaah!
You are my Lord, there is no god except You, You have created me and I am Your slave, and hold to Your
Covenant and Promise as much as I can. I seek refuge in You from the evil of what I have done. I acknowledge
Your Favours; and confess my sins. Forgive me, because none but You can forgive sins.) The Prophet (s.a.w.s.)
added “If somebody recites it during the day with firm faith in it, and dies on the same day before the
evening, he will be from the people of Paradise; and if somebody recites it at night with firm faith in it, and
dies before the morning, he will be from the people of Paradise.”’ (Bukhaaree Vol. 8, Book 75, Hadeeth 318)
Aboo Hurayrah (r.a.) reported the Messenger of Allaah (s.a.w.s.) having said “By Him in Whose Hand is my
life, if you were not to commit sin, Allaah would sweep you out of existence and He would replace you by
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those people who would commit sin and seek forgiveness from Allaah, and He would have pardoned them.”’
(Muslim Book 37, Hadeeth 6622)
Aboo Hurayrah (r.a.) reported that the Messenger of Allaah (s.a.w.s.) said ‘When Allaah created the creation,
He wrote down in His Book, as it was with Him above the Throne “Truly, My mercy predominates My wrath.”’
(Muslim Book 37, Hadeeth 6626)
Aboo Hurayrah (r.a.) reported the Messenger of Allaah (s.a.w.s.) as saying ‘There are one hundred parts of
Mercy for Allaah and He has sent down out of these one part of Mercy upon the jinn and human beings and
animals and the insects, and it is because of this that they love one another, show kindness to one another
and even the beast treats its young one with affection, and Allaah has reserved ninety-nine parts of Mercy
with which He would treat His servants on the Day of Resurrection.’ (Muslim Book 37, Hadeeth 6631)
’Umar ibn al Khattaab (r.a.) reported that there were some prisoners brought to the Messenger of Allaah
(s.a.w.s.), amongst whom there was also a woman, who was searching (for someone) and when she found a
child amongst the prisoners, she took hold of it, pressed it against her chest and provided it suck. Thereupon
the Messenger of Allaah (s.a.w.s.) said ‘Do you think this woman would ever afford to throw her child in the
Fire?’ We said “By Allaah, so far as it lies in her power, she would never throw the child in Fire.” Thereupon,
the Messenger of Allaah (s.a.w.s.) said ‘Allaah is more kind to His servants than this woman is to her child.’
(Muslim Book 37, Hadeeth 6635)
Aboo Hurayrah (r.a.) reported the Messenger of Allaah (s.a.w.s.) as saying that a person who had never done
any good deed asked the members of his family to burn his dead body when he died, and to scatter half of its
ashes over the land and half in the ocean. By Allaah, if Allaah finds him in His grip, He would torment him with
a torment with which He did not afflict anyone amongst the people of the world; and when the person died, it
was done to him as he had commanded (his family) to do. Allaah commanded the land to collect (the ashes
scattered on it) and He commanded the ocean and that collected (ashes) contained in it. Allaah questioned
him why he had done that. He said ‘My Lord, it is out of Your fear that I have done it and You are well aware
of it’ and Allaah granted him pardon. (Muslim Book 37, Hadeeth 6637)
Aboo Hurayrah (r.a.) narrates that ‘I heard the Prophet (s.a.w.s.) say “Any slave of Allaah who committed a
sin and said ‘Oh my Lord! I have sinned, so forgive me.’ His Lord says “Does My slave know that he has a Lord,
Who forgives sins, and also punishes? I have forgiven My slave.” After refraining (from sins) so long as Allaah
Willed, he sinned again and said ‘Oh my Lord! I have committed another sin, so forgive me.’ Allaah says “Does
My slave know that he has a Lord, Who forgives sins, and punishes? I have forgiven My slave.” After
refraining (from sins) as long as Allaah Willed, he committed a sin again, and said ‘Oh my Lord! I have
committed another sin, so forgive me.’ Then Allaah says “Does My slave know that he has a Lord, Who
forgives sins, and punishes? I have forgiven My slave a third time, so let him do what he likes.””’ (Bukhaaree
Vol. 9, Book 93, Hadeeth 598)
(vii) Du’aa (Supplication)
Say (Oh Muhammad, to the disbelievers) My Lord would not concern Himself with you but for your
supplication. But now you have denied (the Truth), therefore there will be judgment. (25:77)
Allaah’s are the fairest Names. Invoke Him by them. And leave the company of those who distort His Names.
They will be requited what they do. (7:180)
Call upon your Lord humbly and privately. Indeed, He does not love the transgressors. And do not cause
corruption in the earth after its reformation. And call Him in fear and hope. Indeed, the Mercy of Allaah is
near for the doers of good. (7:55-56)
Those who, when a misfortune strikes them, say ‘Indeed, we belong to Allaah and indeed we will return to
Him.’ Those, on them are blessings from their Lord and Mercy. And those, they are the guided ones. (2:156-7)
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Oh you who believe! Remember Allaah with abundant remembrance. And glorify Him morning and evening.
(33:41-42)
For Muslim men and women, for believing men and women, for devout men and women, for true men and
women, for men and women who are patient and constant, for men and women who humble themselves, for
men and women who give in charity, for men and women who fast, for men and women who guard their
chastity, and for men and women who remember Allaah abundantly—for them has Allaah prepared
forgiveness and great reward. (33:35)
When asked how much thikr one should do to be considered as one of those “who remember Allaah abundantly” Ibn
as-Salaah (r.a.a.) said that ‘abundantly’ is:
When one is constant in supplicating, in the morning and evening and in other parts of the day and the night,
as reported from the Prophet (s.a.w.s.).
The immensity of this statement can start to be appreciated by looking at Appendix 4, which contains just the index
for the occasions of supplications from the publication Hisn al Muslim (Fortress of the Muslim).
Section 1.6.18 contains two of the most important supplications for a Muslim: salaatu-l haajah and salaatu-l
istikhaarah.
It was narrated from Aboo Dharr (r.a.) that the Messenger of Allaah (s.a.w.s.) said “Allaah the Blessed and
Exalted says ‘Oh My slaves, all of you are sinners except those whom I have saved. So ask Me for forgiveness, I
will forgive you. Whoever among you knows that I have the power to forgive and asks Me to forgive by My
power, I will forgive him. All of you are astray except those whom I guide. Ask Me for guidance and I will
guide you. All of you are poor except those whom I enrich. Ask of Me and I will grant you provision. Even if
your living and your dead, your first and your last, your fresh and your dry, were all as pious as the most pious
among My slaves, that would not increase my dominion as much as a gnat’s wing, and if they were to be as
evil as the most evil among My slaves, that would not detract from My dominion as much as a gnat’s wing.
Even if your living and your dead, your first and your last, your fresh and your dry, were to join together and
each of them were to ask for all that he wishes for, that would only detract from My dominion as much as if
one of you were to pass by the edge of the sea and dip a needle in it and withdraw it. That is because I am the
Most Generous, Majestic. I give with a word; when I Will something, all I do is say to it “Be!”—and it is.’” (Ibni
Maajah Vol. 5, Book 37, Hadeeth 4257)
Narrated Anas (r.a.) ‘The most frequent invocation of the Prophet (s.a.w.s.) was “Oh our Lord! Give us good in
the world and good in the Hereafter, and save us from the punishment of the Fire.”’ (2.201) (Bukhaaree Vol.
8, Book 75, Hadeeth 398)
The Prophet (s.a.w.s.) used to teach the people the Speech of Need (Khutbah al Haajah) ‘All praise is for
Allaah; we praise Him, seek His aid and forgiveness. We seek refuge with Allaah from the evil of our souls and
from the wickedness of our actions. Whosoever Allaah guides, then none can misguide him and whosoever
Allaah misguides, then none can guide him.’ (Aboo Daawood)
Narrated Aboo Hurayrah (r.a.) ‘Abul Qaasim (s.a.w.s.) said “On Friday, there is a particular time. If a Muslim
happens to be praying and invoking Allaah for something good during that time, Allaah will surely fulfill his
request.” The Prophet (s.a.w.s.) pointed out with his hand. We thought that he wanted to illustrate how short
that time was.’ (Bukhaaree Vol. 8, Book 75, Hadeeth 409)
Jaabir (r.a.) narrates ‘I heard the Prophet (s.a.w.s.) saying “There is indeed an hour during the night, in which
no Muslim asks Allaah for good of this world and of the Hereafter, but Allaah grants it to him. And this applies
to every night.” (Muslim Book 4, Hadeeth 1654)
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Narrated Anas (r.a.) ‘The Messenger of Allaah (s.a.w.s.) said “When anyone of you appeals to Allaah for
something, he should ask with determination and should not say ‘Oh Allaah, if You wish, give me’ for nobody
can force Allaah to do something against His Will.”’ (Bukhaaree Vol. 8, Book 75, Hadeeth 350)
Narrated Aboo Hurayrah (r.a.) ‘The Messenger of Allaah (s.a.w.s.) said “The invocation of anyone of you is
granted (by Allaah) if he does not show impatience (by saying ‘I invoked Allaah but my request has not been
granted.’)”’ (Bukhaaree Vol. 8, Book 75, Hadeeth 352)
Narrated al Baraa' bin ’Aazib (r.a.) ‘The Messenger of Allaah (s.a.w.s.) said to me “When you want to go to
bed, perform ablution as you do for prayer, then lie down on your right side and say ‘Allaahumma aslamtu
wajhee ilayka, wa fawwadtu amree ilayka wa alja'tu thahree ilayka, raghbatan wa rahbatan ilayka, laa
malja'a wa laa manja'a minka illaa ilayka. Aamantu bi kitaabik allathee anzalta wa bi nabiyyik allathee
arsalta’. If you should die then you will die on fitrah (i.e., as a Muslim); so let these words be the last you say.”
While I was memorizing it, I said ‘Wa bi rasoolik allathee arsalta (in Your Messenger whom You have sent).’
The Prophet (s.a.w.s.) said “No, but say ‘Wa bi nabiyyik allathee arsalta (in Your Prophet whom You have
sent).’”’ (Bukhaaree Vol. 8, Book 75, Hadeeth 323)
(viii) Following the Prophet (s.a.w.s.)
And lo! You are of a tremendous nature. (68:4)
Truly in the Messenger of Allaah you have a good example for him who looks unto Allaah and the Last Day,
and remembers Allaah much. (33:21)
Say (Oh Muhammad) ‘Lo! I am commanded to worship Allaah, making religion pure for Him (only).’ (39:11)
Say (Oh Muhammad) ‘Lo! My worship and my sacrifice and my living and my dying are for Allaah, Lord of the
Worlds.’ (6:162)
…And whatever the Messenger gives you, then take it and whatever he prohibits you from, then abstain from
it… (59:7)
And it becomes not a believing man or a believing woman, when Allaah and His Messenger have decided an
affair (for them), that they should (after that) claim any say in their affair; and whoever is rebellious to Allaah
and His Messenger, he truly goes astray in manifest error. (33:36)
But nay, by your Lord, they will not believe (in truth) until they make you judge of what is in dispute between
them and find within themselves no dislike of that which you decide, and submit with full submission. (4:65)
And whoever opposes the Messenger after the guidance (of Allaah) has been manifested unto him, and
follows other than the believers’ way, We appoint for him that unto which he himself has turned, and expose
him unto Hell—a hapless journey’s end! (4:115)
Say (Oh Muhammad) ‘If you love Allaah, follow me. Allaah will Love you and forgive you your sins. Allaah is
Forgiving, Merciful.’ (3:31)
Those who follow the Messenger, the unlettered Prophet, whom they find him written with them in the
Tawraah and the Injeel. He commands them to the right and forbids them from the wrong, and he makes
lawful for them the pure things and makes unlawful for them the impure things and he relieves from them
their burden and the fetters which were upon them. Then those who believed in him, and honoured him, and
helped him, and followed the light which was sent down with him: they are the successful. (7:157)
Say (Oh Muhammad) ‘This is my Way: I invite to Allaah upon insight. I and whoever followed me’… (12:108)
…Say (Oh Muhammad) ‘I submitted my whole self to Allaah and (so have) those who followed me’… (3:20)
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…Whoever makes my sunnah alive (ahyaa) then he has loved me. And whoever loved me, he shall be with me
in Paradise.”’ (Tirmithee Vol. 5, Book 39, Hadeeth 2678)
The Prophet (s.a.w.s.) is the best of men created by Allaah (a.w.j.), in eemaan; relationship with Allaah; worship; love
for Allaah and for His Creation; character; worry and concern for the slaves of Allaah and their outcomes in this life
and the Hereafter; in working and sacrificing for deen, and in all roles of life—Prophet, Messenger, leader, judge,
husband, father, friend, neighbour, business transactor, benefactor etc. Thus, whoever studies the seerah, including
the aayaat of the Qur'aan and the ahaadeeth of the Sahaabah about him and his character and dealings, will see the
practical examples and realisation of eemaan. This will strengthen the love and respect they have for him; lead to
the establishment of the rights that are due to him, and bring about an increase in righteous actions and adherence
to his sunnah. All of these benefits constitute an increase in eemaan and guidance.
Ibn al Qayyim (r.a.a.) said:
…and within this context, you can comprehend that the dire need of the slaves, which surpasses all other
needs, is the need for knowledge of the Prophet; for that which he brought; for the belief in what he informed
of, and for having obedience to his commands. This is because there is no way towards happiness and success
in this life and the next other than through the Messengers. There is no way of knowing the good and the bad
in detail except by their way. Furthermore, one can definitely not attain the pleasure of Allaah unless it is
through them. Thus, the good of actions, statements, and qualities is none other than their guidance and that
which they brought. They are the preponderate scales against which all actions, statements and qualities are
weighed. By following the Messengers, the people of truth are distinguished from the people of deviation.
Hence, the necessity for them is greater than the necessity of the body for its soul, than the necessity of the
eye for its light and the soul for its life. In all, with regard to any dire need that is supposed, the necessity of
the servant for the Messengers will be much greater.
Narrated ’Abdur Rahmaan bin Abee Layla ‘Ka’b bin ’Ujrah (r.a.) met me and said “Shall I give you a present?
Once the Prophet (s.a.w.s.) came to us and we said ‘Oh Messenger of Allaah ! We know how to greet you, but
how do we send salaah upon you?” He said ‘Say “Allaahumma salli ’alaa Muhammadin wa ’alaa aali
Muhammadin, kamaa sallayta ’alaa aali Ibraaheema innaka Hameedun Majeed. Allaahumma baarik ’alaa
Muhammadin wa ’alaa aali Muhammadin, kamaa baarakta ’alaa aali Ibraaheema innaka Hameedun
Majeed.”’”’ (Bukhaaree Vol. 8, Book 75, Hadeeth 368)
Narrated Aboo Humayd as-Saa’idiyy (r.a.) ‘The people said “Oh Messenger of Allaah! How may we send
salaah on you?” He said ‘Say “Allaahumma salli ’alaa Muhammadin wa azwaajihee wa thurriyyaatihee
kamaa sallayta ’alaa aali Ibraaheema; wa baarik ’alaa Muhammadin wa azwaajihee wa thurriyyaatihee
kamaa baarakta ’alaa aali Ibraaheema innaka Hameedun Majeed.”’”’ (Bukhaaree Vol. 8, Book 75, Hadeeth
371)
(ix) Da’wah
This is the central plank in following the Prophet (s.a.w.s.), through which guidance, purification, eemaan, personal
development, the bulk of reward, and all the individual and collective promises of Allaah (a.w.j.) are achieved.
Without da’wah there could have been no Ummah. Da’wah is the starting point of eemaan and deen, in the way that
washing the hands is the starting point of ablution.
And who is better in speech than him who invited to Allaah and did righteous deeds, and said ‘Lo! I am from
those who submit (muslimeen).’ (41:33)
And there may spring from you a nation who invite to goodness, and enjoin right conduct and forbid
indecency. Such are they who are successful. (3:104)
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By the declining day. Indeed, mankind is surely in loss. Except those who believe and do righteous deeds and
enjoin one another to the truth and enjoin one another to patience. (103:1-3) Imaam ash-Shaafi’ee (r.a.a.) is
reported to have said ‘If all of the people pondered Soorah al ’Asr, it would be sufficient for them.’
…The Prophet (s.a.w.s.) said (to ’Alee (r.a.)) “Be patient till you face them and invite them to Islaam and
inform them of what Allaah has enjoined upon them. By Allaah! If a single person embraces Islaam at your
hands, that will be better for you than red camels.” (Bukhaaree Vol. 4, Book 52, Hadeeth 192)
Aboo Mas’ood al Ansaaree (r.a.) said ‘…The Messenger of Allaah (s.a.w.s.) said “If anyone guides someone to
a good (deed), he will get the reward like the reward of the one who does it.”’ (Aboo Daawood Book 42,
Hadeeth 5110) This in perpetuity, until the Day of Judgement.
Aboo Hurayrah (r.a.) narrates that the Messenger of Allaah (s.a.w.s.) said “The example of the person who
acquires knowledge of deen and then does not convey it to others, is like the one who has collected a treasure
but does not spend from it.” (at-Targheeb 122/1)
(x) Reminding for Muslims
Verses and ahaadeeth enjoin reminding each other concerning Allaah (a.w.j.) and His Messenger (s.a.w.s.); our
purpose of life; how we should be leading our lives; what is most beneficial for us and what most harmful, and about
all the stages of the Hereafter, Paradise and Hell. Anything said sincerely to others in this connection is heard by the
one speaking, so is a reminder, encouragement, admonition and benefit for themself first and foremost. This will
have the effect of purifying and increasing their eemaan.
And remind, for reminding benefits believers. (51:55)
Therefore remind (men), for of use is the reminder. He will heed who fears, and the wretched will avoid it.
(87:9-11)
…And help one another in righteousness and piety, but do not help one another in sin and transgression…
(5:2)
…You warn only those who fear their Lord in secret, and have established worship. He who grows (in purity),
grows only for himself… (35:18)
(Triumphant) are those who turn repentant (to Allaah), those who serve (Him), those who praise (Him), those
who fast, those who bow down, those who fall prostrate (in worship), those who enjoin the right and who
forbid the wrong and those who keep the limits (ordained) of Allaah… (9:112)
And the believers, men and women, are protecting friends one of another; they enjoin the right and forbid
the wrong, and they establish worship and they pay the poor-due, and they obey Allaah and His Messenger.
As for these, Allaah will have mercy on them. Lo! Allaah is Mighty, Wise. (9:71)
No good is there in much of their private conversation, except for those who enjoin charity or that which is
right, or bring reconciliation between people. And whoever does that seeking Allaah’s pleasure, then we shall
grant him a great reward. (4:114)
Huthayfah (r.a.) narrates that the Messenger of Allaah (s.a.w.s.) said “…A man’s affliction regarding his
family, his property, his children, and his neighbours may be atoned for by offering salaah, sadaqah and
enjoining good and forbidding from evil…” (Bukhaaree Vol. 9, Book 88, Hadeeth 216)
It was narrated from Ibn ’Umar (r.a.) that the Messenger of Allaah (s.a.w.s.) said “The believer who mixes
with people and bears their annoyance with patience will have a greater reward than the believer who does
not mix with people and does not put up with their annoyance.” (Ibni Maajah Vol. 5, Book 36, Hadeeth 4032)
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(xi) Going Out in the Path of Allaah
The believers are only those who believe in Allaah and His Messenger and afterward doubt not, but strive
with their wealth and their lives in the Path of Allaah. Those are the truthful. (49:15)
Those who believed and emigrated and strove in the Path of Allaah with their wealth and their lives have the
highest rank in the sight of Allaah. And those—they will be the triumphant. Their Lord gives them glad tidings
of Mercy from Him and Pleasure, and Gardens. In them is enduring bliss for them. There they will abide
forever. Indeed with Allaah there is immense reward. (9:20-22)
Oh Believers! Shall I guide you to a trade that will save you from a painful punishment? Believe in Allaah and
His Messenger and strive in the Path of Allaah with your wealth and your lives. That is better for you if you
only knew. He will forgive for you your sins and admit you into Gardens from underneath which rivers flow,
and pleasant dwellings in Gardens of Eternity. That is the great triumph. (61:10-12)
Fudaalah ibni ’Ubayd (r.a.) narrates that the Messenger of Allaah (s.a.w.s.) said “The deed which brings one
closest to Allaah (a.w.j.) is to strive in the Path of Allaah. Nothing is equal to it.” (Jaami’ as-Sagheer 201/1)
Narrated Aboo Hurayrah (r.a.) ‘The Prophet (s.a.w.s.) was asked “Which is the best deed?” He said ‘To believe
in Allaah and His Messenger.’ He was then asked “Which is the next (in goodness)?” He said ‘To participate in
jihaad in the Path of Allaah.’ He was then asked “Which is the next?” He said ‘To perform Hajj al Mabroor.’’
(Bukhaaree Vol. 2, Book 26, Hadeeth 594)
It was narrated that Aboo Hurayrah (r.a.) said ‘A man asked the Prophet (s.a.w.s.) “Oh Messenger of Allaah,
which deed is best?” He said ‘Jihaad in the Path of Allaah.’ He said “Then what?” He (s.a.w.s.) said ‘Then Hajj
al Mabroor.’’' (Nasaa'ee Vol. 3, Book 24, Hadeeth 2625)
’Ubaadah ibn as-Saamit (r.a.) narrates that the Messenger of Allaah (s.a.w.s.) said “You must do jihaad in the
Path of Allaah, for this is one of the doors of Paradise. Through this Allaah removes anxiety and grief.” There
is an addition in a narration: “And strive far and near in the Path of Allaah, and establish Divine ordinances
far and near among the inhabitants; and do not be influenced by the criticism of those who criticise in matters
relating to Allaah.” (Mustadrak Haakim 74/2)
Suhayl (r.a.) narrates ‘I heard the Messenger of Allaah (s.a.w.s.) saying “Your striving in the Path of Allaah for
a short while is far better than the good deeds of your whole life staying with your family.” (Mustadrak
Haakim 282/2)
’Uthmaan ibn ’Affaan (r.a.) narrates ‘I heard the Messenger of Allaah (s.a.w.s.) saying “A day spent in the
Path of Allaah is better than a thousand other days.” (Nasaa'ee Vol. 1, Book 25, Hadeeth 3172)
Anas bin Maalik (r.a.) narrates that the Messenger of Allaah (s.a.w.s.) said “A morning or an evening spent in
the Path of Allaah is better than the world and all that it contains.” (Bukhaaree Vol. 4, Book 52, Hadeeth 50)
Aboo Hurayrah (r.a.) narrates ‘I heard the Messenger of Allaah (s.a.w.s.) saying “To be in the Path of Allaah
for a short while is better than worshipping on the night of Al Qadr in front of Hajari-l Aswad (the Black
Stone).”’ (Ibni Hibbaan 463/10) Worshipping on the Night of Al Qadr is more virtuous then worshipping for a
thousand months, as mentioned in Sooratu-l Qadr 97:3.
Narrated Mu’aath (r.a.) ‘The Messenger of Allaah (s.a.w.s.) said “(The reward of) prayer, fasting and
remembrance of Allaah is enhanced seven hundred times over (the reward of) spending in Allaah’s path.”’
(Aboo Daawood Book 14, Hadeeth 2492 (weak))
Mu’aath (r.a.) narrates that the Messenger of Allaah (s.a.w.s.) said “Truly, the reward of remembrance of
Allaah, in the Path of Allaah is enhanced seven hundred times over the spending thereof.” In another
narration the reward is increased seven hundred thousand times. (Musnad Ahmad 438/3 (weak))
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It was narrated from Aboo Hurayrah (r.a.) that the Messenger of Allaah (s.a.w.s.) said “Travelling is a kind of
torment, it keeps anyone of you from his sleep, food and drink. When anyone of you has fulfilled the purpose
for which he travelled, let him hasten to return to his family.” (Ibni Maajah Vol. 4, Book 25, Hadeeth 2882)
Aboo Umaamah al Baahiliyy (r.a.) reported the Messenger of Allaah (s.a.w.s.) as saying “There are three
persons who are in the security of Allaah, the Exalted: A man who goes out on an expedition to fight in the
Path of Allaah, the Exalted, is in the security of Allaah, until He takes him unto Him (i.e., he dies) and brings
him into Paradise or brings him (alive) with reward and booty he obtains; and a man who goes to the masjid
is in the security of Allaah, until he takes him unto Him (i.e., he dies), and he brings him into Paradise or brings
him with reward and spoils he obtains; and a man who enters his house after giving salutation is in the
security of Allaah, the Exalted.” (Aboo Daawood Book 14, Hadeeth 2488)
(xii) Spending
You will not attain true piety until you spend from that which you love. And whatever you spend of a thing,
then indeed Allaah is All-Knowing about it. (3:92)
Take from their wealth a charity by which you cleanse them and purify them, and invoke blessings upon
them… (9:103)
Who gives his wealth that he may grow (in goodness), and none has with him any favour for reward, except
as seeking the Face of his Lord Most High. (92:18-20)
…those who spend their wealth in search of Allaah’s pleasure, and for the strengthening of their souls…
(2:265)
…charity is an evidence (of eemaan)… (Tirmithee Vol. 6, Book 45, Hadeeth 3517)
There is a distinction between social spending for the alleviation of poverty etc. and spending in the Path of Allaah
(a.w.j.):
…How excellent the wealth of the Muslim is, if it is collected through legal means and is spent in the Path of
Allaah and on orphans, poor people and travellers.… (Bukhaaree Vol. 4, Book 52, Hadeeth 95)
Anas (r.a.) narrates that the Muhaajireen said ‘Oh Messenger of Allaah! We have never seen people better
than those to whom we have come (the Ansaar). They are prepared to assist even though they have little and
when they have plenty, they spend most generously. They do all the work on the plantations for us and share
the dates with us. They do so much for us that we actually fear that they should not take all the rewards.’ The
Messenger of Allaah (s.a.w.s.) said “This will not happen as long as you keep praising them and supplicating
for them.”
The believers are only those who believe in Allaah and His Messenger and afterward doubt not, but strive
with their wealth and their lives in the Path of Allaah. Those are the truthful. (49:15)
Lo! Those who believed and left their homes and strove with their wealth and their lives in the Path of Allaah,
and those who took them in and helped them: these are protecting friends one of another… (8:72)
Narrated Aboo Sa’eed al Khudree (r.a.) ‘Somebody asked ‘Oh Messenger of Allaah! Who is the best among
the people?’ The Messenger of Allaah (s.a.w.s.) replied “A believer who strives his utmost in the Path of Allaah
with his life and property.” They asked ‘Who is next?’ He replied “A believer who stays in one of the mountain
paths worshipping Allaah and leaving the people secure from his mischief.”’ (Bukhaaree Vol. 4, Book 52,
Hadeeth 45)
The Messenger of Allaah (s.a.w.s.) gave the Sahaabah (r.a.a) plenty of encouragement to fight in jihaad and
asked them to spend for the pleasure of Allaah. The Sahaabah (r.a.a) therefore donated most generously. The
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first to spend so generously was Aboo Bakr (r.a.) who donated everything he owned, equalling four thousand
dirhams. The Messenger of Allaah (s.a.w.s.) asked him ‘Have you left anything for your family?’ He replied “I
have left Allaah and His Messenger (s.a.w.s.) for them.” ’Umar (r.a.) then arrived with half of his belongings.
When the Messenger of Allaah (s.a.w.s.) asked him if he had left anything for his family, he replied, ‘Yes, I
have left half of what I have brought.’ When ’Umar (r.a.) heard about what Aboo Bakr (r.a.) had brought he
said “He has beaten me each time we have vied to do good.”
The example of those who spend their wealth in the Path of Allaah is like a grain which grows seven ears; in
each ear a hundred grains. And Allaah gives manifold to whom He Wills. And Allaah is All-Encompassing, AllKnowing. (2:261)
It has been narrated on the authority of Aboo Mas’ood al Ansaaree who said ‘A man brought a muzzled shecamel and said “It is (offered) in the Path of Allaah.” The Messenger of Allaah (s.a.w.s.) said ‘For this, you will
have seven hundred she-camels on the Day of Judgment—all of which will be muzzled.’’ (Muslim Book 20,
Hadeeth 4663)
Narrated Khuraim bin Fatik (r.a.) that the Messenger of Allaah (s.a.w.s.) said ‘Whoever spends a sum in the
Path of Allaah, it is recorded for him seven-hundred fold.’ (Aboo ’Eesaa said) There is something on this topic
from Aboo Hurayrah. This hadeeth is hasan, we only know of it from the narration of Ar-Rukayn bin Ar-Rabi’
(a narrator in the chain of this hadeeth) (Tirmithee Vol. 3, Book 20, Hadeeth 1625)
(xiii) Khidmah
Serve Allaah, and join not any partners with Him; and do good—to parents, kinsfolk, orphans, those in need,
neighbours who are near, neighbours who are strangers, the companion by your side, the wayfarer (you
meet), and what your right hands possess: For Allaah loves not the arrogant, the vainglorious. (4:36)
Jaabir bin ’Abdullaah (r.a.) narrated that the Messenger of Allaah (s.a.w.s.) said ‘Every good is charity. Indeed
among the good is to meet your brother with a smiling face, and to pour what is left in your bucket into the
vessel of your brother.’ (Tirmithee Vol. 4, Book 1, Hadeeth 1970)
Aboo Hurayrah (r.a.) narrated that the Messenger of Allaah (s.a.w.s.) said ‘Sadaqah is due on every joint of a
person, every day the sun rises. Administering of justice between two men is also a sadaqah. And assisting a
man to ride upon his beast, or helping him load his luggage upon it, is a sadaqah; and a good word is a
sadaqah; and every step that you take towards prayer is a sadaqah, and removing of harmful things from the
pathway is a sadaqah.’ (Muslim Book 5, Hadeeth 2204)
Aboo Hurayrah (r.a.) reported the Messenger of Allaah (s.a.w.s.) as saying ‘He who alleviates the suffering of
a brother out of the sufferings of the world, Allaah will alleviate his suffering from the sufferings of the Day of
Resurrection, and he who finds relief for one who is hard-pressed, Allaah will make things easy for him in the
Hereafter, and he who conceals (the faults) of a Muslim, Allaah will conceal his faults in the world and in the
Hereafter. Allaah is at the back of a servant so long as the servant is at the back of his brother, and he who
treads the path in search of knowledge, Allaah will make that path easy, leading to Paradise for him. And
those persons who assemble in the house among the houses of Allaah and recite the Book of Allaah and they
learn and teach the Qur'aan, there will descend upon them tranquillity, and mercy will cover them, and the
angels will surround them, and Allaah mentions them in the presence of those near Him. And he who is slowpaced in doing good deeds, his (high) lineage does not make him go ahead.’ (Muslim Book 35, Hadeeth 6518)
Narrated Safwaan bin Saleem (r.a.) ‘The Prophet (s.a.w.s.) said “The one who looks after and works for a
widow and for a poor person is like a warrior fighting in the Path of Allaah, or like a person who fasts during
the day and prays all the night.” (Bukhaaree Vol. 8, Book 73, Hadeeth 35)
It was narrated that Anas bin Maalik (r.a.) said ‘We were with the Messenger of Allaah (s.a.w.s.) on a journey,
and some of us were fasting and some of us were not. We made a stop on a hot day and looked for shade.
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Those who were fasting fell to the ground, but those who were not fasting got up and watered the animals.
The Messenger of Allaah said “Those who were not fasting today have taken the reward.”’ (Nasaa'ee Vol. 3,
Book 22, Hadeeth 2285)
…From among the people preceding your generation, there was a man whom the angel of death visited to
capture his soul, and he was asked if he had done any good deed. He replied ‘I don’t remember any good
deed.’ He was asked to think it over. He said ‘I do not remember, except that I used to trade with the people in
the world and I used to give a respite to the rich and forgive the poor (among my debtors).’ So Allaah made
him enter Paradise… (Bukhaaree Vol. 4, Book 55, Hadeeth 659)
Narrated ’Alee (r.a.) ‘If a man visits a patient in the evening, seventy thousand angels come along with him
seeking forgiveness from Allaah for him till the morning, and he will have a garden in Paradise.’ (Aboo
Daawood Book 20, Hadeeth 3092)
It was narrated from Aboo Hurayrah (r.a.) that a black man (or a black woman) used to clean the masjid, and
he died. The Prophet (s.a.w.s.) asked about him, and they said that he had died. He said ‘Why did you not tell
me? Show me his grave.’ (Or he said ‘her grave.’) So he went to his grave and offered the funeral prayer for
him. (Bukhaaree Vol. 1, Book 8, Hadeeth 448)
(xiv) Voluntary Fasting
It was narrated that Aboo Umaamah (r.a.) said “I said ‘Oh Messenger of Allaah, tell me of an action.’ He said
“Take to fasting, for there is nothing equal to it.”” (Nisaa’ee Vol. 3, Book 22, Hadeeth 2225)
Aboo Hurayrah (r.a.) narrated that the Messenger of Allaah (s.a.w.s.) said ‘Indeed your Lord said “Every good
deed is rewarded with ten of the same up to seven hundred times over. Fasting is for Me, and I shall reward
for it.” Fasting is a shield from the Fire. The smell coming from the mouth of the one fasting is more pleasant
to Allaah than the scent of musk. If one of you is abused by an ignorant person while fasting, then let him say
‘Indeed I am fasting.’’ (Tirmithee Vol. 2, Book 3, Hadeeth 764)
Sahl (r.a.) narrated that in Paradise there is a gate called Ar-Rayyaan. It will be said on the Day of
Resurrection ‘Where are those who used to fast? Would you like to enter through Ar-Rayyaan?’ Whoever
enters through it will never thirst again. Then when they have entered it will be closed behind them, and no
one but they will enter through it. (Nasaa'ee Vol. 3, Book 22, Hadeeth 2225)
Mutarrif, from the tribe of Banoo ’Amir bin Sa’sa’ah narrated that ’Uthman bin Abul ’Aas ath-Thaqafee (r.a.)
invited him to drink some milk that he poured for him. Mutarrif said “I am fasting.” ’Uthman said ‘I heard the
Messenger of Allaah (s.a.w.s.) say “Fasting is a shield against the Fire just like the shield of anyone of you
against fighting.”’ (Ibni Maajah Vol. 1, Book 7, Hadeeth 1639)
It was narrated that ’Abdullaah (r.a.) said ‘We went out with the Messenger of Allaah (s.a.w.s.) and we were
young men who could not afford anything. He (s.a.w.s.) said “Oh young men, you should get married, for it is
more effective in lowering the gaze and protecting one’s chastity. Whoever cannot afford it should fast, for it
will be a restraint (wijaa') for him.”’ (Nasaa'ee Vol. 3, Book 22, Hadeeth 2241)
It was narrated from Aboo Sa’eed al Khudree (r.a.) that the Messenger of Allaah (s.a.w.s.) said “Whoever
fasts one day in the Path of Allaah, Allaah will keep the Fire away from his face the distance of seventy
autumns (years) for that day.” (Ibni Maajah Vol. 1, Book 7, Hadeeth 1717)
Ibni ’Abbaas (r.a.) narrated the Messenger of Allaah (s.a.w.s.) as saying ‘There is no virtue more to the liking
of Allaah in any day than in these days, that is, the first ten days of Thul Hijjah.’ They (the Companions) asked
“Messenger of Allaah, not even the struggle in the Path of Allaah?” He said ‘Not even the struggle in the Path
of Allaah, except a man who goes out with his life and property, and does not return with any of them.’’
(Aboo Daawood Book 13, Hadeeth 2432)
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It was narrated that Aboo Hurayrah (r.a.) said ‘I heard the Messenger of Allaah say “The month of patience
(Ramadaan) and three days of each month is fasting for a lifetime.”’ (Nasaa'ee Vol. 3, Book 22, Hadeeth
2410)
Narrated Ibn Milhaan al Qaysiyy (r.a.) ‘The Messenger of Allaah (s.a.w.s.) used to command us to fast the
days of the white (nights): thirteenth, fourteenth and fifteenth of the month.’ He (s.a.w.s.) said “This is like
keeping perpetual fast.”’ (Aboo Daawood Book 13, Hadeeth 2443)
It was narrated from Thawbaan (r.a.), the freed slave of the Messenger of Allaah (s.a.w.s.), that the
Messenger of Allaah (s.a.w.s.) said “Whoever fasts six days (of Shawwaal) after the (’Eedul) Fitr will have
completed the year, for whoever does a good deed will have the reward of ten like it.” (Ibni Maajah Vol. 1,
Book 7, Hadeeth 1715)
Narrated ’Abdullaah bin ’Amr bin al ’Aas (r.a.) ‘The Messenger of Allaah (s.a.w.s.) met me and said ‘Have I not
been informed that you said “I shall stand at prayer all the night, and I shall fast during the day?”’ I said ‘I
think so. Yes, Messenger of Allaah, I have said this.’ He (s.a.w.s.) said ‘Get up and pray at night and sleep; fast
and break your fast; fast three days every month; that is equivalent to keeping perpetual fast.’ I said
“Messenger of Allaah, I have more power than that.” He said ‘Then fast one day and break your fast one day.
That is the most moderate fast; that is the fast of Daawood (a.s.).’ I said “I have more power than that.” The
Messenger of Allaah (s.a.w.s.) said ‘There is no fast more excellent than it.’’ (Aboo Daawood Book 13,
Hadeeth 2421)
The client of Usaamah ibn Zayd (r.a.) said that he went along with Usaamah to Waadee al Qura in pursuit of
his camels. He would fast on Monday and Thursday. His client said to him ‘Why do you fast on Monday and
Thursday, while you are an old man?’ He said “The Prophet of Allaah (s.a.w.s.) used to fast on Monday and
Thursday. When he was asked about it, he said ‘The works of the servants (of Allaah) are presented (to
Allaah) on Monday and Thursday.’” (Aboo Daawood Book 13, Hadeeth 2430)
Aboo Qataadah (r.a.) narrated that he said “Messenger of Allaah, tell me about keeping fast on Monday and
Thursday.” He (s.a.w.s.) said ‘On it I was born, and on it the Qur'aan was first revealed to me.’’ (Aboo
Daawood Book 13, Hadeeth 2420)
Aboo Hurayrah (r.a.) narrated the Messenger of Allaah (s.a.w.s.) as saying ‘The most excellent fast after
Ramadaan is Allaah’s month al Muharram, and the most excellent prayer after the prescribed prayer is the
prayer during the night.’ (Aboo Daawood Book 13, Hadeeth 2423)
Narrated ’Aa'ishah (r.a.) ‘The month most liked by the Messenger of Allaah (s.a.w.s.) for fasting was
Sha’baan. He then joined it with Ramadaan.’ (Aboo Daawood Book 13, Hadeeth 2425)
Aboo Qataadah (r.a.) narrated that the Prophet (s.a.w.s.) said ‘Fast the Day of Aashoorah, for indeed I
anticipate that Allaah will forgive (the sins of) the year before it.’ (Tirmithee Vol. 2, Book 3, Hadeeth 752)
It was narrated from Aboo Qataadah (r.a.) that the Messenger of Allaah (s.a.w.s.) said “Fasting on the Day of
’Arafah, I hope from Allaah, expiates for the sins of the year before and the year after.” (Ibni Maajah Vol. 1,
Book 7, Hadeeth 1730)
Aboo Sa’eed al Khudree (r.a.) narrated the Messenger of Allaah (s.a.w.s.) as saying ‘Do not observe perpetual
fasting. If any of you wants to observe perpetual fast, he should observe it until the dawn.’ They (the people)
asked “You observe perpetual fast?” He replied ‘My position is not like that of yours. There is One Who gives
me to eat, and there is One who gives me to drink.’ (Aboo Daawood Book 13, Hadeeth 2354)
It was narrated that ’Aa'ishah (r.a.) said “The Messenger of Allaah (s.a.w.s.) would enter upon me and say ‘Do
you have anything (any food)?’ If we said ‘No’ he would say ‘Then I am fasting.’ So he would continue fasting,
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then it we were given some food, he would break his fast.” She said “Sometimes he would fast and (then)
break fast.” I said “How is that?” She said “Like the one who goes out with charity and he gives some away
and keeps some.” (Ibni Maajah Vol. 1, Book 7, Hadeeth 1701)
’Aa'ishah (r.a.) narrated that Hamzah bin Amr al Aslamee (r.a.) asked the Messenger of Allaah (s.a.w.s.)
about fasting while travelling, as he fasted regularly. So the Messenger of Allaah (s.a.w.s.) said ‘If you wish
then fast, and if you wish then break (the fast).’ (Tirmithee Vol. 2, Book 3, Hadeeth 711)
Zayd bin Khaalid al Juhaniyy (r.a.) narrated that the Messenger of Allaah (s.a.w.s.) said ‘Whoever provides the
food for a fasting person to break his fast with, then for him is the same reward as his (the fasting person’s),
without anything being diminished from the reward of the fasting person.’ (Tirmithee Vol. 2, Book 3, Hadeeth
803)
It was narrated from Aboo Hurayrah (r.a.) that the Prophet (s.a.w.s.) said “A grateful eater is equal to a
patient fasting person.” (Ibni Maajah Vol. 1, Book 7, Hadeeth 1764)
(xv) Voluntary Hajj and ’Umrah
It was narrated from Aboo Hurayrah (r.a.) that the Messenger of Allaah (s.a.w.s.) said “Whoever performs
Hajj to this House, and does not have sexual relations nor commit any disobedience, will go back like the day
his mother bore him.” (Ibni Maajah Vol. 4, Book 25, Hadeeth 2889)
Aboo Hurayrah (r.a.) said ‘The Messenger of Allaah (s.a.w.s.) said “The guests of Allaah are three: the
ghaazee (warrior), the Haajj (pilgrim) and the Mu’tamir (performing ’Umrah).”’' (Nasaa'ee Vol. 3, Book 24,
Hadeeth 2626)
It was narrated from Ibn ’Umar (r.a.) that the Prophet (s.a.w.s.) said “The one who fights in the Path of
Allaah, and the pilgrim performing Hajj and ’Umrah are a delegation to Allaah. He invited them, so they
responded to Him, and they ask Him and He gives to them.” (Ibni Maajah Vol. 4, Book 25, Hadeeth 2893)
It was narrated from Ibni ’Abbaas (r.a.) that Aqra’ bin Haabis (r.a.) asked the Prophet (s.a.w.s.) “Oh
Messenger of Allaah, is Hajj (required) every year, or just once” He said: “Rather it is just once. And whoever
can perform Hajj voluntarily, let him do so.” (Ibni Maajah Vol. 4, Book 25, Hadeeth 2886)
It was narrated from ’Umar (r.a.) that the Prophet (s.a.w.s.) said “Perform Hajj and ’Umrah, one after the
other, for performing them one after the other removes poverty and sin as the bellows remove impurity from
iron.” (Ibni Maajah Vol. 4, Book 25, Hadeeth 2887)
It was narrated that Ibn ’Abbaas (r.a.) said “The Messenger of Allaah (s.a.w.s.) performed ’Umrah four times:
The ’Umrah of Hudaybiyyah, the ’Umrah to make up for (the one not completed previously), the third from
Ji’ranah and the fourth that he did with his Hajj.” (Ibni Maajah Vol. 4, Book 25, Hadeeth 3003)
Ibni ’Abbaas (r.a.) narrated ‘We were with the Messenger of Allaah (s.a.w.s.) on a journey when he saw a
man fall from his camel. His neck was broken and he died, and he was a Muhrim. So the Messenger of Allaah
(s.a.w.s.) said “Wash him with water and Sidr, and shroud him in his garments, and do not cover his head, for
indeed he will be resurrected on the Day of Judgment saying the talbiyyah.”’ (Tirmithee Vol. 2, Book 4,
Hadeeth 951)
It was narrated that ’Aa'ishah (r.a.) said “I said ‘Oh Messenger of Allaah, is jihaad obligatory for women?’ He
said “Yes. Upon them is a jihaad in which there is no fighting: Hajj and ’Umrah.” (Ibni Maajah Vol. 4, Book 25,
Hadeeth 2901)
’Aa'ishah (r.a.) said ‘I said “Oh Messenger of Allaah, shall we not go out in jihaad with you, for I do not think
there is any deed in the Qur'aan that is better than jihaad.” He said ‘No. The best and most beautiful (type) of
jihaad is Hajj to the House; Hajj al Mabroor.’’ (Nasaa'ee Vol. 3, Book 24, Hadeeth 2629)
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It was narrated from Aboo Hurayrah (r.a.) that the Messenger of Allaah (s.a.w.s.) said ‘Jihaad of the elderly,
the young, the weak, and women, is Hajj and ’Umrah.’ (Nasaa'ee Vol. 3, Book 24, Hadeeth 2627)
It was narrated from ’Abdullaah bin ’Abbaas (r.a.) that a woman from Khath’am came to the Prophet
(s.a.w.s.) and said “Oh Messenger of Allaah, my father is an old man who has become weak, and now the
command of Allaah has come for His slaves to perform Hajj, but he cannot do it. Will it discharge his duty if I
perform it on his behalf?” The Messenger of Allaah (s.a.w.s.) said “Yes.” (Ibni Maajah Vol. 4, Book 25,
Hadeeth 2907)
’Abdullaah bin Buraydah narrated from his father (r.a.) who said ‘A woman came to the Prophet (s.a.w.s.)
and said “My mother died and she did not perform Hajj. Should I perform Hajj on her behalf?” He said ‘Yes,
perform Hajj on her behalf.’’ (Tirmithee Vol. 2, Book 4, Hadeeth 929)
Jaabir bin ’Abdullaah (r.a.) narrated ‘A woman held a boy of hers up for the Messenger of Allaah (s.a.w.s.)
and said “Oh Messenger of Allaah! Is there Hajj for this one?” He said ‘Yes, and you will be rewarded.’’
(Tirmithee Vol. 2, Book 4, Hadeeth 924)
It was narrated from Wahb bin Khanbash (r.a.) that the Messenger of Allaah (s.a.w.s.) said ‘’Umrah during
Ramadaan is equivalent to Hajj (i.e. in reward).’ (Ibni Maajah Vol. 4, Book 25, Hadeeth 2991)
It was narrated that ’Abdullaah bin ’Umar (r.a.) said “I heard the Messenger of Allaah (s.a.w.s.) say ‘Whoever
performs tawaaf around the House and prays two rakaa’ah, it is as if he freed a slave.’” (Ibni Maajah Vol. 4,
Book 25, Hadeeth 2956)
Ibn ’Ubaid bin ’Umair narrated from his father ‘Ibn ’Umar (r.a.) was clinging on the two corners (in a manner
that I had not seen any of the Companions of the Prophet doing) so I said “Oh Aboo ’Abdur-Rahmaan! You are
clinging on the two corners in a manner that I have not seen any of the Companions of the Prophet clinging.”
So he said ‘I do it because I heard the Messenger of Allaah saying “Touching them atones for sins.” And I
heard him saying “Whoever performs tawaaf around this House seven times and he keeps track of it, then it is
as if he freed a slave.” And I heard him saying “One foot is not put down, nor another raised, except that
Allaah removes a sin from him and records a good merit for him.”’ (Tirmithee Vol. 2, Book 4, Hadeeth 959)
Ibni ’Abbaas (r.a.) narrated that the Prophet (s.a.w.s.) said ‘Tawaaf around the House is similar to salaah,
except that you talk during it. So whoever talks in it, then let him not say but good.’ (Tirmithee Vol. 2, Book 4,
Hadeeth 960)
Ibni ’Abbaas (r.a.) narrated that the Messenger of Allaah (s.a.w.s.) said about the (Black) Stone ‘By Allaah!
Allaah will raise it on the Day of Resurrection with two eyes by which it sees and a tongue that it speaks with,
testifying to whoever touched it in truth.’ (Tirmithee Vol. 2, Book 4, Hadeeth 961)
It was narrated that Jaabir bin ’Abdullaah (r.a.) said “I heard the Messenger of Allaah (s.a.w.s.) say ‘The
water of Zamzam is for whatever it is drunk for.’” (Ibni Maajah Vol. 4, Book 25, Hadeeth 3062)
Aboo Hurayrah (r.a.) reported the Messenger of Allaah (s.a.w.s.) as having said ‘Oh Allaah, grant pardon to
those who got their heads shaved.’ They (Companions of the Prophet) said “Messenger of Allaah, (what about
those) who get their hair cut?” He said ‘Oh Allaah, grant pardon to those who get their heads shaved.’ They
said “Messenger of Allaah, (what about those) who got their hair clipped?” He said ‘Oh Allaah, grant pardon
to those who get their heads shaved.’ They said “Messenger of Allaah, (what about those) who get their hair
clipped?” He said ‘(Oh Allaah, grant pardon to) those who get their hair clipped.’ (Muslim Book 7, Hadeeth
2987)
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’Alee (r.a.) reported ‘The Messenger of Allaah (s.a.w.s.) put me in charge of his sacrificial animals, that I
should give their flesh, skins and saddle cloths as sadaqah, but not to give anything to the butcher, saying ‘We
will pay him ourselves.’’ (Muslim Book 7, Hadeeth 3019)
’Aa'ishah (r.a.) reported the Messenger of Allaah (s.a.w.s.) as saying ‘There is no day when Allaah sets free
more servants from Hell than the Day of ’Arafah. He draws near, then praises them to the angels, saying
“What do these want?”’ (Muslim Book 7, Hadeeth 3126)
It was narrated from Safwaan bin ’Abdullaah bin Safwaan that he was married to a daughter of Aboo adDardaa' (r.a.). He came to her and found Umm Dardaa' (r.a.) there, but he did not find Aboo ad-Dardaa'. She
said to him “Do you intend to perform Hajj this year?” He said “Yes.” She said “Pray to Allaah for us to grant
us goodness, for the Prophet (s.a.w.s.) used to say ‘The supplication of a man for his brother in his absence
will be answered. By his head there is an angel who says “Aameen” to his supplication, and every time he
prays for his brother, he says “Aameen, and the same for you.”’ He said “Then I went out to the marketplace
where I met Aboo ad-Dardaa', and he told me something similar from the Prophet (s.a.w.s.).” (Ibni Maajah
Vol. 4, Book 25, Hadeeth 2895)
Aboo Hurayrah (r.a.) reported the Prophet (s.a.w.s.) as saying “Journey should not be made (to visit any
masjid) except towards three masaajid: the Sacred Mosque (of Makkah), this masjid of mine and Al Aqsaa
masjid (in Jerusalem).” (Aboo Daawood Book 10, Hadeeth 2028)
It was narrated from Jaabir (r.a.) that the Messenger of Allaah (s.a.w.s.) said “One prayer in my mosque is
better than one thousand prayers elsewhere, except the Sacred Mosque, and one prayer in the Sacred
Mosque is better than one hundred thousand prayers elsewhere.” (Ibni Maajah Vol. 1, Book 5, Hadeeth 1406)
Aboo Hurayrah (r.a.) reported the Messenger of Allaah (s.a.w.s.) as saying ‘That which exists between my
house and my pulpit is a garden from the gardens of Paradise, and my pulpit is upon my cistern.’ (Muslim
Book 7, Hadeeth 3206)
Narrated Aboo Hurayrah (r.a.) The Prophet (s.a.w.s.) said ‘If any one of you greets me, Allaah returns my soul
to me and I respond to the greeting.’ (Aboo Daawood Book 10, Hadeeth 2036)
It was narrated from Ibn ’Umar (r.a.) that the Messenger of Allaah (s.a.w.s.) said ‘Whoever among you can
die in Madeenah, let him do so, for I will bear witness in favour of those who die there.” (Ibni Maajah Vol. 4,
Book 25, Hadeeth 3112)
’Abdullaah bin Zayd bin ’Aasim (r.a.) reported the Messenger of Allaah (s.a.w.s.) as saying ‘Truly Ibraaheem
declared Makkah sacred and supplicated (for blessings to be showered) upon its inhabitants, and I declare
Madeenah to be sacred as Ibraaheem had declared Makkah to be sacred. I have supplicated (Allaah for His
blessings to be showered) in its saa’ah and its mudd (two standards of weight and measurement) twice as did
Ibraaheem for the inhabitants of Makkah.’ (Muslim Book 7, Hadeeth 3150)
Aboo Hurayrah (r.a.) reported the Messenger of Allaah (s.a.w.s.) as saying ‘For one among my Ummah who
shows endurance against the hardships and rigours of Madeenah, I would be an intercessor or a witness on
his behalf on the Day of Resurrection.’ (Muslim Book 7, Hadeeth 3183)
Aboo Hurayrah (r.a.) reported the Messenger of Allaah (s.a.w.s.) as saying ‘A time will come for the people (of
Madeenah) when a man will invite his cousin and any other near relation “Come (and settle) at (a place)
where living is cheap, come to where there is plenty” but Madeenah will be better for them; would that they
knew it! By Him in Whose Hand is my life, none amongst them would go out (of the city) with a dislike for it,
but Allaah would make his successor in it someone better than he. Behold. Madeenah is like furnace which
eliminates from it the impurities. And the Last Hour will not come until Madeenah banishes its evils, just as a
furnace eliminates the impurities of iron.’ (Muslim Book 7, Hadeeth 3188)
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8.3.4 Deviations
Purification and advancement towards ihsaan are achieved through committing fully to following the Prophet
(s.a.w.s.) in his mission. Replacement of the Prophetic manhaj by any other manhaj leads to several issues:
Firstly, followers of other methodologies are not expressing their love of Allaah (a.w.j.) in the way He Wishes them
to. If they truly loved Allaah, they would follow their Prophet (s.a.w.s.):
Say (Oh Muhammad) ‘If you love Allaah, follow me. Allaah will Love you and forgive you your sins. Allaah is
Forgiving, Merciful.’ (3:31)
Say ‘This is my Way: I invite to Allaah upon insight (baseerah). I and whoever followed me’… (12:108)
Baseerah should tell them that the Path of the Prophet (s.a.w.s.) is the Path of every Muslim from Day One to their
last day (within their particular capacities). The Sahaabah (r.a.a.) stepped onto this Path as soon as they accepted
Islaam, and remained on it.
So the practical demonstration of love of Allaah (a.w.j.) is by committing everything we have to follow the Prophet
(s.a.w.s.) on his Path. The Prophet’s Path is defined by da’wah and being a daa’ee. Despite also being a teacher, a
reformer of character, a thaakir, zaahid, mujaahid, ’aalim, politician, charity worker etc., Allaah (a.w.j.) chose to
define him by this central role and identity as an inviter towards Allaah.
An implication of this is that a lover of Allaah should also self-identify as a daa’ee above all other roles in life. This
necessitates that one’s life is also structured around this central role and activity, and that one should be working
towards gaining the knowledge and other qualities such as love, compassion, empathy, worry and concern that are
needed in the field of da’wah.
Secondly, the Ummah as a whole cannot achieve the required purification, spiritual development and knowledge by
anything other than the manhaj which we have been ordered to follow. As Imaam Maalik (r.a.a.) stated:
…the last part of this Ummah will not be rectified except by that which rectified its first part.
Thirdly, by bringing about a wholesale abandonment of the Path of the Prophet (s.a.w.s.), the followers of other
methodologies have contributed to the long-term decay of the Ummah; the extinction of deen in the lives of
individuals and communities in many parts of the Muslim world, and the halt in the continual spread of Islaam into
the non-Muslim world.
A revelation of the All-Mighty, the Most Merciful, that you may warn a people whose forefathers were not
warned, so they are heedless. (36:6)
Fourthly, by not following our Prophet (s.a.w.s.), we cut ourselves off from the particular aspect of guidance relating
to one of the absolute essences of Islaam, and the defining characteristic of the Path of our Prophet (s.a.w.s.)—the
effort of da’wah itself.
…and follow him so that you may be guided. (7:158)
We cannot fully understand the methodology, principles or requirements of da’wah whilst following a different
methodology.
This doesn’t mean that other efforts have been wasted, however.
Then We caused Our Messengers to follow in their footsteps; and We caused Jesus, son of Mary, to follow,
and gave him the Gospel, and placed compassion and mercy in the hearts of those who followed him. But
they invented monasticism (rahbaaniyyah)—We ordained it not for them—only seeking Allaah’s pleasure,
and they observed it not with right observance. So We give those of them who believe their reward, but many
of them are evil-livers. (57:27)
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8.3.5 Main Groups
There are two main deviations from the Prophetic manhaj. In both cases, they cause the common folk to be ‘sitters.’
Firstly, there are the Soofees, who consider that (at least a reasonable level of) purification and ihsaan should be
achieved before taking up the mission of the Prophet (s.a.w.s.). They try to achieve the goal of ihsaan by spiritual
exercises and self-mortifications—in the absence of the required sacrifices, efforts and hardships for the spreading
and protection of deen—before engaging in da’wah. This is like cleaning oneself under a dripping tap before being
allowed to take a shower with soap.
Soofees claim Soofism to be the discipline and branch of knowledge related to spiritual purification and
development; one branch of the specialisation of Islamic disciplines after the time of the Prophet (s.a.w.s.). All other
specialisations mentioned by them (’aqeedah, hadeeth, fiqh, Qur'aan memorisation, tafseer, seerah etc.) are aspects
of formal knowledge, which was the legacy of the Prophet (s.a.w.s.) inherited by the ’ulamaa', and which has been
passed down through narration and explanation to each succeeding generation.
Many elements of Soofism are indeed contributory factors in spiritual purification and development, as detailed in
Chapter 7 on Guidance, but they are not the central, identifying, unique feature of the Prophetic manhaj for
purification and development. This fact has been known and recognised by Soofees themselves, as quoted from
Sheikh Ahmad Sirhindee (a Naqshabandee Soofee) in Sufism and Shari’ah—A Study of Shaykh Ahmad Sirhindi’s Effort
to Reform Sufism by Muhammad Abdul Haq Ansari (The Islamic Foundation 1986, pp 64-5).
…The nearness to God (qurb-i-ilaahee) which was given to the Companions of the Prophet in his company was
the Prophetic piety (qurb-i-nubuwwah) which they got through him and by following him. In this piety there
is neither fanaa' or baqaa', neither jathbah or sulook. And this piety is many times superior to the saintly piety
(qurb-i-walaayah). For it is the real (aseel) piety, while the other is a second rate (thilli) piety…The Prophetic
Way is easy, safe and sure; the Sufi Way is difficult, dangerous and unsure; the former is raah-i-ijtibaa’ in
which God leads his servant to Himself, the latter is raah-i-inaabah in which the Sufi struggles to reach God.
I’m not sure that the Companions (r.a.a.) would agree that the Prophetic Way was easy, or safe from a physical point
of view, but the sureness of that Way is indisputable. It should also be understood that (despite the wording used,
which can give rise to misinterpretation) the Prophetic Way through which nearness to Allaah (a.w.j.) is achieved did
not close on the death of the Prophet (s.a.w.s.).
The second group are following the sunnah of previous Ummahs as a precursor to taking up the Prophet’s (s.a.w.s.)
mission, whereas it should be followed as a parallel constituent.
It is not for any human that Allaah gives the Book and Wisdom and Prophethood to then say to people “By my
worshippers instead of Allaah” but rather “Be worshippers of the Lord (rabbaaniyyeen) because (bi-maa) you
are teaching the Scripture and you are studying it.” (3:79) bi-maa here signifies a means to an objective,
rather than a reason, which would give a ‘sense’ translation of “Become true worshippers of the Lord by your
constant teaching and studying of the Scripture.”
The starting point for such teaching and studying, through which becoming a true worshipper is achieved, is
acquisition of the requisite knowledge. A typical quote in this regard is that of Ibn Rajab (r.a.a.), who defines
knowledge and its pursuit, saying:
Beneficial knowledge is to define, accurately and meticulously, the texts of the Book and Sunnah and to
understand them. It is to confine oneself, in regard to this, to the reports transmitted from the Companions,
their successors and their successors in turn which pertain to the explanation and understanding of the
Qur'aan and ahaadeeth, as well as the discourse related from them on issues of the lawful, unlawful, zuhd
(asceticism), raqaa'iq (matters that soften the heart), the (various) branches of knowledge and so on. It is
also, to firstly exert efforts towards distinguishing the authentic reports from the unauthentic, then secondly
to exert efforts towards seeking out their meanings and gaining an understanding of them. This is sufficient
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for the intelligent and (enough) labour for the one who is concerned and preoccupies himself with the
beneficial knowledge… (Fadl ’Ilm as-Salaf ’alaa ’Ilm al Khalaf, page 45)
The intellectual capacity and resources of time and material required for this effort limit its application and benefit
to the individual members of the Ummah at large. The scholars and committed students of knowledge, who form a
relatively small group within the Ummah, sacrifice their lives for the sake of acquiring and propagating the
knowledge of deen, and this sacrifice and effort brings them the requisite hidaayah, eemaan and qualities.
Such a methodology has no form of sacrifice, hardship or effort for deen for the ’aam (common folk) to use as a
means of attaining hidaayah and all the eemaan and qualities that are derived from it. Scholars limit the ’aam to
studying and worship, thus cutting them off from that which is required to be able to achieve the fruits of that
knowledge and worship; da’wah and striving out in the Path of Allaah (a.w.j.). Consequently, few get beyond the
basics of practise, and for many, their ‘knowledge-on-the-tongue’ leads merely to arrogance and harshness.
For the Companions (r.a.a.) da’wah, sacrifice, hardship and striving for deen were the things that moved knowledge
from the tongue to the heart:
Jaabir (r.a.) narrates that the Messenger of Allaah (s.a.w.s.) said “Knowledge is of two types: Knowledge that
penetrates into the heart; this knowledge is beneficial. Knowledge, that is merely on the tongue; this will be
Allaah’s evidence against the son of Aadam.” (At-Targheeb 103/1)
It was from such people that the scholars in the time of the Prophet (s.a.w.s.) were chosen:
Nor should the believers all go forth together. If a contingent from every expedition remained behind, they
could devote themselves to studies in religion, and admonish the people when they return to them—that thus
they (may learn) to guard themselves (against evil). (9:122)
Many of the less-committed students of knowledge and many of the ’aam compensate for being denied any
structured, continuous means of striving for deen, through which they could achieve the higher levels of hidaayah
and everything that flows from it, by involving themselves in activities such as da’wah to non-Muslims; organising
and/or delivering study circles and lectures; and social and charity work. Through their efforts and sacrifices, these
individuals tend to be the better among them, although others among them (who lack the intention for selfrectification) become the worst; often considering themselves to have become people of knowledge and status, and
thus entering into fields and roles for which they are unqualified.

8.4 Enjoining Good and Forbidding Evil
The purpose of this is to maintain the five major objectives of the sharee’ah: to protect the religion; to protect life;
to protect intellect; to protect lineage, and to protect wealth.
8.4.1 Usool (principles)
The general ruling of enjoining the good and forbidding the evil is that it is obligatory on condition that there is no
impediment to doing so. Enjoining the good and forbidding the evil is never dropped in the heart. Enjoining the good
and forbidding the evil is dropped physically when: there is a great amount of evil or trials e.g. the time of Dajjaal,
and the trials of the end of time; a person does not have the physical capability to do so; doing so will lead to a
credible harm in your knowledge, body, wealth, honour or dignity; and if your position has a great impact on the
Ummah and its loss will lead to replacement by someone very bad, then you can keep quiet about some evil only.
Enjoining the good and forbidding the evil is haraam when doing so will make you miss out on a greater benefit, or
when doing so will lead to a greater evil.
Enjoining the good and forbidding the evil is recommended when: the order you give is for a recommended action;
the prohibition you give is from a disliked action; you fear some harm will befall you if you do not carry out enjoining
the good and forbidding the evil.
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Each enjoinment of good or forbidding of evil consists of four components:
The person who enjoins the good and forbids the evil. They must be commanded by the sharee’ah e.g. not insane
or a child; be a Muslim; have a correct intention; carry out the action in a sharee’ah compliant manner; have
knowledge in what they are doing; are able to do it. Conditions that are not required are: for them to be righteous or
of upright character; for them to be a male.
The person who is being commanded/forbidden. They must be human, whether old, young, sane, insane, etc. We
forbid children from evil, but we don’t force them to do good, e.g. to fast when 5 years old.
The topic. Evil is recognised as being: anything that goes against the Qur'aan and sunnah and what the majority of
the Ummah have agreed upon; following one’s desire by choosing whatever seems easier. The evil must be: present;
evidently clear without the need to spy; known as an evil to the people, and not a matter of valid difference of
opinion.
Stages for enjoining the good and forbidding the evil. The conditions of the evil should all be present: ascertain if
the person is ignorant of the matter or not; change the evil with your hand (not always first stage to start with);
condemn the evil with your tongue if you can’t change with your hand; condemn/hate the evil in your heart if you
have no access/ability to condemn it or change it with your tongue or limbs. If it is better to condemn the evil with
your tongue before changing it with your limbs, then condemning it with the tongue takes precedence e.g. telling a
person to stop drinking before physically taking the alcohol from them. Condemning with the heart entails leaving
the gathering which partakes in this. If you really hate the evil, then you would naturally want to leave
Etiquettes that should be observed when enjoining the good and forbidding the evil:
Aboo Ya’laa (r.a.a.) stated in his book entitled Al-Mu’tamad:
None should enjoin right and forbid wrong except one who is knowledgeable in that which he enjoins,
knowledgeable in that which he forbids, compassionate in that which he enjoins, compassionate in that which
he forbids, forbearing in that which he enjoins, and forbearing in that which he forbids.
Ibn Taymiyyah (r.a.a.) said:
Let your enjoining of the good be in a good manner, and your forbidding of the evil not be in an evil manner.
Start off with the things that are more important. Observe the benefits and the harms such that there is no harming,
nor reciprocating harm. Try to find a permissible substitute to what you are forbidding from. Be as discreet as
possible.
…Repel the evil deed with one which is better, then lo! He, between whom and you there was enmity (will
become) as though he was a bosom friend. But none is granted it except those who are steadfast, and none is
granted it except the owner of great happiness. (41:34-5)
8.4.2 Previous Ummahs
Oh my dear son! Establish worship and enjoin kindness and forbid iniquity, and persevere whatever may
befall you. Lo! That is of the steadfast heart of things. (31:17)
…they enjoin right conduct and forbid indecency, and vie one with another in good works… (3:114) (referring
to some of ahl al kitaab)
…you do not want to be one of the reformers (musliheen). (28:19)
The Messenger of Allaah (s.a.w.s.) said “The first defect that permeated the Children of Israel was that a man
(of them) met another man and said ‘Oh so-and-so, fear Allaah, and abandon what you are doing, for it is not
lawful for you.’ He then met him the next day and that did not prevent him from eating with him, drinking
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with him and sitting with him. When they did so, Allaah mingled their hearts with each other.” He then
recited the verse: ‘Curses were pronounced on those among the Children of Israel who rejected Faith, by the
tongue of David and of Jesus the son of Mary’…up to “wrongdoers”. He then said ‘By no means, I swear by
Allaah, you must enjoin what is good and prohibit what is evil, prevent the wrongdoer, bend him into
conformity with what is right, and restrict him to what is right.’ (Aboo Daawood Book 38, Hadeeth 4322)
’Abdullaah bin Mas’ood (r.a.) reported that the Messenger of Allaah (s.a.w.s.) said ‘Never has a Prophet been
sent before me by Allaah to his people but he had, among his people, disciples and companions who followed
his ways and obeyed his command. Then there came after them their successors who proclaimed what they
did not practise, and practised what they were not commanded to do. And whoever strove against them with
his hand is a believer; whoever strove against them with his heart is a believer; and whoever strove against
them with his tongue is a believer, and beyond that there is no grain of eemaan.’ (Muslim)
8.4.3 This Ummah
You are the best community raised up for mankind. You enjoin right conduct and forbid indecency; and you
believe in Allaah… (3:110)
And there may spring from you a nation who invite to goodness, and enjoin right conduct and forbid
indecency. Such are they who are successful. (3:104)
By the declining day. Indeed, mankind is surely in loss. Except those who believe and do righteous deeds and
enjoin one another to the truth and enjoin one another to patience. (103:1-3)
(Triumphant) are those who turn repentant (to Allaah), those who serve (Him), those who praise (Him), those
who fast, those who bow down, those who fall prostrate (in worship), those who enjoin the right and who
forbid the wrong and those who keep the limits (ordained) of Allaah… (9:112)
And the believers, men and women, are protecting friends one of another; they enjoin the right and forbid the
wrong, and they establish worship and they pay the poor-due, and they obey Allaah and His Messenger. As
for these, Allaah will have mercy on them. Lo! Allaah is Mighty, Wise. (9:71)
No good is there in much of their private conversation, except for those who enjoin charity or that which is
right, or bring reconciliation between people. And whoever does that seeking Allaah’s pleasure, then we shall
grant him a great reward. (4:114)
Aboo Hurayrahh (r.a.) narrated that the Messenger of Allaah (s.a.w.s.) said “The religion is an-naseehah
(advising)” three times. They said “Oh Messenger of Allaah, for Whom?” He said “To Allaah, His Book, the
leaders of the Muslims, and their common people.” (Tirmithee Vol. 4, Book 1, Hadeeth 1926)
Narrated an-Nu’maan bin Basheer (r.a.) ‘The Prophet (s.a.w.s.) said “The example of the person abiding by
Allaah’s order and restrictions in comparison to those who violate them is like the example of those persons
who drew lots for their seats in a boat. Some of them got seats in the upper part, and the others in the lower.
When the latter needed water, they had to go up to bring water (and that troubled the others), so they said
‘Let us make a hole in our share of the ship (and get water), saving those who are above us from being
troubled.’ So, if the people in the upper part left the others do what they had suggested, all the people of the
ship would be destroyed, but if they prevented them, both parties would be safe.” (Bukhaaree Vol. 3, Book 44,
Hadeeth 673)
’Alqamah ibni Sa’eed (r.a.) narrates that one day the Messenger of Allaah (s.a.w.s.) delivered a sermon
praising certain Muslim tribes and then said “What has happened to certain tribes who neither inculcate an
understanding of deen in their neighbours; nor do they teach them, nor advise them, nor enjoin them to do
good, nor forbid them from evil? And what has happened to certain tribes who neither acquire knowledge
from their neighbours, nor attain an understanding of deen, nor accept any advice? I swear by Allaah! These
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people must teach knowledge to their neighbours, and must inculcate an understanding of deen in them,
advise them, enjoin upon them what is right, and forbid them from what is wrong. And the other people must
acquire knowledge of deen from their neighbours, and attain an understanding of deen and accept advice. If
this does not happen, I will soon give them a strong punishment in this world.” Then he came down. People
began talking as to who were being referred to. Some said ‘These are the people of Al Ash’aree tribe. They
have understanding of deen while the villagers living in their vicinity are ignorant of deen.’ This news reached
the Al Ash’aree people. They came to the Messenger of Allaah (s.a.w.s.) and said ‘Oh Messenger of Allaah!
You have praised certain tribes and have shown displeasure about us. What is our fault?’ He said “That
people should teach their neighbours knowledge of deen, advise them, enjoin them to do good, and forbid
them from evil. And, others must acquire knowledge from their neighbours, receive advice from them, and
inculcate an understanding of deen. If this does not happen, I will soon punish all of them strongly in this
world.” The Al Ash’aree people said ‘Oh Messenger of Allaah! Do we have to inculcate understanding in
others (In another narration: Will we be punished for their ignorance?).’ The Messenger of Allaah (s.a.w.s.)
repeated his statement. They repeated ‘Oh Messenger of Allaah! Do we have to inculcate understanding in
others (In another narration: Will we be punished for their ignorance?).’ The Messenger of Allaah (s.a.w.s.)
again reiterated his words. At this, the Al Ash’aree people said ‘Give us one year for this work.’ He granted
them a year to inculcate an understanding of deen in them, teach them and advise them. Then the Messenger
of Allaah (s.a.w.s.) recited this verse of the Qur'aan: ‘Curses were pronounced on those among Banee
Israa’eel who rejected eemaan by Daawood, and ’Eesaa ibni Maryam. They disobeyed and persisted in
transgression, and did not forbid one another. Truly, this was an evil on their part.’ (At-Targheeb 122/1)
…I swear by Allaah, you must enjoin what is good and prohibit what is evil, prevent the wrongdoer, bend him
into conformity with what is right, and restrict him to what is right. (Aboo Daawood Book 38, Hadeeth 4322)
Aboo Sa’eed al Khudree (r.a.) said ‘I heard the Messenger of Allaah (s.a.w.s.) say “If any one you sees
something objectionable, he should change it with his hand if he can change it with his hand. (The narrator
Hannaad broke the rest of the tradition which was completed by Ibn al A’laa'.) But if he cannot (do so), he
should do it with his tongue, and if he cannot (do so with) his tongue he should do it in his heart, that being
the weakest form of faith.”’ (Aboo Daawood Book 38, Hadeeth 4326)
Enjoining good and forbidding evil was done in the same way as previous Prophets (a.s), by visiting people’s homes
to speak individually, speaking to people who visited you at your home, speaking collectively etc.
’Alee ibn Abee Taalib (r.a.) narrated that the Messenger of Allaah (s.a.w.s.) came to him and Faatimah, the
daughter of the Messenger of Allaah (s.a.w.s.), at their house at night and said “Won't you pray?” ’Alee
replied “Oh Messenger of Allaah! Our souls are in the Hands of Allaah and when he wants us to get up, He
makes us get up.” When ’Alee said that to him, the Messenger of Allaah (s.a.w.s.) left without saying
anything to him. While the Prophet (s.a.w.s.) was leaving, ’Alee (r.a.) heard him striking his thigh (with his
hand) and saying “But man is quarrelsome more than anything else.” (18.54) (Bukhaaree Vol. 9, Book 92,
Hadeeth 446)
Shaqeeq narrated ‘While we were waiting for ’Abdullaah (ibn Mas’ood), Yazeed bin Mu’aawiyah came. I said
(to him) “Will you sit down?” He said ‘No, but I will go into the house (of ibn Mas’ood) and let your companion
(ibn Mas’ood) come out to you; and if he should not (come out), I will come out and sit (with you).’ Then
’Abdullaah came out, holding the hand of Yazeed, and addressed us, saying ‘I know that you are assembled
here, but the reason that prevents me from coming out to you is that the Messenger of Allaah (s.a.w.s.) used
to preach to us at intervals during the days, lest we should become bored.’’ (Bukhaaree Vol. 8, Book 75,
Hadeeth 420)
’Umar (r.a.) once sent for Sa’d bin Abee Waqqaas (r.a.). When he arrived, ’Umar (r.a.) appointed him
commander of the military offensive in Iraq. ’Umar (r.a.) then advised him saying “Oh Sa’d! Sa’d of the Banoo
Wuhayb tribe! Let the fact never deceive you that you are called the maternal uncle of the Messenger of
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Allaah (s.a.w.s.) and that you have had the opportunity of being in his company. Allaah never erases evil with
evil but erases evil with good. AIlaah has no relation with anyone besides the relation of obedience to Him. All
of mankind whether they are respectable or not are equal in the sight of Allaah. Allaah is their Lord and they
are all His servants. They attain superiority over each other only by their abstinence, and they attain what is
with Him only by obeying Him. Consider everything you saw the Messenger of Allaah (s.a.w.s.) do from the
time he announced his Prophethood until the time he left us. Hold fast to this, because this is the actual
objective. This is my advice to you. Should you ignore it and turn away from it, your deeds would be destroyed
and you would be amongst the losers.” Thereafter, when Sa’d bin Abee Waqqaas (r.a.) was about to leave,
’Umar (r.a.) again called for him and said “Since I have appointed you to command the offensive in Iraq,
remember my advice. You are going towards an extremely difficult and unpleasant task from which nothing
but treading the path of the truth will deliver you. Make yourself and those with you accustomed to doing
good, and seek Allaah’s assistance through this good. Remember that every good habit requires preparation.
The preparation for good deeds is patience, and this patience entails enduring every condition that comes to
you. By this, you will attain the fear of Allaah. You should know that the fear for Allaah is found in two things;
in obeying Allaah and in abstaining from disobedience to Him. Those who obey Him obey Him because of their
disgust for this world and their love for the Aakhirah, while those who disobey Him disobey Him because of
their love for this world and their disgust for the Aakhirah. You should also know that hearts have certain
realities that Allaah has created most wonderfully. The one is hidden while the other is apparent. As for the
apparent one, it is when those who praise a good act and those who condemn it are viewed in the same light
(i.e. a person does a good deed solely for Allaah, regardless of whether people praise or condemn it). As for
the hidden reality, it is recognised when wisdom from the heart surfaces on a person’s tongue, and when the
people love him. You should not abstain from earning the love of people, because even the Anbiyaa' asked
Allaah for the love of the people. Whenever Allaah loves a person, Allaah makes him loved (by others)
and·whenever Allaah dislikes someone, He makes him disliked (by others as well). You can therefore assess
your position in Allaah’s sight by your position in the eyes of those people who are always with you.” (Ibn
Jareer)
Khaalid bin ’Umayr Adawee reports that ’Utbah bin Ghazwaan (r.a.) was the governor of Basrah when he
addressed them. After duly praising Allaah, he said ‘Truly this world has already announced its termination
and has speedily turned on its heels. All that is left of her is like the little residue left over in a utensil that a
person tries to lick out of it. You people will certainly be moving over from here to a place that will never come
to an end. You must therefore take along with you the best that you have with you because we have been
informed that a stone thrown from the edge of Jahannam will continue falling for seventy years without
reaching the bottom. By Allaah! This Jahannam will however be filled. Does this not astonish you? We have
also been informed that the distance between two of the many doorways to Jannah spans a distance of forty
years. There shall however come a day when even these doorways will be crowded with people. I have seen
the time when l was one of seven people with the Messenger of Allaah (s.a.w.s.) without any food between
ourselves other than the leaves of trees, until our jaws were filled with sores. Throwing down a shawl of mine,
I tore it into two parts. I used one part as a lower garment for myself and the other I gave to Sa’d bin Maalik,
who also used it as a loincloth. However, today there is none of us who has not become the governor of a city.
I ask Allaah to protect me from standing high in my own esteem while being humiliated in Allaah’s sight.’
Another narration adds that ’Utbah (r.a.) concluded with the words ‘There has never been a Nabuwwah that
does not gradually decline until it degenerates into a monarchy. After me you shall soon experience and be
tested with many leaders and governors.’ (Haakim Vol. 3 p. 261)
Kumayl bin Ziyaad narrates ‘’Alee bin Abee Taalib (r.a.) once caught hold of my hand and took me into the
desert. When we were in the desert, he sat down, sighed and said ‘Oh Kumayl bin Ziyaad! Hearts are like
containers, and the best of hearts are those that take heed the most. Remember well what I have to say to
you. People fall into three categories. There is the ’aalim who is attached to Allaah; the learner who is on the
path of salvation, and a mean, uncultured type of person who follows every noise-maker, who sways with the
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wind, who has gleaned nothing from the light from divine knowledge, and who has not even taken support
from a strong pillar. Knowledge is better than wealth, because while knowledge guards you, you have to
guard wealth, and while knowledge increases with spending, wealth decreases with spending. Love for
knowledge is a loan that will be repaid (by Allaah). Knowledge earns authority for the ’aalim in this life, and
fond memories after his death, while the achievements of wealth disappear once the wealth is no more. Even
though they are alive, the treasurers of wealth are really dead, while the ’ulamaa' live on throughout the
annals of time. While the ’ulamaa' (after death) may not be visible to the eye, their honour and love still lives
on in the hearts (of people).’ ‘Ah!’ ’Alee (r.a.) sighed. Pointing to his chest, he said ‘Truly in here is such
knowledge that I wish I could find a bearer for. However, all I can find are quick-witted-people who cannot be
trusted. They use the instruments of deen for worldly purposes—by employing Quranic arguments against the
Qur'aan, and the bounties of Allaah.against His servants. The only other type of person I find is one who
follows people of the truth, but has no insight into inspiring it. He therefore falls into doubt with the first
doubt that presents itself, because of which he does not know where he stands. The other type of person I find
is one immersed in carnal pleasures; who is a devout follower of passions. The other type I find is the one who
is infatuated with wealth and amassing wealth. In fact, the last two types are not even callers to the deen.
The most fitting description of them is to liken them to grazing animals. So knowledge dies with the death of
people capable of bearing it. At the same time, the earth is never empty of people who stand up for Allaah
using His contentions, so that everything that Allaah has proved and made clear to people should never be
lost to mankind. Such people are, however, exceptionally few in number, but most valued by Allaah. It is by
them that Allaah rebuts criticism against His arguments, until they pass on (their knowledge and expertise)
and cultivate others like them. Their profound knowledge swiftly guides them to perceive the reality of all
matters, making it easy for them to understand intricacies that are beyond those who live in affluence and
luxury. They are comfortable with matters that perplex and frighten ignorant people. While their bodies are in
contact with the world, their souls are attached to a greater scene (the aakhirah). Such people are Allaah’s
deputies in the lands, and the true callers to his deen. Ah! Ah! How I long to meet them! I seek Allaah’s
forgiveness for me and for you. You may now leave if you please.’’ (Aboo Nu’aym)
Sa’eed bin Musayyib reports that there were eighteen guidelines that ’Umar (r.a.) formulated for the people,
every one of which is replete with wisdom. He said ‘(1) When someone disobeys Allaah in a matter that
impacts on you, you can give him no punishment worse than obeying Allaah in matters that impact on him.
(2) Always assume the best about your brother unless you learn something about him that you absolutely
cannot reconcile. (3) Never assume the worst about any statement that a Muslim makes as long as you are
able to make a favourable interpretation. (4) The person who exposes himself to slander must never rebuke
anyone who holds a bad opinion of him. (5) Whoever guards his secrets will retain the choice in his hands. (6)
Ensure that you keep true friends, to stay under their wings, because they are a source of beauty during times
of prosperity and a means of protection during times of hardship. (7) Always speak the truth, even though it
leads to your death. (8) Never delve into matters that do not concern you. (9) Do not ask about matters that
have not occurred, because that which has already taken place is enough to preoccupy you from that which
has not. (1 0) Never seek your needs from one who does not want to see your success. (1 1) Never treat false
oaths lightly, because Allaah will then destroy you. (12) Never keep the company of the sinners to learn from
their sinful ways. (13) Keep away from your enemy. (14) Beware even of your friends, except for the
trustworthy one, and none can be trustworthy unless he fears Allaah. (1 5) Be humble when in the graveyard.
(16) Submit to Allaah’s obedience. (17) Seek Allaah’s protection at the time of disobeying His commands. (18)
Consult with those who fear Allaah, because Allaah says “From Allaah’s bondsmen, it is only those with
knowledge who fear Him.” (35:28)’

8.5 Protection of Muslims and Muslim Lands
It has been narrated on the authority of Jaabir bin Samurah (r.a.) that the Prophet (s.a.w.s.) said ‘This religion
will continue to exist, and a group of people from the Muslims will continue to fight for its protection until the
Hour is established.’ (Muslim Book 20, Hadeeth 4717)
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…A group of people from my Ummah will continue to fight in obedience to the Command of Allaah, remaining
dominant over their enemies. Those who will oppose them shall not do them any harm… (Muslim Book 20,
Hadeeth 4721)
Narrated ’Amr bin Maymoon ‘’Umar (after he was stabbed), instructed (his would-be-successor) saying “I
urge him to take care of those non-Muslims who are under the protection of Allaah and His Messenger, in
that he should observe the convention agreed upon with them, and fight on their behalf (to secure their
safety), and he should not over-tax them beyond their capability.”’ (Bukhaaree Vol. 4, Book 52, Hadeeth 287)
Aboo ’Atiyyah (r.a.) reports that the Messenger of Allaah (s.a.w.s.) was once sitting when he was informed
that a man had passed away. The Messenger of Allaah (s.a.w.s.) asked “Has any of you seen him do any good
deed?” ‘Yes’ replied another Sahaabi (r.a.) ‘I once stood guard with him in the Path of Allaah.’ The Messenger
of Allaah and those with him stood up and the Messenger of Allaah (s.a.w.s.) led the funeral prayer for the
deceased. When the Sahaabi (r.a.) was placed in the grave, the Messenger of Allaah (s.a.w.s.) threw some
sand with his hands and then said “Although your companions think that you are amongst the inmates of
Jahannam, I testify that you are from amongst the inhabitants of Jannah.” Addressing ’Umar ibn al Khattaab
(r.a.), the Messenger of Allaah (s.a.w.s.) then said “Do not ask about the (evil) actions of people, but rather
enquire about their (good deeds which are acts of) Islaam.”
Artaat bin Munthir narrates that ’Umar (r.a.) once asked those sitting in his company “Which person deserves
the greatest rewards?” The people started making mention of salaah and fasting and mentioning the names
of people who are best after the Ameerul Mu'mineen. Thereafter, ’Umar (r.a.) said “Shall I not inform you of
those whose rewards are greater than those you have mentioned and who is even better than the Ameerul
Mu'mineen?” When the people asked to be informed, ’Umar (r.a.) replied “A small (seemingly unimportant)
man in Shaam leading his horse by its reins as he walks while guarding the capital city of the Muslims. He
neither knows whether a wild animal may maul him, whether a poisonous reptile may bite him, or whether an
enemy may overpower him. That is the person whose rewards are greater than all those you have mentioned
and who is even better than the Ameerul Mu'mineen.” (Ibn Asaakir)
Narrated Sahl bin Sa’d as-Saa’idee (r.a.) ‘The Messenger of Allaah (s.a.w.s.) said “To guard Muslims from
infidels in the Path of Allaah for one day is better than the world and whatever is on its surface, and a place in
Paradise as small as that occupied by the whip of one of you is better than the world and whatever is on its
surface; and a morning’s or an evening’s journey which a slave (person) travels in the Path of Allaah is better
than the world and whatever is on its surface.”’.(Bukhaaree Vol. 4, Book 52, Hadeeth 142)
It has been narrated on the authority of Salmaan (r.a.) who said ‘I heard the Messenger of Allaah (s.a.w.s.)
say ‘Keeping watch for a day and a night is better (in point of reward) than fasting for a whole month and
standing in prayer every night. If a person dies (while, performing this duty), his (meritorious) activity will
continue and he will go on receiving his reward for it perpetually, and will be saved from the torture of the
grave.’’ (Muslim Book 20, Hadeeth 4703)
It was narrated from Zahrah bin Ma’bad Aboo Saalih, the freed slave of ’Uthmaan (r.a.), who said “I heard
’Uthmaan bin ’Affaan say ‘I heard the Messenger of Allaah (s.a.w.s.) say “Ribaat (guarding the frontier) for
one day in the Path of Allaah is better in rank than a thousand days spent within the residence.”’”’ (Nasaa'ee
Vol. 1, Book 25, Hadeeth 3171)
Narrated Ibni ’Abbaas (r.a.) ‘I heard the Messenger of Allaah (s.a.w.s.) saying “There are two eyes that shall
not be touched by the Fire: An eye that wept from the fear of Allaah, and an eye that spent the night standing
on guard in the Path of Allaah.”’ (Tirmithee Vol. 3, Book 20, Hadeeth 1639)
Zayd bin Abee Habeeb narrates that when a man once came to ’Umar (r.a.), ’Umar asked “Where have you
been?” “I have been guarding the borders” the man replied. ’Umar (r.a.) asked further “How many days did
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you spend on guard?” “Thirty days” was the reply. ’Umar (r.a.) commented, “Why did you rather not
complete forty days?” (Al Bidaayah wan Nihaayah Vol.4 Pg.157).

8.6 Admonitions for Abandoning the Effort
8.6.1 Only the Active are Saved
Ask them concerning the town standing close by the sea. Behold! They transgressed in the matter of the
Sabbath. For on the day of their Sabbath their fish did come to them, openly holding up their heads, but on
the day they had no Sabbath, they came not; thus did We make a trial of them, for they were given to
transgression. And when a community among them said ‘Why do you preach to a folk whom Allaah is about
to destroy or punish with an awful doom?’ they said “In order to be free from guilt before your Lord, and that
perhaps they may ward off (evil).” And when they forgot that whereof they had been reminded, We rescued
those who forbade wrong, and visited those who did wrong with dreadful punishment because they were
evil-livers. (7:163-5)
If only there had been among the generations before you men possessing a remnant (of good sense) to
prohibit (their people) from corruption in the earth, as did a few of those whom We saved from them…
(11:116)
Those of the Children of Israel who went astray were cursed by the tongue of David, and of Jesus, son of
Mary. That was because they rebelled and used to transgress. They restrained not one another from the
wickedness they did. Truly evil was that they used to do! (5:78-9)
Huthayfah bin al Yamaan (r.a.) narrated that the Prophet (s.a.w.s.) said “By the One in Whose Hand is my
soul! Either you command good and forbid evil, or Allaah will soon send upon you a punishment from Him,
then you will call upon Him, but He will not respond to you.” (Tirmithee Vol. 4, Book 7, Hadeeth 2169)
Aboo Bakr (r.a.) said “Oh you people! You recite this aayah: ‘Take care of yourselves! If you follow the
guidance no harm shall come to you.’ I indeed heard the Messenger of Allaah (s.a.w.s.) saying “When the
people see the wrongdoer and they do not take him by the hand, then Allaah will soon envelope you in a
punishment from him.”“ (Tirmithee Vol. 4, Book 7, Hadeeth 2168)
Some individuals try to use the following hadeeth as justification for standing aloof from the environment and
people around them, even though it is generally understood to refer to the time of Dajjaal, and the trials of the end
of time:
Narrated Abdullaah ibn ’Amr ibn al ’Aas (r.a.) ‘When we were around the Messenger of Allaah (s.a.w.s.), he
mentioned the period of commotion (fitnah) saying “When you see the people that their covenants have been
impaired, (the fulfilling of) the guarantees becomes rare, and they become thus (intertwining his fingers).” I
then got up and said ‘What should I do at that time, may Allaah make me ransom for you?’ He replied “Keep
to your house, control your tongue, accept what you approve, abandon what you disapprove of, attend to
your own affairs, and leave alone the affairs of the generality.”’ (Aboo Daawood Book 38, Hadeeth 4329)
8.6.2 The Unconcerned
Jaabir (r.a.) narrates that the Prophet (s.a.w.s.) said ‘Allaah ordered Jibreel (a.s.) to overturn such-and-such
city along with its inhabitants. He said “Oh my Lord, most certainly there is Your slave so-and-so among them,
who hasn’t disobeyed you for an instant.”’ He (s.a.w.s.) said ‘He (Allaah) said “Overturn it on him and them,
because his face didn’t change on my account* for even a short while.”’ (Mishkaat al Masaabeeh 5152)
*when witnessing the sins of his community
Huthayfah bin al Yamaan (r.a.) said ‘The Messenger of Allaah (s.a.w.s.) said “One who does not care for the
affairs of the Muslims is not one of them, and one who is not loyal by day and night to Allaah, His Messenger,
His Book, his leader and the ordinary Muslims is not one of them.”’ (At Targheeb 577/2)
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8.6.3 The Sitters
Not equal are those from among the believers who sit (at home)—other than those who have a (disabling)
hurt—to those who strive in the Path of Allaah with their wealth and lives. Allaah has excelled in rank those
who strive with their wealth and lives above those who sit. Allaah has promised good, but He has excelled
those who strive above those who sit by a great reward. (4:95)
Oh you who believe. What is the matter with you, that when you are asked to go forth in the Path of Allaah,
you cling heavily to the earth? Do you prefer the life of this world to the Hereafter? But little is the comfort of
this life, as compared with the Hereafter. Unless you go forth, He will punish you with a grievous penalty, and
put others in your place; but Him you would not harm in the least. For Allaah has power over all things. (9:389)
8.6.4 The Khudamaa' (Religious Servants)
Do you count the slaking of a pilgrim’s thirst and tending of the Inviolable Place of Worship as (equal to the
worth of) him who believes in Allaah and the Last Day, and strives in the Path of Allaah? They are not equal in
the sight of Allaah… (9:19)

8.7 Help of Allaah
Then when the two hosts saw each other, the companions of Moosaa said ‘Indeed, we are surely to be
overtaken.’ He said “Nay, indeed my Lord is with me; He will guide me.” Then We inspired to Moosaa ‘Strike
the sea with your staff.’ So it parted and each part became like a great mountain. And We brought the others
near there. And We saved Moosaa and all who were with him. Then We drowned the others. Indeed, in that
surely is a Sign, but most of them are not believers. And indeed, your Lord, surely He is the All-Mighty, the
Most Merciful. (26:61-8)
Ibn Rufayl reports that the town of Bahurseer was on the nearer bank of the River Tigris. When S’ad (r.a.) set
up camp there, he searched for boats to take the Muslim army across the river to the town on the opposite
bank. He was however unable to find any, and discovered that the Persians had assembled all the boats
together and taken them away. He therefore stayed on in Bahurseer for several days of the month of Safar.
Although the Muslims expressed their willingness to cross the river (without boats), he refused to allow it,
fearing for their safety. In fact, even when some Kuffaar pointed out to him a crossing point in the river that
would take them to the centre of the valley, S’ad (r.a.) was doubtful and refused to act. In the meantime, the
water level was rising. S’ad (r.a.) then saw a dream that the horses of the Muslims dived into the water and
crossed over the river even though the water level had risen extremely high. The interpretation of this dream
made him resolve to cross the river. He therefore gathered the Muslims together and after duly praising
Allaah, he said ‘Your enemy has been saved from you because of this river that prevents you from reaching
them. They, however, are at liberty to get to you whenever they wish by boarding their boats and attacking
you. You have of course the advantage of not having to worry about an attack from behind. I have therefore
resolved to cross the river to get to them.’ The Muslims said in one voice “May Allaah grant you and us the
resolve to do what is right. Let us do it.” S’ad (r.a.) then prepared the army for the crossing. He first made an
announcement saying ‘Who will spearhead the crossing for us and secure the gorge for us, so that the others
may join them there and so that the enemy cannot prevent them from reaching the opposite bank?’ ’Aasim
bin Amr (r.a.) volunteered for the task and he was followed by another six hundred brave men. S’ad (r.a.)
appointed ’Aasim (r.a.) as their commander and he led them to the bank of the Tigris. Standing at the bank,
’Aasim (r.a.) said “Who will volunteer with me to secure the gorge from the enemy?” Sixty of them
volunteered and ’Aasim (r.a.) divided them into two groups; one group on mares and the other on stallions, so
that the swimming would be easier for the horses. They then plunged into the Tigris. When S’ad (r.a.) saw
’Aasim (r.a.) at the gorge, ready to give them cover, he permitted the rest of the army to dive into the water.
He instructed them to recite: “We seek help from Allaah and rely only on Him. Allaah is Sufficient for us and is
the best of Defenders. There is no power or might except with Allaah, The Elevated, the Most High.” The bulk
of the army waded behind each other over the deep waters, even as the Tigris was frothing with foam and
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was black in colour (because of its depth and swift currents). The Muslims were even busy talking to each
other as they crossed in pairs, just as people would talk to each other while walking over dry land. They
caught the Persians totally by surprise by doing what they did not expect at all. The Persians were therefore
forced to abandon the place in a hurry and did not even have time to take their belonging with them. It was in
the month of Safar during the year 16 A.H. that the Muslims entered the town and took possession of all of
the three billion left behind in the rooms of the Emperor, and all that the Emperor Sheenvay and those after
him had amassed. (Aboo Nu’aym, Dalaa'il Pg. 208; Tabaree, Taareekh Vol. 3, Pg. 119; Al Bidaayah wan
Nihaayah, Vol. 7 Pg. 64)
He (Ibraaheem) said ‘Then do you worship besides Allaah what does not benefit you in anything and does not
harm you? Fie upon you and on what you worship besides Allaah. Then will not you use reason?’ They said
“Burn him and support your gods, if you are people of action.” We said ‘Oh fire! Be cool and safe for
Ibraaheem.” And they intended a plan for him, but We made them the greatest losers. And We delivered him
and Loot to the land in which We had put blessings for the worlds. (21:66-71)
The taabi’ee Aboo Muslim al Khawlaani ’Abdullaah ibn Thawb (r.a.a.) was thrown into fire just like Prophet
Ibraaheem (a.s.) and the fire was made cool and safe for them both. Imaam ath-Thahabee (r.a.a.) wrote:
Al Aswad al ’Ansee, who claimed prophethood in Yemen, asked Aboo Muslim to believe in him and testify that
he was a Messenger, but Aboo Muslim refused. He ordered that a fire be ignited and threw Aboo Muslim into
it. The fire did not harm him. Al ’Ansee’s advisors told him that if he did not banish Aboo Muslim from Yemen,
he would be a source of fitnah for his followers, so Aboo Muslim was ordered to leave the land. He travelled
to Madeenah and upon arriving there, he dismounted from his camel and entered the Masjid to perform
prayer. ’Umar (r.a.) saw him, so he approached this stranger and said ‘Where are you from?’ Aboo Muslim
said “Yemen.” ’Umar (r.a.) inquired ‘Tell me about the man whom the liar threw into the fire?’ Aboo Muslim
said “His name is ’Abdullaah ibn Thawb.” ’Umar said ‘Tell me, by Allaah, are you him?’ He replied “By Allaah,
yes!” ’Umar embraced him with tearful eyes then seated him between him and Aboo Bakr (r.a.) and said
‘Praise be to Allaah who did not take my soul until I saw a man from the nation of Muhammad to whom was
done what was done to Ibraaheem Al Khaleel.’
’Abdullaah bin ’Abbaas (r.a.) narrates that ’Umar (r.a.) was once asked to give an account of ‘The Hour of
Difficulty’ (the expedition to Tabook). ’Umar (r.a.) said “When we left for Tabook, the heat was intense and
when we stopped over at a place, we were so thirsty that we thought our necks would fall off (that we would
die). In fact, when any of us went out in search of his mount, he really thought that he would die by the time
he returned. The situation was so severe that when one of us slaughtered a camel, he would extract the
liquids from its entrails to drink and then rub the remainder on his stomach (so that the coolness could
penetrate his stomach). Aboo Bakr (r.a.) then said ‘Oh Messenger of Allaah Allaah is always good to you, so
supplicate to Allaah on our behalf.’ “Do you really want me to do so?” asked the Messenger of Allaah
(s.a.w.s.). ‘Please do.’ entreated Aboo Bakr (r.a.). The Messenger of Allaah (s.a.w.s.) then raised his hands to
the heavens (to supplicate) and had not yet dropped his hands when clouds started gathering in the sky. First
a drizzle fell and then the rains came pouring down. The Sahaabah (r.a.a.) filled whatever containers they had
and when we left the place, we discovered that the rain had not fallen further than the area where the army
was camped.”
Narrated Aboo Hurayrah (r.a.) ‘By Allaah except Whom none has the right to be worshipped, (sometimes) I
used to lay (sleep) on the ground on my liver (abdomen) because of hunger, and (sometimes) I used to bind a
stone over my belly because of hunger. One day I sat by the way from where they (the Prophet (s.a.w.s.) and
his companions) used to come out. When Aboo Bakr passed by, I asked him about a Verse from Allaah’s Book
and I asked him only that he might satisfy my hunger, but he passed by and did not do so. Then ’Umar passed
by me and I asked him about a Verse from Allaah’s Book, and I asked him only that he might satisfy my
hunger, but he passed by without doing so. Finally Abul Qaasim (s.a.w.s.) passed by me and he smiled when
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he saw me, for he knew what was in my heart and on my face. He said “Oh Aba Hirr!” I replied ‘Labbayk, Oh
Messenger of Allaah!’ He said to me “Follow me.” He left and I followed him. Then he entered the house and I
asked permission to enter and was admitted. He found milk in a bowl and said “From where is this milk?”
They said ‘It has been presented to you by such-and-such man (or by such-and such-woman).’ He said “Oh
Aba Hirr!” I said ‘Labbayk, Oh Messenger of Allaah’" He said “Go and call the people of Suffah to me.” These
people of Suffah were the guests of Islaam who had no families, nor money, nor anybody to depend upon,
and whenever an object of charity was brought to the Prophet, he would send it to them and would not take
anything from it, and whenever any present was given to him, he used to send some for them and take some
of it for himself. The order of the Prophet upset me, and I said to myself ‘How will this little milk be enough for
the people of As-Suffah, though I was more entitled to drink from that milk in order to strengthen myself?’ but
behold! The Prophet (s.a.w.s.) came to order me to give that milk to them. I wondered what will remain of
that milk for me, but anyway, I could not but obey Allaah and His Messenger so I went to the people of AsSuffah and called them, and they came and asked the Prophet’s permission to enter. They were admitted and
took their seats in the house. The Prophet (s.a.w.s.) said “Oh Aba Hirr!” I said ‘Labbayk, Oh Messenger of
Allaah!’ He said “Take it and give it to them.” So I took the bowl (of milk) and started giving it to one man
who would drink his fill and return it to me, whereupon I would give it to another man who, in his turn, would
drink his fill and return it to me, and I would then offer it to another man who would drink his fill and return it
to me. Finally, after the whole group had drunk their fill, I reached the Prophet (s.a.w.s.) who took the bowl
and put it on his hand, looked at me and smiled and said “O Aba Hirr!” I replied ‘Labbayk, O Messenger of
Allaah (s.a.w.s.)!’ He said “There remain you and I.” I said ‘You have said the truth, O Messenger of Allaah
(s.a.w.s.)’ He said “Sit down and drink.” I sat down and drank. He said “Drink” and I drank. He kept on telling
me repeatedly to drink, till I said ‘No. by Allaah Who sent you with the Truth, I have no space for it (in my
stomach).’ He said “Hand it over to me.” When I gave him the bowl, he praised Allaah and pronounced
Allaah’s Name on it and drank the remaining milk.’ (Bukhaaree Vol. 8, Book 76, Hadeeth 459)
’Abdullaah bin ’Abbaas (r.a.) said ‘The striking feature of (many of) the angels during the Battle of Badr was
their white turbans (while others wore yellow turbans), the ends of which they let hang behind their backs.
During the Battle of Hunayn, they wore green turbans. The angels, however, never actually fought during any
of the battles apart from the Battle of Badr. What they would do was increase the numbers of the Muslims
and assist them, without actually killing the enemy.’ (Aboo Nu’aym, Dalaa'il Pg.170)
Muslim Aboo Sa’eed who was a freed slave of ’Uthmaan bin ’Affaan (r.a.) said ‘’Uthmaan (r.a.) set twenty
slaves free and then asked for a pair of trousers, which he wore, even though he never wore trousers at any
time before Islaam or after becoming a Muslim. He then said “Last night I saw Rasoolullaah (s.a.w.s.), Aboo
Bakr (r.a.) and ’Umar (r.a.). They said to me ‘Be patient because you will terminate your fast with us
tomorrow evening.’” He then asked for his Qur'aan and opened it before him (to recite). He was later
martyred with the Qur'aan still in front of him.’ (’Abdullaah and Aboo Ya’laa, reporting from reliable sources
as confirmed by Haythamee Vol.7 Pg.232; Majma’ uz-Zawaa'id and Al Bidaayah wan Nihaayah)
Narrated Aboo Sa’eed al Khudree (r.a.) ‘The Prophet (s.a.w.s.) said “A time will come when groups of people
will go for jihaad and it will be asked ‘Is there anyone amongst you who has enjoyed the company of the
Prophet?’ The answer will be ‘Yes.’ Then they will be given victory (by Allaah). Then a time will come when it
will be asked ‘Is there anyone amongst you who has enjoyed the company of the companions of the Prophet?’
It will be said ‘Yes’ and they will be given victory. Then a time will come when it will be said ‘Is there anyone
amongst you who has enjoyed the company of the companions of the companions of the Prophet?’ It will be
said ‘Yes’ and they will be given victory.”’ (Bukhaaree Vol. 4, Book 52, Hadeeth 146)
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Chapter 9 Reception of the Messengers (a.s.)
And never came there unto them a Prophet but they used to mock him. (43:7)
Messengers indeed have been denied before you, and they were patient under the denial and the persecution
till Our succour reached them… (6:34)

9.1 Criticism of Their Companions
…and we see not that any follow you except the most abject among us, without reflection… (11:27)
They said ‘Shall we put faith in you, when the lowest (of the people) follow you?’ (26:111)

9.2 Reception of the Messenger of Allaah’s (s.a.w.s.) Message
Say (Oh Muhammad, unto mankind) ‘I warn you only by the Inspiration.’ But the deaf hear not the call when
they are warned. (21:45)
…You can make none to hear, except those who believe Our revelations and who have surrendered. (27:81)

9.3 Extent of Responsibility
Perhaps you will kill yourself with grief because they do not become Believers. (26:3)
Is he, then, to whom the evil of his conduct is made alluring, so that he looks upon it as good, (equal to one
who is rightly guided)? For Allaah leaves to stray whom He wills, and guides whom He wills. So let not your
soul go out in (vainly) sorrowing after them: for Allaah knows well all that they do! (35:8)
…The one whom Allaah Wills to put to trial, you cannot do anything for him against Allaah. For such, it is not
Allaah’s Will to purify their hearts. For them there is disgrace in this world, and in the Hereafter a heavy
punishment. (5:41)
Lo! As for those who sunder their religion and become schismatics, you have no concern at all with them.
Their case will go to Allaah, Who then will tell them what they used to do. (6:159)
The duty of the Messenger is only to convey (the message)… (5:99)
The guiding of them is not your duty (Oh Muhammad), but Allaah guides whom He will… (2:272)
Lo! You (Oh Muhammad) guide not whom you love, but Allaah guides whom He will. And He is Best Aware of
those who walk aright. (28:56)

9.4 Categories of Individual Responsibility
9.4.1 Personal
Your creation and your raising (from the dead) are only as (the creation and the raising of) a single soul. Lo!
Allaah is Hearer, Knower. (31:28)
Oh you who believe! You are responsible for your own souls. He who is astray cannot harm you when you
have been guided… (5:105)
9.4.2 Family
Oh you who believe! Ward off from yourselves and your families a Fire whereof the fuel is men and stones…
(66:6)
This verse is often used by those who seek an excuse for spending their whole lives in the comfort of their homes
with their families; claiming that one has to complete the rectification of one’s family before going out to rectify
others, or criticising those going out to give da’wah to other localities who have family members still away from
deen. This viewpoint is completely contrary to the Prophet’s (s.a.w.s.) sunnah of giving da’wah to other families,
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towns and countries before his own had yet accepted Islaam, and ignores the clear injunctions mentioned in section
8.6. Such people also severely limit themselves in gaining reward from Allaah (a.w.j.) for their final abode:
Suhayl (r.a.) narrated that he heard the Prophet (s.a.w.s.) say ‘The standing of one of you in the Path of
Allaah for an hour is better for him than his actions of his life among his family.’ (Haakim 282/2)
They also inadvertently criticise Prophets such as Nooh and Loot (a.s.), who gave da’wah to others despite members
of their own families not accepting Islaam:
And Nooh called to his Lord and said ‘Oh my Lord! Indeed, my son is of my family, and indeed, Your promise is
true, and You are the Most Just of the judges.’ He said “Oh Nooh! Indeed, he is not of your family; indeed, his
action is other than righteous, so do not ask Me about what you do not have any knowledge. Indeed, I
admonish you lest you be among the ignorant.” (11:45-6)
Allaah sets forth, for an example to the Unbelievers, the wife of Nooh and the wife of Loot: they were under
(the guardianship of) two of our righteous servants, but they were false to their (husbands), and they profited
nothing before Allaah on their account, but were told ‘Enter the Fire along with (those) that enter!’ (66:10)
9.4.3 Community
Remind them, for you are but a reminder. (88:21)
…But remind with the Qur'aan him who fears My threat. (50:45)
Therefore remind (men), for of use is the reminder. He will heed who fears, and the wretched will avoid it.
(87:9-11)
…And help one another in righteousness and piety, but do not help one another in sin and transgression…
(5:2)
Narrated Aboo Bakr (r.a.) ‘You people recite this verse “Oh you who believe! You are responsible for your own
souls. He who is astray cannot harm you when you have been guided,” and put it in its improper place.’
Khaalid’s version has ‘We heard the Prophet (s.a.w.s.) say “When the people see a wrongdoer and do not
prevent him, Allaah will soon punish them all.”’ ’Amr narrated from Hushaym ‘I heard the Messenger of
Allaah (s.a.w.s.) say “If acts of disobedience are done among any people and do not change them though they
are able to do so, Allaah will soon punish them all.”’ Aboo Daawood said ‘This tradition has also been
transmitted by Aboo Usaamah and a group of transmitters similar to the version narrated by Khaalid. The
version of Shu’bah has: “If acts of obedience are done among any people who are more numerous than those
who do them….”’ (Aboo Daawood Book 38, Hadeeth 4324)
Aboo Umayyah ash-Sha’baanee said ‘I asked Aboo Tha’labah al Khushaniyy (r.a.) “What is your opinion about
the verse “You are responsible for your own souls.” He said ‘I swear by Allaah, I asked the one who was well
informed about it; I asked the Messenger of Allaah (s.a.w.s.) about it. He said “No, enjoin one another to do
what is good and forbid one another to do what is evil. But when you see niggardliness being obeyed, passion
being followed, worldly interests being preferred, everyone being charmed with his opinion, then care for
yourself, and leave alone what people in general are doing; for ahead of you are days which will require
endurance, in which showing endurance will be like grasping live coals. The one who acts rightly during that
period will have the reward of fifty men who act as he does.”’ Another version has ‘He said (The hearers
asked) “Messenger of Allaah, the reward of fifty of them?” He replied ‘The reward of fifty of you.’’ (Aboo
Daawood Book 38, Hadeeth 4327)
This hadeeth complements the aayaat and ahaadeeth on practising good before enjoining it on others, and avoiding
evil before preventing it in others:
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Do you enjoin goodness on the people and you forget (to practise it) yourselves, while you recite the
Scripture? Have you then no sense? (2:44)
Oh you who believe! Why do you say that which you do not? It is most hateful in the sight of Allaah that you
say that which you do not… (61:2-3)
…A man will be brought and put in Hell (Fire) and he will circumambulate in Hell like a donkey of a (flour)
grinding mill, and all the people of Hell will gather around him and will say to him ‘Oh so-and-so! Didn't you
use to order others for good and forbid them from evil?’ That man will say “I used to order others to do good,
but I myself never used to do it, and I used to forbid others from evil while I myself used to do evil.”
(Bukhaaree Vol. 9, Book 88, Hadeeth 218)
Imaam an-Nawaawee (r.a.a.) said:
The scholars said: With regard to enjoining what is right and forbidding what is wrong, it is not stipulated that
one must be perfect, complying fully with what he enjoins and avoiding fully what he forbids; rather he must
enjoin what is right, even if he is falling short in what he enjoins, and he must forbid what is wrong, even if he
does some of that which he forbids. So two things are required of him: to enjoin himself to do what is right
and to forbid himself to do what is wrong, and to enjoin others to do what is right and forbid them to do what
is wrong. If he falls short in one of them, how can it be permissible for him to fall short in the other? (Sharh
Saheeh Muslim 2/23)
Al Haafith ibn Hajar (r.a.a.) said:
With regard to the one who says that no-one should enjoin what is right except one who is free of all faults, if
he means that this is what is preferable, all well and good, otherwise it implies closing the door to enjoining
what is good if there is no-one else who can meet that condition. (Fath al-Baari' 13/53)
This is further clarified in the saying of Maalik, narrating from Rabee’ah:
I heard Sa’eed ibn Jubayr (r.a.) say to him ‘If a person refrains from enjoining what is right and forbidding
what is evil until he is perfect (and free of any sin), no one would enjoin what is right or forbid what is evil.’
It was also said to al Hasan al Basree:
So-and-so does not admonish the people and he says ‘I am afraid to say what I do not do.’ Al Hasan said
“Which of us does what he says? That is what Shaytaan wants people to think, then no one would enjoin
anything that is right or forbid anything that is wrong.”
In summary, what is being condemned in the aayaat and ahaadeeth is conscious, chosen hypocrisy in enjoining and
forbidding, not simply being too weak to do the good acts and leave the evils being enjoined and forbidden. As
Prophet Shu’ayb (a.s.) said:
I wish not, in contradiction to you, to do that which I forbid you. I only desire reform so far as I am able, to the
best of my power (11:88)
9.4.4 Universal
You are the best community raised up for mankind. You enjoin right conduct and forbid indecency; and you
believe in Allaah… (3:110)
And there may spring from you a nation who invite to goodness, and enjoin right conduct and forbid
indecency. Such are they who are successful. (3:104)
Invite to the way of your Lord with wisdom and good instruction, and argue with them in a way that is best.
Indeed, your Lord is Most Knowing of who has strayed from His way, and He is most knowing of who is
(rightly) guided. (16:125)
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Narrated Aboo Bakr (r.a.) ‘The Messenger of Allaah (s.a.w.s.) addressed the people saying “Don’t you know
what is the day today?” They replied “Allaah and His Messenger know better.” We thought that he might give
that day another name. The Prophet said “Isn’t it the day of an-Nahr?” We replied “Yes, Oh Messenger of
Allaah.” He then said “What town is this? Isn’t it the forbidden (Sacred) Town (Makkah)?” We replied “Yes, Oh
Messenger of Allaah.” He then said “Your blood, your properties, your honours and your skins (i.e., bodies) are
as sacred to one another like the sanctity of this day of yours in this month of yours in this town of yours.
(Listen) Haven't I conveyed Allaah’s message to you?” We replied “Yes” He said “Oh Allaah! Be witness (for it).
So it is incumbent upon those who are present to convey it (this message of mine) to those who are absent,
because the informed one might comprehend what I have said better than the present audience who will
convey it to him.)” The narrator added ‘In fact, it was like that.’ The Prophet (s.a.w.s.) added “Beware! Do not
renegade as disbelievers after me by striking (cutting) the necks of one another.”’ (Bukhaaree Vol. 9, Book 88,
Hadeeth 199)
Narrated ’Abdullaah bin ’Amr (r.a.) ‘The Prophet (s.a.w.s.) said “Convey (my teachings) to the people even if it
were a single sentence, and tell others the stories of Banee Israa'eel (which have been taught to you), for it is
not sinful to do so. And whoever tells a lie about me intentionally, will surely take his place in the (Hell) Fire.”
(Bukhaaree Vol. 4, Book 55, Hadeeth 667)
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Chapter 10 Trials
10.1 Reason for Trials
The One Who created death and life that He may test you, which of you is best in deed… (67:2)
Do men think that they will be left alone on saying “We believe” and that they will not be tested? We tested
those before them, and Allaah will certainly know those who are true from those who are false. (29:2-3)
Or do you think that you would be left while Allaah hasn’t made evident those who strive among you, and
who take none besides Allaah and His Messenger and the believers as friends and protectors?… (9:16)
Or did you think that you would enter Paradise without Allaah knowing those who would strive amongst you
and knowing those who are patient? (3:142)
Or do you think that you shall enter Paradise without such (trials) as came to those who passed away before
you? They encountered suffering and adversity, and were so shaken in spirit that even the Messenger and
those of faith who were with him cried “When will the help of Allaah come?” Ah! Truly the help of Allaah is
near! (2:214)
And We shall try you until We test those among you who strive their utmost and persevere in patience; and
We shall try your reported (mettle). (47:31)
…and We test you by evil and by good by way of trial… (21:35)
…We have made some of you as a trial for others. Will you have patience?… (25:20)
Oh you who believe! Allaah will surely try you somewhat (in the matter) of the game which you take with your
hands and your spears, that Allaah may know him who fears Him in secret… (5:94)
Aboo Hurayrah (r.a.) narrates that the Messenger of Allaah (s.a.w.s.) said “In the eyes of Allaah there exists a
status for a man, but he doesn’t reach it by means of his deeds, so Allaah continues to test him with that
which he dislikes until he reaches it.” (Aboo Ya’Iaa, Majma’ uz-Zawaa'id 13/3)
Mahmood ibni Labeed (r.a.) narrates that the Messenger of Allaah (s.a.w.s.) said “When Allaah loves a
community, He afflicts them with trials, so whoever forbears patiently, for him (is the quality of) patience.
And whoever becomes impatient, for him (is the quality of) impatience.” (Musnad Ahmad, Majma’ uzZawaa'id 11/3)

10.2 Previous Ummahs’ Trials
Lo! We are sending the she-camel as a test for them; so watch them and have patience. (54:27)
And Shaytaan indeed found his calculation true concerning them (the people of Sabaa), for they follow him,
all except a group of true believers. And he had no warrant whatsoever against them, except that We would
know him who believes in the Hereafter from him who is in doubt thereof… (34:20-21)
“If you do not desist, Oh Nooh, you will surely be of those who are stoned.” (26:116)
Lo! That truly was a clear test. (37:106) The sacrifice of Ismaa’eel (a.s.)
And We chose them (Banee Israa'eel), purposely, above (all) creatures, and We gave them portents wherein
was a clear trial. (44:32-3)
..And We have tried them (Banee Israa'eel) with good things and evil things that perhaps they might return.
(7:168)
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And (remember) when We delivered you from Pharaoh’s folk who were afflicting you with dreadful torment,
slaughtering your sons and sparing your women. That was a tremendous trial from your Lord. (7:141)

10.3 Hunger
Be sure We shall test you with something of fear and hunger, some loss in goods or lives or the fruits (of your
toil), but give glad tidings to the patient ones. Those who, when strikes them a misfortune, they say ‘Indeed,
we belong to Allaah and indeed we will return to Him.’ Those, on them are blessings from their Lord and
Mercy. And those, they are the guided ones. (2:155-7)
’Alee (r.a.) said ‘Many days passed by when neither us nor the Messenger of Allaah had anything (to eat). I
left home one day and found a lost dinaar lying on the road. For a moment, I thought to myself whether I
should pick it up or not. Because of the hardship we were suffering, I ventured to pick it up and took it to a
shop where I bought some flour. Taking the flour to Faatimah I told her to make dough and bake some bread.
As she made the dough, (she could not even stand up straight and in her bent over position) her forelock kept
hitting against the dish because of the extreme hardship (and weakness) she was suffering. After she had
made the bread, I went to the Messenger of Allaah (s.a.w.s.) and informed him about what had happened.
The Messenger of Allaah (s.a.w.s.) said “Eat the bread because it is a provision that Allaah has provided for
you (from unseen sources).”’

10.4 Fear
There were the believers sorely tried, and shaken with a mighty shock. (33:11) Battle of Khandaq.
Hudhayfah (r.a.) mentioned the battles that the Sahaabah (r.a.a.) fought by the side of the Messenger of
Allaah (s.a.w.s.), the people sitting in the gathering cited various brave deeds they would have done had they
been present then. Hudhayfah (r.a.) said to them ‘Do not wish for that. I have seen the time one night during
the Battle of Ahzaab when we were sitting in rows with the army of Aboo Sufyaan above us (outside
Madeenah) and the Jews of the Banoo Qurayzah beneath us (inside Madeenah) as we feared that they would
attack our families. We had never before experienced a night that was darker than that night, nor a night in
which the wind blew more fiercely. The wind made sounds resembling thunder and the darkness was so
intense that we could not even see our fingers.’
Anas (r.a.) says ‘The Messenger of Allaah (s.a.w.s.) said “Indeed I have feared for the sake of Allaah, such that
no one has feared, and I have been harmed for the sake of Allaah, such that no one has been harmed. I
experienced thirty such nights and days wherein I and Bilaal (r.a.) did not possess a thing which a living
creature can eat, except for the little that was hidden under the armpit of Bilaal (r.a.).”’ (Tirmithee Vol. 4,
Book 11, Hadeeth 2472)

10.5 Poverty
…Allaah straitens and enlarges… (2:245)
Narrated Khabbaab (r.a.) ‘We emigrated with the Messenger of Allaah (s.a.w.s.), seeking the Face of Allaah.
So our reward is with Allaah. Among us were those who died and did not consume any of the rewards (in this
life), and among us were those who lived to see its fruits and tend to them. Truly, Mus’aab bin ’Umayr died
without leaving anything behind but a garment. When they covered his head with it, his feet would become
exposed. And when they covered his feet with it, his head would become exposed. So the Messenger of Allaah
(s.a.w.s.) said “Cover his head and place al ithkhir over his feet.”’ (Tirmithee Book 49, Hadeeth 4225)

10.6 Physical suffering
If a wound has touched you, be sure a similar wound has touched the others. Such days (of varying fortunes)
We give to men and men by turns: that Allaah may know those that believe, and that He may take to Himself
from your ranks witnesses (to Truth). And Allaah loves not those that do wrong. And that Allaah may purge
those who believe, and blight the disbelievers. (3:140-1)
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And what struck you on the day when the two hosts met was by the permission of Allaah and so that He
might make evident the believers. And that He might make evident those who are hypocrites. And it was said
to them ‘Come, fight in the Path of Allaah or defend.’ They said “If we knew fighting, certainly we would have
followed you.” They were nearer to disbelief that day than to faith; saying with their mouths what was not in
their hearts. And Allaah is Most Knowing of what they conceal. (3:166-7)
’Aa'ishah (r.a.) narrates that on one occasion when the eighty-three companions of the Messenger of Allaah
(s.a.w.s.) got together, Aboo Bakr (r.a.) insistently asked the Messenger of Allaah (s.a.w.s.) for permission to
preach Islaam openly. The Messenger of Allaah (s.a.w.s.) said ‘Oh Aboo Bakr! We are too few.’ However,
Aboo Bakr (r.a.) continued insisting until the Messenger of Allaah (s.a.w.s.) gave permission. The Muslims
then scattered in different areas of the Masjid al Haraam, each one taking a place amongst his tribesmen.
Aboo Bakr (r.a.) then stood up to deliver a sermon as the Messenger of Allaah (s.a.w.s.) remained seated. This
was the very first public sermon dedicated to inviting people towards Allaah and His Messenger (s.a.w.s.). The
idolaters then attacked Aboo Bakr (r.a.) and the Muslims, and wherever they were in the Masjid al Haraam,
they were beaten very severely. Aboo Bakr (r.a.) was trampled and beaten most savagely. The wretched
’Utbah bin Rabee’ah started hitting Aboo Bakr (r.a.) with his shoes that had a sole stuck onto another
(making them thick and hard). He hit Aboo Bakr (r.a.) so much and also jumped on his stomach that the soles
actually twisted and the nose of Aboo Bakr (r.a.) could not be differentiated from his face.
Khabbaab bin Arat (r.a.) once came to the gathering of ’Umar bin al Khattaab (r.a.). ’Umar made him sit on
his own cushion. ’Umar (r.a.) then said ‘Besides one man, there is none on the surface of this earth who
deserves to occupy this place more than you.’ “Who is this man, Oh Ameeru-l Mu'mineen?” asked Khabbaab
(r.a.). ’Umar (r.a.) replied ‘He is Bilaal (r.a.).’ Khabbaab (r.a.) said “He is really not more deserving than me,
because there were people amongst the idolaters whom Allaah used to protect him, while there was none to
protect me. I saw myself on a day when they captured me, lit a fire and then put me to roast in it. A man then
placed his foot on my chest and there was only my back to extinguish the fire.” Khabbaab (r.a.) then exposed
his back, which seemed to be affected by leprosy.
Narrated ’Abdullaah bin ’Abbaas (r.a.) that Aboo Sufyaan (r.a.) told him that Heraclius said to him “I asked
you about the outcome of your battles with him (i.e. the Prophet (s.a.w.s.)) and you told me that you fought
each other with alternate success. So the Apostles are tested in this way, but the ultimate victory is always
theirs. (Bukhaaree Vol. 4, Book 52, Hadeeth 60)

10.7 Death
Indeed, those who disbelieve in the Signs of Allaah and they kill the Prophets without right and they kill those
who order with justice among the people, then give them tidings of a punishment painful. (3:21)
The first martyr was Sumayyah (r.a.) the mother of ’Ammaar (r.a.) who was martyred during the early days of Islaam
when Aboo Jahl pierced his spear into the most private part of her body. Her husband Yaasir (r.a.) was martyred
during the torture, and (his son) ’Abdullaah (r.a.) died when an arrow was fired at him.

10.8 Money and possessions
You shall certainly be tried and tested in your possessions and in your personal selves; and you shall certainly
Hear much that will grieve you, from those who received the Book before you and from those who worship
many gods. But if you persevere patiently, and guard against evil, then that will be a determining factor in all
affairs. (3:186)
And know that your wealth and your children are a test… (8:28)
Your wealth and your children are only a trial… (64:15)
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Now when hurt touches a man he cries unto Us, and afterward when We have granted him a boon from Us,
he says ‘Only by force of knowledge I obtained it.’ Nay, but it is a test. But most of them know not. (39:49)
Suhayb (r.a.) narrates that when he decided to migrate from Makkah to the Messenger of Allaah (s.a.w.s.),
the Quraysh said to him ‘Oh Suhayb! When you came to us, you had no wealth. You are now leaving as a
wealthy man. By Allaah! We can never allow this!’ Suhayb (r.a.) proposed to them “Will you let me go if I give
you all my wealth?” When they agreed, he gave his wealth to them and they let him go. By the time Suhayb
(r.a.) reached Madeenah, the Messenger of Allaah was already aware of the incident and said ‘You’ve earned
a grand profit, Oh Suhayb! You’ve earned a grand profit, Oh Suhayb!’

10.9 Ridicule
And never came there unto them a Prophet but they used to mock him. (43:7)
…and we see not that any follow you except the most abject among us, without reflection… (11:27)
They said: Shall we put faith in you, when the lowest (of the people) follow you? (26:111)
“Indeed, we see you in clear error.” (7:60)

10.10 Extent of Trial
Allaah doesn’t place on any soul a burden greater than it can bear… (2:286)
But those who believe and work righteousness, no burden do We place on any soul except that which it can
bear. They will be Companions of the Garden, therein to dwell (for ever). (7:42)
The Prophet (s.a.w.s.) was asked ‘Which people are most severely tested?’ He said “The Prophets, then the
righteous ones, then others in descending order of their righteousness. Each one is tested in accordance to his
belief. If firmness is found therein, his trials are increased. If, on the other hand, he is weak and wavering in
belief, his trials are lightened. The believer will continue to be subjected to trials and tests until he walks on
the surface of the earth without a single sin upon him.”’
Huthayfah (r.a.) narrated that the Messenger of Allaah (s.a.w.s.) said ‘…Temptations will be presented to
men’s hearts as reed mat is woven stick by stick, and any heart which is impregnated by them will have a
black mark put into it, but any heart which rejects them will have a white mark put in it. The result is that
there will become two types of heart: one white like a white stone which will not be harmed by any turmoil or
temptation, so long as the heavens and the earth endure; and the other black and dust-coloured like a vessel
which is upset, not recognizing what is good or rejecting what is abominable, but being impregnated with
passion…’ (Muslim Book 1, Hadeeth 267)
Aboo Hurayrah (r.a.) narrates that the Messenger of Allaah (s.a.w.s.) said “Trials don’t cease for a believing
man or a believing woman in relation to his own self, his children, and his wealth, until he meets Allaah with
not a sin remaining on him.” (Tirmithee Vol. 4, Book 10, Hadeeth 2399)
Oh man! Truly you are ever toiling on towards your Lord—painfully toiling—but you shall meet Him. (84:6)
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Chapter 11 Current Era
Allaah (a.w.j.) says:
Know then, that there is no god but Allaah… (47:19)
Muslims, in the main, know that Allaah (a.w.j.) is their Lord, but don’t, in general, know why Islaam, rather than any
other religion, is true and therefore to be followed. This often results in a weakness in belief, which manifests itself
in lack of a’maal and sifaat.
Belief in the consequences following on from how one’s life is spent is almost non-existent in a large proportion of
the Ummah, so little if any effort is being made to develop a strong, loving relationship with Allaah (a.w.j.) and to
ensure that He gives us the best life possible here in the world; that He makes our death easy; enables us to answer
the questions in the grave and pass our time pleasantly there until the Day of Judgement; that He shortens that Day
for us and gives us shade under His Throne; enables us to pass over the Bridge of Hell easily and quickly; that we
receive our Book of Deeds in our right hand; have an easy reckoning; have a positive balance of deeds on the Scales;
that we meet our Prophet (s.a.w.s.) at his hawd; that we be of the first to enter Paradise, and we enter it at its
highest levels.
The current circumstances of this Ummah are such that had we been a previous Ummah, a Prophet might have been
sent among us to call us back to Allaah and His deen, and to remind and warn us of the consequences of how we are
living our lives. Being the last Ummah though, we are now responsible for making our own efforts in this regard.
However, the institutions and circumstances necessary for the complete Effort of Deen as carried out by the first
generations—through which this Ummah will be rectified—do not currently exist. For the reasons discussed in
section 4, attempts to re-establish these institutions in communities and areas within the Ummah have failed, and
were destined to fail from the outset.

11.1 Previous Eras
To look again in more detail at the history of their loss:
The dismantling of the Ottoman Khilaafah in 1924 brought in an era for Islaam that had never existed previously.
There had previously been periods of:
(i) A Prophet (a.s.) with a new sharee’ah being present with a Muslim Ummah, and other Prophets (a.s.), with and
without new revelations and Laws, were to come. For example Aadam and Daawood (a.s.).
(ii) Periods between Prophets (a.s.).
(iii) A Prophet (a.s.) with a new sharee’ah being present with a Muslim and non-Muslim Ummah, and other Prophets
(a.s.), with and without new revelations and Laws, were to come. Moosaa (a.s.).
(iv) A Prophet was present, ruling by the sharee’ah of a previous Prophet, and other Prophets (a.s.), with and without
new revelations and Laws, were to come. For example Shu’ayb and Yahyaa (a.s.).
(v) A Prophet (a.s.) with a new sharee’ah being present, and the last Prophet (s.a.w.s.), with a new revelation and
Laws was to come. ’Eesaa (a.s.).
(vi) The last Prophet was present, with an incomplete set of Laws, no Islamic State, and no permission to fight (the
early Makkan period).
(vii) The last Prophet was present, with an incomplete set of Laws, an Islamic State, and no permission to fight (the
early Madanee period).
(viii) The last Prophet was present, with an incomplete set of Laws, an Islamic State, permission to fight, and not
bound by a Peace Treaty (the period prior to Hudaybiyyah).
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(ix) The last Prophet was present, with an incomplete set of Laws, an Islamic State, permission to fight, but with a
Peace Treaty and limited permission to propagate religion (the period prior to Fathi Makkah).
(x) The last Prophet was present, with a complete set of Laws, an Islamic State, permission to fight, and to propagate
religion openly to all nations (the later Madanee period after Fathi Makkah).
(xi) The period of the Rightly-Guided Caliphs, with a complete set of Laws, an Islamic State, permission to fight, and
to propagate religion openly to all nations.
(xii) The period of Kingship, with a complete set of Laws, an Islamic State, permission to fight, and to propagate
religion openly to all nations.
In each scenario, the Prophets (a.s.) and the later rulers and their followers followed a particular methodology to
accomplish the mission delegated to them by Allaah (a.w.j.). As described briefly in section 8, these varied according
to the target audience and to the circumstances of the time, and are described in the Qur'aan and ahaadeeth, and
were explained and expanded upon by the scholars of this Ummah.
There has never existed, since the time of Aadam (a.s.), a period when there is no Prophet, no Prophet to come, no
Rightly-Guided Caliph, no King recognised as leader of the whole Ummah, no Islamic State covering the whole
Ummah, and no State in which Islaam in its entirety is established as the State system. As such, there is no definitive
methodology stated in the Qur'aan and ahaadeeth for the complete Effort of Deen in this period in which we are
living. Anyone claiming to be following the Prophet’s (s.a.w.s.) manhaj in this time is therefore, by definition,
mistaken. They can only be following aspects of it.

11.2 Future Solutions
The ahaadeeth on manhaj which refer to such times of fitnah and lack of leadership advise withdrawing from
society, and focusing on oneself rather than working for the rectification of society and re-establishment of Islaam,
but it is generally accepted that these refer to the time of Dajjaal and the end of times, not to our current period in
history.
…“Yes, (there will be) some people calling at the gates of the (Hell) Fire, and whoever will respond to their call,
will be thrown by them into the Fire.” I said “Oh Messenger of Allaah! Will you describe them to us?” He said
“They will be from our own people and will speak our language.” I said “What do you order me to do if such a
state should take place in my life?” He said “Stick to the group of Muslims and their Imaam (ruler).” I said “If
there is neither a group of Muslims nor an Imaam?” He said “Then turn away from all those sects even if you
were to bite the roots of a tree till death overtakes you while you are in that state.” (Bukhaaree Vol. 9, Book
88, Hadeeth 206)
We know from the hadeeth which has already been quoted that we still have to go through periods before and after
the re-establishment of a society resembling that of the Rightly-Guided Caliphs:
An-Nu’maan bin Basheer (r.a.) narrated that the Prophet (s.a.w.s.) said “There will be Prophethood among
you for as long as Allaah Wills it to be, then He will remove it when He Wills, then there will be Khilaafah on
the Prophetic method and it will be for as long as Allaah Wills, then He will remove it when He Wills, then
there will be biting Kingship for as long as Allaah Wills, then He will remove it when He Wills, then there will
be oppressive kingship for as long as Allaah Wills, then he will remove it when He Wills, and then there will be
Khilaafah upon the Prophetic method” and then he remained silent.
Moving from a situation which has never existed (no Prophet, no Prophet to come, no Rightly-Guided Caliph, no King
recognised as leader of the whole Ummah, no Islamic State covering the whole Ummah, and no State in which
Islaam in its entirety is established as the State system) and for which no specific manhaj is given in the sources of
Islaam, to the achievement of this goal of Khilaafah upon the Prophetic method, has to involve a methodology
(manhaj) which is new, but based on the sources of Qur'aan and ahaadeeth. Deriving new judgements for new
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situations falls under the definitions of ijtihaad and public-interest (maslahah mursalah), non-blameworthy
innovations. These ‘innovations’ have to be of actual, true and real beneficial interest and not presumed or
suspected ones; in other words it must be verified through intellect and practical experience that legislating them
brings about good, or repels harm.
Whatever the ijtihaad however, the central plank of any methodology has to be the effort of da’wah. This da’wah
should be given in the language of the target audience, and for mixed ethnicity audiences, the common language of
the country in which they live.
And We did not sent any Messenger except with the language of his people, so that he might make (the
Message) clear for them… (14:4)

11.3 Consequential Effects of Da’wah
There is no guarantee that others will accept and act upon the da’wah being offered to them. Some Prophets (a.s.)
will be resurrected with no followers, as no-one of their community accepted their da’wah. As such, reformation of
others is not the primary purpose of da’wah, and nor is it to fulfil the conditions to enable one to consider oneself as
a daa’ee.
And who is better in speech than him who invited to Allaah and did righteous deeds, and said ‘Lo! I am from
those who submit (muslimeen).’ (41:33)
The primary purpose is self-reformation through fulfilling the command of Allaah (a.w.j.) to follow in the footsteps of
the Prophet (s.a.w.s.).
Say ‘If you love Allaah, follow me. Allaah will Love you and forgive you your sins. Allaah is Forgiving, Merciful.’
(3:31)
Say ‘This is my Way: I invite to Allaah upon insight (baseerah). I and whoever followed me’… (12:108)
True eemaan cannot be achieved without following in the footsteps of the Prophet (s.a.w.s.), as this has been given
as a criterion for loving Allaah (a.w.j.), and loving Allaah (a.w.j.) is a criterion for true eemaan.
There are three things that if one has them, he will find the sweetness of faith: that Allaah and His Messenger
are more beloved to him than anything else… (Bukhaaree Vol. 1, Book 2, Hadeeth 16)
The success and extent of self-reformation achievable through da’wah is not dependent on the acceptance or
rejection of the one being invited, but on the factors already discussed in Section 7.5 (sacrifice, hardship, existing
qualities, time etc.).
Through His Mercy, we can see that Allaah (a.w.j.) is accepting efforts made for His deen in this day and age. In
addition to the personal benefits of our da’wah, there are therefore secondary benefits to other individuals and the
Ummah (Muslim and non-Muslim) as a whole. There are positive results being seen for inviting someone to:
(i) Accept eemaan rather than remain a non-Muslim.
(ii) Practise at least the compulsory elements of Islaam after neglecting their performance previously.
(iii) Leave certain major sins.
(iv) Start on a voluntary, lifelong effort to develop ones eemaan and worship, and the personal qualities that flow
from them.
(v) Become a teacher of such self-reformation.
(vi) Become a student of Islamic knowledge.
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(vii) Become a teacher of Islamic knowledge.
(viii) Become da’awaat themselves.
If people become da’awaat themselves, the aspects of deen to which they call will determine the compound effect
of your and their da’wah. Their inviting someone to become a daa’ee will have a more widespread, beneficial,
continuing effect on the Ummah than inviting someone to just the compulsory elements of eemaan and a’maal, or
just personal reformation, and will be thus more valuable in the eyes of Allaah (a.w.j.).

11.4 Numbers
The overall effect of any of the above, in terms of the sheer numbers of people influenced, will be directly related to
the number of incidents of interfacing with different individuals, and the physical area covered during one’s personal
effort—domestic, neighbourhood, village/town/city, state, country, foreign countries.
11.4.1 Personal Benefit
Use of the printed and electronic media, television and the internet will also yield a positive effect inshaa' Allaah,
and is particularly important for those living remote from any face-to-face contact with Muslims, but the effect on
one’s own level of eemaan will be greater when giving da’wah to, for example, one hundred individuals separately,
than when the same one hundred individuals access your printed, electronic-media, television and internet da’wah
remotely. Setting up such facilities also tends to be just a one-off time, effort and sacrifice, followed by ongoing
maintenance, so isn’t as useful for ongoing personal development as the continuous effort and sacrifice of face-toface da’wah, for example.
11.4.2 Field of Work
There is also a greater effect of da’wah on one’s own eemaan and in its secondary results when it is given to
individuals in their own sphere of living—domestic, social, leisure, educational, work—within any of these physical
areas of neighbourhood, village/town/city, state, country and foreign countries, rather than only giving da’wah to
those who enter one’s own sphere of living. This requires a positive commitment to give time, sacrifice and effort to
leave one’s own sphere of living and enter theirs, thus meeting people one would otherwise not encounter. An
analogy for giving da’wah to people that one naturally encounters in the course of one’s life, compared to actively
seeking out people one would otherwise not meet, would be like that of the reward for charity given from excess
wealth compared with the reward for the same amount of charity given from resources that would be otherwise be
used to meet one’s own needs.
11.4.3 Accessibility
As previously mentioned, the da’wah one carries out for Islaam is a means of drawing nearer to Allaah (a.w.j.), so
anyone involved in da’wah needs to ask themselves whether everybody can carry out the same kind of da’wah. If
the answer is no, then this, by definition, is not an effort of da’wah which the whole Ummah can participate equally
in, to draw nearer to Allaah. It also means, by definition, that the people are being invited to a lower level of action,
or a less specialised form of da’wah than the one inviting them.
An effort or level of da’wah that all Muslims can participate in must by necessity exist, as every Muslim has been
commanded to do ittibaa’ah of the Prophet (s.a.w.s.) through inviting others towards Allaah (a.w.j.). Anyone
participating in such a form of invitation can invite others to exactly the same effort, and thus everyone can draw
nearer to Allaah (a.w.j.) in the same way. They will all be inviting others to become da’awaat inviting others to
become da’awaat.
For both classes of inviter—the specialist and non-specialist—the extent to which they draw nearer to Allaah, and
the secondary effects of their da’wah, depend on the factors already discussed. Thus, specialised da’wah over short
time periods with comparatively little sacrifice or hardship will yield fewer personal and secondary benefits than
longer periods involving greater sacrifice and encountering greater hardship.
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Chapter 12 Jamaa’at at-Tableegh
A product of ijtihaad is the effort known as Jamaa’at at-Tableegh.

12.1 Methodology
To try and present the understanding of this effort as it was understood by its founder and one of its senior elders,
quotations have been included from the Malfoozaat of Maulana Muhammad Ilyaas (r.a.a.) and the Letters of
Maulana Sa’eed Ahmad Khan (r.a.a.).
12.1.1 Scope
Jamaa’at at-Tableegh is an effort to recreate the depth of eemaan needed to re-qualify for the individual and
collective blessings of Islaam, and was started shortly after the decayed remnants of the Ottoman Khilaafah were
finally dismantled.
To say it is the Effort of Deen, or the Effort of the Prophet (s.a.w.s.), or the fulfilment of the responsibility for da’wah
and enjoining good and forbidding evil that was given to this Ummah, is wrong. It is not the Effort of Deen, nor the
fulfilment of our responsibilities towards deen. The Effort of Deen, for which we are responsible, is that which the
Prophet (s.a.w.s.) and his Companions (r.a.a.) did, which was to take Islaam and da’wah to the non-Muslims, both
mankind and jinnaat; teach Islaam; purify and develop the Muslims in their worship and relationship with Allaah
(a.w.j.); enjoin good and forbid evil in society, and protect the Muslims, their lands and subject peoples.
The founder and the first group of Elders of Jamaa’at at-Tableegh said that the Effort of Deen has not yet started, yet
its participants (including some of its current Elders) repeatedly and mistakenly state that it is the Effort of Deen and
the Effort of the Messenger of Allaah (s.a.w.s.) and his Companions (r.a.a.).
Jamaa’at at-Tableegh is not an effort of da’wah either. This is confusing the means with the objective, which leads to
misguidance, arrogance and fitnah. Misunderstanding of this fact is the downfall of many who enter the effort, who
then leave when they realise that the effort isn’t what they had been told it was, and before they learn and accept
what it actually is. The effort is often overstated in this way by the inviters to it, either through their own ignorance
or as a ‘sales technique’ to bring people in by any means. Arabs, in particular, are often invited on the basis of this
being an effort of da’wah, or of enjoining good and forbidding evil.
The founder of Jamaa’at at-Tableegh, Maulaanaa Muhammad Ilyaas (r.a.a.), said he would have given the effort the
name Tahreek-e-Eemaan (Movement of Eemaan), so how can later people change the central, defining objective of
the effort? Jamaa’at at-Tableegh is an effort of learning eemaan. As such, time and effort has to be spent correctly to
achieve this goal.
We should distinguish at this point between eemaan and yaqeen and mental conditioning. The history of man shows
that mental conditioning can bring about a strong belief in almost anything in the minds of those subjecting
themselves or being subjected to it. The techniques of mental conditioning: isolation from society at large; the
company of only those of the same belief; constant repetition and hearing of what is being inculcated; deprivation of
sleep and food; instilling guilt and fear over not conforming to expectations etc., have a large overlap with the means
used to develop eemaan and yaqeen. This can be seen in the time of the Prophet (s.a.w.s.) and his Sahaabah, and
can be seen in the tarteeb of i’tikaaf and collective actions in Tableegh.
The difference between mental conditioning and eemaan is that as eemaan increases, either through the effort of
Tableegh or others, a believer moves from knowing to feeling and experiencing. For example, salaah is a means of
communication, connection, and developing our relationship with Allaah (a.w.j.) and His interaction with us in
response. Initially we know this to be true, then we feel it and experience it. As the Prophets (a.s.) and their
Companions (r.a.a.) did, we eventually start to experience the direct help of Allaah (a.w.j.), for example while
spending time in jamaat, or after returning home and supplicating for something, so our strength of feeling towards
Allaah and our yaqeen in His Powers and Abilities increase. If this were not the case, how could we give da’wah to
others that this is an effort to achieve eemaan if we ourselves don’t experience it?
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To expect this affirmation from Allaah (a.w.j.) is perfectly reasonable, and the evidence for this is that of Ibraaheem
(a.s.):
And when Ibraaheem said ‘My Lord! Show me how You give life to the dead.’ He (Allaah) said “Have not you
believed?” He (Ibraaheem) said ‘Yes, but to satisfy my heart.’ He (Allaah) said “Then take four of the birds and
incline them towards you, then put a portion of them on each hill, then call them. They will come to you in
haste. And know that Allaah is All-Mighty, All-Wise.” (2:260)
Ibraaheem (a.s.) caught four birds, slaughtered them, removed the feathers, tore the birds to pieces and
mixed the pieces together. He then placed parts of these mixed pieces on four or seven hills. Ibn ’Abbaas said
‘Ibraaheem kept the heads of these birds in his hand. Next, Allaah commanded Ibraaheem to call the birds to
him, and he did as Allaah commanded him. Ibraaheem witnessed the feathers, blood and flesh of these birds
fly to each other, and the parts flew each to their bodies, until every bird came back to life and came walking
at a fast pace towards Ibraaheem, so that the example that Ibraaheem was witnessing would become more
impressive. Each bird came to collect its head from Ibraaheem’s hand, and if he gave the bird another head
the bird refused to accept it. When Ibraaheem gave each bird its own head, the head was placed on its body
by Allaah’s leave and power.’ (Tafseer ibn Katheer)
Narrated Aboo Hurayrah (r.a.) ‘Allaah’s Messenger (s.a.w.s.) said “We are more liable to be in doubt than
Ibraaheem when he said ‘My Lord! Show me how You give life to the dead.’ He said “Have not you believed?”
He said ‘Yes, but to satisfy my heart.’”’ (Bukhaaree Vol. 4, Book 55, Hadith 591)
Tafseer ibn Katheer states that the Prophet's (s.a.w.s.) statement in the hadeeth means ‘We are more liable to seek
certainty.’ Ibn ’Abbaas (r.a.) also commented on Ibraaheem (a.s.) saying: ‘Yes, but to satisfy my heart.’ stating “To
me, there is no aayah in the Qur'aan that brings more hope than this aayah.” (’Abdur Razzaaq)
If this was the extent of their need in the company of the Prophet (s.a.w.s.), how much more are we in need of
Allaah (a.w.j.) giving us such certainty through His Signs in our time? This shouldn’t, however, become an allconsuming objective of spending time in this effort. We should instead focus on making correct efforts; have trust
that Allaah (a.w.j.) will indeed give us concrete experiences that establish our eemaan on a basis of certainty, and
have patience until such time as He chooses to do so.
12.1.2 Maqsad (purpose)
The purpose of this effort is to develop the eemaan of the individuals participating in it, through which they will be
given the ability to live their lives more and more according to the deen of Allaah. This will, in turn, develop their
relationship with Allaah (a.w.j.), through which He will love, guide, care for and protect them in this life and in all the
stages of the Hereafter.
Once in a sitting he (Maulaana Ilyaas) expressed Six Numbers as: “Making ‘to gain Allaah’ the objective of our
life, which is the purpose of the creation of human beings, we are to make all out effort to develop in
ourselves the correct faith, correct action, correct knowledge, correct feelings and perceptions, correct moral
values, and correct intention—by consuming all our life and wealth—so as to gain eternal comfort and peace.
Without the effort and exertion of gaining this (eternal comfort and peace), there is no distinction between
the human beings and the animals.” (Malfoozaat)
Such a relationship is built through living by His deen; the desire for which is generated through eemaan, which is
built through the actions of eemaan and the sacrifices and hardships offered and borne to achieve it. The main
means to achieve all this in the effort of Jamaa’at at-Tableegh is to advise and encourage others to also participate in
its pursuit. This invitation can be the first stage in generating the desire and want for such a relationship and life of
deen within the individuals involved, or a means to higher levels of Islaam for those already far along the Path. The
tawfeeq for all of this is given only by Allaah (a.w.j.) Himself; He can give or deny tawfeeq to whom He pleases.
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We say that no-one has any stratagem, undertaking or shift away from disobedience of Allaah except with
the aid of Allaah. No-one has strength in establishing obedience to Allaah and firmness upon it except by the
tawfeeq of Allaah. (’Aqeedah at-Tahaawiyyah)
To us, in these times the actual disease of the Ummah is that the hearts of people are empty of the respect
and ‘want’ of deen. Once a concern and ‘want’ of getting deen is developed in them and they start feeling and
realising the importance of deen, their Islamic features will flower within days. So, at the moment, the real
purpose of this movement of ours is just to make effort for producing the respect and ‘want’ of deen’, and not
merely the correction and instruction of Kalimah and salaah, etc. (Malfoozaat)
The ulama are to be told that through this movement and struggle of Tableeghi Jama’ats, it is possible only to
develop the ‘want’ and value of deen in the common people, and they can only be motivated to learn deen.
Whereas for the rest, i.e., getting the knowledge of deen and religious development—this is the work that can
be carried out only through the attention of ulama and reformers. (Malfoozaat)
The Ummah of Muhammad (s.a.w.s.) is also suffering from this very disease now, and its worships also reflect
this customary trend. This error has grown to such proportions that even the teaching of deen, which should
have been the means of correcting all faults of this kind, has also become a mere custom at many places. But,
since the successive coming of the Prophets has been put to an end and the responsibility of such missions has
been placed on the ulama of the Ummah because of their being the representatives of the Holy Prophet
(s.a.w.s.), so they are the ones who are responsible to pay special attention towards correcting this
misguidedness and corruption. The means for this correction is the ‘correction of intentions’. This is so
because customariness comes into the deeds only when the sincerity to do an act solely for Allaah and the
marks of true obedience start disappearing from the deeds. With this correction of intentions, the direction of
deeds gets turned towards Allaah and reality comes in them in place of customariness—and every deed is
then performed solely with the true sense of Allaah’s worship and obedience. In short, creating sincerity and
reality in religious practices by making people attentive to correct their intentions is a very special
responsibility of the ulama of the Ummah and the carriers of deen. (Malfoozaat)
Our objective and desire from religious activities should essentially be to gain divine pleasure and eternal
rewards. (Malfoozaat)
12.1.3 Tarteeb (program)
Give up requesting for two days, three days, five days or seven days, but rather say that this is the Path: the
more effort a person makes in this path, the more shall he gain. There is no limit or maximum stage of this
effort and gain. The work of the Prophet Muhammad (s.a.w.s.) stands first among the work of all the
Prophets (a.s.). The worth of one night and one day’s work of Hazrat Abu Bakr (r.a.) could not be attained by
Hazrat Umar (r.a.). What then becomes its limit? It is but a mine of gold and silver: the more one digs, the
more will one get! (Malfoozaat)
At its simplest level, the effort is one of i’tikaaf with the a’maal of i’tikaaaf, and inviting others to put themselves in
i’tikaaf. The daily, weekly, monthly and annual elements in the tarteeb of this effort are all aimed at developing and
maintaining the eemaan, practice of deen and relationship with Allaah of the individual participants, and the
encouragement of others to participate likewise. The daily and monthly recommended commitments are based on
the one-tenth principle—that deeds are rewarded by ten times—to give two and a half hours per day and three days
per month. The annual recommended commitment of a continuous forty days is based on the hadeeth relating to
guarding the frontiers quoted in section 8.5, and the once-in-a-lifetime four months commitment (three consecutive
periods of 40 days) is based on the maximum period set by ’Umar (r.a.) for the mujaahideen to be way from their
wives.
The da’wah element of the effort is to invite others to Allaah (a.w.j.) and to developing a stronger relationship with
Allaah, and to advise them to use the tarteeb of i’tikaaf and inviting others as a means to achieve it.
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Invite solely unto Allaah Ta’aala. (Letters…)
The correct method is only this that you should turn the hearts of the people towards Allaah. By this, their
whole life will come under the commands of Allaah. This is the only objective of laa ilaaha ilallaah, and is the
very foundation of our movement. (Malfoozaat)
If our invitation is extended towards Allaah ta’aala only, and we endeavour to advance towards Allaah
ta’aala alone in such a way that we are befitting to the verse: “So hasten towards Allaah,” all our remaining
errors and unprincipled attitudes will be held in check and contained without causing any substantial effect in
anyway. (Letters…)
So basically, the work of da’wah is a da’wah (invitation) towards eemaan. (Letters…)
The da’wah is not towards the effort, the tarteeb of the effort, or the responsibility for da’wah, enjoining good, and
forbidding evil that was given to this Ummah.
Say ‘If your fathers, and your sons, and your brethren, and your wives, and your tribe, and the wealth you
have acquired, and merchandise for which you fear that there will be no sale, and dwellings you desire are
more beloved to you than Allaah and His Messenger and striving in His Way, then wait until Allaah brings His
command to pass. Allaah guides not wrongdoing folk.’ (9:24)
The practical demonstration of what is more beloved is by giving preference to that which is more loved. The tarteeb
of Jamaa’at at-Tableegh enables us to show Allaah (a.w.j.) that we are prepared to prioritise love for Him, His
Messenger and striving for His deen above our families, wealth, business and home etc.
You people have come here to create the love of giving one’s life in the effort of spreading the Word of Allaah,
and for learning this method, and for gaining the rewards which Allaah has promised on doing this work,
having faith in Allaah’s promises and hoping nothing from others, and to learn doing this work by cutting off
all such hopes. (Malfoozaat)
These sacrifices of time away from home, family and work; the sacrifice of money to meet home, travel and i’tikaaf
expenses, and the acceptance of any difficult or unpleasant conditions and happenings written by Allaah (a.w.j.), are
the elements of this effort that are not found to the same extent and degree in any other universally accessible
effort found in this day and age. The universality and ease of immediate accessibility and outreach to the whole
Ummah of this effort are also not to be found elsewhere.
That the sequence of ‘first things first’ should be kept in view. (Malfoozaat)
The proper order (of work) in our movement is that the work of the heart should be kept in the first place
(that is, while praying to Allaah and keeping our keen faith in Him and His help, returning and converting to
Him in all deeds, asking everything from Him in every hour of need and cutting our hopes and expectations off
from all avenues of material help); the bodily work should be in the second place (that is, going here and
there and working hard in spreading the things of Allaah’s pleasure); and in the third place should the work of
tongue be kept…In the Tableeghi gatherings, addresses and speeches have secondary status. The main
objective and principle effort is the completing and forming of new Jama’ats and sending them out; the test
of success of every ijtimaa is only that how many Jama’ats have been prepared and how many people have
offered their time for going out in Tableegh. (Malfoozaat)
While inviting people to this work of Tableegh, give a detailed account of the benefits of doing this work and
describe at length its rewards in the hereafter. (Throw light on this subject in such a way that some gifts of
paradise may come before their eyes for a short while. This is the Qur’anic style of expression.) In this way, it
is hoped that insha-Allaah they will be able to ignore the chances of worldly loss which they expect while
doing this work’. (Malfoozaat)
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The eemaan of the Sahaabah (r.a.) was so powerful that it zealously and enthusiastically drove them towards
every facet of Islam. The most trivial injunction of Islam in their eyes held a greater status than what we
regard the most eminent. The chief reason for this is that most of their efforts centred around eemaan bil
ghayb (faith in the unseen) and they embedded within their hearts the reality of jannah and jahannam, the
Day of Reckoning and the dreadful scenes of the grave. Day in and day out, they discussed these topics in
their general meetings. At times they would discuss the delectability of jannah, at times the plight of
Jahannam and at times the conditions of the Field of Judgement. (Letters…)
The Holy Prophet (s.a.w.s.), did not wait for people to come; he and his callers rather approached the people
personally and invited them to the Truth. So much so that occasionally they visited the people in their homes
and preached to them the Word of Truth. The Holy Prophet (s.a.w.s.) undertook a long journey to Taaif,
visited A’bdy and other tribal chiefs in their homes and discharged his duty of tableegh. During the Hajj
season, he used to visit each and every tribe among the pilgrims, to convey to them the message of the Truth.
(Malfoozaat)
In the Masjid of the Holy Prophet (s.a.w.s.), besides salat, the activities concerning education and training and
all the activities concerning the work of da’wat of deen were carried out. Jama’ats, whether they were for the
preaching of Islam or they were for the teaching of deen, were too sent from the Masjid; even the troops
were organised in the Masjid. (Malfoozaat)
During the time of the Holy Prophet (s.a.w.s.), deputations from different tribes came to Madinah to get the
knowledge and practice of deen. Staying for a period of seven to ten days (a few stayed for about three
weeks) and, having got the basic knowledge of deen, these groups went back to their homes to acquaint the
people of their community with deen. (Malfoozaat)
Understanding and practising deen is easy if a person is living in a religious environment. Even a common
Muslim will become practising in the environment. A person’s doing is not the name of environment; a
community doing a particular work is the environment of that work. (Malfoozaat)
The correct knowledge of deen can be had by constantly meeting, mixing and associating oneself with the
possessors of deen; and this is the only and the natural way of learning deen. This is because there are many
sections of the knowledge of deen which are beyond the grip of the pen. Deen is a living and active thing,
whereas the printed words of books are the dead impressions—and producing a living thing from a dead
substance goes against the law of Nature. A certain part of deen is related with the parts of body; this part
can only be taken by the movement of the parts of body. A certain part of deen is connected to the heart: this
can be transferred only from one heart to the other. A certain part of deen is related with the mind; this can,
no doubt, be taken from the pages of books. (Malfoozaat)
Fazail develop belief in the reward of good deeds. This is a stage of eemaan; and it is eemaan which inspires a
person to perform religious devotions. The necessity to know the masail would be realised by a person the
moment he feels a need to act upon deen. (Malfoozaat)
The people who go here and there for the work of deen should, by means of giving their full and undivided
attention to zikr in privacy and loneliness, regularly wash off the natural effects of Gasht and going here and
there. (Malfoozaat)
12.1.4 Islaah
See also Section 8.3.
Then indeed, your Lord—to those who did evil through ignorance, then repented after that, and corrected
themselves (aSlahoo)—indeed, your Lord, after that is surely Oft-Forgiving, Most Merciful (16:119)
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True Islam is this that the reality of laa ilaaha illallaah is present in a Muslim. This reality is that after
accepting this faith, a person firmly decides in his heart to become Allaah’s slave, and a concern of winning
Allaah’s pleasure comes to his heart; and he remains fearing as to whether Allaah is pleased with him or not.
(Malfoozaat)
The process of attaining the states of taqwaa, ikhlaas and ihsaan is known as islaah, and is often mentioned by the
mainly South Asian Elders as a primary objective of this effort, but for many of them there is little yaqeen behind this
statement, unfortunately. This issue is discussed in more detail in section 12.3.
This movement is, in fact, a very high-order training for ourselves. Sad to say, people do not understand its
reality. (Malfoozaat)
Others should be encouraged to come out in Jamaat on the basis of them reforming themselves. This is what
da’wah should be restricted to. Thereafter, Allaah Ta’aala will provide the means for their spiritual upliftment.
(Letters…)
Reformation lies in the power of Allaah ta’aala. Hence, you should take people out with the sole intention of
imparting deeni knowledge to them because the environment surrounding every individual is totally devoid of
deen—except in a few cases where Allaah wills. Emerging in the path of Allaah promotes a sound and
wholesome atmosphere, an atmosphere conducive towards spiritual reformation. (Letters…)
The preacher should consider his inner development and his own reformation to be the basic and principle
aim; he shouldn’t consider himself the guide to others, because the guide is none other than Allaah.
(Malfoozaat)
It should be made plainly clear to all those people who are working in this religious da’wat that the objective
of the going out of Tableeghi Jama’ats is not just to convey and explain to others, but by way of this work we
want our own reformation, training and learning as well, Therefore, during the period when being out in the
jama’at, we must take extra care in occupying ourselves with ilm and zikr, because if the ilm of deen and the
zikr of Allaah do not go hand in hand with this going out, this going out is for nothing. (Malfoozaat)
The first stage of da’wah lies in personal spiritual nurturing. (In other words one should be firstly concerned
about his own spiritual reformation). Then only will the doors of nusrah (divine aid) open out to him followed
by the manifestation of Allaah’s omnipotence. The period of spiritual nurturing is a period of tolerating
difficulties and hardships. And this is the vital period of da’wah. The teaching of da’wah—theologically,
practically and dogmatically—can be accomplished in this period. The object is to develop yaqeen (confidence
and faith in Allaah). (Letters…)
Through knowledge, ma’rifah (acquaintance with Allaah) gets increased; and when this acquaintance
increases, one increases in qurbah (nearness to Allaah). (Malfoozaat)
The demand of true love is that even the desires and feelings of both the lover and the beloved become alike.
When a person loves Allaah with every fibre of his being, Allaah also loves him. The wishes of Allaah become
the wishes of this person; and the things which are displeasuring to Allaah, this person also starts disliking
them. The method of creating this love is to follow the Holy Prophet’s (s.a.w.s.) example.”Say (0h Prophet): ‘If
you love Allaah, follow me, (and) Allaah will love you...’” (Q.03:31) (Malfoozaat)
One who chooses taqwaa (the consciousness of Allaah), that is, a person who bows his desires before the
divine commands, Allaah solves all his difficulties from behind the invisible veil and helps him in such
unexpected ways that he cannot even think of those avenues of help: (Malfoozaat)
In order to get Allaah’s particular and special help, a sure and conditional technique is to help His deen: ‘If you
will help (the cause of) Allaah, He will help you.’ (Q. 47:07) (Malfoozaat)
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And a soul and Him Who perfected it, and inspired it (with conscience of) what is wrong for it and (what is)
right for it. He is indeed successful who causes it to grow (in purity). And he is indeed a failure who buries it (in
darkness). (91:7-10)
Please also review Chapter 7 on Guidance.
12.1.5 Hidaayah
Often, people who are unaware of the truth cannot accept it when it is made clear to them. They recognise it, but
stand off from it rather than embracing it. As children, they learnt and accepted whatever their parents, teachers
and societies taught them was Islaam, and as adults—even the scholars among them—they followed the trend of
the majority of mankind in remaining upon what they were taught as children. The Prophet (s.a.w.s.) told us that
people are born on fitrah, then their parents raise them as Jews, Christians etc., so being raised as a Shi’ee, Sunnee,
Deobandee, Baraylawee, Soofee, Salafee, Jamaat Islaamee, Tableeghee etc. and sticking with it in adulthood should
be even less surprising than sticking with Christianity, Judaism, Hinduism, Atheism and the rest. As such, when
meeting people who have not yet accepted this effort, we have to just present our advice and our invitation to
Allaah (a.w.j.) and to participating in Jamaa’at at-Tableegh, and not get involved in debating or argumentation.
Nevertheless, we should still know the answers to and the reasons for their objections and misunderstandings. See
section 12.2, for example.
The guiding of them is not your duty (Oh Muhammad), but Allaah guides whom He will… (2:272)
The duty of the Messenger is only to convey (the message)… (5:99)
Da’wah in itself doesn't give hidaayah to anyone, but can be a means to it, and is a demonstration to Allaah (a.w.j.)
that you want to approach Him by the Path of His Prophet (s.a.w.s.), and that you genuinely want for your brothers
and sisters what you want for yourself; that you have genuine worry and concern that they should spend their life
and wealth in a way that Allaah (a.w.j.) wishes them to, and that they achieve the best possible outcomes from their
lives.
Narrated Anas (r.a.) ‘The Prophet (s.a.w.s.) said “None of you will have faith till he wishes for his (Muslim)
brother what he likes for himself.”’ (Bukhaaree Vol. 1, Book 2, Hadeeth 13)
To make people act upon deen, your initial effort should be to develop in them the true eemaan, worry for the
life to come, the value of deen, and the taste and ability of bearing the losses of life and worldly things in
gaining eternal success. (Malfoozaat)
Our effort amongst the people in the daytime is only a means by which Allaah spreads guidance; it doesn't bring
guidance of itself. Allaah (a.w.j.) may have decided to give hidaayah through your da’wah such that the person
accepts and acts upon it immediately on being spoken to, but this is rare. Our main effort as da’awaat is to request
this guidance for ourselves and others from Allaah, and the best time for this is in tahajjud. Unfortunately, for most
of us, our yaqeen in what we are inviting towards and advising and warning of is weak, and without the necessary
level of yaqeen, our fikr is weak, our efforts are weak and our supplications are consequentially weak and lacking in
sincerity. The likelihood of guidance being given by Allaah, despite our efforts and du’aas, is low. This is why we
rarely, if ever, see jamaats going out immediately as a result of our efforts in a particular area.
Keep this thing always before your eyes, and never lose sight of this thing, that the objective of everything in
the religion is to increase the power of du’aa. (Malfoozaat)
Making du’aa for a Muslim in his absence is, in fact, a du’aa for one’s own self. It is reported in a Hadees:
When a Muslim utters du’aa for the good of his Muslim brother, the angels pray: ‘And the same to you.’
Therefore, praying for some betterment for every Muslim is, in fact, a definite way of having the angels pray
for oneself. (Malfoozaat)
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Our desire for an immediate jamaat should also spring from yaqeen in the extent to which we ourselves are moving
towards Allaah by spending time correctly in this effort; we should want for our Muslim brothers and sisters what we
want for ourselves. As we ourselves are currently moving on this path, we must also wish for them to be moving on
this path now, not at some possible date in the future. If we are content to leave an area without sending out a
jamaat immediately, we do not genuinely want for others what we want for ourselves.
By putting their faith and trust in Allaah’s promises and by investing all their efforts in fulfilling the conditions
laid down for gaining these promised rewards, people should become deserving of those promised rewards.
Allaah will treat you according to your faith in His promises. (Malfoozaat)
People who have adopted this mission as their very objective will, Insha Allaah, be greatly favoured by Allaah
Ta’aala—provided they are arousing the interests of the people solely for the pleasure of Allaah whilst
endeavouring to engender the grandeur of Allaah and the glory of His Deen within the hearts of the people
and not for the purpose of fulfilling their personal worldly motives, and provided they give preference to the
exigencies of this mission over their own worldly demands; together with the understanding that they
tolerate any material loss sustained in the wake of this mission. (Letters…)
12.1.6 Taqwaa
Time is spent to build eemaan and strengthen and develop one’s relationship with Allaah (a.w.j.). The quality of thikr
is developed to such an extent that Allaah is kept constantly in remembrance, and there is a constant awareness that
Allaah is seeing us, hearing us, and is aware of our thoughts at all times. This leads to the state of cautiousness
against and fear of doing things which displease Him, which the Arabs call taqwaa. This developing relationship also
prompts us to do more of the things which we know please Allaah, and which bring us even closer to Him. We reach
a stage where our awareness, caution, fear of doing wrong, and desire to please Him, affect the way we use our
time; how we use our eyes; what we listen to; how we use our hands and the rest of our body; what thoughts we
have, and how we use our tongue. All of these things are pushed to being used in the way that Allaah wishes us to
use them.
This situation is described in the hadeeth qudsee:
Allaah (a.w.j.) said ‘Whosoever shows enmity to someone devoted to Me, I shall be at war with him. My
servant draws not near to Me with anything more loved by Me than the religious duties I have enjoined upon
him, and My servant continues to draw near to Me with supererogatory works so that I shall love him. When I
love him, I am his hearing with which he hears, his seeing with which he sees, his hand with which he strikes,
and his foot with which he walks. Were he to ask (something) of Me, I would surely give it to him, and were
he to ask Me for refuge, I would surely grant him it. I do not hesitate about anything as much as I hesitate
about (seizing) the soul of My faithful servant; he hates death and I hate hurting him.’ (Bukhaaree)
This state of taqwaa is also the foundation for khushoo’ and khudoo’ in salaah, thikr, recitation of the Qur'aan,
supplication (du’aa) and ihsaan. Allaah (a.w.j.) is also more likely to answer our supplications directly when in this
state, rather than leaving the reward for supplicating until the Day of Judgement, or averting any future difficulties
instead.
12.1.7 Fikr (worry and concern)
The Prophet’s (s.a.w.s.) fikr was a deeply emotional response based on his yaqeen in what happens during the
process of dying; the questioning and punishment in the grave; all the trials and difficulties of the Day of Judgement,
and the punishments of Hell.
Perhaps you will kill yourself with grief because they do not become Believers. (26:3)
Allaah (a.w.j.) spared him the stress of worrying about his own passage through these stages by assuring him that he
had been forgiven his sins both past and future. This enabled him to focus his worries and supplications on his
Ummah.
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We have no such guarantee of forgiveness however, so our own outcome must always, necessarily, be at the
forefront of our worries and supplications.
The second thing is that they should always be worried—and should be passing their lives under the burden of
this worry—that they will pass their lives on the basis of what they have learnt and will still learn. This is the
first and obligatory right of religious knowledge. (Malfoozaat)
The danger in the effort of Tableegh is that we forget our primary need to develop this yaqeen and fikr for ourselves,
and remain focused on the external activity of warning, advising and guiding others. Our effort then becomes one of
the effort itself; advising others to make effort and forgetting about the central need for eemaan and yaqeen, worry
and concern, a life of deen, and a relationship with Allaah (a.w.j.) by which He guides, protects and assists us through
this life and the life Hereafter.
Genuine worry, concern and fear for the welfare of others in their life here on Earth and through all the stages of the
Hereafter can only exist when yaqeen in the price of failure exists in the heart also. Without this emotional
dimension, our worry is mostly an intellectual one based on knowledge. This kind of worry isn’t even sufficient for us
to fear the consequences of our own failure to achieve what we should have achieved in life, let alone the failure of
others. Not having the level of yaqeen to genuinely worry about our own selves does not absolve us of our obligation
to advise and guide others to follow the Prophet’s Path, however. We still have knowledge of the price of failure
even if we don’t have yaqeen in it, and we will still be questioned as to the extent to which we practiced upon our
knowledge.
The first manifestation of yaqeen is a growing worry and fear of facing our own accounting before Allaah (a.w.j.). Fikr
should manifest itself in a constant awareness of our actions and intentions and how they will be viewed by Allaah,
with constant istighfaar and supplications due to fear of facing the consequences of the wrong we have done and
the neglect of what was expected of us. The Prophet (s.a.w.s.) himself did istighfaar more than seventy times a day.
Worry and fear for others then become a natural extension of our worry and fear for ourselves, and become a
driving force and motivation for our da’wah work among the people. It no longer becomes possible to spend all of
our lives at home with our families, relatives and friends. We are compelled to go out to people to advise and warn
them of the dangers they are exposing themselves and others to by not building their relationship with Allaah (a.w.j.)
and by not following the Path of their Prophet.
The Day it comes, no soul shall speak except by His leave: of those some will be miserable and some will be
happy. (4:59)
‘One who does not show mercy, win not be shown Mercy. Have mercy upon those on earth: the One in the
skies will have mercy upon you.’ It is sad that people have restricted this mercy only to those fasting from
necessity. They take pity on those who are hungry or thirsty, and for those having no garment, but have no
feelings of mercy for Muslims that they are deprived of deen (i.e., deen is not present in them). Why then
should the One in the skies take pity on us when we feel no grief at the ruined religious condition of Muslims?
(Malfoozaat)
This feeling of mercy is the foundation of our Tableegh; therefore, this work should be carried out necessarily
with kindness and the feelings of mercy. If a person goes out for Tableegh because the unfortunate religious
state of his Muslim brothers pains him, he will definitely perform his duty with kindness and mercy. However,
if instead he has some other inclination, he will be a victim of superiority-complex and self-elation, and any
benefit from his work is beyond hope. (Malfoozaat)
The driving-force behind the da’wat and tableegh of all the Messengers of Allaah is the feelings of mercy and
compassion for mankind and a deep concern for the well-being of all people. Their hearts are grieved at the
degeneration of the people, and the feelings of sympathy inspire in them a strong desire for their reformation.
Obviously, a father’s desire for the moral and spiritual reform of his son springs from no other sentiment than
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the paternal affection and natural feeling of sympathy for him. Likewise, the heart of a caller should be
overwhelmed with the feeling of kindness and compassion towards his people, and he should remain
burdened with worry for their spiritual wellbeing. (Malfoozaat)
The best ikraam of a Muslim is to take him from the path of hell and to put him on the path of paradise,
(Malfoozaat)
12.1.8 Spending Time
Aside from the sacrifices and hardships offered and borne to achieve eemaan, eemaan is earned and accumulated
by the quantity, quality and time spent in performing the actions that lead to it. Time should be spent therefore in
performing the most valuable action available, to earn the most eemaan. A tea seller and a gold importer for
example can both work eight-hour days, but their earning potentials are massively different. Similarly, da’wah,
teaching and learning, thikr and ’ibaadah, and khidmah will earn progressively less eemaan in general.
When spending time on jamaat, one should remain within the area of salaah, and move immediately from one
action to another action, with mental focus on each action and no wasted time. Collective efforts should be joined in
with—physically and mentally—from beginning to end. Sleep and food should be reduced (on a purely individual
basis), to discipline the nafs and free up more time for the actions that build eemaan. Unnecessary use of the tongue
should be avoided, to avoid wasting of time and possibly saying things that spoil what has been achieved so far. The
masjid environment, good company and full occupation in good deeds will limit the loss of eemaan being built.
Allaah (a.w.j.) may decide to build our eemaan through imposing some hardship on us if we are too weak initially to
spend our time well, or if we need to be at a level that our own actions won’t take us to before returning home, so
we should be prepared for this and accept it with patience.
Aboo Hurayrah (r.a.) narrates that the Messenger of Allaah (s.a.w.s.) said “In the eyes of Allaah there exists a
status for a man, but he doesn’t reach it by means of his deeds, so Allaah continues to test him with that
which he dislikes until he reaches it.” (Aboo Ya’Iaa, Majma’ uz-Zawaa'id 13/3)
It is often difficult to assess any increase in eemaan while spending time; one feels no real difference near the end of
one’s time than at the beginning. In such circumstances it is easier to consider the feeling of eemaan as if it were the
depth of water in a container. A centimetre of water in a cup rises that distance up a needle put into it. A centimetre
of water in a bath, or lake or ocean rises only to that same level up a needle, but the quantity of water is massively
different in each. It is only when one needs water that the quantity and what it is capable of is experienced. A
centimetre in a cup can only quench a mild thirst, a centimetre in a bath is enough for wudoo’, whereas a centimetre
in an ocean can extinguish a forest fire. Similarly, we can think of the heart increasing and decreasing in size to hold
the same level but different quantities of eemaan, and that we experience the different effect of the quantity of
eemaan we have earned when we have need to call upon it to resolve a particular situation; for example, to perform
good deeds, or resist sins, or to have the ability to have tawakkul, or patience, or to have strength of yaqeen in our
du’aa being accepted etc. Increasing and decreasing eemaan leads to the acquisition or loss, or strengthening or
weakening of the 77 Branches and sub-branches of Eemaan, as discussed briefly in Section 1.5 and as listed in
Appendix 1.
Whatever eemaan is earned and retained while spending time is what is taken home, although this will inevitably
decrease in one’s normal way of life, as the environment, company, sacrifices, hardships and actions for achieving
eemaan are not of the same level as when out in jamaat. The extent and speed of decrease will depend on how we
spend our time when in our usual environment. This can be likened to jumping out of an aircraft either with or
without a parachute. Returning to the same lifestyle, routine and company as before is to go back without a
parachute; the time it takes you to hit the ground being determined by the height you initially reached. To return
home and join the local tarteeb of Tableegh is to go back with a parachute.
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Eemaan can also be thought of as being lost in the way that money can be lost; either through fines (through sins),
or spending on luxuries (worshipping (for example thikr or salaah) purely for one’s own enjoyment, instead of purely
to please Allaah (a.w.j.)). As money decreases, our ability to buy and maintain the best goods, and to eat the best
food in the best restaurants decreases. If we stop earning, we even have to sell the luxury items we own in order to
meet basic living expenses. Similarly, as eemaan decreases, the ability to perform the actions we became
accustomed to, such as salaah with jamaa’ah, is lost; the ability to resist sins is weakened, and the feelings of
closeness to Allaah, and pleasure while performing deeds of worship diminish.
Each element of the tarteeb of Tableegh is there to at least slow down the rate of loss of eemaan in daily life. The
daily tarteeb of mushoorah (consultation) on how to spend one’s day, ta’leems, two and a half hours, morning and
evening thikr, recitation of at least one portion of the Qur'aan, recitation of the supplications of the Prophet
(s.a.w.s.), practise of his sunnah, and two jawlahs per week are all intended to replenish at least a degree of eemaan.
The monthly seventy-two hours on jamaat provide a concentrated boost in eemaan if spent well, and the annual
forty days is intended to boost eemaan to the next level and provide a degree of ongoing development. This can only
realistically happen if one’s level of eemaan is protected as much as possible from one forty days to the next, as this
then forms the baseline from which eemaan is built in the new forty days. If time is not spent well between periods
on jamaat, then eemaan drops to a level where making the sacrifices needed to even go out again becomes difficult,
and if eemaan drops dramatically between periods of forty days, then most or all of the next forty days is spent reattaining, or trying to re-attain, the level of eemaan on which the previous forty days ended. This can lead to
discouragement and abandonment of the effort, due to not experiencing any advancement as the years pass. This is
also compounded if time is not spent well while on jamaat.
12.1.9 Misspending Time
This latter point—spending time well—is one which many participants in Tableegh neglect. This issue is vitally
important, because it has to be understood that there are no promises of hidaayah for spending time in this effort;
the promises come with giving sacrifice, and after the initial sacrifices of coming out, the only real ones are in the
a’maal of spending time. Reasons for not spending time well include laziness, weakness in eemaan, lack of
understanding of why time is being spent, lack of yaqeen that spending time well will lead to the results being
claimed, incorrect intention, and following the example of others who are not spending their time well. Many
aspects of this are a direct consequence of the issues which will be discussed in section 12.3.
It entails a number of principles and etiquettes, the adoption of which are extremely important. Disregard for
these principles and etiquettes can be banefully dangerous. Taking heed of them is very simple for one who
participates in this work with a motive of personal reformation coupled with a concern for learning this work.
He is compelled to learn the art of da’wah, learn how to deliver lectures, learn how to conduct ta’leem, learn
the proper procedure of zikr, learn how to correctly administer the 24-hour routine, learn to build patience
and perseverance, learn how to inculcate good character and learn to possess the required degree of
prudence and far-sightedness. The one who has made up his mind to learn, in a sense that he is convinced of
his dire need of everything and he believes he has to learn everything, will no doubt make great progress in
this field. One should not emerge in this field of da’wah with a motive of reforming others but one should
come out with the sole intention of encouraging others to come out into the path of Allaah Ta’aala as well.
Those who fuss over the spiritual reformation of others tend to create discord and malice amongst
themselves, all due to the deception of shaytaan and the evils of the nafs. Hence the sole object should be
personal reformation together with a firm resolution to learn. In other words, learn how to tread on the many
pathways of deen. The words of deen are merely a medium, the main objective is amal (practise). Another
aim lies in learning about (the adoption of) eemaan. Allaah Ta’aala has structured His assurances of success
and salvation only on eemaan and amal and not on words alone, If one learns all the words of deen,
memorises the Holy Quran and the ahaadeeth, even then too success is subject to eemaan and amal. In fact,
addressing those who learn the Holy Quran, the hadeeth declares; “The Quran is either a testimony in your
favour or a testimony against you.” And in reference to this, the Quran states: “Many are misguided by it and
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many are guided by it.” Hence, don’t become negligent of your own spiritual enhancement. Others should be
encouraged to come out in Jamaat on the basis of them reforming themselves. This is what da’wah should be
restricted to. Thereafter, Allaah Ta’aala will provide the means for their spiritual upliftment. (Letters…)
Many of the older workers who don’t spend their time well shift the focus of their intention from one of selfrectification via the complete tarteeb of Tableegh, to one of fulfilling their responsibility of contributing towards
what they consider to be “The Effort of Deen,” and achieving in the process an increase in eemaan through making
at least some effort and sacrifice. Da’wah, to fulfil their “Effort of Deen,” becomes their main focus and priority, and
other collective and individual actions are neglected. Occasions for da’wah towards Allaah (a.w.j.), His Messenger
(s.a.w.s.), His deen, and the realities of life and the Hereafter, then become occasions for da’wah towards Tableegh,
responsibility, and the tarteeb of spending time, so eemaan doesn’t increase in the way it should.
Those making effort in this path of da’wat and Tableegh should not, as has become the present-day trend,
consider their struggle, journeys and selfless sacrifices to be the actual work; they should rather regard
teaching and learning of the knowledge of deen and making the habit of remaining constantly in the state of
Allaah’s zikr and making connection with Him as the chief things to be aimed at. In other words, they are
required not to become merely the ‘soldiers’ and preachers, but to become the ‘seekers and students of deen’
and the ‘doers of Allaah’s zikr’ as well. (Malfoozaat)
Such workers thus become satisfied with making the initial sacrifices necessary to go out in jamaat, joining the local
tarteeb, being able to mentally tick off the individual elements of the basic tarteeb, and possibly even increasing the
time they commit to Tableegh. They then invite, consciously or unconsciously, to their own understanding,
intentions and practice, with new workers inculcating this understanding, intentions and practice from them.
What they have done, in effect, is to substitute the means of Tableegh (the tarteeb) for the objective, and make the
objective (rectification through increasing eemaan) a bonus side-effect of the tarteeb. Maulaanaa Ilyaas (r.a.a.)
warned against this corruption of intention:
These days, when it comes to deen, this wrong notion has become common that initial stages are regarded as
the ultimate, and means are given the status of objectives. If we ponder, we shall then find that in all
branches of deen, this error has become entrenched and has thus become the root of a thousand evils.
(Malfoozaat)
One consequence of elevating the means to be the objective is that when eemaan decreases after returning home,
the thought that the effort on any particular day can and will be be done by others enters the mind, giving the nafs
an excuse not to participate, and thus depriving one of the opportunity to replenish one’s decreasing eemaan.
Participating in future becomes even more difficult as eemaan becomes weaker and the nafs become stronger.
When attainment of one’s personal eemaan is the objective of the effort of that particular day, however, then noone else can achieve that eemaan for you, so it is more difficult to not participate. This helps in achieving istiqaamah
(steadfastness).
Another consequence of this mistaken understanding is that when giving da’wah on this understanding, the inviter—
particularly an old worker—is undeniably fulfilling this objective at least partially, so can’t help but be talking from a
position of superiority on this issue to someone who is not committing regular time for this or any other effort of
da’wah. This position of superiority, whether spoken or unspoken, rankles in the mind of many of those being
spoken to, and equates to arrogance or kibr on their part. If the older worker also considers that they are involved in
The Effort of Deen (of which there can only be one), this indirect belittling of any other efforts being made for deen
adds to the negative opinion of the person being invited, who, if they have any basic knowledge of seerah, will know
that such a claim is based on ignorance.
Giving da’wah towards Allaah (a.w.j.) through making an effort for deen focusing on self-rectification, on the other
hand, cannot possibly give a sense of superiority in the mind of any inviter who has an ounce of sense, so the
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humility, concern and recognition of the effort already being made by the invitee and others that is projected
instead, should lead to at least a degree of respect in the mind of the person being spoken to, even if they don’t
accept what they are being invited to. This respect may flower into acceptance at a later date.
The true worth of a person is gauged on the basis of his attributes in the eyes of Allaah and in the eyes of the
people as well. Good attributes are bound to engender spontaneous admiration of a person within the hearts
of people. This is the transcendental norm of Allaah Ta’aala. The attributes in question are: taqwaa (selfrestraint); tawakkul (reliance on Allaah); zuhd (asceticism); forbearance and patience in the wake of pain
caused by others; good character; truthfulness and loyalty. (Letters…)
The effect of their lack of yaqeen and understanding in the effort of Jamaa’at at-Tableegh is that for such
participants, continuous development in eemaan, and thus islaah, through making this effort according to tarteeb;
spending their whole time as best as they are currently able, and with ever-increasing sacrifices, does not become
their primary intention and goal. Due to this, as every action is by intention, they do not, in the main, follow tarteeb,
or spend their time well, or increase their sacrifices as time goes on, so do not achieve the continuing increase in
eemaan, islaah and the resultant increase in connection with Allaah (a.w.j.) that their hearts and minds are looking
for. Many also realise as years go by, or they are shown by others, that their knowledge of Islaam in general is also
not increasing, or even correct.
The realisation that they are getting no continuous development in eemaan; that their feeling of connection with
Allaah (a.w.j.) is not strengthening; they are lacking and not gaining in knowledge, and that da’wah has very limited
immediate effects in changing society, leads many people who are still seeking to develop in Islaam to leave
Jamaa’at at-Tableegh and follow other efforts such as Soofism, knowledge, politics, jihaad, da’wah efforts to nonMuslims, community work or charity efforts, to try and achieve what they feel they are looking for. The resulting,
huge turnover of people; the low retention rate of participants, and the lack of understanding and true commitment
of the remaining older workers are clearly visible to anyone who chooses to look closely.
Satan tries to cut the people off from the work of da’wat by various tempts and shows the many other ways
of self-progress and inner-development, like learning the Arabic language, learning the knowledge of deen,
serving deen by opening a madrasah, getting proficiency in zikr, fulfilling the rights of parents and children,
etc. One must remain alert in this regard. These are the veils of Light, (Malfoozaat)
See also Section 7.4.
12.1.10 Collective Effort
Aboo Thar (r.a.) narrates that the Messenger of Allaah (s.a.w.s.) said ‘Two men are better than one, and three
are better than two, and four are better than three. So, it is incumbent on you to be in a Jamaa’ah, for Allaah
(a.w.j.) will never unite my Ummah except on guidance.’ (Musnad Ahmad 145/5)
’Arfajah ibni Shurayh al Ashja’iyy (r.a.) narrates ‘I saw the Prophet (s.a.w.s.) on the Minbar addressing the
people. He said “After me there will be many calamities and much evil behaviour. Whoever you see splitting
away from the Jamaa’ah or trying to create division among the Ummah of Muhammad (s.a.w.s.), then kill
him, for the Hand of Allaah is with the Jamaa’ah, and Shaytaan is with the one who splits away from the
Ummah, running with him.”’ (Nasaa'ee Vol. 5, Book 37, Hadeeth 4025)
The Messenger of Allaah (s.a.w.s.) said ‘The (lone) rider is a Shaytaan, and two riders are two Shaytaans.
Three is a travelling party.’ (Tirmithee Vol. 3, Book 21, Hadeeth 1674)
Aboo Moosaa (r.a.) narrates ‘I and two of my paternal cousins went to the Prophet (s.a.w.s.). One of them
said ‘Oh Messenger of Allaah. Make us the Ameer of the area which Allaah (a.w.j.) has put in your charge.’
The other also expressed the same desire. He (s.a.w.s.) replied “I swear by Allaah! We never put anyone in
charge of these affairs who himself asks for it, or aspires for it.”’ (Muslim Book 20, Hadeeth 4489)
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It has been reported on the authority of ’Abdur Rahmaan bin Samurah (r.a.) who said ‘The Messenger of
Allaah (s.a.w.s.) said to me “’Abdur Rahmaan, do not ask for a position of authority, for if you are granted this
position as a result of your asking for it, you will be left alone, and it you are granted it without making any
request for it, you will be helped.”’ (Muslim Book 20, Hadeeth 4487)
12.1.11 Trials
The implementation of da’wah brings in its wake numerous mountains and hurdles as this creates the
“yaqeen” of Allaah. The yaqeen of the omnipotence of Allaah ta’aala can never be embedded into the heart
until and unless one is faced with hurdles and obstacles. (Letters…)
Satan stops the people from doing the lesser good at hand in the hope of doing some great work in future.
Whatever good work a person is able to do at a certain time, Satan wishes to stop him in any way from that
work; and in this plan, he gains success in several score of times. It very often happens that a thing, if not
done at the right time, cannot be done at all. Expectations of great works mostly remain unfulfilled. On the
other hand, whatever good work that can be done at present, even though it is smaller-than-the-smallest,
becoming involved in that often becomes the means of getting to a big work. Therefore, it would be wise to
do what may be done now, and advantage should be taken of the opportunity of spare time. (Malfoozaat)
Anyone involving themselves in any kind of effort for deen will find themselves being tested in ways that relate
directly to their efforts. The reasons for this have already been given in Section 10, but a few are repeated here.
Or did you think that you would enter Paradise without Allaah knowing those who would strive amongst you
and knowing those who are patient? (3:142)
And We shall try you until We test those among you who strive their utmost and persevere in patience; and
We shall try your reported (mettle). (47:31)
Or do you think that you shall enter Paradise without such (trials) as came to those who passed away before
you? They encountered suffering and adversity, and were so shaken in spirit that even the Messenger and
those of faith who were with him cried “When will the help of Allaah come?” Ah! Truly the help of Allaah is
near! (2:214)
The types of test have also been given in Section 10, but a few that are particularly encountered in jamaat are:
Having to demonstrate one’s love of Allaah (a.w.j.), His Messenger (s.a.w.s.) and striving for His deen before being
allowed to spend time—by prioriting them over the things mentioned in the aayah:
Say (Oh Muhammad) “If your fathers, and your sons, and your brothers, and your wives, and your relatives,
and the wealth which you have acquired, and the commerce wherein you fear a decline, and the dwellings
with which you are pleased are more beloved to you than Allaah and His Messenger and striving in His Cause,
then wait until Allaah brings about His command. And Allaah does not guide the wrongdoing people.” (9:24)
Other tests outside and while spending time are:
…and We test you by evil and by good by way of trial… (21:35)
Examples of being tried through good are when people receive promotion or advancement in their career after
spending time. This demands more of their time, so they have less, if any, time for Tableegh. Many people start their
own business with the intention of it making them more independent, so able to spend more time in jamaat. They
end up as slaves to their business.
One mode of trial while spending time is the behaviour of others.
…And We have made some of you a trial for others. Will you have patience?… (25:20)
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So don’t leave a jamaat because of someone’s behaviour. The person has come out to learn eemaan and the
qualities of eemaan in the same way that you have. They have just as much right to be there as you have, and have
been invited there in the same way that you have. To expect them to have the qualities of character needed of us
before coming out is naive.
Other trials while spending time include:
Be sure We shall test you with something of fear and hunger, some loss in goods or lives or the fruits (of your
toil), but give glad tidings to the patient ones. (2:155)
Ridicule is part of the lot of those involved in da’wah.
“…and we see not that any follow you except the most abject among us, without reflection…” (11:27)
“Indeed, we see you in clear error.” (7:60)
Illness is quite common while spending time, especially in foreign countries.
Narrated Ibn Mas’ood (r.a.) ‘I visited the Prophet (s.a.w.s.) while he was having a high fever. I touched him
and said “You have a very high fever” He said ‘Yes, as much fever as two me of you may have.’ I said “You will
have a double reward?” He said ‘Yes. No Muslim is afflicted with hurt caused by disease or some other
inconvenience, but that Allaah will remove his sins as a tree sheds its leaves.’ (Bukhaaree Vol. 7, Book 70,
Hadeeth 571)
There may be times when we and our families are tested in our reliance on Allaah (a.w.j.).
Asmaa' (r.a.), the daughter of Aboo Bakr (r.a.) was called thaat an-nitaaqayn (the possessor of the two
scarves) because she split her scarf into two parts in order to deliver food and water for three days, to the
Prophet (s.a.w.s.) and her father, Aboo Bakr (r.a.) in the Thawr cave when they were emigrating to
Madeenah. When the Prophet (s.a.w.s.) set out for Madeenah accompanied by Asmaa'’s (r.a.) father, the
latter took all the property he had and left nothing for his family. Aboo Quhafaa (r.a.), Asmaa'’s (r.a.)
grandfather (who was not yet a Muslim) came to her and said “This man (Aboo Bakr) has put you in difficulty.
He deprived you of himself and property.” Asmaa' (r.a.) replied ‘No, he left so much for us.’ She covered some
stones and brought them to her blind grandfather and said ‘This is what he left.’ Thereupon, the old man said
“There is no blame if he left that.”
The Messenger of Allaah (s.a.w.s.) gave the Sahaabah (r.a.a) plenty of encouragement to fight in jihaad and
asked them to spend for the pleasure of Allaah. The Sahaabah (r.a.a) therefore donated most generously. The
first to spend so generously was Aboo Bakr (r.a.) who donated everything he owned, equalling four thousand
dirhams. The Messenger of Allaah (s.a.w.s.) asked him ‘Have you left anything for your family?’ He replied “I
have left Allaah and His Messenger (s.a.w.s.) for them…”
Whatever trial we are put to, we should always bear in mind that:
Allaah doesn’t place on any soul a burden greater than it can bear… (2:286)

12.2 Criticisms
12.2.1 Innovation
There is a common accusation that the effort of Jamaa’at at-Tableegh is an innovation (bid’ah), and therefore no
matter what apparent benefits seem to stem from it, or what harms seem to be repelled, it is impermissible to
participate in it. This comes from a misunderstanding of the hadeeth of the Prophet (s.a.w.s.) concerning the issue of
innovations. Once the hadeeth is understood according to the understanding of the first generations of Muslims (the
Salaf), the accusation can be seen to be false and unwarranted.
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The hadeeth in question is:

َ َ َ َّ ُ َ ٌ َ َ َ َ ْ َّ ُ َ ٌ َ ْ َ َ ْ ُ َّ ُ َ َ ُ َ َ ْ ُ ُ ُ َّ َ َ
َّ
ِل ٍة ِف الارQلة وك ضQ…وش المورِ مدثاتها وك مدث ٍة بِدعة وك بِدع ٍة ض

wa SHarra-l umoori muhdathaatu-haa wa kulla muhdathatin bid’ah wa kulla bid’atin Dalaalah wa kulla
Dalaalatin fi-n-naar
The worst of things are those that are newly invented; every newly-invented thing is an innovation, and every
innovation is a going astray, and every going astray is in the Fire.
The first misunderstanding, for which there is no excuse for native Arabic speakers, is that of the meaning of kullu.
The English translation given for this word is all or every, which are the closest terms linguistically. The issue with this
choice of translation is that the understanding of an English speaker for the words all and every is not the same as
the understanding of the word kullu is to an Arabic speaker.
All and every are understood as being “all and every, without exception”, whereas kullu is understood as “all of the
things which you know are being referred to or discussed.” For example, if a class of pupils comprised one girl and
the rest boys, to say “All the boys went for lunch” would be understood to include the girl by an Arabic speaker, but
would be understood to exclude the girl (or to leave what the girl did as unstated) by an English speaker.
Allaah (a.w.j.) Himself uses kullu in this way in the Qur'aan when describing the wind’s destruction of ’Aad in Soorah
Al Ahqaaf (46:25)
Destroying all (kulla) things by commandment of its Lord. And morning found them so that nothing could be
seen except their dwellings…
For an English speaker looking at this in translation, there is a clear contradiction in saying that all things were
destroyed, then referring to their dwellings as remaining to be seen. There is no such contradiction in the
understanding of the original Arabic by an Arabic speaker. The extent of meaning of kulla is defined by the latter part
of the verse referring to their dwellings.
The restriction in meaning of kullu is also evidenced by the following hadeeth:

َ َ َ َْ
َ
َ ْ َ
ّ
َْ
َم ْن أح َدث ِف أم ِرنا هذا َما لي َس فِيهِ ف ُه َو َر ٌد

’Aa'ishah (r.a.) said ‘The Messenger of Allaah (s.a.w.s.) said “Whoever introduced (ahdatha) into this affair of
ours that which is not from it will have it rejected.”’ (Bukhaaree and Muslim) Indicating that things can be
introduced which are from the religion. Examples of these will be given later inshaa' Allaah.
Referring back to the hadeeth concerning innovations, it can now be understood that kullu does not mean “all and
every, without exception” in Arabic, so cannot be attributed with that meaning in English. This corrects the second,
consequential misunderstanding concerning the hadeeth; that “every new thing (kullu muhdathah) is an innovation,
and every innovation is going astray” does not mean every new thing or innovation, without exception, and that new
things and innovations can be introduced which are not against sharee’ah.
For example, despite Aboo Bakr’s (r.a.) initial response of “How can I do that which the Prophet did not do?” when
advised by ’Umar ibn al Khattaab (r.a.) to compile the Qur'aan as a single, written book, he was later convinced by
’Umar (r.a.) that this new thing was not a blameworthy innovation, but a thing of general benefit to the Muslims.
’Umar (r.a.) also defined the understanding of the term bid’ah (innovation) when describing his introduction of a
single jamaa’ah for taraawiyah behind a single Imaam as being an excellent innovation (bid’ah). ’Umar (r.a.) could
not describe his action as a muhdathah, as the Prophet (s.a.w.s.) had led the Companions as Imaam in taraawiyah
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during his lifetime, but he (s.a.w.s.) didn’t order them to pray behind him as a single jamaa’ah and he didn’t specify
the number of rakaa’ah to be prayed, so these aspects of ’Umar’s instructions were new, hence he called it an
innovation (bid’ah) rather than a new act (muhdathah) in recognition of these new aspects. This bid’ah was not
condemned or abrogated by the Companions (r.a.a.) during or after his lifetime, nor by the later scholars of the
various Schools of Thought, so again the kullu bid’ah of the hadeeth has to be limited in meaning and cannot mean
“each and every bid’ah without exception.”
The word muhdathah (newly-invented matter) in the hadeeth linguistically includes, for example, all modern
technologies that are permissible within sharee’ah, so kullu in the hadeeth is immediately limited in meaning in such
a way as to exclude such things from condemnation as innovations and going astray.
As with the word muhdathah, bid’ah also has a linguistic and a sharee’ah meaning. For both muhdathah and bid’ah,
the kullu in the hadeeth refers to the sharee’ah meaning, and it is these types of muhdathah and bid’ah alone which
are condemned as going astray and being in the fire.
Imaam ash Shaafi’ee (r.a.a) said:
The newly-invented matters are of two types: The first of them is that which has been introduced from that
which opposes the book, or the sunnah, or a narration, or consensus. This is the misguided innovation. And
the second is that which has been introduced of goodness and there is no opposition to any one of these
things. This is the newly-invented matter which is not blameworthy.
Ibn Katheer (r.a.a.) stated:
And bid’ah is of two types. Sometimes it is a bid’ah sharee’ah (with its sharee’ah meaning), such as his saying,
“For every newly-invented matter is an innovation and every innovation is a going astray…” and sometimes it
is a bid’ah lughawiyyah (with its linguistic meaning), such as the saying of Ameer al Mu'mineen ’Umar ibn al
Khattaab regarding his uniting them together for the taraawiyah prayer and making them maintain this
practice, “What an excellent innovation this is…”
The scholars of Ahlus Sunnah state that bid’ah in matters of worship and getting closer to Allaah (a.w.j.) fall into the
sharee’ah category and are thus forbidden, as Allaah (a.w.j.) completed the religion through the Messenger
(s.a.w.s.), who informed us that:
By Him in whose Hand is my soul, I have not left anything which brings you closer to Paradise and distances
you from the Fire except that I have commanded you with it, and I have not left anything which brings you
closer to the Fire and distances you from Paradise except that I have prohibited you from it. (Related by
Ahmad and Ibn Khuzaymah)
To claim that bid’ah in matters of worship and getting closer to Allaah (a.w.j.) are commendable is to infer one or
more of the following:
That the religion is lacking; that Allaah did not complete and perfect it; that there is room for improvement; that the
religion remained imperfect from the time of the Prophet (s.a.w.s.) until the time when the innovator completed it
with his own ideas; that the Prophet (s.a.w.s.) was “guilty” of one of two things: either he was ignorant of this “good
innovation,” or he knew about it but concealed it, thus depriving his Ummah by not conveying it; that the Prophet
(s.a.w.s.), his Companions and the righteous Salaf (early generations) missed out on the reward of this “good
innovation” until the innovator came along and earned it for himself.
Imaam Maalik used to say:
Whosoever introduces into Islaam an innovation, which he deems is good, then he has claimed that
Muhammad (s.a.w.s.) has betrayed the message. Read the saying of Allaah, the Mighty and Majestic: ‘This
day I have completed your religion for you, and I have perfected My favour upon you, and I am pleased with
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Islaam as a religion for you.’ (5:3) So whatever was not the religion on that day is not the religion on this day.
And the last part of this Ummah will not be rectified except by that which rectified its first part.
Referring to such blameworthy innovations, ’Abdullaah ibn ’Umar (r.a.) said:
Every bid’ah is a misguidance even if people see it as something good. (Ibn Battah, Al Ibaanah)
And Imaam ash Shatibee said in al I’tisaam:
Innovation (bid’ah) then, is an expression of: A path taken in religion which is invented and resembles the
sharee’ah and by whose practice exaggeration in worshipping Allaah, the Exalted, is intended.
When referring to non-blameworthy, linguistic, or good innovations (different scholars of the Salaf used different
terminology for the non-sharee’ah category), the scholars are speaking about one of two things: either that which is
in agreement with the sharee’ah and has specific evidence for it, such as the congregational taraawiyah prayer, or
that which is a matter of public interest (maslahah mursalah) that is not specifically mentioned in the sharee’ah, but
which is supported by and comes under the general principles of the sharee’ah and its goals of preserving the five
necessities (religion, life, intellect, wealth and lineage), for example the development of the various religious
sciences (’aqeedah, hadeeth, fiqh, tafseer etc.) that became the means (wasaa’il) through which the religion is
preserved; matters of public interest like schools and hospices; electronic payment and collection methods for
zakaah and optional charity, and propagation of religion through digital and satellite media.
The public-interest (maslahah mursalah), non-blameworthy innovations arise due to reasons, causes or
circumstances that were not present during the era of the Prophet (s.a.w.s.), as in the examples of the compilation
of the Qur'aan, ordering of a single jamaa’ah for taraawiyah of twenty rakaa’ah, and ’Uthmaan’s (r.a.) introduction
of the second aathaan for Jumu’ah. If the reasons, causes or circumstances had been present during the Prophet’s
(s.a.w.s.) time, they would either have been dealt with by the Prophet (s.a.w.s.) or by others with his open or tacit
approval, and would thus be part of the sunnah, or there would have been a justifiable barrier to his (s.a.w.s.)
dealing with it at the time, for example the rebuilding of the Ka’bah to its original design.
The methodology of Jamaa’at at-Tableegh has as a stated objective that its participants should get closer and closer
to Allaah (a.w.j.) as they make their continuous efforts. There is no claim for there being any specific reward for
following its methodology in and of itself, or any specific punishment for not participating in it. It is simply a means
to one of the five necessities—preservation of religion—so it does not fall into the sharee’ah category of being a
distinct, separate act of worship, and is thus not forbidden. Any claims of reward are for aspects of the manhaj which
already exist, with their proofs, within the sources of Islaam.
12.2.2 Focus on the Sahaabah (r.a.a.)
The qualities of the Sahaabah are focused on strongly in the effort of Jamaa’at at-Tableegh (see Appendix 5 for
examples of basic presentations taught to new participants). Some consider this approach as an abandonment of the
clear instructions in the Qur'aan and ahaadeeth to take example from and follow the Messenger of Allaah (s.a.w.s.).
To follow the Sahaabah, however, is to take example from and follow the Messenger of Allaah (s.a.w.s.). Evidence
for this is the understanding of believers in the following aayah to mean the Sahaabah (r.a.a.).
And whoever opposes the Messenger after the guidance (of Allaah) has been manifested unto him, and
follows other than the believers’ way, We appoint for him that unto which he himself has turned, and expose
him unto hell—a hapless journey’s end! (4:115)
Our understanding of Qur'aan and ahaadeeth and their application is taken from the scholars, who were taught it by
the Sahaabah, who took it from the Messenger of Allaah (s.a.w.s.) while in his company, and while in a position to
observe and question their meaning and implementation.
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There are also aspects of Islaam in the lives of the Sahaabah which do not form part of the practical example of
Islaam of the Prophet (s.a.w.s.), for example, obeying and following the Prophet (s.a.w.s.) himself; their differing
characters, strengths and weaknesses; repenting from sometimes major sins, and making decisions while not being
infallible in matters of ijtihaad. This is why, despite the unqualified instruction to follow the Prophet (s.a.w.s.), the
instruction to follow the Sahaabah is qualified by bi ihsaan (in goodness).
And the first to lead the way, of the Muhaajireen and the Ansaar, and those who followed them in
goodness—Allaah is well pleased with them and they are well pleased with Him, and He has made ready for
them Gardens underneath which rivers flow, wherein they will abide forever. That is the supreme triumph.
(9:100)
12.2.3 Character
Critics of the character and actions of many participants (both new and experienced) in Jamaa’at at-Tableegh claim
that those participants should not be involved in the effort, as one should be pure before giving da’wah. They are
substituting their own criterion for following the Prophet (s.a.w.s.)—purity—with the criterion which Allaah (a.w.j.)
Himself specified:
Say ‘If you love Allaah, follow me. Allaah will Love you and forgive you your sins. Allaah is Forgiving,
Merciful.’ (3:31)
Anyone making the attempt to become closer to Allaah (a.w.j.) is doing so because they have at least a degree of
love for Him.
Such critics are also interfering in the absolute right of Allaah (a.w.j.) to use whomsoever He pleases for His deen:
…None will enter Paradise but a Muslim, and truly, Allaah helps this religion with a disobedient (faajir)
person. (Bukhaaree Vol. 4, Book 52, Hadeeth 296; Muslim Book 1, Hadeeth 205)
Jundub ibni ’Abdullaah al Azdiyy (r.a.) narrates that The Messenger of Allaah (s.a.w.s.) said “The example of
the person who teaches people good and neglects (to practice it) himself, is like a lamp which is a source of
illumination for people and burns itself.” (At-Targheeb 126/1)
12.2.4 Knowledge
Critics of the ignorance of many participants (both new and experienced) in Jamaa’at at-Tableegh claim that those
participants should not be involved in the effort, as there is a requirement that one should have a degree of correct
knowledge before giving da’wah. Their evidence for this is the verse:
Say ‘This is my Way: I invite to Allaah upon insight (baseerah). I and whoever followed me’… (12:108)
Their first mistake is that they consider da’wah to involve depth and quantity of knowledge. After the aathaan
containing only Allaah is Great, I declare that there is no god except Allaah, I declare that Muhammad is the
Messenger of Allaah, come to prayer, come to success, there is no god except Allaah, the supplication taught to us by
the Messenger of Allaah (s.a.w.s.) starts with:

َّ
َّ ال
َّ ِ الل ُه َّم َر َّب َه ِذه
َّ ِ ال ْع َوة
Oh Allaah! Lord of this complete (and perfect) da’wah… (Bukhaaree Vol. 1, Book
ِامة
11, Hadeeth 588)
Their second mistake is that they don’t differentiate between the da’wah being given and the da’ee. If a selfdeclared disbliever, or a concealed, total hypocrite recited the words of the aathaan, neither the truth of the
statement nor the completeness of the da’wah it contains is altered. If a Muslim with mistakes is inviting to
goodness, it doesn’t negate the goodness. All of the Qualities of the Sahaabah that are focused on in Tableegh are
correct (see Appendix 5). The manhaj of Tableegh is also acceptable, as discussed in section 12.2.1.
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Their third mistake is that they equate the baseerah mentioned in the verse with knowledge, whereas the reality is
that baseerah is to knowledge what taste is to food. The first is a quality of the second, but the second can exist
without the first.
Narrated Mu’aawiyah (r.a.) ‘I heard The Messenger of Allaah (s.a.w.s.) saying “If Allaah wants to do good to
a person, He makes him comprehend the religion. I am just a distributor, but the grant is from Allaah. (And
remember) that this nation will keep on following Allaah’s teachings strictly and they will not be harmed by
anyone going on a different path until Allaah’s order (Day of Judgment) is established.” (Bukhaaree Vol. 1,
Book 3, Hadeeth 71)
If such critics believe that they or their teachers have the level and purity of knowledge they claim is required for
da’wah, then they must also have the baseerah of this aayah. If so, do they identify first and foremost as a da’ee? Do
they commit all or the bulk of their time and resources to da’wah? Do they follow the sunnahs of da’wah described
in the Qur'aan and ahaadeeth—going repeatedly to non-Muslims and Muslims at their homes, work places, places of
study, market places etc. and proactively engaging with them? Do they go out for extended periods regularly for this
purpose? Do they sacrifice their own money and time away from family, home, friends and source of income as a
result? If the answers to these questions are no or only partially, then they don’t in fact have baseerah or beneficial
knowledge concerning this aayah.
Jaabir (r.a.) narrates that The Messenger of Allaah (s.a.w.s.) said “Knowledge is of two types: Knowledge that
penetrates into the heart; this knowledge is beneficial. Knowledge, that is merely on the tongue; this will be
Allaah’s evidence against the son of Aadam.” (At-Targheeb 103/1)
If someone doesn’t know the true meaning of the word baseerah as just described, then how can they have
baseerah other than unknowingly? If they claim to know the meaning, but are wrong, how can they interpret the
verse: Say ‘This is my Way: I invite to Allaah upon insight…’ in a negative way against people of Tableegh? By claiming
that its participants lack knowledge, so cannot follow their Prophet in inviting towards Allaah (a.w.j.), they
demonstrate their own lack of baseerah.
By not doing ittibaa’ah, or by limiting themselves to very little of the manhaj of da’wah, they are not receiving the
particular aspect of guidance relating to one of the absolute essences of Islaam, and the defining characteristic of the
Path of our Prophet (s.a.w.s.)—the effort of da’wah itself. Their understanding is therefore limited, despite their
abundance of knowledge.
…and follow him (ittabi’oo-hu) so that you may be guided. (7:158).
Their and other efforts for deen don’t bring their target audience immediately onto the Path of their Prophet
(s.a.w.s.), so are not following the Path as fully as they could. They and their audience are therefore shut off from
this fundamental aspect of hidaayah that leads to the understanding of deen and of the current, priority
requirements of da’wah. For example, some of the usool (principles) of amr and nahi (enjoining and forbidding) are:
to give priority to the more important issues; bringing about the good takes precedence over repelling the harm; it is
not permitted to forbid the wrong when the result will prevent a greater good . Discouraging people from reading
weak or fabricated ahaadeeth while they are uncertain of their validity, or the validity of their use, is less important
than not committing time and resources to achieving eemaan and encouraging others to do likewise. Absolute
insistence that one should accept the beliefs of the Saved Sect before being permitted to join one in the effort of
da’wah is less important than the effort to establish in the lives of the whole Ummah the compulsory and voluntary
actions and sacrifices which can compensate for being outside the Saved Sect, and which can unite the Ummah on a
common, agreed platform. For the hadeeth:
It was narrated from ’Awf bin Maalik that the Messenger of Allaah (s.a.w.s.) said “The Jews split into seventyone sects, one of which will be in Paradise and seventy in Hell. The Christians split into seventy-two sects,
seventy-one of which will be in Hell and one in Paradise. I swear by the One in Whose Hand is the soul of
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Muhammad, my Ummah will split into seventy-three sects, one of which will be in Paradise and seventy-two
in Hell.” It was said “Oh Messenger of Allaah, who are they?” He said “The main body (jamaa’ah).” (Ibn
Maajah Volume 1: Book 36: Hadeeth 3992)
the classical understanding is that seventy-two of the sects are not apostates. They are justifiably liable to
punishment due to their incorrect beliefs and the innovations and deviation they practiced, but their beliefs are only
one thing on their Scales. In addition to a person’s good deeds, there is also the forgiveness of Allaah (a.w.j.)—which
extends to everything except shirk (associating partners with Him)—so He can pardon and forgive them everything
other than that; reward them according to the best of their deeds, and give them direct entry into Paradise.
The effort of Jamaa’at at-Tableegh to call the Ummah onto committing time and resources to achieving eemaan and
encouraging others to do likewise, and to establishing in the lives of the whole Ummah the compulsory and
voluntary actions and sacrifices which can compensate for any deficiencies in beliefs and for any practise of
innovated forms of worship, is bringing about the greater good. As for unity, it is such a thing that the Anbiyaa' (a.s.)
stuck to it even in the face of open shirk.
They (Banee Israa'eel) said “We will not give up our devotion to it (the Golden Calf), until Moosaa returns to
us.” He said “Oh Haaroon, what prevented you from following me when you saw them going astray? Did you
disobey my command?” He said “Son of my mother, do not seize me by my beard or my head. I feared you
would say ‘You have caused division among the Children of Israel, and did not regard my word.’” (20:91-4)
Again concerning the effort of Jamaa’at at-Tableegh; to revive a sunnah is a part of deen. As stated earlier, ’Umar
(r.a.) enforced a single jamaa’ah for 20 rakaats of taraawiyah because some people were leaving the practise of the
original sunnah. The undoubtedly more important sunnah and command of Allaah (a.w.j.) for us to leave our families
and homes for the sake of the eemaan of others, and the strengthening of our eemaan (And those who strove in
regard to Us, We will most certainly guide them to Our Paths… (29:69)) had disappeared from the lives of the
Ummah, and the effort of Jamaa’at at-Tableegh tries to revive at least some aspects of the sunnah and command. It
then forms one ingredient in the overall effort to develop the eemaan (in all its branches) of the individuals
participating in it; the central plank of which is the act of inviting others to Allaah (a.w.j.) by similarly going out to
revive and/or develop their eemaan. This then places them on the Path of their Prophet (s.a.w.s.).
The stages, which the Holy Prophet (s.a.w.s.) taught to achieve by sacrificing lives, or rather, with a keen
desire of sacrificing lives, and whatever the sahaabah (r.a.) got by surrendering themselves in the path of
deen, you want to get them by only reading the books, lying comfortably in your beds. (Malfoozaat)
12.2.5 Limited Scope
Within its direct methodology, Jamaa’at at-Tableegh has a specific goal, through which all other goodness can come;
to develop the eemaan of its participants. Through this eemaan, all other aspects of deen are revived. Without an
effort on eemaan, there is no development of eemaan within the individual, and no revival of deen in the lives of the
people at large.
People of other efforts or none criticise the fact that Jamaa’at at-Tableegh limits itself to this goal and doesn’t
involve itself at an organisational level, or on an individual level of the people spending their time on jamaat, in any
other effort—political, social, educational, charitable, or da’wah to non-Muslims of an area, for example. Such
people can see the benefit that their own efforts for Islaam could achieve from the huge numbers involved in
Jamaa’at at-Tableegh—either their time and effort, or their political influence—and become frustrated with, or
actively resent, the fact that participants in Jamaa’at at-Tableegh are not actively encouraged to give their time and
efforts to these other activities.
Other efforts for deen are not (or at least shouldn’t be) criticised by the Elders of Tableegh, and many participants in
Tableegh also involve themselves in other aspects of deen alongside their efforts for their and others’ eemaan, but
the understanding of the Elders of Tableegh is that the optimum use of resources to attain the level of eemaan and
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practice of deen at which Allaah (a.w.j.) re-establishes Islaam as a Khilaafah upon the Prophetic Methodology—in as
short a timescale as possible—will be achieved through working on developing the eemaan of the whole Ummah. At
this point in time, nothing other than the Jamaa’at at-Tableegh methodology has the capacity for the required
outreach and accessibility for the whole Ummah. This feature of the effort has already been touched on in sections
11.2 to 11.4.
In summary about this aspect of Jamaa’at at-Tableegh: it is what it is and nothing more.
12.2.6 Limited Effect
People question why the effort of Jamaa’at at-Tableegh has not yet resulted in Khilaafah upon the Prophetic
Methodology, despite it starting in the 1920’s. Firstly, these questioners display that they themselves don’t have the
first of the two criteria laid down by Allaah (a.w.j.) for this—patience.
And We appointed from among them leaders who guided by Our command, as long as they were patient
(sabr) and had certainty (yaqeen) in Our revelations. (32:24)
Secondly, how many Muslims practise one of the basic qualifications required to be considered a Muslim—five times
daily salaah?
Between man and shirk and kufr is the abandonment of salaah. (Muslim Book 1, Hadeeth 147)
Of those who pray, how many men pray in the masjid, should that option be available to them? The briefest glance
at any congregation for salaatul Fajr will show the strength of yaqeen of those who otherwise attend such as
salaatul Maghrib in congregation.
Narrated Aboo Hurayrah (r.a.) ‘The Messenger of Allaah (s.a.w.s.) said “…If the people knew the reward for
the Thuhr prayer at its early time, they would race for it. If they knew the reward for the ’Ishaa' and the Fajr
prayers in congregation, they would join them even if they had to crawl. If they knew the reward for the first
row, they would draw lots for it.”’ (Bukhaaree Volume 1, Book 11, Hadeeth 688)
‘…knew the reward’ here means beneficial knowledge of the reward, resulting in yaqeen. Ignorance of information
concerning the reward is not the issue.
Thirdly, how many of the Ummah are on the deen of full commitment of life and wealth striving in the Path of Allaah
that was given to us?
Narrated ’Abdullaah ibn ’Umar (r.a.) “I heard the Messenger of Allaah (s.a.w.s.) say ‘When you enter into the
’eenah transaction, hold the tails of oxen, are pleased with agriculture, and give up conducting jihaad
(struggle in the Path of Allaah), Allaah will make disgrace prevail over you, and will not withdraw it until you
return to your deen.’” (Aboo Daawood, Book 23, Hadeeth 3455)
The answer to the question of why we do not yet have Khilaafah upon the Prophetic Methodology is easy to see, for
anyone who chooses not to be blind.
12.2.7 General Responses
Since acts of worship have lost their soul, the benefits which came from them have eventually disappeared,
though people are performing those acts of worship. (Malfoozaat)
In Muslims, the custom and shape of deen is present. The aim of this Tableeghi struggle is that the spirit and
reality of deen may come in them. Scattered parts of deen are present in them. Our objective is that complete
deen may come in them in its proper form and totality. (Malfoozaat)
Our work is working on the foundation of deen. Our movement is, in reality, the movement of eemaan. But,
whatever collective efforts of deen are commonly being made nowadays, their workers and pioneers, in the
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belief that this foundation (i.e., eemaan) is present, work for raising the upper-structure of the Ummah. So,
they concentrate their attentions and resources on constructing the building upon this (supposed) foundation.
Whereas to us, the foremost requirement of the Ummah is only this: that firstly, the light of true eemaan
should enter its hearts. (Malfoozaat)
To people, the methods for removing these differences and bridging these gulfs were debate and discussion
contests, reasoning and argumentation, and proving one’s own maslak (creed) to be true and the other’s
false. But experience proved that differences were not removed by these methods and got increased instead;
contradiction and hatred grew; aversion multiplied further; gulfs of parting widened more. To Hazrat
Maulana Muhammad Ilyas (r.a.a.), its method was a different one. To him, the method of removing
differences was this; that with respect and honour, the knots of the minds of others should be untied, creases
and wrinkles of the hearts should be removed, relation should be produced and intimacy should be developed.
Mutual misunderstandings will get removed by themselves when people will closely see and interact with one
another. When they will get busy with doing the correct and principle work of deen, and will remain in the
company of one another, moderation will come in their differences and disagreements. There will remain no
behaviouristic abnormality, no ‘excess and deficiency’ in this regard. (Malfoozaat)
Hazrat Maulana (r.a.a.) was rightly all-confident about the inevitability and accuracy of the ‘methodology’ of
his work without negating or underestimating the vitality of the role played by religious institutions’ (whether
they were madrasahs or khanqah) and religious movements (whatever the ‘methodology’ they had). Rather,
he never intended to think or to do such negation or underestimation. His sole compassion and cause was the
revival of the Muhammadan bonds of cohesion. It was the thing which used to make him ever anxious about
the mutual co-operation and intimacy of different religious movements and religious communities. This very
anxiety made him play his great and historic role in connection with the revival of da’wah and tableegh.
(Malfoozaat)
This movement of ours involves being kind to those who oppose us and putting friends to the hardship of
work; now, everyone is welcome. (Malfoozaat)
Don’t ever challenge the work of Tableegh with Ilm or Zikr. Rate all three of them as necessary. Nonetheless,
there is no other activity but Da’wah to disseminate llm and Zikr amongst the entire Ummah. This is why
Allaah Ta’aala delegated the Ambiyaa (Alayhimus Salaam) as Da’ees. (Letters…)
You may not get them to understand with your talks that this work is of greater benefit to deen, and will bring
more good than their other religious works. So, these people will not accept your talk; and once they say NO,
it will become very difficult to change that NO to YES in future. Add to its adverse effect that the people who
have faith in them will also not listen to your talk. It is also possible that you yourself become uncertain
(about your talk). (Malfoozaat)

12.3 Internal Contradictions
These will be seen and experienced by anyone who chooses to look—whether they spend time or not. The following
section identifies the underlying reasons and external manifestations of these contradictions. See also Sections 8.3.4
and 8.3.5.
12.3.1 Definitions
Because the intended name of Movement of Eemaan is not used, even by its own participants and Elders, different
individuals within the organisation have found it easier to define its intended scope and objectives, and its adopted
name of Tableegh, in ways which conform to their own understanding. The narrowness of their definitions
correspond to the extent to which fuller, more correct definitions infringe on what they consider to be the true Path
to be followed in life to achieve the goal of being a true slave of Allaah (a.w.j.). By virtue of using the catch-all term
Tableegh when discussing or calling towards this effort, it allows a superficial show of unity of purpose and intent
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between individuals and groups within Jamaa’at at-Tableegh who have widely varying opinions on what the effort
actually is.
By precisely defining terms, and by analysing claims of what the effort is—in terms of what is widely and clearly
known from the Qur'aan, ahaadeeth and Seerah—the truth (haqq) of what this effort is and isn’t can be clearly seen.
Haqq is such a bright light that it illuminates absolutely everything. What is false or corrupted is clear beyond any
possibility of doubt in the heart. This is why people following falsehood and mistakes cannot tolerate listening to or
reading about haqq; it leaves them no excuse in the heart to continue believing and acting upon their falsehood, and
for continuing to follow the scholars of their communities who defend and promote it.
Falling in love with the person or the talks of someone to such proportions that in this love one makes the
person of that human a replacement of the Holy Prophet (s.a.w.s.), and his talks the Words of Allaah, is shirk
in my view. (Malfoozaat)
…discarding it just because our Sheikh didn’t do it, is a big mistake. A Sheikh is only a Sheikh; after all he is not
Allaah. (Malfoozaat)
12.3.2 Tasawwuf
Sheikh Muhammad Zakariyah Khandlawi (r.a.a.), the author of most of the booklets that make up the book Fadaa'ili
A’maal, is known to have been a Soofee throughout his life, and while supporting and benefitting the effort of
Tableegh and its participants enormously, he didn’t personally leave the methodology of Tasawwuf for the
methodology of Jamaa’at at-Tableegh. His writings, therefore, call their readers at various places to adopt and follow
the methodology of Tasawwuf to achieve islaah.
For example, in Chapter 7 of Virtues of Tableegh on Keeping Company with the Religious Divines, the following verse
is quoted:

ُْ
َ ُّ ُ ْ ُ ُ
ُ َ ُ ُ ْ ُ َ ْ ْ َ َ ُ َّ ُ ُ ْ ْ ُ
ُ  فَاتَّبYا
َ َّ ون
ُ َّ ك ْم َو
ٌ  َغ ُفYا
ٌ ح
يم
 ويغ ِفر لكم ذنوبYون يبِبكم ا
ع
قل إِن كنتم تِب
ِ ور َّر
ِ ِ
Say (Oh Muhammad) “If you love Allaah, then follow me; Allaah will Love you and forgive you your sins.
Allaah is Forgiving, Merciful.” (3:31)
Following (ittibaa’ah) of the Prophet (s.a.w.s.) is then given the limited definition of following his sunnah, and
obeying the commands of sharee’ah, to encourage keeping company with the followers of sunnah and sharee’ah
(and hence, by implication, the lovers of Allaah); specifically mentioning the “mystic” shuyookh and the halaqahs of
thikr, thus promoting the Soofee tareeqahs and their khanaqahs as the Path to be taken in life.
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Thus whoever follows the Holy Prophet (s.a.w.s.) faithfully is nearer to Allaah, and whoever does not follow
him is far away from Allaah and cannot win His favours. The commentators of the Holy Qur'aan have written
that whoever claims to be a lover of Allaah, but does not follow the sunnah of the Holy Prophet (s.a.w.s.), he
is a liar; for it is a requisite of love that everything associated with the beloved must be loved… Sa’di (r.a.) has
said “Whoever treads a path contrary to that of the Holy Prophet (s.a.w.s.), he will never reach his
destination.” Therefore, whoever keeps the company of true lovers of Allaah and followers of the sunnah, in
order to obtain spiritual benefits, he will certainly progress towards salvation… Says Allaah in the Holy
Qur'aan “Oh you who believe! Fear Allaah and be with the truthful (faithful) people.” The commentators here
have written that by “truthful” are meant the mystics and the true lovers of Allaah, for whoever attaches
himself to them and listens to their sermons, he attains very high standards of spirituality. Sheikh Akbar has
written “You cannot get rid of the evil wishes of yourself, though you may strive for it your whole life, unless
your desires are subjected to the commandments of Allaah and the sunnah of the Holy Prophet (s.a.w.s.). So,
when you find a true lover of Allaah, serve him well and follow his instructions as though you have no will of
your own; obey him in all your spiritual, religious and personal problems, even those concerning your
occupation, so that he may lead you to the right path and take you nearer to Allaah.”…
This chapter of Virtues of Tableegh on Keeping Company with the Religious Divines does not and cannot quote and
explain the further Quranic aayaat which provide the definition of what it is to actually be a follower of the Prophet
(s.a.w.s.), as the clarity of this information from Allaah (a.w.j.) negates completely the claims being made in this
chapter and elsewhere in Fadaa'ili A’maal as to who the people are that need to be sought out for companionship,
and to what the Path to be taken in life is.
12.3.2.1 Misdirection
Sheikh Akbar and Soofees in general didn’t and don’t consider that following the Prophet (s.a.w.s.) on his Path is the
Path to take, so people were and are misdirected onto the Path of Tasawwuf instead.

َّ  َو ُكونُوا َم َعYا
َ الصادِق
َ ِين
َ َّ آم ُنوا َّات ُقوا
َ يَا َأ ُّي َها َّال
ِي

12.3.2.1.1 Misrepresentation

Oh you who believe! Fear Allaah and be with the truthful (faithful) people (saadiqeen). (9:119)
This verse is misrepresented in its meaning to assist in their misdirection. The information contained in the
statement of Sheikh Zakariyah that “The commentators here have written that by “truthful” are meant the mystics
and the true lovers of Allaah…” is simply false. As a scholar and a haafith of the Qur'aan, it is simply not possible that
the verses clarifying this particular verse were unknown to him.
Allaah (a.w.j.) didn’t order us to keep company with a specific group of people without also describing for us who
they are and how they can be identified. He (a.w.j.) defines who the “truthful” people are elsewhere in the Qur'aan,
in a way that leaves no room for misunderstanding, and they are the followers of the Prophet (s.a.w.s.), on Allaah’s
Path.
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The believers are only those who believe in Allaah and His Messenger and afterward doubt not, but strive
with their wealth and their lives in the Path of Allaah. Those are the truthful (saadiqoon). (49:15)
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َ ُ ُ َ َ ً َ ْ َ َّ َ ّ ً ْ َ َ ُ َ ْ َ ْ َ ْ َ َ ْ َ
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ِ
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ورسول أولئِك هم
For the poor emigrants; those who were expelled from their homes and their properties, seeking bounty from
Allaah and pleasure and helping Allaah and His Messenger. Those are the truthful (saadiqoon). (59:8)
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It is not righteousness that you turn your faces towards East or West; but it is righteousness to believe in
Allaah and the Last Day, and the Angels, and the Book, and the Messengers; to spend of your substance, out
of love for Him, for your kin, for orphans, for the needy, for the wayfarer, for those who ask, and for the
ransom of slaves; to be steadfast in prayer, and practice regular charity; to fulfil the contracts which you have
made; and to be patient in suffering and hardship, and times of stress. Those are they who are true
(sadaqoo), and those are the Allaah-fearing. (2:177)
12.3.2.1.2 Mistranslation
The limiting of the meaning of following the Prophet (s.a.w.s.) to simply following his sunnah, and obeying the
commands of sharee’ah—in order to not highlight the deficiency of “following” in Tasawwuf—continues further in
the English translation of the hadeeth which follows shortly after the verse of Qur'aan enjoining lovers of Allaah
(a.w.j.) to follow their Prophet (s.a.w.s.).

ْ َ ُ ُ ْ َ َّ ُ ُّ ُ َ َ َ َّ َ َ ْ َ َ َُّ َّ َ َّ َ ُ َ َّ َ َ َ ْ َ ُ َ ْ َ
َال َّن َة إ َّ َم ْن َأ َب” قَالُوا “يا
َ
 عليهِ وسلم قال”ك أم ِت يدخلونY ِ صل اYعن أ ِب هريرة أن رسول ا
ِ
ََ ْ ََ
َ ْ َ َ َ َّ َ ْ َ َ َ َ َ َ ْ َ َ َ َ ْ َ ْ َ َ َّ َ ُ َ
َ
”ان فقد أب
ِ  ِ ومن يأب” قال”من أطاع ِن دخل النة ومن عصYرسول ا
Aboo Hurayrah (r.a.) reported that the Messenger of Allaah (s.a.w.s.) said ‘Everyone from my nation will enter
Paradise except those who refuse.’ They said “Oh Messenger of Allaah, who will refuse?” He (the Prophet)
said ‘Whoever obeys me enters Paradise and whoever disobeys me has refused.’ (Bukhaaree Vol. 9, Book 92,
Hadeeth 384)
The English translation of Mazhar Mahmood Qureshi and Khwaja Ihsanul Haq substitutes the “obeys” of the hadeeth
with “follows”, to again limit the meaning of “follows” to following the sharee’ah, and to tie off a loose end for an
English speaker wanting to know what it means to follow the Prophet (s.a.w.s.); they would most likely not think it
necessary to investigate it further.
The Urdu translation of this hadeeth has the words mayriy taa’at (my obedience) which reflects the Arabic ataa’anee (obeys me).
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The English translation of Muslim Degeneration and its Only Remedy continues with the attempt to misrepresent the
meaning of “to follow” by mistranslating the Qur'anic verse:

َّ َ َ ْ ُ َ َ َ َّ َ َ َ َ َ َ ٰ َ َ َّ َ ُ ْ َ
َ ِ َو َما َأنَا م َِن ال ْ ُم ْشكYا
َ ِ ُق ْل َهٰ ِذه
ِي
 ِ ^ ب ِصي ٍة أنا وم ِن اتبع ِن وسبحانY اJِيل أدعو إ
ب
س
ِ
ِ
ِ
Say (Oh Muhammad) “This is my Path (sabeel): I invite to Allaah with insight. I and whoever followed* me.
And Glory be to Allaah! And I am not of the idolaters.” (12:108) *3rd person masculine singular (form VIII)
perfect verb, indicating looking back at their completed lives.
The Urdu translation is correct in its general meaning.

In Allaah’s (a.w.j.) statement: “This is my Path: I invite to Allaah…” the second clause defines the first one, i.e. the
Path is to invite towards Allaah, thus explaining that the duty, role and primary identity of the Prophet (s.a.w.s.) was
da’wah and being a daa’ee. “I and whoever followed me…” extends that duty, role and primary identity to all
Muslims who claim to love Allaah (a.w.j.).
As this clear statement is contrary to Tasawwuf, the English translation of Malik Haq Nawaz replaces it with: Say
“This is my Path, and I invite you towards Allaah ta’aalaa…” which introduces a distinction between “the Path” and
da’wah—as though the second does not define the first. The addition of and and you also has the effect of limiting
the meaning to the people of the Prophet’s (s.a.w.s.) time. There is no and (wa) and no you (-kum) in Allaah’s (a.w.j.)
statement.
The injunction for all Muslims to have followed this Path of the Messenger (s.a.w.s.) throughout their lives: I and
whoever followed me… is negated and made to refer only to the Sahaabah (r.a.a.) by the previous use of you;
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deleting whoever (man) from the verse, and changing the verb followed (ittaba’) to the noun followers (taabi’een): I
and my followers too… The result of these additions, deletions and substitutions to Allaah’s statement is:
O Muhammad! Say “This is my Path, and I invite you towards Allaah ta’aalaa knowingly. I and my followers
too: and Allaah is all pure and never will I join partners with Allaah.” (Malik Haq Nawaz)
Translating this back into Arabic gives something which is not from the Qur'aan:
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A general statement to all about his (s.a.w.s.) mission and role, and the inclusion in that mission and role of all those
who follow him, is concealed and changed in “translation” to an announcement to the disbelievers of the Prophet’s
(s.a.w.s.) time about the role and mission of only he and his Sahaabah (r.a.a.) in relation to them. No English speaker
would think from this that he or she had a requirement to follow their Prophet (s.a.w.s.) in his mission in order to
demonstrate loving Allaah (a.w.j.) in the way in which He wants it to be demonstrated. A mureed of a tareeqah
would also never think likewise, otherwise he would question why he was being taught and expected to follow the
path and methodology of his Sheikh rather than following the Path and methodology of da’wah of his Prophet
(s.a.w.s.).
12.3.2.2 Soofee Scope of Tableegh
For Sheikh Muhammad Zakariyah Khandlawi (r.a.a.), Tableegh in his estimation was not the Path of islaah to be
taken in life. It was something else, fulfilling a different function from the path of islaah of Tasawwuf. This belief is
reflected in his writings.
For example, in the booklet Virtues of Tableegh (1931), it can be seen that there is no clear delineation, detailed
description of the differences, or precise apportioning of responsibility for: inviting the non-believers and the
believers towards Allaah (a.w.j.) (da’wah); commanding obedience to the known practices and laws of Islaam (amr
bil ma’roof); forbidding from acts disapproved as evil by law and sound intellect (nahi ’anil munkar) and reminding
the believers (thikraa).

َ ُ ْ ُ ْ ُ ُ َ َٰ ُ َ َ ُ ْ َ َ ْ َ ْ َ َ
ْ َ ْ َ ُ ُ ْ َ َ ْ َ ْ َ َ ُ ْ َ ٌ َّ ُ ْ ُ ّ ُ َ ْ َ
ُ
وف وينهون ع ِن المنك ِر وأولئِك هم المفل ِحون
ِ ي ويأمرون بِالمعر
ِ  الJِولكن مِنكم أمة يدعون إ
And there may spring from you a nation who invite (da’wah) to goodness, and enjoin (amr) right conduct, and
forbid (nahi) indecency. Such are they who are successful. (3:104)

َّ َ ُ ْ ُ َ َ ُ ْ َ َ ْ َ ْ َ َ
ْ َ ْ َ ُ ُ ْ َ ِ َّ ْ َ ْ ُ َّ ُ َ ْ َ ْ ُ ُ
ُ
… ِYوف وتنهون ع ِن المنك ِر وتؤمِنون بِا
ِ كنتم خي أم ٍة أخ ِرجت ل ِلناس تأمرون بِالمعر

You are the best community raised up for mankind. You enjoin (amr) right conduct and forbid (nahi)
indecency; and you believe in Allaah… (3:110)

َ َ ٰ َ ْ ّ َّ َ ْ ّ َ َ
َ نف ُع ال ْ ُم ْؤ ِمن
ِي
وذكِر فإِن الِكرى ت
And remind, for reminding (thikraa) benefits believers. (51:55)
The term Tableegh is primarily used in this booklet, in Muslim Degeneration and its Only Remedy (1939) and in Six
Fundamentals to refer to the external acts of preaching and the reformation of other individuals and the society in
which one lives, through amr and nahi, but switches usage at various places to describe the activities of da’wah and
thikraa. The limited acts of amr and nahi and thikraa seem to be prescribed for the ordinary Muslim, and the
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additional acts of da’wah alongside amr, nahi and thikraa are prescribed for the specialist roles of Prophet, ’aalim,
mujaahid, mu'aththin, and the shuyookh of the tareeqahs.
Generally, the Muslims have limited Tableegh to the scholars only, whereas every Muslim has been
commanded by Allaah to prevent people from doing forbidden things. If we admit for a moment that
Tableegh is the duty of Muslim Scholars only, who do not perform it properly, then it is the particular duty of
every Muslim to preach Islam…I would request every Muslim to devote his time and energy to Tableegh as
much as he can…You need not necessarily be a perfect scholar to preach Islam and good morals to humanity.
Whatever little knowledge of Islam you possess, you must impart it to others. Whenever a morally wrong or
a forbidden thing is done in your presence, then as a Muslim it is your duty to stop the transgressor, as far
as it lies in your power… “And whose words can be better than his, who calls (people) towards Allaah, and
performs good deeds, and says: “I am one of those who submit to Allaah!” Note: Certain commentators have
written that whoever invites people to Allaah through any means deserves the honour mentioned in the
above Verse. For instance, the Prophets call people to Allaah by means of miracles and supernatural actions,
the Scholars invite them by preaching and arguments, the Muslim Warriors (Mujahids) call them by means of
the sword; and the Criers (Muazzins) call them by means of Azaan. In short, whoever invites people to good
deeds deserves this reward, whether he calls them to the formal observances of Islam or to the (internal)
improvements of the spirit, like the mystics who stress the purification of the heart and the realisation of
Allaah's attributes. (Virtues of Tableegh) Most of the subsequent verses, ahaadeeth and commentary limit
the meaning of Tableegh to amr and nahi.
The diagnosis given for the pitiable state of the Muslims—from this Soofee perspective—is that members of the
Ummah have been allowed to drift away from Islaam, and into wrongdoing, by other members of the Ummah not
carrying out the Tableegh of amr and nahi.
In fact, the main cause of our decline is that we do not pay attention to Tableegh nor do we help those who
devote themselves to this sacred mission.
Now you have clearly seen the causes of our decline. Not to speak of strangers, we generally do not prevent
even our own family and our subordinates from wrong-doing. We do not even make up our minds to prevent
evil, much less doing something practical about it.
The remedy given to reverse this decline of the Ummah caused by wrongdoing and neglect is to re-establish the
Tableegh of amr and nahi. The Muslims reached through this effort should then be guided to a Sheikh of a tareeqah,
to achieve islaah on the path of Tasawwuf.
Defining Tableegh as primarily amr, nahi and thikraa is also seen clearly in Six Fundamentals:
A believer should spare as much time as possible for the preachment of the commandments of Allaah, even if
he has to leave his home and family for this noble cause…In this course, a believer should join the group of the
preachers of Islaam, and should call those to the right path who are lost in this fleeting world, and have
forgotten the immortal life hereafter. To call the wrong doing and negligent people to Allaah, and to instruct
them with His commandments, was really the duty of the Ambiyaa, which has now been entrusted to the
Muslims. The true following of Rasoolullaah (s.a.w.s.) requires that every Muslim should devote himself to his
service, and should sacrifice everything for the preachment of his true religion (Islaam)…During the time of
the Sahaabah it was necessary to propagate Islaam, and to spread it far and wide, but today we have to
revive it; just as those believers performed their duty by the sacrifice of their lives, we should also follow their
example… When we instruct the servants of Allaah with His commandments, it means we have fulfilled the
duty of Tableegh, and have revived it, for Rasoolullaah (s.a.w.s.) has said, “When people see others
committing sins, and do not prevent them from the same, soon Allaah will inflict a punishment on them,
which will affect the common folk, as well as the distinguished persons.”
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During your going around for an informal or special visit for Tableegh, take the local pious people with you, so
that they can see the impiety and transgression of the people of their town with their own eyes, and should
consequently join you in Tableegh work. When you reach a certain city or village, meet the distinguished
people thereof, and explain to them the method and the aims and objects of Tableegh, and stress the
importance of religious preachment, and then invite them to join the group. By the distinguished people we
mean the pious, or the wealthy persons, who are, one way or another, influential in their city, mohalla or
village… In your speech you should explain the vanity of worldly objects, and then the greatness and
immortality of the boons and enjoyments in the life hereafter. Instruct them to prepare for the life in the
grave and to do good deeds for the same; and then attain peace and salvation on the Day of Qiyaamah; and
then ask them to live a pious life, for this will save them from the punishment of Jahannam. Explain to them
the impiety and negligence of the present Muslims, particularly the condition of local people, which you will
come to know during the going around for the informal and special visits. Tell them the spiritual and religious
benefits of joining the Tableegh group, and invite them to the same. Explain to them the punishment for not
inducing people to good, and preventing them from evil, and tell them the reward of being faithful to Islaam,
during this era of sin and disobedience. Do not adopt a tone of command and superiority, while instructing
people. In every speech, one should advise the audience to be practical about what they know of Islaam.
12.3.3 Actual Scope of Tableegh
The Elders and ’ulemaa' of Tableegh who recognised that it was a revival of the Path of the Prophet (s.a.w.s.) tried to
mitigate against the unwitting denigration of this effort contained in Virtues of Tableegh and elsewhere in Fadaa'ili
A’maal. This mitigation continues in the hidaayah talks given to jamaats before going out in the Path of Allaah, but
the jamaats are still exposed to this misrepresentation of the effort and its scope, intentions and outcomes in their
daily ta’leems, both at home and while out.
The author of Muslim Degeneration…, written eight years after Virtues of Tableegh , does quote the main aayah
describing and clarifying, with no room for doubt (which is why the English translators had to mistranslate it in order
to protect the misleading Soofee definition of “following”), what it is to follow the Prophet (s.a.w.s.):
Say (Oh Muhammad) “This is my Path: I invite to Allaah with insight. I and whoever followed me. And Glory
be to Allaah! And I am not of the idolaters.” (12:108)
Rather than then state, as is obvious from the verse, that the Path of da’wah is the Path for every Muslim according
to their capacity, he goes on instead to only describe da’wah as being the sole life mission of all of the Prophets
(a.s.):
To call mankind to Allaah Ta'ala and show the right path to all those who had gone astray was the only
mission and the sole purpose of the Holy Prophet’s (s.a.w.s.) life. To serve this very purpose, thousands of
prophets had been deputed before him.
The sacred biography of Hadhrat Muhammad (s.a.w.s.) and also those of other Prophets indicate one single
aim as the sole mission of their lives: i.e., to believe in One True Allaah Ta'ala and His one Divine Personality
and His Attributes. This belief is the essence of the faith of Islam. It was to practice and demonstrate this very
faith that man has been sent on this earth…
…we ought to carefully think and see what was it towards which he beckoned the people; initially they
refused, but came running towards him as soon as they perceived the light, and stood by him so close that
they never left him again. It was the message of Eternal Truth to which he called! That and only that (Truth),
which was the Holy Prophet’s (s.a.w.s.) sole mission and aim in life-and which he so beautifully presented to
the people! It is: “That we worship nothing but Allaah, and associate none with Him as His compeer or rival,
and none of us considers another god except Allaah.” The propagation of that same very truth can bring the
very same results again.
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He leaves it for elsewhere to state the categorical injunction that this should also be the sole life mission and selfidentity of all followers of the Prophet (s.a.w.s.). The impact of its being described as the Path is dissipated by then
however, and further obscured by switching to referring to it as Tableegh, amr and nahi rather than da’wah.
We generally believe that the act of Tableegh is the sole and special responsibility of the “ulema”, even when
the relevant injunctions of the Quran are clear and squarely apply to each and every living Muslim. The
actions and the hard work of the Companions of the Holy Prophet (s.a.w.s.), and all those distinguished
Muslims who immediately followed them, bear definite testimony to the contention that each and every
Muslim is responsible for the propagation of Islam (Tableegh).
…it is clear that the abandonment of the act of “Amir bil maruf wa nahi anil munkar” (enjoining the good and
forbidding the evil) has usually been the root cause of Allaah Ta’ala’s anger and displeasure and His eventual
wrath. And if the “Ummat-e-Muhammadiah” becomes guilty of that neglect and omission, the punishment to
be given to them will be more severe than to the earlier people, because they would have failed to recognise
their exclusive obligation and neglected to fulfil the sole mission in their life. For this reason, the Holy Prophet
(s.a.w.s.) has enjoined the act of “Amir bil maruf wa nahi anil munkar” (enjoining the good and forbidding the
evil) “as the essence and the pivot of the faith of Islam” and the abandonment of that act as the cause of
decay and decline of the faith.
Previously, the very purpose of being a Muslim was to be ready to lay down one’s life, honour and wealth for
upholding Islam and the Kalimah. In those days, if anyone did not do that, he was considered to be ignorant
and a useless fellow… If we realise this, we can appreciate that the propagation of Islam is our real mission in
life, and therein lies our very existence as Muslims and also our success, glory and ultimate salvation. The
opposite is also true that by neglecting this important task we suffer from moral degeneration and social
degradation. The only remedy for this is that all of us must sincerely repent our lethargic and injurious past
and take immediate steps to revive the act of Tableegh as our major occupation. It is only then that we can
expect the mercy and compassion of Allaah Ta’ala to flow, to bring us triumph and happiness both in this life
and the hereafter.
The FIRST and the FOREMOST thing to do is to change the aim of our life, from material motives and
acquisition of wealth, to the propagation and spreading of Allaah Ta'ala’s “Kalimah” and Islam…
In its real form and sense, “Tableegh” is the most important type of worship of Allaah Ta'ala and it amounts
to a blessing of a very high order. It literally means to follow in the footsteps of the Prophets.
12.3.3.1 Cause and Prescription
In contrast to the understanding derived from Tasawwuf, the essence of this author’s booklet is the belief that
true eemaan; the qualities that define a true Muslim, and the true life of deen have disappeared from the lives of
the Muslims because they left the Effort of Deen (Tableegh as he describes it) that was entrusted to them, and
that taking up that responsibility again will lead to the Ummah achieving true eemaan; the qualities that define a
true Muslim, and the true life of deen again.
A study of the Holy Quran clearly reveals that the capacity to maintain the required level of the true faith of
Islam, and the ultimate ascendance to exaltation and glory through it, are dependent on the fulfilment of a
special task which has been so graciously assigned by Allaah Ta'ala to the Muslims alone. It is for this that
they have been given, in the Quran, the distinguished position, “Khair-ul-Umam” (the best of all peoples).
Oh you (followers of Muhammad): you are the noblest of peoples, in that you have been brought out for (the
benefit of) mankind. You enjoin the good and forbid the evil, and you believe in Allaah.
And it is but meet that amongst you there should be a group devoted to inviting people towards
righteousness and enjoining the good and forbidding the evil, and it is only those who do this that prosper.
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In the first verse, Allaah Ta’ala has stated the reason why the Muslims are called “Khair-ul-Umam” (noblest of
all peoples); it is because of spreading good and preventing evil. In the second verse, He has further clarified
that only those people shall be exalted in life who fulfil that injunction. The command does not end here. It is
stated in another place that the failure to accomplish this vital task will bring curse and gloom on its
assignees…
It has been clearly brought out in the preceding pages that the current disease in the body of Muslims has
sprung from the extinction of the true spirit of Islam in our hearts. As a result, real sentiments and love for
Islam are practically dead in us and our belief in it has dissipated. Obviously, when the very source becomes
dry, the channels of virtue, good deeds and fine attributes which can flow from it are not to be seen any
longer. This is exactly what is evident today. It has been fully discussed and brought out earlier that the only
means for the building up of this source, and maintaining a constantly proper flow of religious benefits from
it, is the act of “Tableegh,” which really and truly is the life-blood of Islam. Unless we are able to revive it, we
cannot achieve anything in this life because no nation or people can rise to glory without having in them the
high human attributes and character which only the religion of Islam can give.
…When we fulfil these basic requirements, firstly of faith in Allaah Ta ala and His Apostle, and secondly of
struggling hard in their Path, through these two attributes alone, we can adorn ourselves with high moral
virtues and excellence of character. Only then can we be fit to receive the promised vicegerency of Allaah
Ta’ala and His kingdom on earth, which are bound to come as is promised in the Holy Quran…
…It is now up to us to set about the revival of the obligatory task of “Tableegh”. It will be only then that we
can hope to regenerate the true faith of Islam in the masses. By this means alone can we recognise and truly
understand both Allaah Ta‘ala and His Holy Prophet, Hadhrat Muhammad (s.a.w.s.), and will be able to
clearly understand and finally submit to their commands and wishes. To achieve all this, we will have to adopt
the exact methods and ways which are laid down and were demonstrated by the Holy Prophet (s.a.w.s.)
himself when he reformed the pagan Arabs.
In conclusion, it can be said that there is no way to gain honour, happiness, peace and tranquility in this life
other than to adopt and firmly hold on to the work and system of “Tableegh,” for which every one of us must
use all his energies and wealth.
12.3.3.2 Persisting Contradictions
All of this negates completely the claims being made by the ’ulemaa' and shuyookh of the tareeqahs of his
community as to what the Path of rectification to be taken in life is, so if it is truly to be believed, then why would
anyone also believe the validity and necessity of any other path to achieve these eemaanee objectives?
The author demonstrates the persisting influence of his community’s Soofee origins, however, when he states:
Some time should be devoted each day to zikr, which means concentrating on the Omnipotence, the
Greatness, and the Attributes of Allaah Ta'ala, and to offer Durood [prayers] for the Holy Prophet (s.a.w.s.). In
this connection, guidance should be sought from a “Sheikh-e-Tariqat” (a learned and saintly person), who
should be carefully selected for his distinction in piety and his capacity to follow “Shariat” and “Sunnah”. He
may prescribe certain “Wazaif” (special verses) to be recited during the times of “Zikr”…
But such a “Sheikh-e-Tariqat” does not accept the central premise and scope of the effort of Jamaa’at at-Tableegh,
so how can anyone turn to such a person for guidance?
This natural but incorrect pre-assumption that the scholars of their community are upon correct Islaam is
something which has been present within Tableegh since its inception, as the quote from Maulaana Ilyass (r.a.a.)
shows:
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Together, it is also necessary that this business of ilm and zikr should be in association with our elders of this
line and under their direction and supervision. The ilm and zikr of the Prophets (a.s.) was under the guidance
of Allaah; the sahaabah (r.a.) took ilm and zikr from the Holy Prophet (s.a.w.s.), who used to carefully
supervise their ilm and zikr. In the like manner, people of every age got ilm and zikr from their elders and
perfected it under their supervision and guidance, (In the matter of ilm and zikr,) we are, therefore, in need of
the similar supervision from our Elders; otherwise, there is a lot of danger of being caught into the trap of
Satan. (Malfoozaat)
Soofees who spend time in Tableegh and continue with their Sheikh’s thikr and wazeefah prescriptions in their free
time and tahajjud etc. are changing their intention from Tableegh to Tasawwuf during these times, so are only on
jamaat physically. Their lack of belief that having the intention of performing nafl ’ibaadah during their free time on
jamaat will yield greater results than spiritually taking themselves off the Path of their Prophet (s.a.w.s.) and onto
the path of Tasawwuf instead, is evident.
12.3.4 The Path
Joining the translations of the two verses quoted earlier, it is clear that anyone claiming to love Allaah (a.w.j.) and to
be a follower of the Prophet (s.a.w.s.) must have a central role and self-identity as a daa’ee, and a central mission
and effort in life to call towards Allaah (a.w.j.) (da’wah). This fact is clearly demonstrated in the lives of the Sahaabah
(r.a.a.). They followed their Prophet (s.a.w.s.), and we have been ordered to follow our Prophet (s.a.w.s.) and them
(r.a.a.).
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Say (Oh Muhammad) “If you love Allaah, then follow me; Allaah will Love you and forgive you your sins.
Allaah is Forgiving, Merciful.” (3:31)
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Say (Oh Muhammad) “This is my Path: I invite to Allaah with insight. I and whoever followed me. Glory be to
Allaah! And I am not of the idolaters.” (12:108)
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And the first to lead the way, of the Muhaajireen and the Ansaar, and those who followed* them in
goodness—Allaah is well pleased with them and they are well pleased with Him, and He has made ready for
them Gardens underneath which rivers flow, wherein they will abide forever. That is the supreme triumph.
(9:100) *Indicating looking back at their completed lives.
12.3.4.1 True Following (ittibaa’ah)
The following aayaat and hadeeth give the true, Quranic definition of “to follow” the Prophet (s.a.w.s.), which we
see clearly in the lives of the Sahaabah (r.a.a.). Again, as a scholar and a haafith of the Qur'aan, it is simply not
possible that the verses clarifying this issue were unknown to Sheikh Zakariyah:
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Those who follow the Messenger, the unlettered Prophet, whom they find him written with them in the
Tawraah and the Injeel. He commands them to right conduct and forbids them from indecency, and he makes
lawful for them the pure things and makes unlawful for them the impure things and he relieves from them
their burden and the fetters which were upon them. Then those who believed in him, and honoured him, and
helped him, and followed the light which was sent down with him: they are the successful. (7:157)
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Indeed, the best people to claim relationship with Ibraaheem are those who followed* him and this Prophet
and those who believed**. And Allaah is a Guardian of the believers. (3:68) *3rd person masculine plural
(form VIII) perfect verb, indicating looking back at their completed lives. **Referring to the rest of the
Ummah after their time following the example of the Prophets (a.s.) and the Sahaabah (r.a.a.).
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And who is better in speech than him who invited* to Allaah and did* righteous deeds, and said* ‘Lo! I am
from those who submit (muslimeen).’ (41:33) *Looking back at their completed lives.
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…Whoever makes my sunnah alive (ahyaa) then he has loved me. And whoever loved me, he shall be with me
in Paradise.”’ (Tirmithee Vol. 5, Book 39, Hadeeth 2678) His (s.a.w.s.) biggest sunnah was his mission of
da’wah, as it led to all the other sunnahs. One of the first commands was:
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Oh you enveloped in your cloak, arise and warn! And magnify your Lord. (74:1-3)
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…Say ‘I submitted my whole self to Allaah and (so have) those who followed* me’… (3:20) *3rd person
masculine singular (form VIII) perfect verb, indicating looking back at their completed lives.

ْ
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…ق
سن فق ِد استمس
ِ ِ وهو مY اJِومن يسل ِم وجهه إ
Whoever submits his whole self to Allaah and is a doer of good, he truly has grasped the firm hand-hold…
(31:22)
The extent of submitting oneself is given in the following aayaat:
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Lo! Allaah has bought from the believers their lives and their wealth because the Garden will be theirs…
(9:111)
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The believers are only those who believe in Allaah and His Messenger and afterward doubt not, but strive
with their wealth and their lives in the Path of Allaah. Those are the truthful (saadiqoon). (49:15)
As mentioned earlier, compare again Allaah’s (a.w.j.) definition of the “truthful” given above—those He has ordered
us to keep company with—with the Soofee definition given in Virtues of Tableegh:
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Oh you who believe! Fear Allaah and be with the truthful (faithful) ones (saadiqeen). (9:119) “The
commentators here have written that by “truthful” are meant the mystics and the true lovers of Allaah, for
whoever attaches himself to them and listens to their sermons, he attains very high standards of spirituality.”
The misrepresentation of Allaah’s Message, and the consequent misdirection of people away from the Path of their
Prophet (s.a.w.s.) to the path of Tasawwuf is clear.
The reward of following the Prophet (s.a.w.s.) and submitting oneself to Allaah (a.w.j.), and thus actually being one
of the truthful, is given in the following aayaat:
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Those who believed and emigrated and strove in the Path of Allaah with their wealth and their lives have the
highest rank in the sight of Allaah. And those—they will be the triumphant. Their Lord gives them glad tidings
of Mercy from Him and Pleasure, and Gardens. In them is enduring bliss for them. There they will abide
forever. Indeed with Allaah there is immense reward. (9:20-22)
12.3.4.2 Rectification (Islaah)
It can be clearly seen now why the authors and translators of these booklets in Fadaa’ili A’maal cannot include,
translate or explain the true meanings of all of the relevant Qur'aan and ahaadeeth, and why they cannot accept and
teach the true, Quranic meaning of ittibaa’ah (following) of the Messenger (s.a.w.s.). It is because the Path of the
Messenger which reformed the first part of the Ummah—the Sahaabah and the following two generations after
them—is not their path. They have a different path which they follow and to which they call, whereas Imaam Maalik
(r.a.a.) stated truthfully:
…the last part of this Ummah will not be rectified except by that which rectified its first part.
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Rectification, in terms of islaah, tazkiyah, ma’rifah, qurb ilaahi and the pursuit of ihsaan, was found on the Path of
the Messenger (s.a.w.s.) by the Sahaabah (r.a.a.). They did not find it elsewhere. They sacrificed their intellectual,
emotional, spiritual, physical and material capabilities and resources to achieve it, which led to fulfilment of the
following aayaat:
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And those who strove* in regard to Us, We will most certainly guide them (la-nahdiy-anna-hum) to Our
Paths, for truly Allaah is with those who do right. (29:69) *3rd person masculine plural (form III) perfect verb,
indicating looking back at their completed lives.
The striving required to achieve this guidance is made clear:
Oh you who believe! Be mindful of your duty to Allaah, and seek the way of approach unto Him, and strive in
His Path in order that you may succeed. (5:35)
And strive for Allaah with the endeavour which is His right. He has chosen you and has not laid upon you any
hardship in religion… (22:78)
Go forth, lightly-armed and heavily-armed, and strive with your wealth and your lives in the Path of Allaah!
That is best for you if you but knew. (9:41)
Oh Believers! Shall I guide you to a trade that will save you from a painful punishment? Believe in Allaah and
His Messenger and strive in the Path of Allaah with your wealth and your lives. That is better for you if you
only knew. He will forgive for you your sins and admit you into Gardens from underneath which rivers flow,
and pleasant dwellings in Gardens of Eternity. That is the great triumph. (61:10-12)
The hidaayah (guidance) attained through this striving was and is the means to achieving all the understanding,
actions and qualities of eemaan, and the verse quoted above (29:69) is the only one relating to guidance where the
double emphasis of laam-noon shaddah is used. The plural subul (paths) is used rather than sabeel (path) here, to
indicate the paths moving individuals from where they currently are, to the work which will be taken from them, and
to what they will become. The sabeel of Allaah (a.w.j.) and that of His Messenger (s.a.w.s.) is one, however, as will be
shown in the following section.
Other modes of worship such as salaah, zakaah, spending for the Path of Allaah, feeding and clothing the poor, thikr,
offering salawaat, i’tikaaf, Hajj, ’umrah, tawaaf, sacrificing animal offerings, recitation of Qur'aan, remembering
death, muraaqabah, zuhd, tawbah, istighfaar, khidmah, du’aa, learning, teaching, fasting, and exercising all the
other actions of the heart, tongue and body described in the seventy-seven branches of eemaan, and all their subbranches, complement the efforts, sacrifices and hardships in the Prophet’s Path to achieve islaah, tazkiyah,
ma’rifah, qurb ilaahi and ihsaan, and are also outward and inward manifestations of the hidaayah received on that
Path.
With regards to becoming a true slave of Allaah (a.w.j.), giving life and resources to call people to Allaah is not just a
means to that—it comprises part of being that. Without it, one is not a true slave.
12.3.4.3 Company
The effect of the company we keep is critical in this process of rectification. As the Messenger of Allaah (s.a.w.s.)
stated:
Aboo Hurayrah (r.a.) narrated that the Prophet (s.a.w.s.) said ‘A man is upon the deen of his friend, so let one
of you look at whom he befriends.’ (Tirmithee, Vol. 4, Book 10, Hadeeth 2378)
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Narrated Aboo Moosaa (r.a.) ‘The Prophet (s.a.w.s.) said “The example of a good pious companion and an evil
one is that of a person carrying musk and another blowing a pair of bellows. The one who is carrying musk
will either give you some perfume as a present, or you will buy some from him, or you will get a good smell
from him, but the one who is blowing a pair of bellows will either burn your clothes or you will get a bad smell
from him.” (Bukhaaree Book 7, Volume 67, Hadeeth 442)
This is why Allaah (a.w.j.) specified and described in detail the company to keep, so that we remain upon the same
deen which they are upon, and receive the benefits that their good company brings:
Oh you who believe! Fear Allaah and be with the truthful (faithful) people (saadiqeen). (9:119)
The believers are only those who believe in Allaah and His Messenger and afterward doubt not, but strive
with their wealth and their lives in the Path of Allaah. Those are the truthful (saadiqoon). (49:15)
For the poor emigrants; those who were expelled from their homes and their properties, seeking bounty from
Allaah and pleasure and helping Allaah and His Messenger. Those are the truthful (saadiqoon). (59:8)
It is not righteousness that you turn your faces towards East or West; but it is righteousness to believe in
Allaah and the Last Day, and the Angels, and the Book, and the Messengers; to spend of your substance, out
of love for Him, for your kin, for orphans, for the needy, for the wayfarer, for those who ask, and for the
ransom of slaves; to be steadfast in prayer, and practice regular charity; to fulfil the contracts which you have
made; and to be patient in suffering and hardship, and times of stress. Those are they who are true
(sadaqoo), and those are the Allaah-fearing. (2:177)
And keep yourself patient (by being) with those who call upon their Lord in the morning and the evening,
seeking His countenance. And let not your eyes pass beyond them, desiring adornments of the worldly life,
and do not obey one whose heart We have made heedless of Our remembrance and who follows his desire
and whose affair is ever (in) neglect. (18:28)
And the believers, men and women, are protecting friends one of another; they enjoin the right and forbid the
wrong, and they establish worship and they pay the poor-due, and they obey Allaah and His Messenger. As
for these, Allaah will have mercy on them. Lo! Allaah is Mighty, Wise. (9:71)
12.3.5 Not Following the Path
It can clearly be seen that to follow the Prophet (s.a.w.s.) does not only mean to follow sunnah and sharee’ah; it
means to have a primary mission of da’wah, a self-identity as a daa’ee, and to commit every resource at one’s
disposal to achieve this mission and identity. The mureeds and most of the shuyookh of the tareeqahs and
khanaqahs do not have these as central, defining aspects of their practice of deen. By definition therefore, they are
not, as is claimed in Virtues of Tableegh, “the truthful ones”, and are not the people to be sought out for
companionship and imitation by anyone wanting to be a lover of Allaah (a.w.j.) and a follower of their Prophet
(s.a.w.s.).
Muslims of the tareeqahs who are also involved in da’wah live their life with one foot on a man-made, imperfect
path, and one on the revealed Path, whereas there is in reality only one Path, which Allaah (a.w.j.) has ordered us to
follow exclusively. There is no second, preparatory path to be taken before the Path of Allaah and His Messenger
(s.a.w.s.). All qualities and abilities are gained on the One Path, as the lives of the Sahaabah (r.a.a.) demonstrate.

ُ ُ ْ ُ َ َ َّ َ ُّ َ َ
ً َّ َ ْ ّ
…السل ِم كفة
ِ يا أيها الِين آمنوا ادخلوا ِف
Oh you who believe! Enter into Islaam completely… (2:208)
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ُّ َ َ َّ َ ْ ُ َ ْ َ ُ َ ْ َ َ ٌ َ
َ الظ ُل
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ِ
ِ
ِ ِِ ِ ِِ ِ
ِ
ِ ِ
Alif Laam Ra. A Book which We have revealed to you, so that you may bring out mankind from the darknesses
to the light by the permission of their Lord, to the Path of the All-Mighty, the Praiseworthy. (14:1)
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ِ
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َّ
َ َّ َ َ ْ ُ َ َّ َ
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َ الس َم
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ِ او
ٍ ص
ِ
ِ
ٍ
َّ َ َ َ ْ َ ْ
ُ ِ تَ ِصYا
ُي ْالُ ُمور
Jِالر ِض أ إ
And thus We have revealed to you an inspiration by Our Command. You did not know what the Book is, nor
faith. But We have made it a light. We guide with it whom We will of Our slaves. And indeed, you surely guide
to the Straight Path; the Path of Allaah. The One to Whom belongs whatever is in the heavens and whatever
is in the earth. Unquestionably, to Allaah reach all affairs. (42:52-3)

ْ
ْ
َّ
َّ َ َ ُ َ ْ َ َ ُ َ َّ َ َّ ُ َ ْ َ َ
ُ ْ
َ َّ
َ Jٰ َ ع إ
َ ْ ِال ِْك َمةِ َوال ْ َم ْوع َِظة
ال َس َنةِ َو َجادِل ُهم بِال ِت ِه أحسن إِن ربك هو أعلم بِمن ضل
ب
س
اد
ِ
ِ
ِ يل ربِك ب
ِ
ََعن َسبيلِهِ َو ُه َو أَ ْعلَ ُم بال ْ ُم ْه َتدِين
ِ
ِ
Call to the Path of your Lord with wisdom and good instruction, and discuss with them by means of that
which is best. Indeed, your Lord, He is most knowing of who has strayed from His Path, and He is most
knowing of those who are guided. (16:125)

ْ
ْ َ ُ َ ّ َّ
َ
ْ
َ ْ َ َ ُ َّ َ ْ ْ ُ ُ َ َّ َ َ َ
َّ
ْ
َ
َ
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َ
َ
ٰ
يز ال ِمي ِد
ِ ص
ِ Jِنزل إِلك مِن ربِك هو الق ويهدِي إ
ِ اط الع ِز
ِ ويرى الِين أوتوا ال ِعلم الِي أ
And those who have been given knowledge see that what is revealed to you from your Lord is the truth, and
that it guides to the Path of the Exalted in Might, Owner of all Praise. (34:6)

َّ َ َ
َّ َ ً َ ْ ُ ِ َ َ ٰ َ َّ َ َ َ ُ َّ َ َ ْ ُ َّ َ َ
ُ َّ
ُ َ ُ َ َّ ْ َ
يما فاتبِ ُعوهُ َو تتبِ ُعوا
صاط مست ِق
ِ  ِ أ ْوفوا ذٰل ِك ْم َوصاكم بِهِ لعلكم تذكرون وأن هذاY… َوبِعه ِد ا
َ َ َ َ ُّ
َ ُ َ ُ َّ َ
ُ
ُ َ
َ ُ
الس ُبل ف َتف َّرق بِك ْم عن َسبِيلِهِ ذٰل ِك ْم َو َّصاكم بِهِ ل َعلك ْم ت َّتقون
…And fulfil the Covenant of Allaah. This He has enjoined you with, so that you may remember. And this; this is
My straight Path, so follow it. And do not follow the other paths, then they will separate you from His
Path. This He has enjoined you with, so that you may become righteous. (6:152-3)
Part of our Covenant with Allaah is to follow and obey the Messenger of Allaah (s.a.w.s.).

ُْ
َ ُّ ُ ْ ُ ُ
ُ َ ُ ُ ْ ُ َ ْ ْ َ َ ُ َّ ُ ُ ْ ْ ُ
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قل إِن كنتم تِب
ِ ور َّر
ِ ِ
Say (Oh Muhammad) “If you love Allaah, then follow me; Allaah will Love you and forgive you your sins.
Allaah is Forgiving, Merciful.” (3:31)
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Say (Oh Muhammad) “This is my Path: I invite to Allaah with insight. I and whoever followed me. Glory be to
Allaah! And I am not of the idolaters.” (12:108)

َ َ َ َّ َ ْ َ َ ُ َّ ْ ْ َ ْ َ
ُّ
َ
ْ
َ
ٰ
ِ فاستمسِك بِالِي أ
يم
ِ ^ وح إِلك إِنك
ٍ ص
ٍ اط مست ِق
So hold fast to that which is revealed to you. Indeed, you are on a Path Straight. (43:43)

َ ُ َْ ََْ
َ ْ
َ ُ ّ َ ُ ُ َ ْ َ ْ َ َ َ ْ َ ْ َ ُ ْ َ َ َّ
َ ِين
َ آم ُنوا َر َّب َنا َوس ِْع
َ ون ل َِّل
ت
حون ِبَ ْم ِد َر ّب ِ ِه ْم َو ُيؤم ُِنون بِهِ ويستغ ِفر
ِ الِين ي ِملون العرش ومن حول يسب
ْ َ َ َ ْ َ َ َ َ ُ َ َّ َ ُ َ َ َّ ْ ْ َ ً ْ َ ً َ ْ َّ ْ َ َّ ُ
َ
حي ِم
ال
ك ش ٍء رحة وعِلما فاغ ِفر ل ِلِين تابوا واتبعوا سبِيلك وق ِ ِهم عذاب
ِ
Those who bear the Throne and (those) who are around it glorify the praises of their Lord and believe in Him
and ask forgiveness for those who believe “Our Lord! You encompass all things by Your Mercy and knowledge,
so forgive those who repent and follow Your Path and save them from the punishment of the Hellfire.” (40:7)
Those who do not follow the Path enjoined by Allaah (a.w.j.), and also dissuade others from following it, have
derived a path of rectification of their own making from the sources of Islaam (in the main). They lack the
complete knowledge and wisdom required for such an undertaking.
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ِين
ِ
ِ
ِ
And if you obey most of (those) in the earth they will mislead you from the Path of Allaah. They follow nothing
but assumption, and they do not but guess. Indeed, your Lord, He knows best who strays from His Path, and
He is most knowing of those who are guided. (6:116-7)
They also compete with and challenge Allaah (unwittingly) in His Names of Ar-Rasheed (The Guide to the Right
Path) and Al Haadee (The Guide) by guiding their followers to a different path to that prescribed by Allaah
(a.w.j.).
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ي ِهدِي إ ِ أن يهدى فما لكم كيف تكمون
…Say ‘Allaah leads to the Truth. Is He Who leads to the Truth more deserving that He should be followed, or
he who finds not the way unless he (himself) be guided. What ails you? How do you judge?’ (10:35)
12.3.5.1 Effect on Eemaan
Muslims who knowingly, without a valid excuse, do not follow the Prophet (s.a.w.s.) in his mission and selfidentification as a daa’ee during their life cannot claim afterwards to have truly loved Allaah (a.w.j.) and His
Messenger (s.a.w.s.), and cannot consider themselves to have been true believers. The following aayah states this
fact clearly when it refers to believers as being those who accept and commit fully to the actual, complete definition
of belief as described by Allaah (a.w.j.) and His Messenger (s.a.w.s.).
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The believers are only those who believe in Allaah and His Messenger and afterward doubt not, but strive
with their wealth and their lives in the Path of Allaah. Those are the truthful. (49:15)
Not following this Path highlights deficiencies in certain aspects of some of the branches of eemaan, which negates
such a person from being described as a true believer. For example, competing with Allaah (a.w.j.) in His Names of
Ar-Rasheed and Al Haadee as discussed earlier is a deficiency in believing in Allaah in accordance with the way that
He describes Himself. Loving Allaah is a branch of eemaan, but the condition for demonstrating this is to commit
fully to following the Prophet (s.a.w.s.). Loving the Prophet (s.a.w.s.) is also a branch of eemaan and is demonstrated
partly by following his sunnah, which includes the mission and sunnahs of da’wah.
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ُ
بِأم ِره ِ و
ِ
Say ‘If your fathers, and your sons, and your brethren, and your wives, and your tribe, and the wealth you
have acquired, and merchandise for which you fear that there will be no sale, and dwellings you desire are
more beloved to you than Allaah and His Messenger and striving in His Path, then wait until Allaah brings His
command to pass. Allaah guides not wrongdoing folk.’ (9:24)
The demonstration of loving Allaah and His Messenger and striving in His Path more than anything else is to leave all
the things mentioned, in order to go out in the Path of Allaah—regularly and for prolonged periods—as was done by
the Sahaabah (r.a.a.) and those who followed them.
Failing to do this, by remaining a “sitter”, also demonstrates lacking in the branch of eemaan relating to having
kindness, pity and mercy for the Creation. To consciously not leave one’s own home and locality in order to call
people who are away from Allaah (a.w.j.), or away from the correct understanding of what is required of them in
deen, is to be practically unmoved and unconcerned as to their present and future welfare. In the main, scholars and
Soofees avoid the weak or disobedient Muslims and do not visit them, or give no time or effort to actively seek them
out and encourage them towards Allaah and the practice of deen.
Some try to justify this omission on their part by using the verse concerning the establishment of the body of
’ulemaa—that some of the people should remain behind—but this verse referred to those adult Muslims who had
already built their eemaan to a high level by going out continuously in the Path of Allaah beforehand. It also makes
clear that the rest of the mature, male (and some female) Muslims were still going out in the Path of Allaah and were
to be taught on their return, before their subsequently going out again.
Nor should the believers all go forth together. If a contingent from every expedition remained behind, they
could devote themselves to studies in religion, and admonish the people when they return to them—that thus
they (may learn) to guard themselves (against evil). (9:122)
Consciously choosing a different path to the Path of the Prophet (s.a.w.s.) is also a sign of deficiency in ikhlaas
(sincerity), as all acts should not only be done solely to please Allaah (a.w.j.) alone, but should also be the acts which
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Allaah prefers for that particular time and set of circumstances. We cannot “sincerely” choose a different path from
the one which we know Allaah wishes us to take.
12.3.5.2 Postponement
There is often a claim that da’wah is something that is not committed to fully until further down the Path of
Tasawwuf, when the requisite purity, qualities and knowledge have been achieved. There are several mistakes in this
understanding.
Firstly, the condition specified by Allaah (a.w.j.) for taking the Path of da’wah is love. We cannot add other
conditions to negate this.
Say (Oh Muhammad) “If you love Allaah, then follow me; Allaah will Love you and forgive you your sins.
Allaah is Forgiving, Merciful.” (3:31)
Secondly, we are taught not to expect to live until evening when we wake in the morning, and not to expect to wake
in the morning when we sleep in the evening, so this conscious, indefinite, maybe-unattainable-for-many,
postponement of following the Prophet (s.a.w.s.) conflicts with this teaching.
Thirdly, what path has someone died on if they die before reaching this level of purity, qualities and knowledge?
Fourthly, committing to da’wah further down the path of Tasawwuf is still not being on the Path of the Prophet
(s.a.w.s.); it is just appropriating more of the sunnah and responsibility for da’wah onto one’s own path. The
evidence for this is that such an individual is still known primarily as a Soofee Sheikh or a senior mureed of a Soofee
Sheikh by those closest to them. Politicians, Islamic university lecturers, Islamic charity workers, doctors, business
men, employees etc. who are involved in da’wah are likewise known by their primary identity. For example, a doctor
can be known primarily as a doctor who is involved in da’wah, or as a daa’ee who earns his or her living and serves
the community as a doctor.
12.3.5.3 Effect on Guidance
Those who do not follow the Path of their Prophet, or who don’t have sufficient baseerah of da’wah to understand
that it is the Path of every Muslim to the extent of their capabilities and opportunities, are also closed off from that
specific aspect of guidance (hidaayah) that comes from following the Prophet (s.a.w.s.) on his Path of da’wah:

َ
َ ُ َّ َ
َّ
… َواتب ِ ُعوهُ ل َعلك ْم ت ْه َت ُدون
…and follow him (ittabi’oo-hu) so that you may be guided. (7:158)
As a consequence, they can never truly understand Islaam, or their Prophet (s.a.w.s.), or the current requirements of
the Ummah, or the means to achieve them. To claim to understand deen while not following and calling to the
Prophet’s Path and its methodologies is illogical and self-contradictory.
Part of the baseerah of da’wah is to also understand the effect of the process of da’wah on the daa’ee, and to know
the Path towards Allaah (a.w.j.) that needs to be shown to the invitee after they have accepted the initial invitation
to Him.
None of this is to say that only Jamaa’at at-Tableegh is on the Path of the Prophet (s.a.w.s.), as anyone who commits
their life and resources to propagation of deen via da’wah of a valid methodology—considering this to be a means of
following the Path required of us—is on that Path. The discussion then is only one of closeness to the sunnah,
personal effectiveness, accessibility, and maximum benefit for the Ummah as a whole—both Muslim and nonMuslim, present and future.
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For those who are on the Path of their Prophet, the extent of their guidance and understanding will be relative to
the extent to which they follow the methodology of the Prophet (s.a.w.s.); the extent to which they sacrifice their
life and wealth for this purpose, and the extent to which Allaah (a.w.j.) subjects them to hardship on this Path.
12.3.6 Soofee Tableeghee Elders
Due to their historical background in movements that had abandoned the Path of the Messenger of Allaah (s.a.w.s.),
a significant and influential proportion of South Asian Elders of Jamaa’at at-Tableegh have their yaqeen for true,
complete islaah in Soofism and having bay’ah with a Sheikh of a Soofee tareeqah; with the da’wah, sacrifices,
hardships, striving and travelling of Jamaa’at at-Tableegh being additional, essential ingredients to that. They may
criticise those who insist on Soofism as the sole means of islaah, but they themselves consider Soofism as a central
ingredient of Islaam, and refer all matters of Islaam relating to eemaan, islaah and fiqh back to their scholars and
Elders from Soofee lineages.
Their lack of yaqeen in the reformative potential of the methodology of Jamaa’at at-Tableegh means that these
Elders don’t understand or commit to it fully on either an intellectual, spiritual or physical level. Instead they follow,
call to and vigorously defend the reformative methodology of the path of Tasawwuf—with its shuyookh, scholars,
Elders and akaabireen—and have their yaqeen in this path to achieve islaah, tazkiyah, ma’rifah, qurb ilaahi and
ihsaan, not the Path of Tableegh for which they are supposed to be its guides and sources of true understanding.
As ’ulemaa' (in the main), these Elders of Tableegh should know from the aayaat quoted previously that to
demonstrate our love of Allaah (a.w.j.) and to achieve all the qualities and actions of a mu’min for ourselves and
others, full commitment of all of the mental, physical and material means at our disposal in following the Path of our
Prophet (s.a.w.s.) in da’wah, striving and going out in Allaah’s Path is what is required of all of us according to our
capacity, and has been and will be required of us from the Prophet’s time to the Last Day.
…Say ‘I submitted my whole self to Allaah and (so have) those who followed me’… (3:20)
Soofism isn’t, and has never been, what was required of us by Allaah. Recognition of this simple fact by any ordinary
Muslim would immediately lead to their questioning the validity of the scholars of their community who believe to
the contrary; that in fact Soofism is the essence of Islaam, not the Prophet’s Path of da’wah and its sacrifices,
hardships, striving and travelling.
These (mainly) Deobandee, Soofee scholars, and the Elders of Jamaa’at at-Tableegh who defer to them, will
currently do everything possible to prevent and negate this realisation on the part of the ordinary Muslim. Their
positions as inheritors of true Islaam, as guides and teachers; their funding for their institutes of learning, and in
many cases their livelihoods, depend on the ordinary Muslims of their communities accepting them as being the true
scholars, teachers and guides of Islaam. Without this acceptance, the scholars have no followers and the common
folk have few, if any, readily-available scholars.
As a consequence of this, the Elders cannot and do not teach what this effort actually is, because it will negate the
scholars and Elders whom they themselves take from and follow, who will in turn defend their positions by warning
the ordinary Muslims of their communities against Jamaa’at at-Tableegh. The situation of not teaching what this
effort actually is (by both groups), is compounded by the facts that Deobandee scholars are Urdu speakers, so have
mistranslated the Kalimah in their own language; are mainly Hanafee, so don’t believe that eemaan increases and
decreases, or that actions are part of eemaan (though they may use wording to suggest the opposite for the ’aam),
and are mainly Maatureedee or Ash’aree, so deny (to varying degrees) many of the Names and Attributes of Allaah
(a.w.j.) on which our developing relationship and interactions with Him while engaged in Tableegh are based. See
Section 8.3.3(v)a)—page 109.
One must put one’s faith in the attributes and nature of Allaah in the same way as Allaah has introduced His
Person in the Holy Qur’an, because no word can ever equal the Word of Allaah. The Holy Prophet (s.a.w.s.)
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himself prayed in the following words: ‘Oh Allaah! We are not able to measure Your glory; You are glorified as
You have glorified Yourself.’ (Malfoozaat)
12.3.6.1 Old Workers
The effect of the lack of yaqeen and understanding in the effort of Jamaa’at at-Tableegh is that the people who
decide to commit to this effort do not inculcate the required yaqeen and understanding of the effort from these
Elders who are supposed to be their examples and teachers; and if there are participants in this effort who
themselves don’t know what they are doing and why, how can they explain to others why and how they should
spend time in this effort? Some workers, however, achieve yaqeen and understanding due to their starting point of
correct knowledge of the nature and reality of eemaan; some achieve them despite their Elders rather than because
of them, and others never arrive at them.
12.3.6.2 Cause
All of this stems from the refusal of the ’ulemaa' and Elders who accept that the effort of Jamaa’at at-Tableegh is a
means (among others) of being on the prescribed Prophetic Path, as opposed to the Soofee path, to plainly state so,
and to openly say that this Path should be committed to fully. They leave the false statements and misguidance
contained in Fadaa'ili A’maal to continue to be read.
The fact that the two paths are distinct and different and yield different results is not something unknown. Sheikh
Ahmad Sirhindee (a 12th Century Naqshabandee Soofee) stated concerning what he described as the Saintly Way and
the Prophetic Way:
…The nearness to God (qurb-i-ilaahee) which was given to the Companions of the Prophet in his company was
the Prophetic piety (qurb-i-nubuwwah) which they got through him and by following him. In this piety there
is neither fanaa' or baqaa', neither jathbah or sulook. And this piety is many times superior to the saintly piety
(qurb-i-walaayah). For it is the real (aseel) piety, while the other is a second rate (thilli) piety…The Prophetic
Way is easy, safe and sure; the Sufi Way is difficult, dangerous and unsure; the former is raah-i-ijtibaa’ in
which God leads his servant to Himself, the latter is raah-i-inaabah in which the Sufi struggles to reach God.
(Sufism and Shari’ah—A Study of Shaykh Ahmad Sirhindi’s Effort to Reform Sufism by Muhammad Abdul Haq
Ansari (The Islamic Foundation 1986, pp 64-5))
The ’ulemaa' and Elders from the Soofee block have been calling to the Path of the Prophet, while believing it to be
just a modification, “upgrade”, or complement to the path of Tasawwuf which they themselves are actually on.
Soofee authors and translators have been encouraged to define and describe the Effort in their books of ta’leem for
daily use by Jamaa’at at-Tableegh’s participants.
This is the fundamental contradiction at the heart of Jamaa’at at-Tableegh. It causes untold damage to the effort, its
long-term participants, its retention rate of participants, and the Ummah as a whole.
Despite reading the Malfoozaat of Maulaanaa Muhammad Ilyaas (r.a.a.), and similar writings, these ’ulemaa' and
Elders are unable to understand them, due to their not accepting the foundational principle on which they are
based—that the Path of da’wah is the specified and required Path for every Muslim’s rectification. Once a person
accepts that door of guidance and walks through it, they can then start to receive further guidance concerning the
Path. Without accepting that this is the required door to walk through, and on the contrary believing that a different
door is correct, a person cannot access, accept and understand the information received and passed on by others
who have passed through the door, and many other doors beyond that door.
Part of the reason that they are denied the hidaayah of understanding these clear, unambiguous facts and of
accepting them open heartedly is because, despite understanding Arabic, and despite studying the original sources
of knowledge contained in the Qur'aan and ahaadeeth down to the finest detail, they deliberately mistranslate,
alter, conceal or misrepresent revealed text in order to justify their own beliefs and practices—thus, in the process,
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concealing from the ’aam (common folk) of this Ummah the information on, and guidance to, the required Path that
it contains. This causes their mureeds to stay at least partially on the path of Tasawwuf rather than fully on the Path
of their Prophet (s.a.w.s.).
Their duty as ’ulemaa' and Elders is to teach, guide and advise the ’aam how to achieve the actions and qualities of
Islaam while the ’aam are fully on the Path of the Messenger of Allaah. This entails use of all the elements of Islamic
practices, knowledge and understanding from which Soofism was derived in the first place. To carry out this duty,
the ’ulemaa' also need to be fully on the Path of the Messenger of Allaah, to fulfil their role both while they and the
’aam are out in the Path of Allaah, and when they return to their homes.
12.3.7 Misunderstandings
The misplaced yaqeen in Tasawwuf, and the general prescriptions of only amr, nahi and thikraa for the ’aam
(common folk) found in Virtues of Tableegh, Muslim Degeneration… and Six Fundamentals manifest themselves in
all-pervading, background sense of the effort of Jamaa’at at-Tableegh being an effort of da’wah towards these
actions and to the movement of Jamaa’at at-Tableegh that undertakes them, i.e. da’wah towards responsibility for
amr, nahi and thikraa and fulfilling that responsibility by spending time with Jamaa’at at-Tableegh.
Even the da’wah towards responsibility for amr, nahi and thikraa is problematic when analysed more deeply. Amr
and nahi can be summarised as “do this, don’t do that,” which is not the effort of Jamaa’at at-Tableegh. We don’t
order men without beards to grow beards, and we don’t order Muslims who sell alcohol to stop selling alcohol, for
example. Inviting others to join this effort is not, therefore, for them to fulfil the commands to carry out amr and
nahi. Amr and nahi involve the correction and reformation of others, whereas the author of Muslim Degeneration…
correctly states:
Each participant must feel that it is he who needs to improve himself rather than thinking of reforming others.
During the course of work and, even away from it, he must try to behave as a perfect Muslim, as a faithful
slave of Allaah Ta’ala, constantly obeying and following the Divine commands of “Shariat” and always
seeking Allaah Ta’ala's mercy and pleasure. This is the basic requirement and the soul and foundation of the
work of “Tableegh”. Once it is deeply and firmly embedded in the hearts of workers, the other principles, rules
and practices, some of which are narrated below, will become easy to follow…
Unfortunately, he then partially negates this statement by describing the da’wah of the jamaats as being towards
fulfilling the responsibility for rectification of others in the Ummah, rather than being da’wah towards Allaah (a.w.j.)
and to strengthening one’s own relationship with Allaah by self-reformation:
…One of the members of the jamaat should place before the people, in an affectionate and calm manner, the
importance of reviving Islaam in each and every Muslim as ordained by Allaah Ta’aalaa and the Holy
Prophet (s.a.w.s.), giving out as simply as possible the cardinal points of Tableegh and the way to accomplish
them. Finally, the people should be persuaded, again in a cordial manner, to join hands in this sacred task
and come out to do the work of Tableegh like the Jamaat itself…
Compare this da’wah to the da’wah of the Path of Rasoolullaah (s.a.w.s.):
Say (Oh Muhammad) “This is my Path: I invite to Allaah…”
Oh you enveloped in your cloak, arise and warn! And magnify (takbeer) your Lord.
And who is better in speech than him who invited to Allaah…
The author then partially bridges the conflict between his statements by pointing out that da’wah to eemaan from
disbelief, amr and nahi are future aims for this effort, but are not this effort at the moment. The effort at the
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moment is the acquisition of eemaan by those participating in the effort, through which self-reformation and the
actions and qualities of eemaan are attained, leading us to become true slaves and worshippers of Allaah (a.w.j.):
The first demand on us is that of faith (eeman). This is exactly what the “Tableegh” is meant to bring to us,
that we should all be endowed with the wealth of true faith. The second demand is that of striving in the path
of Allaah, which actually means “jihaad.” Jihaad may normally mean fighting a war against oppressors and
non-believers. In the practical sense, however, it means spreading of the Kalimah of Allaah and enforcing of
Allaah’s Commandments, which is also the ultimate aim of “Tableegh.”
These confusions as to what the “Tableegh” of Jamaa’at at-Tableegh actually entails have arisen partly due to:
a) The constant referral to this effort as being The Effort of Deen or The Effort of Rasoolullaah (s.a.w.s.), thus
attributing to Jamaa’at at-Tableegh a status and legal requirement that it does not warrant. Doing so contains the
added attraction of its workers being able to bask in the reflected glory of others, which is detrimental to their sense
of humility.
Nowadays, we invite people towards us (instead of inviting them towards Deen). We tend to boost our own
status by narrating the heroic feats of our seniors. “The pen is darting ahead but the feet are retreating.”
(Letters…)
Maulana Muhammad Ahmad Ansari—in respect of that great responsibility which Allaah has given us in the
rank of objective, Maulana Muhammad Ahmad Ansari sahib once said in a speech, “The purpose of these
gatherings and jama’ats is to inspire in the Ummah the feeling of that great responsibility for which Allaah
has chosen it. We want to give people an understanding of what the purpose of their being is. We want
people to live with this consciousness that they are those whom Allaah has selected and chosen- from the
Ummahs of all the previous Prophets—for doing a work which is of greater status than that of all the
Prophets, that is, the work of the Last of all the Prophets (s.a.w.s.). You can elect a king through casting votes,
but you cannot elect someone to be a Prophet, because this selection is made by Allaah Himself. So lucky and
fortunate are the people of this Ummah that Allaah has selected them, and has sent them for the benefit of
mankind: the benefit of both this life and the next. We want people to live with this consciousness that they
have not come in this world but have been sent by Allaah, and that they are His ambassadors. They are sent
for that work for which the Prophets (a.s.) were sent. Their duty is twofold: obedience and ambassadorship—
that is, performing their own worships, and, together, like the Prophets (a.s.), calling others to the obedience
of Allaah. (Malfoozaat)
b) A failure to precisely differentiate between the objectives of the movement as a whole, and the personal
objectives of the participants.
c) A failure to precisely differentiate between personal objectives (eemaan and personal rectification) and means
(da’wah).
d) The indeterminate, catch-all term “Tableegh” being used throughout these booklets; something that was alluded
to in the section on Definitions (12.3.1). It results in a failure to distinguish between the Prophet’s (s.a.w.s.) da’wah
to the non-believers (both at home and out in the Path of Allaah) to accept eemaan, his da’wah to the Muslims to
become ever closer to Allaah (a.w.j.) by becoming His true slaves, his thikraa to the Muslims concerning the aakhirah
for example, and his amr and nahi concerning the actions of the people (Muslim and non-Muslim) in society.
The “Tableegh” of Jamaa’at at-Tableegh is da’wah to the Muslims (the means) to become ever closer to Allaah
(a.w.j.) (I invite to Allaah) by becoming His true slaves (the objective). The process of this Jamaa’at at-Tableegh
da’wah to Allaah (a.w.j.) also leads to the daa’ee loving, and being Loved by, Allaah, and being given the ability to
obey Him and not to disobey Him. By talking about Allaah and His nature, qualities, attributes, abilities and
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personality when inviting others to Him, this leads to a deeper appreciation, respect and awe for Who He is, which
leads to loving and fearing Him more and more. Love leads to desire to be the kind of person Allaah wishes us to be;
worship Him in the way He wishes to be worshipped and with the quality of worship which He deserves; live the kind
of live He wishes us to live, and do things just to try and make Him pleased with us.
We say that no-one has any stratagem, undertaking or shift away from disobedience of Allaah except with
the aid of Allaah. No-one has strength in establishing obedience to Allaah and firmness upon it except by the
tawfeeq of Allaah. (Aqeedah at-Tahaawiyyah)
The desired result of amr and nahi is thus achieved indirectly (without directly ordering and forbidding) by creating
the desire and ability within the individual to obey and to not disobey.This applies to every Muslim of every level of
eemaan, as no-one is free of deficiencies and weaknesses.
The work to revive this very limited aspect of the Effort of the Prophet (s.a.w.s.) (inviting Muslims to become ever
closer to Allaah) is achieved “by and of itself” in this effort, by Muslims making the conscious effort to become closer
to Allaah (a.w.j.) through da’wah to Him—without having to directly invite them to responsibility for it. In fact, the
only responsibility the Muslims actually have from a sharee’ah perspective is the responsibility for the Effort of the
Prophet (s.a.w.s.), using his methodology. The “Tableegh” and methodology of Jamaa’at at-Tableegh is not this,
therefore there is no sharee’ah requirement to participate in it. If there were, then a Muslim who knowingly did not
participate, for no valid reason, would be sinful. As such, there can be no sense of giving da’wah towards
responsibility for the effort of Jamaa’at at-Tableegh. Despite this, Tableeghis generally conflate the responsibilities
for the Effort of Deen with Tableegh, and use this as a means to create a sense of obligation to join the effort and
continue in it.
To summarise this aspect of the discussion, the effort of Jamaa’at at-Tableegh is not da’wah to non-Muslims to
accept eemaan, it is not amr bil ma’roof or nahi ’anil munkar, and there is no sharee’ah responsibility for this effort.
There are elements of takbeer, da’wah and thikraa in the effort. It is an effort of calling the Muslims to become
closer to Allaah (a.w.j.) by using its methodology of calling others to become closer to Allaah.
12.3.8 Confrontation
When faced with such clear evidence and reasoning, as has happened many times in the past, Tableegh Elders and
scholars have resorted, and for the foreseeable future will continue to resort to, the same techniques as used by all
people in the past who have been shown their errors, both Muslim and non-Muslim: claims to authority; berating;
browbeating; bullying; ordering repentance and acceptance of group beliefs; condescension; belittling; ridicule;
humiliation; appealing to a sense of hikmah (wisdom) in not vocalising and discussing the obvious contradictions
highlighted in this discussion, so as not to antagonise and possibly lose the Soofee supporters of Tableegh; warning
the ’aam against what is being said; boycotting; encouraging followers and other institutions to boycott, and finally
expulsion—often accompanied by the unsanctioned aggression, violence and even worse, carried out by other,
lower-level followers.
12.3.9 Final Comments
The founder of Jamaa’at at-Tableegh, Maulaanaa Muhammad Ilyaas (r.a.a.), said he would have given the effort the
name Tahreek-e-Eemaan (Movement of Eemaan), indicating that he considered that it is an effort of learning
eemaan—the correct use of the heart, tongue and body to achieve the five aspects of deen: ’aqaa'id (beliefs), a’maal
(formal acts of worship), mu’aamalaat (dealings in business, commerce and trade), mu’aasharaat (social dealings
and etiquettes) and akhlaaq (character and morals)—by means of movement from place to place and person to
person, inviting them to strengthen their relationship with Allaah (a.w.j.) by inviting others to strengthen their
relationship with Allaah by inviting…—with all the sacrifice, effort and hardship that it entails.
It can be seen from this that the act of da’wah in this effort is a means to the objective, not the objective itself,
hence it is not an Effort of Da’wah. By also limiting its target audience to the Muslims, this effort does not yet qualify
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for the terms the Effort of Deen or the Effort of Rasoolullaah (s.a.w.s.) either, which is why our earlier, senior Elders
stated categorically that the Effort of Deen has not yet started. At the moment, we are still at the stage of waking
ourselves and the Ummah up to the practice of deen, to understanding the true nature of deen, and to being
accustomed to accepting the sacrifices, efforts and hardships needed to fulfil the requirements of deen. Part of our
problem for the effort is that many if not most of our own Elders, ’ulemaa' and Old Workers will not wake up to the
true nature of deen and are stuck instead on the path of Tasawwuf.
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Appendix 1
77 Branches of Faith
30 Branches Related to the Heart
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.

13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.

To believe in Allaah Most High in accordance with the way that He describes Himself and as He is described by
His Prophet (peace and blessings be upon him).
To believe that only Allaah Most High has existed forever and that everything other than Allaah was created
subsequently by Him.
To believe in the Angels.
To believe in all the revealed, heavenly Books that were sent to the different Prophets (peace be upon them),
including the Tawraah (Torah), Zaboor (Psalms), Injeel (Gospel) and Qur'aan.
To believe in all the Prophets of Allaah, from Adam to Muhammad (peace be upon them).
To believe that taqdeer (Destiny), whether good or bad, is ordained by Allaah; that Allaah Most High has
knowledge of everything from beforehand and that only that which He allows or wishes will occur.
To believe in life after death, including questioning in the grave, punishment in the grave, Resurrection, the
Day of Judgement, rendering account of one’s deeds, the Scales and passing over the Bridge of Hell.
To believe in the existence of Jannah (Paradise) and that the Believers will live in it forever.
To believe in the existence of Jahannam (Hell) with its severest punishments, and that it will last forever.
To love Almighty Allaah.
To love the Messenger of Allaah (peace and blessings be upon him), which includes holding him in the highest
esteem, offering Salawaat (salutations) on him, and following his sunnah.
To love or hate other people solely for the pleasure of Allaah (i.e. to love the pious and hate the disobedient).
It includes loving the family and descendants of the Messenger of Allaah (peace and blessings be upon them all)
and the Sahaabah (especially the Muhaajireen and AnSaar).
To perform all actions with iKHlaaS (sincerity)—i.e. with the intention of pleasing Allaah Most High alone—and
avoiding show and hypocrisy.
To regret and express remorse when one commits a sin, turn in repentance (tawbah) from the core of the
heart, and be determined not to repeat it.
To fear Almighty Allaah (KHawf).
To hope (rijaa) and pray for the Mercy of Allaah Most High, and not to despair of His Mercy.
To be modest, in the sense of shyness and bashfulness (hayaa').
To be grateful for the bounties and favours of Allaah (SHukr).
To consciously fulfil one’s promises (wa’d) to others in letter and spirit (awfaa)—as distinct from their physical
fulfilment.
To exercise patience (Sabr).
To show humility and to consider oneself lower than others (tawaaDu’).
To show kindness, pity and mercy to the creation.
To be resigned to one’s fate and to be pleased with whatever one experiences from Almighty Allaah.
To practise tawakkul (placing one’s trust) in Almighty Allaah.
To refrain from self-praise and self-aggrandisement (’ujb) concerning any quality that one possesses.
Not to have malice or hatred, or wish harm for anyone.
Not to harbour rancour, jealousy or envy against others (hasad).
Not to become angry, and failing this to at least restrain one’s anger.
Not to deceive, cheat or suspect others.
Not to have love for worldly things, including wealth and status.

7 Branches Related to the Tongue
1.

To recite the kalimatu-SH-SHahaadah (Testimony of Faith).
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2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

To recite the Qur'aan.
To acquire ’ilm (religious knowledge).
To pass on religious knowledge to others.
To supplicate (du’aa) to Allaah Most High.
To make invocations (THikr) of Allaah Most High.
To abstain from loose and useless talk, vulgar words, lies, backbiting, cursing, and singing that is contrary to
the SHaree’ah.

40 Branches Related to the Entire Body
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
31.
32.

Observing cleanliness of body, clothes and place. The cleanliness of body includes making wudoo' (ablution),
taking ghusl (an obligatory bath), and purification from menstruation and post-birth blood.
To be steadfast in offering Salaah (the ritual prayer) and fulfilling its pre-requisites.
Giving Sadaqah (charity), which includes zakaah, Sadaqatu-l fiTr, voluntary alms, feeding people, entertaining
guests, and liberating slaves.
Fasting (Sawm)—obligatory and non-obligatory.
Performing Hajj (Pilgrimage to Makkah)—obligatory and non-obligatory. It includes performing ’umrah (minor
Pilgrimage) and Tawaaf (circumambulation of the Ka’bah).
To perform i’tikaaf (remaining in a masjid in complete devotion), which includes the search for laylatu-l qadr.
To perform hijrah (move away or migrate) from any place which is harmful to one’s deen (religion), and for the
defence of the deen.
To fulfil the vows (naTHar) made to Allaah Most High, for example to vow to fast for a set number of days if a
specific supplication (du’aa) is granted.
To fulfil oaths (aymaan) sworn in the Name of Allaah, if they are not sinful.
To pay the kaffaarah (expiation) for unfulfilled oaths.
To cover those parts of the body which are farD (obligatory) to cover during Salaah and outside Salaah.
To perform uDhiyyah/qurbaanee (ritual slaughter) and to take care of the animals to be offered.
Making arrangements for the funeral, and enshrouding and burying of the deceased.
To repay a debt.
To be honest in monetary transactions and to abstain from prohibited things, such as usury (ribaa').
To give correct evidence concerning anything one may have witnessed, and not conceal the truth. This includes
swearing in Allaah’s Name to the truth of one’s evidence (qasaamah).
To get married when the nafs desires to do so, and as a safeguard against adultery.
To fulfil the rights and obligations of one’s family members, servants and those who are subordinate to you.
Good treatment towards one’s parents, and being kind and obedient to them.
Bringing up one’s children in a proper manner.
Remaining on good terms with one’s relatives and friends, and not severing relations.
To obey one’s master and one’s Elders, and follow their advice.
To be just.
Not to initiate any way that is contrary to that of the generality of Muslims.
To obey the ruler, provided that what he orders is not contrary to the SHaree’ah.
To work for the betterment of mutual relations, which includes making peace between two warring groups or
individuals, punishing the wrong-doers and fighting (jihaad) against those who rebel.
To help others in their good deeds.
To enjoin good and forbid evil. It includes work and speech for the propagation of religion.
To carry out the punishments enjoined by SHaree’ah.
To take part in jihaad whenever necessary, i.e. to fight the enemies of religion (deen). It includes guarding the
defence lines.
To return an amaanah (a thing entrusted to you).
To give loans to those who are in need.
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33.
34.
35.
36.
37.

To discharge the obligations to one’s neighbours, and to be kind and helpful to them.
To ensure that one’s income is pure.
To spend according to the SHaree’ah, avoiding both extravagance and miserliness.
To give salaam and respond to salaam.
To say yarhamu-ka-llaah (may Allaah have mercy on you) when anyone says al hamdu li-llaah (all praise is for
Allaah) after sneezing.
38. Not to unjustly cause trouble, harm or loss to others.
39. To abstain from games and amusements contrary to the SHaree’ah, and from idle and useless pursuits.
40. To remove troublesome obstructions such as pebbles, stones, thorns and sticks from the road.
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Appendix 2
Ninety-Nine Names of Allaah
Personal
1.
2.

ُّ َ ْ َ
( اﺤﻟﻖAl haqq) The True, The Real (Whose Existence is established and confirmed as being so)
 َ
ُﻟﻈﺎﻫِﺮ
( اATH-THaahir) The Apparent, The Evident, The Manifest (Whose Existence is plain to see

through the Creation around us, and through His Spoken communication with us in the Qur'aan)
Active participle.
3.

4.

ُ( اَ ْﻛَﺎﻃِﻦAl BaaTin) The Hidden, The Concealed, The Unmanifest (from the physical senses, and
from complete intellectual and spiritual knowledge and understanding) Active participle.
ُ  َ َْ
( اﻷولAl Awwal) The First, The One Preceding All Others (existing alone, having not yet Created
ُ َ َ َْ
( اﻻﺣﺪAl Ahad) The One, The Single (entity)
ُ ََْ
ﺣﺪ
ِ ( اﻟﻮاAl Waahid) The One (personality, as opposed to the three differing personalities of

anything of the Creation)
5.
6.

ُّ"َ ( اَ ْﻟAl hayy) The Alive, The Ever-Living.
ُ ُّ َ ْ َ
( اﻟﻘﻴﻮمAl Qayyoom) The Self-Subsisting (by Whom all others subsist)
ُ ْ َْ َ
( اﺤﻟ ِﻤﻴﺪAl hameed) The Praiseworthy (in respect of Himself and of the goodness in that which He

Trinitarian Christianity)
7.
8.
9.

ُ ُّ ُ ْ َ
10. ( اﻟﻘﺪوسAl Quddoos) The Most Holy, The Most Pure (from any imperfection and impurity), The
has Created)

َْ
َ
ُّ
11. ( اﻟﺮﺒAl Barr) The Good, The Benign
ْ َْ َ
ُ
12. ( اﺤﻟﻜِﻴﻢAl hakeem) The Wise
ُ ْ َْ َ
13. ( اﺠﻟﻠِﻴﻞAl Jaleel) The Majestic
ْ ْ َ َ َْ ُ
َ
ِ اﻹﻛﺮ
14. ام
ِ ( ذواﺠﻟﻼ ِل وTHu-l Jalaali wa-l ikraam) Owner of Majesty and Honour
ُ ْ ََْ
15. ﺠﻴﺪ
ِ ( اﻟﻤAl Majeed) The Glorious, The Noble, The Honourable, The Dignified (in character)
ُ ََْ
16. ﺟﺪ
ِ ( اﻟﻤﺎAl Maajid) The Glorious, The Noble, The Honourable, The Dignified (in actions) Active
Most Perfect, The Most Sacred

participle.
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َ َْ
ُّ
17. ( اﻟﻌ ِﻲﻠAl ’Aliyy) The Most High, The Sublime
َ َ َُْ
18. ﺎﻲﻟ
ِ ( اﻟﻤﺘﻌAl Muta’aalee) The Supremely Exalted. Active participle.
ْ َ َْ
ُ
19. ( اﻟﻜﺒِﺮﻴAl Kabeer) The Great
ُ ّ ( اَﻟ ْ ُﻤ َﺘ َﻜAl Mutakabbir) The One who Extols Himself (as being the Most Excellent, and as having
20. ﺮﺒ
ِ
rights not due to others) Active participle.
ُ ْ ( اَ ْﻟ َﻌAl ’ATHeem) The Most Great, The Tremendous (as considered by others and in relation
21. ﻈﻴﻢ
ِ
ََْ
ُ
22. ( اﻟﻘﺎدِرAl Qaadir) The Able. Active participle.
ْ َ َْ
ُ
23. ﺰﻳﺰ
ِ ( اﻟﻌAl ’Azeez) The Almighty
ُّ َ ْ َ
24. ﻮي
ِ ( اﻟﻘAl Qawiyy) The Strong
ْ ََْ
ُ
25. ( اﻟﻤﺘِﻦﻴAl Mateen) The Firm
َ َْ
ُّ
26. ( اﻟﻐ ِﻲﻨAl GHaniyy) The Rich
to others)

Creative Abilities

ُ ْ َُْ
27. ﺪئ
ِ ( اﻟﻤﺒAl Mubdi') The Initiator (of creation) Active participle.
ُ ْ ََْ
28. ﺪﻓﻊ
ِ ( اﻛAl Badee’) The Originator (Who created and formed the creation for the first time,
ُ َْ َ
29. ( اﺨﻟﺎﻟ ِﻖAl KHaaliq) The Creator (according to a measure, proportion, pattern or model) Active
without any preceding example)

ُ ََْ
30. ( اﻛﺎرِئAl Baari') The Maker (from pre-existing material) Active participle.
ُ ّ ( اَﻟ ْ ُﻤ َﺼAl MuSawwir) The Shaper, The Fashioner. Active participle.
31. ﻮر
ِ
ْ َُْ
32. ( اﻟﻤﺤﻲﻴAl Muhyee) The Giver of Life. Active participle.
ِ
participle.

Relationship to Creation

ُ ََْ
33. ( اﻟﻤﻠِﻚAl Malik) The King
ْ ُْ ُ َ
ﻠ
34. ﻚ
ِ ( ﻣﺎﻟ ِﻚ اﻟﻤMaaliku-l Mulk) Master/Owner of Sovereignty/Dominion. Active participle.
َُ  َ
35. ( اﻟﺴﻼمAs-salaam) The Source of Peace and Safety
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ْ َ َُْ
ُ
36. ﻤﻦ
ِ ( اﻟﻤﻬﻴAl Muhaymin) The Protector. Active participle.
ُ ْ َْ َ
37. ﻔﻴﻆ
ِ ( اﺤﻟAl hafeeTH) The Preserver. Active participle.
َْ
َ
ُّ
38. Nِ ( اﻟﻮAl Waliyy) The Guardian (in terms of responsibility for someone’s affairs)
َ ْ ( اَﻟAl Waalee) The Protecting Friend, The Patron. Active participle.
39. اﻲﻟ
ﻮ
ِ
ُ ْ ََْ
40.  ِﻴﻞO( اﻟﻮAl Wakeel) The Trustee, The Advocate
ُ َ  َ
41. ( اﻟﺼﻤﺪAS-Samad) The One Besought and Relied upon by All, The Self-Reliant.
Emotional Interaction

َْ َ
ﻟﺮﻤﺣ ٰـ ُﻦ
( اAr-Rahmaan) The Most Gracious (to all creation)
ْ  َ
ُ
43. ﺣﻴﻢ
ِ ( اﻟﺮAr-Raheem) The Most Merciful (to believers)
ُ ُ ََْ
44. ( اﻟﻮدودAl Wadood) The Loving
ُ ُ َ
45. ( اﻟﺮؤوفAr-Ra'oof) The Pitying
ُْ  َ
46. ﻄﻴﻒ
ِ ( اﻟﻠAl-LaTeef) The Gentle, The Knower of Subtleties
ُ ُ  َ
47. ( اﻟﺸﻜﻮرASH-SHakoor) The Appreciative
ُ  َ
ُ
48. ( اﻟﺼﺒﻮرAS-Saboor) The Patient
ْ َْ َ
ُ
49. ( اﺤﻟﻠِﻴﻢAl haleem) The Forbearing
ُ َ َْ
ُّ
50. ( اﻟﻌﻔﻮAl ’Afuww) The Effacer, The Pardoner
ُ َ َْ
ُ
51. ( اﻟﻐﻔﻮرAl GHafoor) The All-Forgiving
 َ َْ
ُ
52. ( اﻟﻐﻔﺎرAl GHaffaar) The Repeatedly Forgiving
ُ  َ
53. ( اﺤﻛﻮابAt-tawwaab) The Ever-Acceptor of Repentance. Active participle.
42.

Controller

ْ َُْ
ُ
54. ﺠﻴﺐ
ِ ( اﻟﻤAl Mujeeb) The Responsive (to supplications) Active participle.
َ ْ َُْ
ُ
55. ﺪر
ِ ( اﻟﻤﻘﺘAl Muqtadir) The Wielder of Power. Active participle.
 َْ َ
ُ
56. ( اﺠﻟﺒﺎرAl Jabbaar) The Compeller
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 ََْ
ُ
57. ( اﻟﻘﻬﺎرAl Qahhaar) The Subduer
ُ ّ َ َُْ
58. ﺪم
ِ ( اﻟﻤﻘAl Muqaddim) The Expediter, He Who Brings Forward (provisions and events of benefit or
ّ َ َُْ
ُ
59. ﺧﺮ
ِ ( اﻟﻤﺆAl Mu'aKHKHir) The Delayer, The Postponer (of provisions and events of benefit or
harm—to more appropriate occasions or times of need) Active participle.

harm—to more appropriate occasions or times of need) Active participle.
60.

ُ  ََْ
( اﻟﻔﺘﺎحAl Fattaah) The Opener

Giver of Benefit

ُ  َ
61. ( اﺠﺎﻓ ِﻊAn-Naafi’) The Benefactor. Active participle.
ْ َ َْ
ُ
62. ﺮﻳﻢ
ِ ( اﻟﻜAl Kareem) The Generous
ُ  ََْ
63. ( اﻟﻮﻫﺎبAl Wahhaab) The Bestower
ُ   َ
64. ( اﻟﺮزاقAr-Razzaaq) The Provider
ُ ْ َُْ
65. ﻘﻴﺖ
ِ ( اﻟﻤAl Muqeet) The Nourisher, The Feeder. Active participle.
ُ ْ َُْ
66. ﺴﻂ
ِ ( اﻟﻤﻘAl MuqsiT) The Equitable. Active participle.
ْ َُْ
67. ( اﻟﻤﻐ ِﻲﻨAl MuGHnee) The Enricher. Active participle.
ُ ََْ
68. ﺳﻂ
ِ ( اﻛﺎAl BaasiT) The Extender, The Expander, The Englarger

(of provision and pleasant

َُْ
ُّ
69. ﻌﺰ
ِ ( اﻟﻤAl Mu’izz) The Giver of Honour
ُ  َ
70. ( اﻟﺮاﻓ ِﻊAr-Raafi’) The Exalter. Active participle.
circumstances) Active participle.

Giver of Harm

 َ
ُّ ﻟﻀ
ﺎر
( اAD-Daarr) The Giver of Harm. Active participle.
ُ ََْ
72. ( اﻟﻘﺎﺑِﺾAl QaabiD) The Restrictor, The Straightener, The Withholder (of provision and pleasant
circumstances) Active participle.
ُ ََْ
73. ( اﻟﻤﺎﻧ ِﻊAl Maani’) The Preventer. Active participle.
ُّ ُ ْ َ
74. ﺬل
ِ ( اﻟﻤAl MuTHill) The Giver of Dishonour
ُ َْ َ
75. ( اﺨﻟﺎﻓ ِﺾAl KHaafiD) The Abaser. Active participle.

71.
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َ ْ َُْ
ُ
76. ﻘﻢ
ِ ( اﻟﻤﻨﺘAl Muntaqim) The Taker of Retribution. Active participle.
Guide

ُ ُّ( اَﺠAn-Noor) The Light
ﻮر
ْ َُْ
ُ
78. ( اﻟﻤﺆﻣِﻦAl Mu'min) The Bestower of Faith, The Giver of Security. Active participle.
77.

ُْ  َ
ﻟﺮ ِﺷﻴﺪ
( اAr-RaSHeed) The Guide to the Right Path
ََْ
80. ( اﻟﻬﺎدِيAl Haadee) The Provider of Guidance. Active participle.
79.

For Accounting

ُ ََْ
81. ﺳﻊ
ِ ( اﻟﻮاAl Waasi’) The All-Encompassing, The Vast. Active participle.
ْ َ َْ
ُ
82. ( اﻟﻌﻠِﻴﻢAl ’Aleem) The All-Knowing. Active participle.
ُْ  َ
83. ﻬﻴﺪ
ِ ( اﻟﺸASH-SHaheed) The Witness
ُْ  َ
84. ﻤﻴﻊ
ِ ( اﻟﺴAs-samee’) The All-Hearing
ْ ََْ
ُ
85. ﺼﺮﻴ
ِ ( اﻛAl BaSeer) The All-Seeing
ْ  َ
ُ
86. ( اﻟﺮﻗِﻴﺐAr-Raqeeb) The Ever-Watching
ْ َْ َ
ُ
87. ( اﺨﻟﺒِﺮﻴAl KHabeer) The All-Aware, The Informed (of the reality of things and events)
ُ ََْ
88. ﺟﺪ
ِ ( اﻟﻮاAl Waajid) The Perceiver, The Finder (through observation or experience, e.g. He found
her to be truthful) Active participle.
ْ َُْ
89. j
ِ ( اﻟﻤﺤAl MuhSee) The Counter, The Enumerater. Active participle.
ُ ْ َُْ
90. ﻤﻴﺖ
ِ ( اﻟﻤAl Mumeet) The Giver of Death

Hereafter
91.

َْ
ﺧ ُﺮ
ﻵ
ِ ( اAl AaKHir) The Last (The One remaining after all His creatures have perished) Active

َْ
َ
92. ﺎﻲﻗ
ِ ( اﻛAl Baaqee) The Everlasting (remaining forever, with His original, unchanging Nature and
participle.

ُ ََْ
93. ارث
ِ ( اﻟﻮAl Waarith) The Heir (inheriting all that His slaves possess, as He is the Sole Being that
Attributes) Active participle.

remains after they all die) Active participle.
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ُ ْ َُْ
94. ﻌﻴﺪ
ِ ( اﻟﻤAl Mu’eed) The Repeater (of creation)
ُ ََْ
95. ( اﻛﺎﻋِﺚAl Baa’ith) The Resurrector. Active participle.
ُ َْ َ
96. ( اﺠﻟﺎﻣِﻊAl Jaami’) The Gatherer (on the Day of Judgment) Active participle.
ْ َْ َ
ُ
97. ﺴﻴﺐ
ِ ( اﺤﻟAl haseeb) The Reckoner
َ َْ َ
ُ
98. ( اﺤﻟﻜﻢAl hakam) The Judge
ُ ْ َ َْ
99. ( اﻟﻌﺪلAl ’Adl) The Just
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Appendix 3
Prophecy of Daniel 7
King James Version of Daniel 7 taken from http://www/kingjamesbibleonline.org/

1

In the first year of Belshazzar king of Babylon Daniel had a dream and visions of his head upon his bed: then he
wrote the dream, [and] told the sum of the matters.

2

Daniel spake and said, I saw in my vision by night, and, behold, the four winds of the heaven strove upon the great
sea.

3

And four great beasts came up from the sea, diverse one from another.

4

The first [was] like a lion, and had eagle's wings: I beheld till the wings thereof were plucked, and it was lifted up
from the earth, and made stand upon the feet as a man, and a man's heart was given to it.

5

And behold another beast, a second, like to a bear, and it raised up itself on one side, and [it had] three ribs in the
mouth of it between the teeth of it: and they said thus unto it, Arise, devour much flesh.

6

After this I beheld, and lo another, like a leopard, which had upon the back of it four wings of a fowl; the beast had
also four heads; and dominion was given to it.

7

After this I saw in the night visions, and behold a fourth beast, dreadful and terrible, and strong exceedingly; and it
had great iron teeth: it devoured and brake in pieces, and stamped the residue with the feet of it: and it [was]
diverse from all the beasts that [were] before it; and it had ten horns.

8

I considered the horns, and, behold, there came up among them another little horn, before whom there were three
of the first horns plucked up by the roots: and, behold, in this horn [were] eyes like the eyes of man, and a mouth
speaking great things.
9

I beheld till the thrones were cast down, and the Ancient of days did sit, whose garment [was] white as snow, and
the hair of his head like the pure wool: his throne [was like] the fiery flame, [and] his wheels [as] burning fire.

10

A fiery stream issued and came forth from before him: thousand thousands ministered unto him, and ten
thousand times ten thousand stood before him: the judgment was set, and the books were opened.

11

I beheld then because of the voice of the great words which the horn spake: I beheld [even] till the beast was slain,
and his body destroyed, and given to the burning flame.

12

As concerning the rest of the beasts, they had their dominion taken away: yet their lives were prolonged for a
season and time.
13

I saw in the night visions, and, behold, [one] like the Son of man came with the clouds of heaven, and came to the
Ancient of days, and they brought him near before him.
14

And there was given him dominion, and glory, and a kingdom, that all people, nations, and languages, should serve
him: his dominion [is] an everlasting dominion, which shall not pass away, and his kingdom [that] which shall not be
destroyed.

15

I Daniel was grieved in my spirit in the midst of [my] body, and the visions of my head troubled me.
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16

I came near unto one of them that stood by, and asked him the truth of all this. So he told me, and made me know
the interpretation of the things.
17

These great beasts, which are four, [are] four kings, [which] shall arise out of the earth.

18

But the saints of the most High shall take the kingdom, and possess the kingdom for ever, even for ever and ever.

19

Then I would know the truth of the fourth beast, which was diverse from all the others, exceeding dreadful, whose
teeth [were of] iron, and his nails [of] brass; [which] devoured, brake in pieces, and stamped the residue with his
feet;
20

And of the ten horns that [were] in his head, and [of] the other which came up, and before whom three fell; even
[of] that horn that had eyes, and a mouth that spake very great things, whose look [was] more stout than his fellows.

21

I beheld, and the same horn made war with the saints, and prevailed against them;

22

Until the Ancient of days came, and judgment was given to the saints of the most High; and the time came that the
saints possessed the kingdom.

23

Thus he said, The fourth beast shall be the fourth kingdom upon earth, which shall be diverse from all kingdoms,
and shall devour the whole earth, and shall tread it down, and break it in pieces.

24

And the ten horns out of this kingdom [are] ten kings [that] shall arise: and another shall rise after them; and he
shall be diverse from the first, and he shall subdue three kings.

25

And he shall speak [great] words against the most High, and shall wear out the saints of the most High, and think
to change times and laws: and they shall be given into his hand until a time and times and the dividing of time.

26

But the judgment shall sit, and they shall take away his dominion, to consume and to destroy [it] unto the end.

27

And the kingdom and dominion, and the greatness of the kingdom under the whole heaven, shall be given to the
people of the saints of the most High, whose kingdom [is] an everlasting kingdom, and all dominions shall serve and
obey him.

28

Hitherto [is] the end of the matter. As for me Daniel, my cogitations much troubled me, and my countenance
changed in me: but I kept the matter in my heart.

The first three beasts to attack the Muslims (Banee Israa'eel at that time) are generally accepted as being the
Babylonian, Medo-Persian and Greek Empires.
When trying to explain the fourth beast of the dream, most commentators identify the next empire to take over the
land of the People of Allaah—the Romans—but fail to recognise the description of Roman Emperors as the horns of
the beast.
23

Thus he said, The fourth beast shall be the fourth kingdom upon earth, which shall be diverse from all kingdoms,
and shall devour the whole earth, and shall tread it down, and break it in pieces.

24

And the ten horns out of this kingdom [are] ten kings [that] shall arise: and another shall rise after them; and he
shall be diverse from the first, and he shall subdue three kings.
Any study of early Christianity will show that there were many sects—some of whom were still monotheists as Jesus
(peace be upon Him) had been. These monotheistic followers of Jesus, along with many others, were caught up in
what has become widely known as The 10 Persecutions of the early Christians.
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24

And the ten horns out of this kingdom [are] ten kings [that] shall arise...

The 10 persecutions were instigated by ten Roman Emperors; Nero, A.D. 67, Domitian, A.D. 81, Trajan, A.D. 108,
Marcus Aurelius Antoninus, A.D. 162, Severus, A.D. 192, Maximus, A.D. 235, Decius, A.D. 249, Valerian, A.D. 257,
Aurelian, A.D. 274, and Diocletian, A.D. 303. (Taken from Foxe’s Book Of Martyrs)
When a new king (represented by a small horn) arose, it uprooted three others (which were also new, as the
previous kings had already died)—giving a total number of contemporary rulers of four.
and another shall rise after them…and he shall subdue three kings
Under Diocletian, a system of Tetrarchy was instituted in 293—rule by four people. Firstly by designating Maximian
(c.250 – 310) as co-emperor—as Caesar in 285, followed by his promotion to Augustus in 286. Diocletian ruled the
Eastern regions of the Empire while Maximian ruled the Western ones. Diocletian expanded the leadership in 293 by
appointing two Caesars (one responsible to each Augustus)—Galerius (c.260 – 311) and Constantius Chlorus (c.250 –
306).
Constantius and Galerius rose to be Augusti in 305, and appointed two new Caesars—Severus II in the east under
Constantius, and Maximinus in the west under Galerius.
The four Tetrarchs based themselves in centres known as the “Tetrarchic capitals”: Nicomedia in northwestern Asia
Minor (modern Izmit in Turkey); Sirmium (modern Sremska Mitrovica) in the Vojvodina region of modern Serbia;
Mediolanum (modern Milan, in Italy), and Augusta Treverorum (modern Trier, in Germany)
The institution of Tetrarchy collapsed due to internal fighting, and was ended by Constantine, son of Constantius
Chlorus (c.272 – 337; Reigned 306 – 337)—by having the remaining claimants to Roman rule—Licinius (c. 263 – 325)
and Sextus Marcius Martinianus (died 325) arrested and hanged for plotting against him. He is then thought to have
arranged for the execution of Licinius's son Valerius Licinianus (approx. 315–326). All three of them had been rulers
of the Roman Empire.
24

And the ten horns out of this kingdom [are] ten kings [that] shall arise: and another (Constantine) shall rise after
them; and he shall be diverse from the first, and he shall subdue three kings (Licinius, Sextus Marcius Martinianus and
Valerius Licinianus).
Constantine then became the sole emperor of the Roman Empire. He was ‘diverse’ by becoming Christian.
in this horn [were] eyes like the eyes of man, and a mouth speaking great things.

25

And he shall speak [great] words against the most High, and shall wear out the saints of the most High, and think
to change times and laws: and they shall be given into his hand until a time and times and the dividing of time.
“Speaking great things” or “great words against the Most High” is usually interpreted to mean speaking
blasphemously.
(Modified from Wikipedia):
Constantine convened the First Council of Nicea in 325; a council of Christian bishops convened in Nicaea in Bithynia
(present-day İznik in Turkey). This first ecumenical council was the first effort to attain consensus in the church
through an assembly representing all of Christendom.
Its main accomplishments were settlement of the Christological issue of the relationship of Jesus to God the Father,
the construction of the first part of the Nicene Creed, settling the calculation of the date of Easter, and promulgation
of early canon law.
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The Nicene Creed of Trinity is blasphemy of the highest order for both Muslims and Jews. Setting pagan dates for
Easter (leaving the Judaic lunar calendar system of dates) and official promulgation of canon law are fulfillment of:
And he shall speak [great] words against the most High, and shall wear out the saints of the most High, and think to
change times and laws:
Once the doctrine of trinity was established for Christianity through the backing of the Emperor, Unitarian Christian
sects were persecuted even more, and were virtually eliminated from mainstream church activity.
21

I beheld, and the same horn made war with the saints, and prevailed against them;

23

Thus he said, The fourth beast shall be the fourth kingdom upon earth, which shall be diverse from all kingdoms,
and shall devour the whole earth, and shall tread it down, and break it in pieces.

The Christian world, built on the foundations of the Roman Empire, has done just this—it has become vastly
different from previous Empires due to technological advancement and Neo-colonialism, and is destroying the Earth,
its peoples and its atmosphere, through wars, and exploitation and pollution of the environment.
9

I beheld till the thrones were cast down, and the Ancient of days* did sit, whose garment [was] white as snow, and
the hair of his head like the pure wool: his throne [was like] the fiery flame, [and] his wheels [as] burning fire. *
Literally ‘a very old man.’
Neither Muslims, Jews nor most Christians would accept a description of our Creator as a woolly-haired Being in a
robe—He is infinite, without boundaries and absolutely One and indivisible—so why He is described in such
anthropomorphic terms in this passage is not known. Christian commentators point out that such instances (of
which there are several) occur in passages relating to dreams and visions, so don’t contradict Biblical statements that
no-one has ever seen God—in reality.
13

I saw in the night visions, and, behold, [one] like the Son of man came with the clouds of heaven, and came to the
Ancient of days, and they brought him near before him.
14

And there was given him dominion, and glory, and a kingdom, that all people, nations, and languages, should serve
him: his dominion [is] an everlasting dominion, which shall not pass away, and his kingdom [that] which shall not be
destroyed.
The word which has been translated as “Son of Man”, in an attempt to link it to the term used in the New Testament
for Jesus (peace be upon Him), actually means just “human being”, as pointed out in other translations available online.
18

But the saints of the most High shall take the kingdom, and possess the kingdom for ever, even for ever and ever.

26

But the judgment shall sit, and they shall take away his dominion, to consume and to destroy [it] unto the end.

27

And the kingdom and dominion, and the greatness of the kingdom under the whole heaven, shall be given to the
people of the saints of the most High, whose kingdom [is] an everlasting kingdom, and all dominions shall serve and
obey him.
The next and final Prophet sent after Jesus—the only Prophet in the line of Abraham’s eldest son Ishmael (peace be
upon them both)—was Muhammad (peace and blessings be upon him) (c. 26 April 570 – 8 June 632) who reiterated
the Unity of our Creator and the Laws under which believers had lived since the time of Moses (peace be upon Him);
the fundamentals of Mosaic Law and Islamic Law are more or less the same. The Islamic calendar is also lunar.
The blasphemy and corruption of the Laws by Constantine and later Christian leaders were corrected through
revelation, and the Roman Empire was partially defeated militarily in the next few centuries by His followers (may
Allaah be pleased with them), who continued His mission after His death. This military defeat was only partial and
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temporary though. The prophecy; 21 I beheld, and the same horn made war with the saints, and prevailed against
them; continued, and the Islamic Empire was defeated in the early 20th Century, and its institutions of leadership and
Laws dismantled from within.
There will come a time, after the return of Jesus (peace be upon Him), when Islaam will enter into every household
on Earth.
14

And there was given him dominion, and glory, and a kingdom, that all people, nations, and languages, should serve
him: his dominion [is] an everlasting dominion, which shall not pass away, and his kingdom [that] which shall not be
destroyed.
18

But the saints of the most High shall take the kingdom, and possess the kingdom for ever, even for ever and ever.

The followers of Muhammad will not be destroyed completely at any time, but will continue to inhabit the Earth until
the Day of Judgment.
In the short term though, concerning Constantine:
...and they shall be given into his hand until a time and times and the dividing of time.
This is usually interpreted as one plus two plus a half years. If taken as three and a half centuries of rule rather than
three and a half years, a possible explanation may be that Constantine's rule started on 25 July 306, and the next
conquerors of the land containing Jerusalem (as previous instances of new beasts had related to) were the Muslims.
The second Caliph of the Muslims, ’Umar ibn al Khattab (may Allaah be pleased with him), had to go himself to
accept the surrender of Jerusalem in April 637 AD, thus returning the land to the People of Allaah.
Using the Islamic, lunar calendar, we get dates of 25th Rabi ath Thaanee 325 before Hijra, and 11th Rabi al Awwal 16
after Hijra, which gives us a time span of 341 Islamic years—not far from 350.
Conversions were done at http://www.fourmilab.ch/documents/calendar/
11

I beheld then because of the voice of the great words which the horn spake: I beheld [even] till the beast was slain,
and his body destroyed, and given to the burning flame.
12

As concerning the rest of the beasts, they had their dominion taken away: yet their lives were prolonged for a
season and time.

The peoples of the previous empires, and often their cultures and beliefs, lived on through being incorporated into
later empires. As such, only the last one needs to be finally destroyed to allow the establishment of Allaah’s true
religion on the whole Earth. Destroying this Empire doesn’t mean the killing of its people, just the eradication of its
false beliefs and laws.
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Appendix 4
Hisn al Muslim (Fortress of the Muslim) Table of Contents
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
31.
32.
33.
34.
35.
36.
37.
38.
39.
40.
41.
42.
43.
44.
45.
46.

When waking up
Supplication when wearing a garment
Supplication said when wearing a new garment
Supplication said to someone wearing a new garment
Before undressing
Before entering the toilet
After leaving the toilet
When starting ablution
Upon completing the ablution
When leaving the home
Upon entering the home
Supplication when going to the mosque
Upon entering the mosque
Upon leaving the mosque
Supplications related to the athan (the call to prayer)
Supplication at the start of the prayer (after takbeer)
While bowing in prayer (rukoo’)
Upon rising from the bowing position
Supplication whilst prostrating (sujood)
Supplication between the two prostrations
Supplication when prostrating due to recitation of the Quran
The Tashahhud
Prayers upon the Prophet (s.a.w.s.) after the tashahhud
Supplication said after the last tashahhud and before salam
Remembrance after salam
Supplication for seeking guidance in forming a decision or choosing the proper course… etc (Istikharah)
Remembrance said in the morning and evening
Remembrance before sleeping
Supplication when turning over during the night
Upon experiencing unrest, fear, apprehensiveness and the like during sleep
Upon seeing a good dream or a bad dream
Qunoot Al-Witr
Remembrance immediately after salam of the witr prayer
Supplication for anxiety and sorrow
Supplication for one in distress
Upon encountering an enemy or those of authority
Supplication for one afflicted with doubt in his faith
Settling a debt
Supplication for one afflicated by whisperings in prayer or recitation
Supplication for one whose affairs have become difficult
Upon committing a sin
Supplication for expelling the devil and his whisperings
Supplication when stricken with a mishap or overtaken by an affair
Placing childen under Allaah’s protection
When visiting the sick
Excellence of visiting the sick
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47.
48.
49.
50.
51.
52.
53.
54.
55.
56.
57.
58.
59.
60.
61.
62.
63.
64.
65.
66.
67.
68.
69.
70.
71.
72.
73.
74.
75.
76.
77.
78.
79.
80.
81.
82.
83.
84.
85.
86.
87.
88.
89.
90.
91.
92.
93.
94.
95.

Supplication of the sick who have renounced all hope of life
Instruction for the one nearing death
Supplication for one afflicted by a calamity
When closing the eyes of the deceased
Supplication for the deceased at the funeral prayer
Supplication for the advancement of reward during the funeral prayer
Condolence
Placing the deceased in the grave
After burying the deceased
Visiting the graves
Prayer said during a wind storm
Supplication upon hearing thunder
Supplication for rain
Supplication said when it rains
After rainfall
Asking for clear skies
Upon sighting the crescent moon
Upon breaking fast
Supplication before eating
Upon completing the meal
Supplication of the guest for the host
Supplication said to one offering a drink or to one who intended to do that
Supplication said when breaking fast in someone’s home
Supplication said by one fasting when presented with food and does not break his fast
Supplication said upon seeing the early or premature fruit
Supplication said upon sneezing
Supplication said to the newlywed
The groom’s supplication on the wedding night or when buying an animal
Supplication before sexual intercourse
When angry
Supplication said upon seeing someone in trial or tribulation
Remembrance said at a sitting or gathering…etc
Supplication for the expiation of sins said at the conclusion of a sitting or gathering…etc
Returning a supplication of forgiveness
Supplication said to one who does you a favour
Protection from the Dajjal
Supplication said to one who pronounces his love for you, for Allaah’s sake
Supplication said to one who has offered you some of his wealth
Supplication said to the debtor when his debt is settled
Supplication for fear of shirk
Returning a supplication after having bestowed a gift or charity upon someone
Forbiddance of ascribing things to omens
Supplication said when mounting an animal or any means of transport
Supplication for travel
Supplication upon entering a town or village…etc
When entering the market
Supplication for when the mounted animal (or mean of transport) stumbles
Supplication of the traveller for the resident
Supplication of the resident for the traveller
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96. Remembrance while ascending or descending
97. Prayer of the traveller as dawn approaches
98. Stopping or lodging somewhere
99. While returning from travel
100.
What to say upon receiving pleasing or displeasing news
101.
Excellence of sending prayers upon the Prophet (s.a.w.s.)
102.
Excellence of spreading the Islamic greeting
103.
Supplication said upon hearing a rooster crow or the braying of an ass
104.
Supplication upon hearing the barking of dogs at night
105.
Supplication said for one you have insulted
106.
The etiquette of praising a fellow Muslim
107.
Supplication said between the Yemeni corner and the black stone (at the Ka’bah)
108.
Supplication said when at Mount Safa & Mount Marwah
109.
The Day of ’Arafah
110.
At the Sacred Site (Al-Mash’ar Al-Haram)
111.
When throwing each pebble at the Jamarat
112.
At the black stone
113.
Supplication made against an enemy
114.
What to say when in fear of a people
115.
What to say at times of amazement and delight
116.
What to do upon receiving pleasant news
117.
What to say and do when feeling some pain in the body
118.
What to say when in fear of afflicting something or someone with one’s eye
119.
Etiquette of retiring for the night
120.
The Talbiyah
121.
What to say when startled
122.
What is said to a Kafir when he sneezes
123.
Returning a greeting to a Kafir
124.
When insulted while fasting
125.
When slaughtering or offering a sacrifice
126.
What is said to ward off the deception of the Obstinate Shaytaans
127.
Seeking forgiveness and repentance
128.
Excellence of remembrance and glorification of Allaah
129.
How the Prophet (s.a.w.s.) made tasbeeh
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Appendix 5
Six Qualities of the Sahaabah (r.a.a)
Introduction
The Sahaabah (r.a.a.) had many qualities in their lives. The ’ulemaa have identified six main qualities, and if we can
learn them and bring them into our lives, it will make the practice of the whole of deen much easier.

First Quality
1. The first quality of the Sahaabah was their firm eemaan and yaqeen in the Kalimah

َ ُ ُ َّ َّ َ ٰ َ ٓ َ
َّ ُ
ِY م َّم ٌد َّر ُس ُول ٱYٱ
ِ إِله إ
laa ilaaha illa-llaah, Muhammadu-r-rasoolu-llaah
which means:
There is no god but Allaah*. Muhammad is the Messenger of Allaah.
*See Appendix 6 for a discussion of this translation.
2. A deeper meaning to this Kalimah is that everything happens by the Will of Allaah and nothing happens by the will
of Creation, and the only way to success in this life and the life Hereafter is through following the way of the Prophet
(s.a.w.s.).
3. A virtue of this Kalimah is that anyone who dies with even an atom’s weight of eemaan will enter Jannah one day,
and the Prophet (s.a.w.s.) said to the near meaning “Whoever makes my sunnah alive loves me, and whoever loves
me will be with me in Jannah.”
4. To achieve this quality:
A. We should obey the commands of Allaah and follow the sunnahs that we know.
B. We should talk about the greatness of Allaah and the importance of following sunnah.
C. We should ask Allaah for strong eemaan and yaqeen.
D. We should do thikr of this Kalimah.

Second Quality
1. The second quality of the Sahaabah was that they had humility and submission in their salaah.
2. A purpose of this was to help them take from the treasures of Allaah.
3. A virtue of this salaah is that it is a key to Paradise.
4. To achieve this quality:
A. We need to perform long rakaahs of nafl salaah.
B. We should talk about the importance of praying with humility and submission.
C. We should ask Allaah for humility and submission in our salaah.

Third Quality
1. The third quality of the Sahaabah was that they had knowledge of the complete deen, and they were always in the
remembrance of Allaah.
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2. A purpose of knowledge was so they knew in every situation what the command of Allaah was and what was the
Prophet’s sunnah.
3. A virtue of knowledge is that a scholar is more valuable than a thousand ordinary worshippers.
4. To achieve this quality:
A. We sit with the scholars, and learn from recommended books.
B. We should talk about the importance of knowledge.
C. We should ask Allaah for beneficial knowledge.
2. A purpose of thikr was so they had a constant awareness and connection with Allaah.
3. A virtue of thikr is that one of the eight gates of Jannah is reserved for the thaakireen.
4. To achieve this quality:
A. If we don’t have a routine already, the Elders recommend starting with 100 times Third Kalimah; 100 times
salawaatu-n-nabee and 100 times istighfaar morning and evening; reading one juz of the Qur'aan daily, and reciting
the masnoon du’aas that we know.
B. We should talk about the importance of thikr.
C. We should ask Allaah to keep us constantly in His remembrance.

Fourth Quality
1. The fourth quality of the Sahaabah was that they had ikraam for their fellow Muslims.
2. A purpose of this was to help create an Islamic environment.
3. A virtue of this is that Allaah helps a Muslim as long as he is helping his fellow Muslim.
4. To achieve this quality:
A. We learn and fulfil the rights of others, and we forgo our own needs to fulfil the needs of others.
B. We should talk about the importance of ikraam.
C. We should ask Allaah for the quality of ikraam.

Fifth Quality
1. The fifth quality of the Sahaabah was that they had sincerity in their intentions.
2. The purpose of this was to please Allaah, and to get their good deeds accepted and rewarded by Him.
3. A virtue of sincerity is that even a small deed done with sincerity will bring mountains of rewards.
4. To achieve this quality:
A. We should begin every action with bismillaah; check our intentions before, during and after every action; and we
should end with istighfaar.
B. We should talk about the importance of sincerity.
C. We should ask Allaah for sincerity in our actions.

Sixth Quality
1. The sixth quality of the Sahaabah was that they give their life and wealth for the deen of Allaah.
2. A purpose of this was to take eemaan to the people who didn’t have it.
3. A virtue of this is that a day in the Path of Allaah is better than a thousand other days.
4. To achieve this quality:
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A. The Elders recommend spending 4 months at the first opportunity, then spending a daily two and a half hours,
with a daily mushoorah; two ta’leems daily—one at home and one in the masjid; two jawlahs weekly—one in our
own locality and one in a nearby locality; spend 72 hours monthly; and 40 days a year.
B. We should talk about the importance of striving in the Path of Allaah.
C. We should ask Allaah to accept our life and wealth for His deen.

The sacrifice of time and wealth in this effort will bring guidance from Allaah, which will increase our eemaan and
yaqeen; develop the other qualities of deen within us, and create genuine worry and concern within us for ourselves,
our families, and the whole of mankind and jinnaat.

Further Understanding
First Quality
1. The first quality of the Sahaabah was their firm eemaan and yaqeen.
The most important aspect of their eemaan was belief in the kalimah

َ ُ ُ َّ َّ َ ٰ َ ٓ َ
َّ ُ
ِY م َّم ٌد َّر ُس ُول ٱYٱ
ِ إِله إ
laa ilaaha illa-llaah, Muhammadu-r-rasoolu-llaah
which means:
There is no god but Allaah. Muhammad is the Messenger of Allaah.

Level 2
(Eemaan Mufassal) Once they accepted that Muhammad (s.a.w.s.) was Allaah’s Messenger and that the Qur'aan was
the message from Allaah to them, they also believed everything that they were informed of by them. They therefore
believed in the Angels, the previous Prophets and their Books, and taqdeer—that everything that happens whether
good or bad is only from Allaah. The main thing which changed them from who they were to who they became
though, was the knowledge of their accountability; that they would have to account for what they had done in this
life when they were raised again after death. The fear of punishment in the grave, on the Day of Judgement and in
Jahannam kept them from committing sins, and the desire for the bounties of Jannah pushed them to perform the
good deeds and sacrifices necessary to achieve them.

َ ُ ُ ْ ُ َ ْ َ َ َّ َ َ َ َّ َ ُ ُ َ ْ َ ْ َ ُ ْ ُ َ َّ َ َّ ُ ْ ّ ً ُ
َ ْاب َ َري
ُ َذٰل َِك الْك َِت
َ ون َو َّال
ِين
ة ومِما رزقناهم ين ِفقQب وي ِقيمون الص
ي
غ
ال
ب
ون
ِن
م
ؤ
ي
ِين
ال
ي
ق
ت
م
ِل
ل
ى
د
ه
ه
ِي
ف
ب
ِ
ِ
ِ
ِ
َ ُ ََ َ َْ َ ُ َ َ ُ ُْ
ُ َ َ ُ
ُ ٰ َ َ َ َٰ ُ َ ُ ُ ْ ُ ِ َ ْ َ َ ْ َ
^ ه ًدى ّمِن َّر ّب ِ ِه ْم َوأولٰئِك ه ُم
نزل مِن قبل ِك وبِالخِرة هم يوق ِنون أولئِك
ِ نزل إِلك وما أ
ِ يؤمِنون بِما أ
ْ ْ
َ
ال ُمفل ُِحون
This is the Book about which there is no doubt; guidance for those who have taqwaa. Those who believe in the
unseen, establish prayer, and spend out of what We have provided for them. And those who believe in what has been
revealed to you, (Oh Muhammad), and what was revealed before you, and they are certain of the Hereafter. Those
are upon guidance from their Lord, and it is those who are the successful. (2:2-5)
4. To achieve this quality:
A. We should obey the commands of Allaah and follow the sunnahs that we know.
B. We should talk and think about the greatness of Allaah using His Names and Attributes.
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C. We should talk about and remind ourselves constantly that everything happens only by the Will of Allaah (a.w.j.).
D. We should talk and think about the miracles of Allaah (a.w.j.) shown through the Prophets (a.s.) and the Sahaabah
(r.a.a.).
E. We should talk and think about the status of Rasoolullaah (s.a.w.s.) and the importance of following sunnah.
F. We should talk and think about the Creation of Allaah (a.w.j.) around us.
G. We should talk and think about the blessings, bounties and favours that Allaah (a.w.j.) has given us.
H. We should talk and think about death and all the stages of the Hereafter: the grave, Day of Judgement, Jannah
and Jahannam.
I. We should talk and think about the rewards in Jannah for the good deeds we perform.
J. We should ask Allaah for strong eemaan and yaqeen.
K. We should do thikr of this Kalimah.

Level 3
(77 Branches of Eemaan) The Sahaabah (r.a.a.) learnt that all aspects of life are part of eemaan. The Prophet
(s.a.w.s.) said to the near meaning: “Faith has over seventy branches or over sixty branches, the most excellent of
which is the declaration that there is no god but Allaah, and the humblest of which is the removal of what is injurious
from the path; and modesty is a branch of faith.”
One of the pious ancestors was asked about eemaan: “Does it increase?” He replied ‘Yes, until it becomes like
mountains.’ He was then asked “Does it decrease?” He answered ‘Yes, until there is nothing left of it.’
’Umar (r.a) reported that the Prophet (s.a.w.s.) mentioned about Aboo Bakr as-Siddeeq (r.a.): “Were the faith of
Aboo Bakr (r.a.) to be weighed on one side of a scale and the faith of the people around the whole world on the other
side, the faith of Aboo Bakr (r.a.) would outweigh the faith of all the people around the world.” (Bayhaqee, Tirmithee
and Ahmad ibn Hanbal.)
Yazeed related from Ja’far ibn Uthmaan: “Some or all of our scholars heard Aboo ad-Dardaa' saying ‘Indeed, it is a
part of a man’s growth in knowledge to improve his eemaan; make up for any decrease; know whether his eemaan
increases or diminishes, and know when and where Satan’s temptations may come.’” (Ahmad ibn Hanbal)
4. To achieve this quality:
Talking about, thinking about and practising any of the branches of eemaan will increase our eemaan and yaqeen.

Second Quality
1. The second quality of the Sahaabah was that they had humility and submission in their salaah.

َ
َ
َ
ُ َ َّ َ ُ ْ ُ ْ َ َ ْ َ ْ َ
ت ِ ِه ْم خاش ُِعونQِين ه ْم ِف َص
قد أفلح المؤمِنون ال

2. A. A purpose of this was to fulfil the right of Allaah (a.w.j.) on the believers:

Successful indeed are the believers. Those who are humble in their prayers. (23:1-2)
B. A purpose of this was to purify them from the sins committed since the previous salaah.
C. A purpose of this was to protect them from lewdness and iniquity:

َ ْ
َ ْ َ ْ َ ٰ َ ْ َ َ َ َّ َّ
…ه ع ِن الفحشاءِ َوال ُمنك ِر
ة تنQ… إِن الص

…Surely, salaah preserves from lewdness and iniquity… (29:45) and the Prophet (s.a.w.s.) said to the near meaning
that salaah that doesn’t save one from lewdness and iniquity is no salaah.
D. A purpose of this was as a means of communicating directly with Allaah (a.w.j.).
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E. A purpose of this was to help them take from the treasures of Allaah. The Prophet (s.a.w.s.) taught them specific
modes of salaah to achieve their needs: Salaatu-l Haajah, Salaatu-l Istikhaarah, Salaatu-l Istisqaa, and Salaatu-tTasbeeh for example.
4. To achieve this quality:
A. We should perform long rakaahs of nafl salaah.
B. We should assume all the postures of salaah correctly, pause, then say the athkaar relevant to each posture
before changing position.
C. We should know the meaning of what we are saying.
D. We should believe that what we are saying is true.
E. We should believe that we are speaking directly to Allaah (a.w.j.) in the thikr that is directly for Him, and that He is
listening to us—for example with rabba-naa wa la-ka-l hamd. For thikr that is for our own reminder, we should
believe that Allaah is listening to us speaking to ourselves—for example with ashhadu a-llaa ilaaha illa-llaah.
F. If our heart starts to become diverted by any feelings of enjoyment or excitement due to the effect of our salaah,
we should suppress this by reminding ourselves that we are performing salaah only to please Allaah. If the feelings
remain, despite trying to suppress them, then we should accept them as a gift from Allaah, but we shouldn’t perform
any future salaah with the intention of achieving these feelings, otherwise the salaah becomes for our pleasure, not
Allaah’s alone.
G. We should talk about the importance of praying with humility and submission, and the means to achieve them.
H. We should ask Allaah for humility and submission in our salaah.

Third Quality
1. The third quality of the Sahaabah was that they had knowledge of the complete deen, and they were always in the
remembrance of Allaah.

Knowledge
The Prophet (s.a.w.s.) said to the near meaning that there are two types of knowledge: One in the heart, which is
beneficial, and one on the tongue, which is a proof of Allaah against us.
2. A. A purpose of knowledge was to purify their beliefs and to improve their character, behaviour and actions.

َ
ْ َ ُ ُ َ َ َ َ ْ َ ُ ّ َ ُ ْ ُ ُ َ َ ّ َّ َ ُ ُ
نت ْم تد ُر ُسون
… كونوا ربان ِيِي بِما كنتم تعل ِمون الكِتاب وبِما ك

…Become true worshippers of the Lord by your constant teaching and studying of the Scripture. (3:79)
B. A purpose of knowledge was so they knew in every situation what the command of Allaah was and what was the
Prophet’s sunnah.
C. A purpose of knowledge was that they knew which obligatory action was to be given priority at any particular
time. For example, if someone is known to be drinking alcohol and not praying, the salaah has to be addressed first.
D. A purpose of knowledge was to know which voluntary action was more rewarding at a particular time. For
example, a sahaabi (r.a.) came out of nafl i’tikaaf to help someone in need, as he knew that this help is more
valuable than 10 years of nafl i’tikaaf.
E. A purpose of this level of knowledge was to enable them to be sent to a community as a teacher—to teach and
demonstrate the complete deen.

Thikr
Thikr is any and every particular moment when we are thinking, saying or doing things which Allaah (a.w.j.) likes, so
the whole of life and deen can be thikr of Allaah.

ُ ْ َ ْ ُ ُْ َْ
ُْ َ ََ
ُ
ُ
ُ فَاذْ ُك
ون
ر
ِ  و تكفرJِ ون أذكركم واشكروا
ِ

2. A. A purpose of thikr was so they had a constant awareness and connection with Allaah.
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So remember Me, I will remember you. And be grateful to Me and do not be ungrateful. (2:152)

َ َ َّ ْ
َّ ْ
َ ِين
ُ آم ُنوا َو َت ْط َمئ ُّن ُق ُل
ُ ِ َت ْط َمئ ُّن الْ ُق ُلYا
ُ وب
َ َّال
وب
ر
ِك
ذ
ب
أ
Yا
ر
ِك
ذ
ب
م
ه
ِ
ِ
ِ
ِ ِ
ِ ِ

B. A purpose of thikr was to make their hearts satisfied and at peace.

Those who believe, and whose hearts find satisfaction in the remembrance of Allaah; for without doubt, hearts find
satisfaction in the remembrance of Allaah. (13:28)
C. A purpose of thikr was to purify the heart.
D. A purpose of thikr was to protect the heart from Shaytaan.
4. To achieve this quality:
A. We should develop the habit of doing thikr, tilaawah, and reciting masnoon du’aas in all the appropriate
situations.

َ ِين
ً ذ ِْك ًرا َكثِياYا
َ َّ آم ُنوا اذْ ُك ُروا
َ يَا َأ ُّي َها َّال

Oh you who believe! Remember Allaah with much remembrance. (33:41)

َْ َ
َ ُ َّ َ َ َ َ ْ ُ ُ ٰ َ َ َ ً ُ ُ َ ً َ َ َّ َ ُ ُ ْ َ َ َّ
ْ
َّ ون ف َخلْق
َ الس َم
…ات والر ِض
 قِياما وقعودا و^ جنوب ِ ِهم ويتفكرYالِين يذكرون ا
ِ او
ِ
ِ

Those who remember Allaah standing, and sitting and lying on their sides, and they reflect on the creation of the
heavens and the earth… (3:191)
B. We should know the meaning of what we are saying.
C. We should believe that what we are saying is true.
D. We should believe that we are speaking directly to Allaah in the thikr that is directly for Him, and that He is
listening to us—for example with laa ilaaha illaa ant. For thikr that is for our own reminder, believe that Allaah is
listening to us speaking to ourselves—for example with astaghfiru-llaah.
E. If our heart starts to become diverted by any feelings of enjoyment or excitement due to the effect of our thikr,
we should suppress this by reminding ourselves that we are doing thikr only to please Allaah. If the feelings remain,
despite trying to suppress them, then we should accept them as a gift from Allaah, but we shouldn’t do any future
thikr with the intention of achieving these feelings, otherwise the thikr becomes for our pleasure, not Allaah’s alone.
F. We should talk about the importance of thikr.
G. We should ask Allaah (a.w.j.) to keep us constantly in His remembrance.

Sixth Quality
1. The sixth quality of the Sahaabah was that they give their life and wealth for the deen of Allaah, through which
Allaah (a.w.j.) purified them and gave them the ability to achieve the practices and qualities of eemaan.
2. The purpose of giving their life and wealth for the deen of Allaah was to fulfil their responsibility to take eemaan
to the people who didn’t have it; to teach Islaam; to encourage and teach each other to develop their relationship
with Allaah (a.w.j.) and become true Muslims; to protect the integrity of the Muslims and their society by enjoining
good and forbidding evil, and to protect the Muslims, their lands and their subjects from outside attack.
This often involved leaving behind the things of normal life, and became a defining criterion in anyone claiming to be
a believer:
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Say (Oh Muhammad) “If your fathers, and your sons, and your brothers, and your wives, and your relatives, and the
wealth which you have acquired, and the commerce wherein you fear a decline, and the dwellings with which you are
pleased are more beloved to you than Allaah and His Messenger and striving in His Cause, then wait until Allaah
brings about His command. And Allaah does not guide the wrongdoing people.” (9:24)
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Oh you who believe! What is the matter with you, that when you are asked to go forth in the cause of Allaah, you
cling heavily to the earth? Do you prefer the life of this world to the Hereafter? But little is the comfort of this life, as
compared with the Hereafter. (9:38)
In this effort of Tableegh, we work on encouraging and teaching each other to develop our relationships with Allaah
(a.w.j.) and become true Muslims. The sacrifice of time and wealth for this effort will firstly bring us guidance from
Allaah (a.w.j.), which will purify us; increase our eemaan and yaqeen; develop the other actions and qualities of deen
in our lives, and create genuine worry and concern within us for ourselves, our families, and the whole of mankind
and jinnaat.
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And those who strove in relation to Us, We will most certainly guide them to our Paths (subul): For truly Allaah is with
those who do right. (29:69)
This striving away from home to call people to Allaah (a.w.j.) demonstrates our trying to sincerely love Him in a way
that He Wishes to be loved, not in other ways of our own thinking. Also, of all the Paths (subul) that open as a result
of any kind striving in relation to Allaah (a.w.j.), this effort puts us on the Path (sabeel) of our Prophet (s.a.w.s.),
through which we receive additional guidance specific to those who follow him (s.a.w.s.).
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Say (Oh Muhammad) “If you love Allaah, then follow me; Allaah will Love you and forgive you your sins. Allaah is
Forgiving, Merciful.” (3:31)
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Say (Oh Muhammad) “This is my Path (sabeel). I invite to Allaah with insight. I and whoever followed me. Glory be to
Allaah! And I am not of the idolaters.” (12:108)

َ
َ ُ َّ َ
َّ
… َواتب ِ ُعوهُ ل َعلك ْم ت ْه َت ُدون
…and follow him (Muhammad) so that you may be guided. (7:158)
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4. To achieve this quality of giving our life and wealth for the deen of Allaah:
A. The Elders recommend spending 4 months at the first opportunity, then spending a daily two and a half hours,
with a daily mushoorah; two ta’leems daily—one at home and one in the masjid; two jawlahs weekly—one in our
own locality and one in a nearby locality; spending 72 hours monthly; and 40 days a year.
B. We should increase our time and sacrifices throughout our lives.
C. We should talk about the importance of striving in the Path of Allaah.
D. We should ask Allaah to accept our life and wealth for His deen.
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Appendix 6
Translation of Kalimah Tayyibah
1. Kalimah Tayyibah
This discussion concerns only the first part of the Kalimah:

ُ َّ َّ َ ٓ إ َل ٰ َه إ
Yٱ
ِ ِ
laa ilaaha illa-llaah
This means “No ilaah except Allaah,” thus negating the existence of any ilaah except Allaah.
This fact is confirmed by many verses of the Qur'aan, for example:

ۡ ۢ َ ٓ َ ۡ ۡ ْ ُ ْ ُ َ ُ َ َ َ ۡ َ َ ُ َّ َ ٰ َ ٓ َ ُ َّ َ ُ َّ َ َ
ۡٱلقس
ُٱلكِيم
ُ ط َ ٓ إ َل ٰ َه إ َّ ُه َو ۡٱل َعز
َ ۡ يز
ٰٓ  أنهۥ إِله إ ِ هو وٱلمYش ِهد ٱ
ۚ
ِ ِ ِ لئِكة وأولوا ٱل ِعل ِم قائ ِما ب
ِ ِ
ِ

Allaah bears witness that there is no ilaah but He—and (so do) the angels and the men of knowledge—being the One
who maintains equity. There is no ilaah but He, the Mighty, the Wise. (3:18) (Muhammad Taqi Usmani, but without
his translation of ilaah)

2. Translations
2.1 Allaah’s (a.w.j.) Definition of ilaah
The means of discovering the English definition of ilaah (or that of any other language for that matter) can be
derived via the kalimah alone, i.e. if there is only one ilaah, whose personal Name is Allaah (a.w.j.), then the
description of Allaah (a.w.j.) is also the description of the one ilaah.
Allaah (a.w.j.) describes Himself in the Qur'aan in terms of His Names, Qualities and abilities, so any non-Arabic
speaker can learn who Allaah is (and thus the meaning of ilaah) through reading any scholastic translation of the
Qur'aan.
Allaah (a.w.j.) has also defined ilaah using a method of negation, by pointing out the lack of abilities that would
warrant anything else being described as an ilaah, for example:

ََۡ ۡ ُ
ُ ۡ َ َّ ُ ۡ َ
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َ ُ
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ِ يàصف ٱ
ِ ن

Say “Have you seen if Allaah took away your hearing and your sight and sealed your hearts, who is the ilaah other
than Allaah to bring it to you?” See how We explain the Signs; yet they turn away. (6:46)
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Oh mankind! An example is set forth, so listen to it. Indeed, those whom you invoke besides Allaah will never create a
fly, even if they gathered together for it. And if the fly snatched a thing away from them, they could not take it back
from it. So weak are the seeker and the one who is sought. (22:73)
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If you invoke them, they do not hear your call; and if they heard, they would not respond to you. And on the Day of
the Resurrection they will deny your association. And none can inform you like The All-Aware. (35:14)
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That is because Allaah, He is the Truth, and that which they invoke besides Him, it is the falsehood. And that Allaah,
He is the Most High, the Most Great. (22:62)
Despite these methods of defining His Self-description as ilaah, and the negation of any false claims to anything
other than He being an ilaah, there is a mistranslation of the kalimah that has become prevalent among English
publications and speakers. This has originated from both Urdu and Arabic speakers, although the route by which the
mistranslation has occurred is different in the two languages.
2.2 Mistranslation from Urdu

ٌ ُْ َ

Urdu speakers have mistakenly used the Arabic word  معبودma’bood (which is grammatically a passive participle) as
a synonym for ilaah (which is grammatically a noun) in their translation of the full kalimah into Urdu from Arabic:
Allaah kay siwaa koy ma’bood nahee, Muhammad Allaah kay rasool hai
There is no ma’bood except Allaah, Muhammad is Allaah’s rasool.
The nearest equivalent term for ilaah in Urdu is khudaa, but rather than use this word, or just keep the original
Arabic word chosen by Allaah (a.w.j.) (i.e. Allaah kay siwaa koy ilaah nahee) as they have done for rasool
(Messenger) in the second half of the kalimah (Allaah kay rasool), they have replaced ilaah with the word ma’bood
(something which is worshipped); a word which Allaah (a.w.j.) has not used anywhere in the Qur'aan to describe
Himself, and which I have not found the Prophet (s.a.w.s.) using in any hadeeth to describe Allaah (a.w.j.) or any of
the false gods.
Translators have subsequently carried the mistaken substitution of ma’bood over when translating the kalimah into
English. “No ma’bood except Allaah” is not, however, translated as “There is nothing which is worshipped except
Allaah,” because the English language is often understood more literally than Arabic. An English speaker would point
out that Jesus, Mary and Shiva, for example, are worshipped on a daily basis. This is why the words “worthy of” are
added, and the passive verb structure is replaced by an active one, to give “There is none worthy of worship except
Allaah.”
2.3 Mistranslation from Arabic
Arabs, on the other hand, know that ilaah and ma’bood are not universal synonyms, so when expanding on the
meaning of the kalimah for explanatory purposes, they more closely define the intended meaning of ma’bood to
give variations on the statement:

َ ُْ َ َ
ُ َّ َّ ود ِبَ ّق إ
Yٱ
معب
ِ ٖ
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laa ma’booda bi haqqin illa-llaah
There is nothing which is worshipped by right except Allaah
which is then translated into English as though it were the original kalimah, and with additional obscuring of the
meaning by translating without the passive structure of ma’bood, to give “There is none worthy of worship except
Allaah.”
This is not the translation of the kalimah; it is a translation of a consequential implication of the kalimah, i.e. if there
is no god but Allaah (a.w.j.), then of all the things that are worshipped, only He (a.w.j.) has the right to such worship.

3. Synonyms
To examine the mistake of Urdu speakers further; the definition of a synonym is:
A word or phrase that means exactly or nearly the same as another word or phrase in the same language.
(English Oxford Living Dictionaries)
The words home and abode are synonyms in the English language and are thus interchangeable without altering the
general sense of any sentence they are used in.
A demonstration of the mistaken understanding of this issue is that the statement “’Eesaa (a.s.) is ma’bood” is
correct, but if ma’bood is interchanged with the falsely-claimed synonym ilaah, it would result in the statement that
’Eesaa (a.s.) is ilaah, which is incorrect.
It can be pointed out that ’Eesaa (a.s.) is both ma’bood and ilaah in the opinion of the Christians, and that this is a
justifiable use of ilaah in Arabic, but we are not discussing the linguistic meanings of ilaah in the whole Arabic
language; we are discussing its specific, singular meaning in the Kalimah of Truth.
In Arabic, the ilaah referred to in the kalimah is a proper noun referring to a single, specific thing—Allaaha ta’aalaa.
Ma’bood on the other hand, as a passive participle, describes any number of things which are in a relationship of
being worshipped by another thing—Allaah (a.w.j.), ’Eesaa (a.s.), money, power etc. Ma’bood is not used in either
the Qur'aan or ahaadeeth, so there is obviously no text from Qur'aan or hadeeth which limits the meaning of
ma’bood to Allaah (a.w.j.) alone in the way that there is such text to limit the meaning of ilaah to Allaah alone, so it
cannot be taken as a universal synonym. On the contrary, there are many verses of the Qur'aan which state that
other things are worshipped besides Allaah (a.w.j.), for example:
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Say : “Oh you that reject Faith! I do not worship that which you worship.” (109:1-2)
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And when Allaah says “Oh Jesus, son of Mary, did you say to mankind “Take me and my mother as gods (ilaahayn)
besides Allaah?”…” (5:116)
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They have taken their rabbis and their monks as lords beside Allaah and the Messiah, son of Mary, when they were
not commanded, except to worship One god: there is no god except Him; glory be to Him above what they associate
(with Him). (9:31)
When ’Adee bin Haatim (r.a.) became Muslim after being a Christian, the Prophet (s.a.w.s.) recited this verse to him,
at which he replied “They did not worship them.” The Prophet (s.a.w.s.) said “Yes they did. They (the rabbis and
monks) prohibited the allowed for them (Christians and Jews) and allowed the prohibited, and they obeyed them.
This is how they worshipped them.” (Tafseer ibn Katheer)
All such examples are defined in the Qur'aan as ma’bood in reality, so there are more than one, whereas nothing
other than Allaah (a.w.j.) is defined as ilaah in reality.
3.1 Further Definition of ma’bood
Translators fail to recognise that either:
3.1.1 ma'bood has two conflicting meanings
which negates its being a universal synonym:
a) A thing which is worshipped due to a belief in it having the power to benefit or harm the worshipper, and does in
fact have that power, and
b) A thing which is worshipped due to a belief in it having the power to benefit or harm the worshipper, but which
doesn't in fact have that power (either independently of Allaah (a.w.j.), or at all).
In this case, the ilaah of the kalimah is of the first type of ma'bood, but not the second, and therefore ilaah is not
universally synonymous with the word ma'bood. A translation would have to limit the meaning of ma’bood to reflect
this, i.e. “There is nothing which is worshipped which has the independent power to benefit or harm, except Allaah.”
Or
3.1.2 ma'bood has a single meaning
A thing which is worshipped due to a belief in it having the power to benefit or harm the worshipper, whether it
does in fact have that power or not.
The resultant, simplified translation: “There is nothing which is worshipped except Allaah” is obviously and
demonstrably false.
It can be seen in this case that the single, only ilaah referred to in the kalimah must carry the additional meaning of
being a ma'bood which actually has the power to benefit or harm the worshipper. This additional, essential meaning
over and above this single definition of ma'bood negates ilaah being synonymous with ma'bood.
3.1.3 Effect on Translation
In both cases, the distinction of Allaah (a.w.j.) being worshipped and singularly being deserving of that worship due
to having the powers that warrant it, is missing from a translation which only includes His warranting being
worshipped, i.e. “There is none worthy of worship except Allaah.” The reasons for warranting worship have to be
implied.
The English equivalent of a Being which is worshipped (due to having the powers that warrant it or not) is “god.” We
generally refer to the Being which is worshipped due to having the powers that warrant it as “God”, but Englishspeaking Muslims don’t usually translate the personal Name of this Being from Allaah to God. Hence the closest
translation would be “There is no god except Allaah” rather than “There is no god except God.”
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Despite knowing that Thor, Zeus and Rama are known as gods, the translation “There is no god except Allaah” is not
taken linguistically, as it is understood immediately by a native English speaker that, as in the original Arabic, the
word “true” is naturally implied, to give a meaning of “There is no true god except Allaah” and the understanding
that all other things referred to linguistically as gods are false gods.

3.2 Further Definition of ilaah
It can be seen from the classical Arabic dictionary Lisaan ul Arab, that ilaah is not universally synonymous with
ma'bood.

a-l-h: The ilaah: Allaah (’azza wa jall); and everything that is taken besides Him (as) a ma’bood (thing which is
worshipped) (as an) ilaah in the opinion of one who takes it (as an ilaah); and the mass of the aalihah. And the
aalihah: the idols; they are named as such due to their belief that worship is due to them; and their names follow on
from their beliefs, not from anything which they have of themselves; and the (difference between) aalihah and
divinity is clear.
The first definition of ilaah is that of the ilaah of the Kalimah: The ilaah: Allaah (a.w.j.).
In the second definition of ilaah:
…everything that is taken besides Him as a thing which is worshipped as an ilaah in the opinion of one who takes it
as an ilaah
the word ma’bood is used specifically and unambiguously for the multitude of things (aalihah) other than Allaah
(thus excluding Allaah (a.w.j.) Himself), so can in no way be thought of as a synonym for the single, unique ilaah of
the kalimah.
It can be seen that the rest of the aalihah (plural of ilaah) defined above, and which are mentioned in the Qur'aan
and ahaadeeth, are only referred to as such by custom in the language, and by false belief. This class of aalihah are
also ma’bood, as in the example of ’Eesaa (a.s.) discussed earlier. None of them is actually an ilaah as defined by
Allaah (a.w.j.) Himself.
An example of customary use of the word ilaah is when Allaah (a.w.j.) says:

ََ ََ َ َ
َ َ َ َ َ َ ۡ ٰ َ َ ُ َّ ُ َّ َ َ َ ُ ٰ َ َ ُ َ َ َ َ َّ
ََۡ
َ ََٰٗ
ََ
ۡ
َ
َ
َ
ۡ
َ
َ
َ
َ
َ
ٰ
ٰ
ٰ
صه ِۦ غِشوة فمن
ِ  ^ عِل ٖم وختم ^ سم ِعهِۦ وقلبِهِۦ وجعل ^ بYه وأضله ٱñأفرءيت م ِن ٱتذ إِلههۥ هو
َ ُ َّ َ َ َ َ َ َّ ۡ َ ۢ
 تذكرونQِۚ أفYَي ۡهدِيهِ ِمن بع ِد ٱ
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So, have you seen him who has taken his desires as his ilaah, and Allaah has let him go astray knowingly, and has
sealed his hearing and his heart, and put a cover over his sight? Now who will guide him after Allaah? So will you not
take heed? (45:23)
An example of use of ilaah in false belief is the statement of the disbelievers of Makkah:

ََ َ َ
ٞ َ ُ ٌ ۡ َ َ َ ٰ َ َّ ً ٰ َ ٗ ٰ َ َ َ
ل ِهة إِلها وحِداۖ إِن هذا لشء عجابàأجعل ٱ

Has he made the aalihah into one ilaah? Truly this is an amazing thing! (38:5)

4. Summary
Allaah (a.w.j.), has complete knowledge of Himself and of the Arabic language, with which He chose to describe
Himself through the revealed word ilaah in the Qur'aan and on the tongue of His Messenger (s.a.w.s.). He has
nowhere described Himself with the term ma’bood. Anyone substituting Allaah’s word ilaah with their word
ma’bood in translations of revealed text is:
a) Unwittingly (as this would otherwise be open disbelief) and indirectly claiming that his or her own knowledge of
Allaah (a.w.j.) or of the Arabic language is superior to that of Allaah Himself, thus requiring “correction” of Allaah’s
word ilaah with their word ma’bood, or
b) They have unwittingly made a serious mistake that needs to be corrected once they become aware of it, or
c) They have purposely misdirected the common folk (’aam) away from the correct translation to avoid the intended,
natural train of thought arising from understanding that only Allaah (a.w.j.) is a god. Realising this fact leads to
questioning what makes Him (a.w.j.) so unique, which leads to investigating his Names, Attributes and abilities. The
fitrah of the ’aam on these issues contradicts the ’aqeedah of the scholars of their communities, necessitating that
they be diverted away from the curiosity arising from understanding the Kalimah in their own language. See my
publication Identifying Islaam’s Saved Sect for a more detailed discussion of this topic.
Using ma’bood in a complementary way of further explanation, as the Arabs do, does not fall into any of these
categories.
ma’bood and ilaah can be used interchangeably for the created ma’boodoon and aalihah. A created ma’bood can be
an ilaah and vice versa. There are and have been millions of ma’boodoon.
The kalimah and many verses of the Qur'aan limit the number of true aalihah to one. There is no text to limit the
number of true ma’boodoon in the same way. The Qur'aan names many ma’boodoon and states them to be
ma’boodoon in reality. They are worshipped besides Allaah (a.w.j.).
Allaah (a.w.j.) is stating through this kalimah that all the things (aalihah) which are consciously or unconsciously
worshipped as though they have the power to benefit or harm, or are taken as sources of guidance to right and
wrong, or are obeyed or loved instead of Allaah, have no power or authority or qualities to be taken as such. Only He
and nothing else has such power, authority, qualities and rights.
While one aspect of The ilaah is that He is worshipped, the many other facets to being The ilaah (as described in His
Names and Attributes) are lost when limiting the translation of ilaah to just being a deserving object of worship. This
in turn demeans the import of the kalimah.
The whole of our belief and way of life is founded on the kalimah and the true meaning of the word ilaah. We
cannot substitute a non-revealed term having a different meaning and grammar into this kalimah and expect it to
retain its original meaning and intent.
The correct translation of the first part of the kalimah should be:
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There is no god except Allaah.

5. Additional notes
5.1 The use of ma’bood is not unbecoming for Allaah (a.w.j.) as such. As a passive participle it describes Him as the
second (the object) in a mutual relationship, but He chose to describe Himself in just such terms when He used the
passive participle musta’aan to describe Himself in the Qur’aan:
And they brought upon his shirt false blood. (Jacob) said “Rather, your souls have enticed you to something, so
patience is most fitting. And Allaah is The One sought for Help (Al Musta’aan) against that which you describe.”
(12:18)
(The Prophet) has said “My Lord, judge (between us) in truth. And our Lord is the Most Merciful, The One Whose Help
is Sought (Al Musta’aan) against that which you describe.” (21:112)
5.2 Mistranslation of the kalimah also leaves the door open for such as the Jehovah’s Witnesses to claim a belief in
the first part of the kalimah, albeit with the personal Name Jehovah instead of Allaah. They believe that Jesus is a
god, but should not be worshipped. This is a theological contradiction within itself, but nevertheless they can try to
claim “There is no-one worthy of worship except Jehovah” despite believing in two gods.
“There is no god except Allaah” negates the acceptability of believing in two gods, whether the second is worshipped
(knowingly or unknowingly) or not.
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